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INCLUSIONARY ZONING ORDINANCES MUST
- MEET TEIE STANDARDS FOR REGULATORY
TAKINGS:ESTABLISFIED BY THE UNITED STATES
AND CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURTS
The purpose behind the Takings Clause in the United States Constitution is well
established: "The Fifth Amendment's guarantee ...[is] designed to bar Government from forcing
some people alone to bear public burdens which, in all fairness and Justice, should be borne by
the public as a whole." Armstrong v. United States, 364 U.S. 40, 49 (1960).
The United States Supreme Court has held on numerous occasions that "[t]he application
of a general zoning law to particular property effects a taking if the ordinance does not
substantially advance legitimate state interests ... or denies an owner economically viable use of
his land." Agins v. City of Tiburon, 447 U.S. 255, 260 (1980); Accord Lucas v. Sotah Carolina
Coastal Council, 505 U.S. 1003, 1016 (1992); Santa Monica Beach. Ltd. v. Superior Court, 19
Cal. 4th 952, 976 (1999).
In Nollan v. California Coastal Commission, 483 U.S. 825, 837 (1987) the Supreme
Court held that there must be an "essential nexus" between a condition imposed on the use of
land and the impacts of the use itself. Assuming a permit could be denied because of a potential
adverse impact from the development, the Court said that a "permit condition that serves the
same legitimate police-power purpose as a refusal to issue the permit ... would not constitute a
taking." Id at 836. In other words, a condition is permissible only if it ameliorates a negative
impact caused by the permitted use of the use of the land. Furthermore, the Court made it clear
that in reviewing the imposition of such conditions, a heightened level of judicial scrutiny is
warranted: "We have required that the regulation `substantially advance' the `legitimate state
interest' sought to be achieved . . . not that `the State "could rationally have decided" that the
measure adopted might achieve the State's objective. "' Id at 836 n. 3.
The Court expanded further upon this test in Dolan v. City of Tigard, 512 U.S. 374, 391
(1994) where it found that the "nexus" must be substantial:
We think the "reasonable relationship" test adopted by a majority of the state
courts is closer to the federal constitutional norm than either of those previously
discussed. But we do not adopt it as such, partly because the term "reasonable
relationship" seems confusingly similar to the term "rational basis" which
describes the minimal level of scrutiny nnder the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. We think a term such as "rough proportionality" best
encapsulates what we hold to be the requirement of the. Fifth Amendment. No
precise mathematical calculation is required, but the city must make some sort of
individualized determination that the required dedication is related both in nature
and extent to the impact of the proposed development.
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It was clear from these decisions that the "nexus" and "rough proportionality" tests, with
their attendant heightened scrutiny, apply, at a minimum, to fact situations analogous the forced
dedications of land found in Nollan and Dolan. In Ehrlich v. City of Culver City I 2 Cal. 4th
854, 876 (1996) cert. denied, 1 17 S. Ct. 299 ( 1996), the California Supreme Court held-that the
Nollan and Dolan standards apply to other sorts of conditions imposed on the use of land
especially when those conditions are formulated in an individualized permitting process:
It is in this paradigmatic permit context--where the individual property ownerdeveloper seeks to negotiate approval of a planned development--that the
combined Nollan and Dolan test quintessentially applies.

The Court continued that the manner in which the exaction is imposed can be more important
than the precise exaction:
Under this view of the constitutional role of the consolidated "essential nexus"
and "rough proportionality" tests, it matters little whether the local land use
permit authority demands the actual conveyance of property or the payment of a
monetary exaction. In a context in which the constraints imposed by legislative
and political processes are absent or substantially reduced, the risk of too elastic
or diluted a takings standard--the vice of distributive injustice in the allocation of
civic costs--is heightened in either case.

Id at 876.'

' The holding.ofEhrlich is unaffected by City of Monterey v. Del Monte Dunes, I I9 S. Ct. 1624
(1999) where the court noted that it had not extended the analysis of Dolan to land use denials.
The Court did, however, in accepting the jury instructions provided in the lower court, reject
the City's arguinent that all police power land use decisions are afforded great deference. The
City had argued that by allowing a jury to review the permit denials it had adopted a "legal
standard for regulatory takings liability that allows juries to second-guess public land-use
policy." Id at 1635. The Court rejected this argument and upheld the jury instructions, holding
that the trial court's instructions were "consistent with our previous general discussions of
regulatory takings liability." Al at 1636.
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In other words, the standards of Nollan, Dolan, and Ehrlich apply with equal force to
exactions of the nature found in inclusio ►Iary zoning ordinances where developers are required to
dedicate land and building material to a government's low income housing program.'

TI-IE GREAT WEIGHT OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
AND DATA SI=IOWTI-1AT REGULATORY BARRIERS ARE
THE PRIMARY CAUSE OF SFIORTAGES IN AFFORDABLE
HOUSING AND THAT NEW FIONIE CONSTRUCTION
.REDUCES THE OVERALL PRICE OF HOUSING
The primary difficulty in justifying inclusionary zoning ordinances under the Takings
Clause is that there is no nexus between new home construction and an increased need for
affordable housing. In fact, the great weight of evidence suggests that construction of new
housing relieves rather than exacerbates the shortage of affordable housing. Numerous studies
have also shown that the cause of affordable housing shortages has been restrictive zoning
practices, not the development of new hornes.

The last major federal investigation into the causes of barriers to affordable housing
concluded that
government action is also a major contributing factor in denying housing
opportunities, raising costs, and restricting supply. Exclusionary, discriminatory,
and unnecessary regulations at all levels substantially restrict the ability of the
private housing market to meet the demand for affordable housing, and also limit
the efficacy of government housing assistance and subsidy programs.
ADVISORY COMMISSION ON REGULATORY BARRIERS TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING, "No"l- IN MY
BACK YARD" REMOVING BARRIERS TO AFFORDABLE I-IOUSING, 3 (1992). Excerpts attached as

Exhibit A. The Commission continued that large fees "have a regressive effect. Fees are
generally fixed regardless of the cost of a new ]ionic. Thus, households that can only afford less
expensive houses end up paying a higher proportion of the sales price to cover the cost of fees."
Id at 5. In examining the impacts of restrictive and exclusionary zoning in the suburbs the
Commission found "[w]hen used in an exclusionary manner they have a notable impact on
residential land costs, especially in preferred suburban locations." Id at 2-5 (discusses in more
detail the relationship between suburban land use controls and housing affordability).

3 Inclusionary zoning ordinances cannot avoid the requirements of the Takings Clause simply
by labeling them "zoning" ordinances rather than "exactions." If the ordinance requires a
landowner to give up property (including money or services) in exchange for a permit, analysis
under the Takings Clause is required. Indeed, the Supreme Court has often considered the
concept of regulatory takings in the context of zoning ordinances.
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--Another comprehensive collect ions--of analyses swas commissioned by dfe Pacific Insti-hite

for Public Policy Research . In that study, Dr. Bernard Frieden, The Exclr.rsional-y Effect of
Growth Cono'ol, in M. BRUCE JOI-INSON, ED:, PACIFIC INSTITUTE FOR PUI3LIC POLICY RESEARCH,
RESOLVING THE HOUSING CRISIS, 19-33 (1982) ( hereinafter RESOLVING "1-1-IE HOUSING CRISIS)
(Attached as Exhibit :B) concluded:

Freeing some land from development makes the remaining sites more expensive.
Growth controls further increase the cost of land for each new home when they
mandate large minimum-lot sizes.

Id. at 27-28:
Another report in the Pacific Institute study is by Lloyd J. Mercer and W. Douglas
Morgan, An.L-stinzate ofResidential Growth Controls' Inzpact on House Prices, in RESOLVING
THE HOUSING CRISIS at 189-215. Attached as Exhibit C. Reviewing the relationship between
housing costs and growth controls in the Santa Barbara area, Professors Mercer and Morgan
conclude: "To the extent that the "housing crisis" on the South Coast is a lack of "affordable
housing"-that is, house prices have risen too much-that crisis has been exacerbated to a
significant extent by exiting growth controls." Id at 214.

There is an abundance of studies that demonstrate a causal connection between growth
controls and a lack of affordable housing. See e.g. CENTER FOR URBAN AND REGIONAL STUDIES,
UNIV. OF NORTH CAROLINA, REGULATION AND THE COST OF NEw RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

(1999)passim, Exhibit D, ("As the cost of regulation drives up housing prices, demand falls and
the bottom end of the housing market drops out, leaving mostly high-end houses in the building
pipeline. Thus, lower- and middle-income households bear the burden, not simply through
higher home ownership costs, but through the unavailability of homes in their price range." Al
at 7.). Accord John A. Landis, Land Regulation and the Price of Housing: Lessons from Three
California Cities, 52 J. of Ain. Planning Assn. 98 (1986), Attached as Exhibit E, (examines
relationship between land supply policies and price); Stephen Malpezzi, Housing Prices,
Externalities, and Regulations in the U.S. Metropolitan Areas, 7 J. of Housing Research, 209,
236 (1996), Attached as Exhibit F, ("regulation raises housing rents and values and lowers home
ownership rates"); John Landis, Mary Hill, Diana Marsh, No Vacancy: How to Increase the
Supply and Reduce the Cost of Rental Housing in Silicon Valley, working paper 96-251, Fisher
Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics, U.C. Berkeley at 13 (1996), Attached as Exhibit G,
("higher levels of apartment construction help to moderate rent increases").
The lack of relationship between market rate housing and a shortage of affordable
housing was described well in one study: "[W]hile the development of market rate housing may
generate a local need for new highway lanes or school rooms, it clearly does not create a need for
more subsidized housing." Altshuler & Gomez-lbanez, Regulation for Revenue: The Political
Economy of Land Use Exaction's (1993). Attached as Exhibit H.
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--Finally;-the contention that the construction -of new-hoifiescreates a sho►-tageof
affordable housing flies in the face of economic studies that demonstrate that new home
construction increases the supply of housing for lower income persons through the "move-up"
effect. See, e.g., see also JO► -1N B. LANSING, CHARLES WADE CLIFTON, AND JANiES N. MORGAN,
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, NEW HOMES AND POOR PEOPLE, passim (1969)." Cover
pages, table of contents and conclusions chapter are attached as Exhibit 1.

CONCLUSION
The United States Supreme Court has held that exactions imposed on the use of private
property must meet certain "netus" and "rough proportionality" tests. The imposition on builders
of market rate housing of exactions to provide affordable housing, raise serious implications
under the Supreme Court's Takings Clause jurisprudence.
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Executive Summary
t
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illions of Americans are being priced out
of buying or renting the kind of housing
they otherwise could afford were it not for
a web of government regulations. For
them, America-the land of opportunity-has become the land of a frustrating and often unrewarded
search for an affordable home:
® Middle-income workers, such as police
officers, firefighters, teachers, and other vital
workers, often live many miles from the
communities they serve, because they cannot
find affordable housing there.

I

Workers who are forced to live far from their
jobs commute long distances by car, which
clogs roads and highways, contributes to air
pollution, and results in significant losses in
productivity.

® Low-income and minority persons have an
especially hard time finding suitable housing.
Elderly people cannot find small apartments to
live near their children; young married couples
cannot find housing in the community where
'tlfl!'y grew up.
These people are caught in the affordability squeeze.
Contributing to that squeeze is a maze of Federal,
State, and local codes, processes, and controls. These
are the regulatory barriers that--often but not always
intending to do so-delay and drive up the cost of
new construction and rehabilitation. These regulatory
barriers may even prohibit outright such seemingly
innocuous matters as a household converting spare
rooms into an accessory apartment.
Government action is essential to any strategy to
assist low- and moderate-income families in meeting
thei&hoi"ing needs. But government action is also a
major contributing factor in denying housing opportunities, raising costs, and restricting supply. Exclu-

sionary, discriminatory, and unnecessary government
regulations at all levels substantially restrict the
ability of the private housing market to meet the
demand for affordable housing, and also limit the
efficacy of government housing assistance and subsidy programs.
In community after community across the country,
local governments employ zoning and subdivision
ordinances, building codes, and permitting procedures to prevent development of affordable housing.
"Not In My Back Yard"-the NIMBY syndromehas become the rallying cry for current residents of
these communities. They fear that affordable housing
will result in lower land values, more congested
streets, and a rising need for new infrastructure such
as schools.
What does it mean if there is not enough "affordable
housing"? Most urgently, it means that a low- or
moderate-income family cannot afford to rent or buy
a decent-quality dwelling without spending more
than 30 percent of its income on shelter, so much that
it cannot afford other necessities of life.' With respect to renters, the Commission is particularly
concerned about those with incomes below 50 percent of the area median income. In other cases, it also
means that a moderate-income family cannot afford
to buy a modest home of its own because it cannot
come up with the downpayment, or make monthly
mortgage payments, without spending more than 30
percent of its income on housing.
Concern about the effects of regulation on housing
affordability is not new. Other commissions over the
past two decades have examined the causes, framed

' For purposes of this Report, the Commission believes that a
housing affordability problem exists when a household earning
100 percent or less of area median income cannot afford to rent
or buy safe and sanitary housing in the market without spending
more than 30 percent of its income.
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the issues, and recommended solutions concerning
the impact of regulation on housing prices. The fact
that the problem remains today should not deter
continued efforts to resolve it. This Commission has
therefore considered both what should be done and how to make sure that it is done.
Many forces in addition to regulatory barriers affect
the problem of affordability of housing. Certainly
some aspects of both the housing finance system and
the tax structure seem to inhibit the availability of
affordable housing. For very low-income households, the root problem is poverty. But even for very
low-income households, regulatory barriers make
matters worse.

Those other forces are beyond the purview of this
Commission's study. What is within its purview is
the effect of regulatory barriers on the cost of housing, and that is substantial. The Commission has
seen evidence that an increase of 20 to 35 percent in
housing prices attributable to excessive regulation is
not uncommon in the areas of the country that are
most severely affected.

The Basic Problem
Whether the search for housing takes place in rapidly growing suburban areas or older central cities,
the 8°asT-problem is the same: because of excessive
and unnecessary government regulation, housing
costs are too often higher than they should and could
be. Yet the specific government regulations that add
to costs in suburban and high-growth areas tend to
differ from those adding to costs in central cities.

Regulatory Barriers in the
Suburbs
In the Nation's suburbs, the landscape of the
affordability problem reveals a variety of topical
features. Exclusionary zoning, reflecting the pervasiveNMBY syndrome, is one of the most promi-
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nent. Some suburban areas, intent on preserving .
their aesthetic and socioeconomic exclusivity, erect
impediments such as zoning for very large lots to
discourage all but the few privileged households
who can afford them. Some exclude, or minimally
provide for, multifamily housing, commonly acknowledged to be the most affordable form of
housing.

In theory a way of separating "incompatible" land
uses to protect health and safety, zoning has become
a device for screening new development to ensure
that it does not depress community property values.
As a result, some suburban communities, consisting
mainly of single-family homes on lots of one acre or
more, end up as homogeneous enclaves where
households such as schoolteachers, firefighters,
young families, and the elderly on fixed incomes are
all regulated out.
Suburban gatekeepers also invoke gold-plated subdivision controls to make sure that the physical and
design characteristics of their communities meet
very demanding standards. Many of these communities are requiring that developers provide offsite
amenities such as parks, libraries, or recreational
facilities that can add substantially to the housing
costs of new homebuyers.
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Communities are increasingly charging large fees to
developers who seek the privilege of building housing in them. These fees may bear little resemblance
to the actual cost of providing services and facilities
that new subdivisions require. Although fee schedules are often driven by fiscal concerns, they have a
regressive effect. Fees are generally fixed regardless
of how much they affect the cost of a new home.
Thus, households that can only afford less expensive
houses-t1,n&up paying a higher proportion of the
sales price to cover the cost of fees.

ling regulations can add considerably to the cost of
housing. Local residents-concerned about road
congestion, overburdened sewer and water systems,
overcrowded schools, and strained city budgetshave many ways to limit growth. Households that do
not want to forgo the job opportunities in growing
areas must often travel far afield to find affordable
housing.
A look at some cost data can be very sobering. Land
developers in Central Florida, a boom area under
intense development pressure, must add a $15,000
surcharge to the price of a $55,000 house to cover
the costs of excessive regulation. A $55,000 house
becomes a $70,000 house. In Southern California,
the cost of fees alone has contributed $20,000 to the
price of many new homes, and fees of $30,000 or
more are not rare. In New Jersey, developers report
that excessive regulation is adding 25 to 35 percent
to the cost of a new house. It is clear that the costs of
regulation in suburban and high-growth areas are
causing large numbers of households to forgo their
dreams of homeownership or to make difficult
tradeoffs involving very long commutes.

Slow and overly burdensome permitting is another
regulatory obstacle. The original rationale for establishing permitting and approval processes is
unassailable: to ensure that construction meets
established standards related to health, safety, and
other important public concerns. But, in many
jurisdictions, the process involves multiple, timeconsuming steps that add unnecessarily to housing
costs. Delays of 2 to 3 years are not uncommon.

The affordability landscape comes most sharply into
focus iik*amas that are experiencing rapid growth.
These are the places that attract households seeking
opportunities, and the places where growth-control5
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Regulatory Barriers in Cities
Any government regulation that adds to the cost of
urban housing is especially significant because of
the concentration of low-income households in
central cities. Unlike suburban areas where largescale new subdivision development is taking place,
the regulatory problems in cities involve either the
rehabilitation of older properties or new infill construction to provide affordable housing for families
of limited means. Central-city reinvestment has been
further compounded by restrictive and racially
discriminatory lending practices.

Chief among the urban regulatory barriers are building codes geared to new construction rather than to
the rehabilitation of existing buildings. The codes
often require state-of-the-art materials and methods
that are inconsistent with those originally used. For
example, introducing newer technologies sometimes
requires the wholesale replacement of plumbing and
electrical systems that are still quite serviceable.
Excessively expensive requirements have also made
new infill units in some urban jurisdictions more
than 25 percent more expensive than identical units
constructed in adjacent suburban localities that allow
less costly materials and methods. Despite the pressing need to provide shelter for low-income households, city building codes seldom provide for the

construction of "no-frills" affordable housing such
as the new single-room-occupancy (SRO) hotels that
have recently proved so successful in San Diego.
Waivers on code requirements in that city cut the
cost of some SRO living units by as much as 60
percent.
Other regulations that affect he availability of
housing, such as rent control, also seem to ignore the
plight of the poor. In the long run, the primary beneficiaries of rent control are frequently upper and
middle-income groups rather than lower income
households who need assistance in obtaining decent
homes in safe neighborhoods. By limiting annual
rent increases and thus providing incentives for
higher income tenants to remain in older but pleasant
neighborhoods, rent control hinders upward mobility
of low-income families to better housing
opportunities.

Urban neighborhoods could benefit substantially
from such affordability-enhancing options as manufactured housing, the use of modular units in construction, and the legalization of accessory
apartments. But, too often, regulatory barriers completely block or seriously impede the introduction of
these options. Manufactured housing is still frequently relegated to rural areas by local zoning
ordinances. State highway regulations and local
building codes sometimes mandate modifications to
modular units that offset the savings these prefabricated units can provide for infill construction. Finally, local zoning regulations often prohibit
accessory apartments, which could be a significant
source of affordable housing: as many as 3.8 millior.
units could be added to the Nation's rental housing
supply through this means alone.

Environmental Protection and
Affordable Housing
Exerting considerable influence on both urban and
suburban landscapes, otherwise valuable environmental protection regulations seriously restrict the
amount of buildable land that is available for development. This effect raises the cost of what land
remains open for homebuilding.
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Regulations that mandate environmental impact
studies increase developers' costs by prolonging the
permitting process and thus increasing the carrying
charges that they must pay to finance business operations. Costs are also raised by the assessment of
special fees and exactions for wilderness and wildlife conservation. In some instances, developers are
required to set aside land for preserves, pay mitigation fees, or undertake mitigation projects (such as
creating a new wetland) in exchange for the use of
property designated as a wetland. Increases in development costs associated with environmental protection are passed along to the consumer and thus have
a direct effect on housing affordability.
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Regulations for the protection of wetlands have
hindered residential development in many areas.
Over the past several years, the Federal definition of
a wetland has become more expansive. Protection
has recently been extended to some areas where the
soil is only temporarily saturated with water for
short periods each year. Considerable duplication
exists between Federal and State regulations, rendering the permitting process for wetlands development
unnecessarily lengthy and complicated and therefore
unnecessarily expensive. At the Federal level, the
jurisdictions of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and the Army Corps of Engineers
overlap considerably, at times introducing conflict-
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ing expectations and requirements into the permitapproval process.
The Endangered Species Act (ESA) also affects
housing-affordability. Designed to help ensure the
survival and well-being of existing species of plants
and animals, the ESA allows the Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) to ban or severely restrict development in thousands of acres for years at a time, if
such land is the habitat of a species judged to be
"endangered" or "threatened.'.' The ESA does not
take into account the socioeconomic impact of these
restrictions on human activity. Construction is allowed after the FWS approves a Habitat Conservation Plan, which usually involves the permanent
establishment of preserves for the endangered
animal.

These preserves increasingly involve the purchase of
private, prime development land. Recently, in Riverside County, California, the initial phases of creating
a 30-square-mile system of preserves for the Stevens
Kangaroo Rat cost some $100 million. Estimates of
the entire protection effort run more than twice that
amount. A special impact fee of $1,950 is now
levied on each acre of Riverside County that is
developed, with new homebuyers bearing the cost.
Housing affordability is becoming an inadvertent
casualty of environmental protection.
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regulatory system. Hence, the cumulative impact
goes well beyond the intent of sound and reasonable
government oversight responsibilities.

Root Causes and New
Directions
There can be little disagreement that government
land-use and development regulations are often
barriers to affordable housing. Why is this so, and
what should be done about it?

Root Causes
Part of the problem involves a classic conflict among
competing public policy objectives. Numerous
Federal, State, and local regulations that are intended
to achieve specific, admirable goals turn out to have
negative consequences for affordable housing. The
impact on housing costs may not have been considered when the regulations were promulgated.
Another major part of the problem is the fragmented
structure of government land-use and development
regulation. Not only do many local jurisdictions
control land uses and development within each
metropolitan area, but multiple levels of government, and a multiplicity of agencies at each level,
also have responsibility for one aspect or another of
this process. Duplication, uneven standards, and
other cost-producing consequences result from this

Perhaps the most potent and, to date, intractable
cause of regulatory barriers to affordable housing is
NIMBY sentiment at the individual, neighborhood,
and community levels. Residents who say "Not In
My Back Yard" may be expressing opposition to
specific types of housing, to changes in the character
of the community, to certain levels of growth, to any
and all development, or to economic, racial, or
ethnic heterogeneity. In any case, the intention is to
exclude, resist change, or inhibit growth.
The personal basis of NIMBY involves fear of
change in either the physical environment or composition of a community. It can variously reflect concern about property values, service levels, fiscal
impacts, community ambience, the environment, or
public health and safety. Its more perverse manifestations reflect racial or ethnic prejudice masquerading under the guise of these other concerns.

NIMBY sentiment-frequently widespread and
deeply ingrained-is so powerful because it is easily
translatable into government action, given the existing system for regulating land use and development.
Current residents and organized neighborhood
groups can exert great influence over local electoral
and land-development processes, to the exclusion of
nonresidents, prospective residents, or, for that
matter, all outsiders. Restrictions on affordable
housing are the result.

New Directions
The root causes of regulatory barriers to affordable
housing have been in place for many years, and the
evidence is overwhelming that these barriers are
unlikely to disappear, absent significant incentives
and effort. All levels of government need to work at
removing barriers in conjunction with private
interests.
Certainly, the Federal Government needs first to put
its own house in order. It should remove or reform
existing Federal rules and regulations that have an
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Averse effect on housing affordability, and initiate
procedures to minimize adverse effects in future
regulations. Simply stated, Federal agencies promul'lating major rules must account for the impacts of
those rules on affordable housing.
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Because States delegate authority to local governments to regulate land use and development, States
should take the lead in removing regulatory barriers
to affordable housing. What each State should do
depends upon its own circumstances and situation,
but there is no question that State leadership is the
only path likely to bring about desired change.
A few States have been substantially involved in
attempting to promote affordable housing through
the removal of regulatory barriers. Their efforts
include recognizing affordable housing as a formal
State goal, creating procedures for reconciling local
regulations with State goals, eliminating redundant
regulations, developing procedures for resolving
development disputes, setting statewide standards in
support of affordable housing, eliminating discrimination against certain types of affordable housing,
and providing State financial incentives for affordable housing and local regulatory reform. Clearly,
however, more effort on the part of more States is
called for.

Despite the appropriateness and desirability of State
action, States are unlikely to play a strong role in the
absence of Federal incentives to do so. Therefore,
the Federmi-Government must take appropriate
actions to engage the States. Such actions include
conditioning Federal housing assistance on the
establishment of State and local barrier-removal

strategies, relaxing Federal requirements in response
to reform efforts, and providing planning grants to
assist in barrier removal.
Finally, concerted educational and group actions are
needed at the local level to expose the negative
consequences of certain government regulations,
build coalitions for pursuing regulatory reform, and
stimulate local barrier-removal efforts. Such actions
are intended to complement and reinforce proposed
State and Federal actions. In this way, affordable
housing can become a reality for those deprived of it
by government regulation.

Commission
Rec®mrnendati®ns
The Commission has sought to identify the fundamental institutional, political, and structural reasons
why regulatory barriers are so pervasive and so
resistent to reform. Based on this analysis, the Commission proposes 31 recommendations for Federal,
State, and local government and private action. They
are intended to be complementary and should be
viewed as important elements of a total package of
actions necessary for broad-based and effective
regulatory reform. If implemented, these recommendations will provide the legislative and administrative tools for a comprehensive program directed at
reducing regulatory impediments to affordable
housing.

The Federal Role: Stimulating
Regulatory Reform
The Commission envisions the Federal Government
as a vehicle for stimulating State (as well as local)
regulatory reform efforts. The Federal Government
must also set an example in regulatory reform by
reviewing its own regulatory system to remove or
reform those regulations that have an adverse effect
upon housing affordability.
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Integrating Barrier Removal Into
Housing Programs
Federal housing legislation should authorize the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) to condition assistance to States and localities based upon their barrier-removal strategies. It is
inequitable and a waste of taxpayers' money to
continue to provide housing assistance to governments that choose to maintain policies that limit
housing affordability. Currently, HUD is severely
constrained from seeing that reform is carried out.
The 1990 National Affordable Housing Act prohibits
HUD from conditioning assistance based upon any
local policies, no matter how restrictive or burdensome they may be. This legislative prohibition
vitiates the requirement for a barrier-removal plan
and frustrates the purposes for which this Commission was created. The Commission strongly recommends its prompt removal.

The Commission believes that regulatory barriers
will not be diminished substantially unless and until
States become strong and vital participants in the
regulatory process. Therefore, the Commission
proposes that Federal housing assistance flowing
directly to States be conditioned upon the existence
of State barrier-removal strategies. In addition, the
Commission recommends that States review and
comment upon the barrier-removal strategies of their
localities. To encourage greater involvement in
„^pgjtlatory decisionmaking, States that have barrierremoval strategies should be entitled to waivers of
certain Federal regulations that could increase the
supply of affordable housing.

State Review of Local Barrier-Removal Plans
The Commission recommends that States be
offered the opportunity and be encouraged to
review and comment upon the local barrierremoval plan of the Comprehensive Housing
Assistance Strategy (CHAS) mandated by the
National Affordable Housing Act of 1990.

ecommendatlon'
Federal Housing Assistance to States
The Commission recommends that the Congress
make permanent the authority for both mortgage
revenue bonds and the Low Income Housing Tax
Credit (LIHTC). As part of such legislation, the
Commission strongly recommends that the portion of each State's allocation of private-issuance
bond authority used for single-family mortgage
revenue and multifamily housing bonds, as well
as the State allocation of LIHTC authority, be
contingent upon the State having an approved
barrier-removal plan as part of the Comprehensive Housing Assistance Strategy (CHAS)
required by Title I of the National Affordable
Housing Act of 1990. States without approved
barrier-removal plans would forfeit tax-credit
authority, as well as that portion of privateissuance bond authority that is used for housing
purposes; and that authority would be redistributed to States with approved plans.

Regulatory Incentives for States
Condition Assistance Upon Barrier-Removal
Strategies
The Commission strongly recommends that the
Congress amend the National Affordable Housing Act of 1990 to authorize HUD to condition
assistance to State and local governments based
upo^n their barrier-removal strategies.
_2d
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The Commission recommends that a variety of
administrative and regulatory incentives be
provided to States that establish and implement
satisfactory barrier-removal strategies. Specifically, the Commission recommends that the
Administration establish an interagency Affordable Housing Regulatory Review Board to provide, in participating States, waivers of or
adjustments to Federal regulations to increase the
supply of affordable housing.
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in the development and implementation of environmental protection policy.

. title Barrier-Removal Planning Grants
s
The Commission recommends that the Congress
enact legislation to provide States with funding
assistance on a cost-sharing basis for 3 to 5 years
to plan and initiate comprehensive programs of
harrier removal and reform at both the State and
local levels.

Affordable Housing as a Major
Federal Concern
As the level of government least affected by NIMBY
pressures, the Federal Government can demonstrate
to State and local governments how to establish an
effective balance between protecting other societal
goals and achieving housing affordability. To avoid
future regulations that restrict affordability, the .
Commission proposes that every Federal agency
should prepare a Housing Impact Analysis before
proposing any major new rule or regulation. The
Analysis would examine the projected impact of the
proposed rule on affordability and any actions that
can be taken to prevent negative impacts.

<,
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The Commission proposes other actions with respect
to paperwork reduction, the Davis-Bacon Act, and
central city investment. With respect to the last
issue, the Federal Government should remove all
regulatory barriers imposed by racial discrimination
and past restrictive lending practices. It has at its
disposal powerful authorities-the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act
(FIRREA), the Community Reinvestment Act
(CRA), and the Fair Housing Act-that should be
used to ensure affordable housing opportunities in
the inner city.
Finally, the Commission notes that Federal environmental regulations that fail effectively to balance
environmental protection with other social goals
have a direct impact upon the affordability of housing. To avoid such situations, the Commission
recommends comprehensive reform of both national
wetlands policy and the Endangered Species Act to
ensure proper consideration of housing affordability
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ecommendation'1
Housing Impact Analysis
The Commission strongly recommends that a
Housing Impact Analysis be required of every
Federal agency before it promulgates any major
rule or rule revision. As an initial step, procedures for the Analysis should be implemented
administratively. The Commission also recommends that the Congress enact specific legislation
mandating such Analysis as part of the
rulemaking process.

,ecorrimendation;^
Removal of Barriers to Central City Investment
The Commission recommends that HUD and the
Federal financial regulatory agencies develop the
means to ensure reinvestment in older urban
communities, and protect these communities from
racial discrimination in lending and disinvestment. The regulatory agencies should take
measures to make conventional mortgages as
available as those insured by the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA). More specifically:
(1) secondary market policy must include a firm,
unequivocal commitment to end all forms of
discrimination; (2) HUD, as the regulator for the
Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie
Mae) and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation (Freddie Mac), should maintain and
enforce at least its current low- and moderateincome and central city requirements for Fannie
Mae, and extend them to Freddie Mac, and
should monitor these agencies' compliance with
statutory goals for investment in central cities;
(3) Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac should monitor
and work to ensure the availability of private
mortgage insurance on low-downpayment loans
of less than $100,000; (4) secondary markets
should expand into new kinds of products that
serve the affordable housing market and convert
affordable housing demonstrations, as they prove
1I

viable, to ongoing programs; ( 5) the Federal
financial regulatory agencies should vigorously
enforce the Community Reinvestment Act and
the Home iVlortgage Disclosure Act; and, (6)
HUD and the regulatory agencies should ensure
that they are enforcing both the letter and the
spirit of current anti-discrimination laws, including the Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988.

Amend the Paperwork Reduction Act
The Commission recommends that the Congress
amend the Paperwork Reduction Act to clarify
that it applies to all Federal paperwork requirements, regardless of whether or not these requirements involve the submission of paper to a
government agency.

Amend the Davis-Bacon Act
The Commission recommends that the Congress
amend the Davis-Bacon Act to: (1) raise the
threshold of covered projects from the present
level of $2,000 to $250,000, and (2) treat lower
income multifamily housing as residential rather
than commercial property.

Reform Wetlands Regulations
The Commission recommends a comprehensive
assessment of existing wetlands legislation and
regulations to eliminate excessive or unnecessary
barriers to affordable housing while protecting
essential wetlands resources. More specifically,
the Administration and the Congress should:
(1) develop a wetlands definition, for purposes of
regulation, that protects critical environmental
resources, streamlines regulation of ecologically
lot-value wetlands, and allows suitable development therein consistent with a goal of "no net
loss"; (2) mandate fair and equitable EPA guidelines that clarify rules on the availability of
12

alternative sites and that also allow for a reasonable period of time in which planning and the
search for alternative sites can be undertaken; (3)
adopt the use of public and private purchase as
well as incentives or compensation to maintain
wetlands that are privately owned; (4) develop a
clear and explicit long-range strategy defining
and implementing the "no net loss" policy; and
(5) streamline and simplify Federal regulatory
authority and, under appropriate safeguards,
delegate Federal regulatory authority to those
States that have comparable wetlands
regulations.

Reform the Endangered Species Act and
Regulations
The Commission recommends a thorough review
of both statutory and administrative provisions
regarding protection of endangered species to
ensure an adequate balance between protection
and other essential social goals. Specifically, the
Administration and the Congress should: (1)
establish a standardized peer review process for
the evaluation of data used in determining which
species should be placed on the endangered species list; (2) employ purchase, as well as regulation, with adequate compensation, to protect
species habitats; and (3) modify the regulations
governing the development of Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs) so as to ensure that affordable
housing and other important societal needs are
given full weight in fashioning these agreements
and that a mechanism for the impartial arbitration of disagreements between affected parties is
included in the HCP process.

Working to Promote Affordable
Housing
The Federal Government can undertake a number of
administrative and programmatic actions to stimulate regulatory barrier reform. Most importantly,
when Federal, State, and local regulations limit
fundamental rights and protections, the Federal
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Government has the responsibility to protect such
rijjht.^. The Commission recommends that the Fedcral Government become an active participant in
seeking judicial review of excessive or discriminatory development controls and regulations,

Legal Review of Regulatory Barriers
The Commission strongly recommends that the
executive branch become an active and continuing participant in seeking increased Federal and
State judicial review and scrutiny of excessive
and discriminatory development controls and
regulations through active legal intervention,
technical assistance, and participation as a friend
of the court.
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Regulatory Reform Clearinghouse
The Commission recommends that HUD work
with and support organizations that currently
collect information on State and local regulatory
developments, such as the National Association of
Home Builders, American Planning Association,
and State and local governments, to create a
centralized, single-source database and clearinghouse for use by housing advocates, builders,
State and local governments, attorneys, researchers, and others interested in regulatory reform
and barrier removal.

Office of Regulatory Reform

.Building Support for Regulatory Reform
The Commission recommends that HUD initiate
a cooperative program with public-interest organizations, industry groups, and State and local
governments to build public support and consensus for regulatory reform.
.
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Encourage Development of Model Codes and
Ordinances
The Commission recommends that HUD assume
a leadership role and work with government and
private-industry groups, such as the American
Bar Association, American Planning Association,
National Association of Home Builders, National
Governors' Association, League of Cities, State
community affairs agencies, and others to develop consensus-based model codes and statutes
for use by State and local governments. Specifically, the Commission sees a need for a new
model State zoning enabling act with a fair-share
component, model-impact fee standards, and a
model land-development and subdivision-control
ordinance.

,,

The Commission recommends that the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development establish a
separate Office of Regulatory Reform funded and
staffed to implement the Federal recommendations of this Report and to assist States and localities in initiating comprehensive programs of
barrier removal.

Increasing State Responsibility
and Leadership
If reform is to be achieved, the States must be involved far more extensively than they are now. All
States must assume increased responsibility and
oversight for the regulatory decisionmaking processes of their constituent localities.
Housing Affordability as a State Goal
All. States should undertake an ongoing action plan,
at both the State and local levels, directed at barrier
removal. As part of such a strategy, States should
thoroughly review their existing zoning and landplanning systems and remove all institutional barriers to affordability. These include limitations or
prohibitions constraining the use of various housing
affordability options such as accessory apartments,
13

duplexes, manufactured housing, and single-roomoccupancy housing. States should also continue their
ongoing efforts directed at building-code reform as
well as consolidate and streamline their. own regula-

ers to affordable housing projects; State-established housing targets and fair-share mechanisms;
and requirements for a variety of housing types
and densities.

tory responsibilities.
Foremost among State responsibilities is recognizing
affordable housing as a State goal and public purpose for which the police power is delegated to
localities. As such, the State has the responsibility to
ensure that all localities, as well as the State itself,
have comprehensive programs of barrier-removal
and zoning reform.

State Barrier-Removal Plans
The Commission strongly recommends that each
State undertake an ongoing action program of
regulatory barrier removal and reform at the
State and local levels. At a minimum, this program should include a comprehensive assessment
of State and local regulations and administrative
procedures, as well as State constitutional authority and enabling legislation. States should propose
a program of State enabling reform and direct
State action, as well as provide for model codes,
standards, and technical assistance for local
governments that are responsible for enacting
and administering development controls.

State Zoning Reform
The Commission strongly recommends that, as
part of their overall barrier-removal strategy,
States should thoroughly review and reform their
zoning and land-planning systems to remove all
institutional barriers to affordability. Reforms
that States should consider include: a requirement that each locality have a housing element
subject to State review and approval; effective
comprehensive planning requirements; modification of-zoning-enabling authority to include
affordability and housing opportunity as primary
objectives; State authority to override local barri-
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State Administrative Reform
States are in a position to ensure greater coherence
and rationality in the various administrative reviews
that are required. They can simplify the maze of State
and local regulations, and they can ensure that
regulations meet State goals, with minimum overlap
and duplication.

Encourage or Sponsor Conflict Resolution and
Mediation
The Commission recommends that States establish
or sponsor neutral third-party conflict-resolution
and mediation procedures to resolve conflicts
between developers and local governments, and to
remove barriers to affordable housing.

Streamlining State Regulatory Responsibilities
As part of an overall barrier-removal strategy, the
Commission recommends that States consolidate
and streamline their multiple regulatory responsibilities, for example, by giving authority to a single
agency, to shorten and improve both State and
local approval processes.

Time Limits on Processing and Approvals
The Commission recommends that States enact
legislation that establishes time limits on building
code, zoning, and other approvals and reviews.
Such limits should apply to State as well as local
development reviews, and should establish a legal
presumption of approval. The regulatory body
should have the factual burden of clearly demonstrating why the regulatory rejection was
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appropriate and in the public interest. Unless the
I()cality made a clear and convincing case, a
permit or approval denial would be invalid under
thc law. If the government did not act within the
time established by law, approval would be
automatic.
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Setting State Standards
Suites can have a major impact upon the provision of
affordable housing by becoming active participants
in setting standards and requirements for development regulations. States must also ensure that enabling legislation-the basic authority by which they
delegate regulatory powers to localities-guarantees
that local regulatory actions address the housing
needs of all the citizens of the State and provide for
maximum housing choice and opportunity.

Recommendatton#
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Modular Code
The Commission recommends that a uniform
national regulatory program be established for
modular housing. This goal can be accomplished
either by an interstate compact or the enactment
by the Congress of preemptive legislation.

ecomrnendatio
Provide Necessary Infrastructure

The Commission recommends that States either
enact a statewide subdivision ordinance and
mandatory land-development standards or, alternatively, formulate a model land-development
code for use by localities. Land -development
standards should be based on supportable data
and research regarding traffic usage, density, and
similar criteria. Standards could either be mandatory-orteerve as a model ordinance for use by
localities.

The Commission recommends that State and
local governments develop and implement necessary policy and funding plans to provide and
maintain adequate infrastructure in support of
affordable housing and growth. The Commission
recommends that States and localities employ a
range of financing tools to ensure that such infrastructure is available in a timely fashion.
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Continue Building Code Reform
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State Subdivision Ordinances and Standards
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version of the applicable model code without
technical modification; States and localities periodically review their codes to eliminate obsolete
or unnecessary prescriptive requirements; and
States and localities, private organizations, and
the Federal Government work to create a nationally recognized building-product evaluation and
approval system.

The Commission recommends that the substantial progress made by State and local governments in reforming the building code regulatory
system over the past 20 years continue and be
accelerated. More specifically, the Commission
recommends that: States adopt either the CABO
(Council of American Building Officials) one- and
two-failycode, or require localities to do so;
State and local governments adopt the latest

State Impact Fee Standards
The Commission recommends that States enact
legislation establishing mandatory standards and
uniform procedures for imposing impact fees.
Such legislation should set forth criteria defining
the specific types of capital facilities for which
localities may consider fees and methodologies to
ensure that such fees are related and fairly proportioned to the need for the facilities and services generated by the proposed development.
The Commission believes that impact fees should
be used to fund only facilities that directly serve
or are directly connected to the house or develop15
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ment on which these fees are levied. Impact fees
to fund general infrastructure improvements are
subject to abuse and are less efficient than targeted user fees and broader financing methods.

Remove Regulatory Barriers to Certain Types of
Affordable Housing Options
The Commission strongly recommends that
States initiate actions to end discrimination
against certain types of affordable housing options, such as amending their zoning enabling
acts to: (1) authorize, under appropriate conditions and standards, manufactured housing as a
permitted dwelling unit under local zoning, and
prohibit local communities from enacting ordinances forbidding manufactured housing; (2)
direct that localities permit, under State standards, accessory apartments as of right, not as a
"conditional use," in any single-family residential
zone within the jurisdiction, subject to appropriate design, density, and other occupancy standards set forth by the State; and (3) require
localities to include a range of residential use
categories that permit, as of right, duplex, twofamily, and triplex housing and adequate land
within their jurisdictions for such use. The Commission also strongly recommends that States
require all local governments to review and
n4od$€y their housing and building codes and
zoning ordinances to permit, under reasonable
State design, health, density, and safety standards, single-room-occupancy housing.

Working Together: Efforts to
Educate the Public, Build
Coalitions, and Convince Local
Policymakers to Dismantle
Regulatory Barriers
t:U1imately, regulatory reform must occur in the State
legislatures, city halls, and county offices responsible for regulating the housing environment.
16

Significant change has succeeded only when effective coalitions of public, private, and nonprofit
organizations, employers, and housing activists,
recognizing the social and economic benefits that
can accrue from affordable housing; find common
ground for political action.

Recommendation,:,
Local Governments Should Undertake
Educational Efforts on Affordable Housing
The Commission recommends that local governments undertake educational programs to help
the public to become aware of the economic
effects of local regulations, of the need for regulatory reform, and of the value of affordable
housing.

ecomrnendatio8^29
Concerned Groups and Citizens Should Build
Coalitions for Regulatory Reform
The Commission recommends that government
leaders and concerned organizations and individuals build coalitions to support regulatory
reform and affordable housing. Professional and
civic organizations should examine the consequences of the NIMBY syndrome; private and
community foundations should sponsor studies of
and debate on regulatory reform; and government officials should join with private citizens to
address the implications of NIMBYism. Government, business, nonprofit, and educational leaders should take the lead in forming local
coalitions to translate public awareness into
support for regulatory reform and affordable
housing.

Employers and Others Who Benefit From an
Affordable Housing Supply Should Advocate
Regulatory Reform
The Commission recommends that employers
and other private industry leaders recognize the
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importance of affordable housing and work with
housing advocates, local government officials,
and others interested in regulatory reform to
lower the barriers to affordable housing.
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Local Governments Should Initiate BarrierRemoval Strategies
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The Commission believes that significant reform
of the existing regulatory system must become a
priority of local government if local as well as
national housing goals are to be achieved. The
Commission recommends that all local governments initiate a strategy of barrier removal. The
strategy should include a comprehensive and
systematic review of zoning, subdivision ordinances, building codes, and related developmentcontrol ordinances and administrative procedures to identify excessive, duplicative, or
unnecessary barriers to housing affordability and
opportunity. Localities should consider many
reforms, including but not limited to: (1) providing adequate land for a variety of housing types
and densities; (2) eliminating excessive site-development standards; (3) reforming local property
taxes; (4) decontrolling rents at least for higherincome households; (5) developing one-stop permitting; (6) providing for adequate infrastructure
to accommodate growth; (7) eliminating obsolete
and prescriptive building code requirements; and
(8) creating Housing Opportunity Zones.

wnmar

significant and important as the recommendations
themselves.
The Commission proposes a comprehensive approach directed at all levels of government as well as
at private organizations. The approach includes
Federal incentives to encourage States and localities
to begin the job of restructuring their regulatory
responsibilities.

Dissemination of Commission
Findings and Recommendations
Release of this Report provides an opportunity to
present the issue of regulatory barriers directly to the
Congress, State and local officials, and activists and
advocates for housing affordability. As initial steps
in a long-term implementation strategy, the Commission proposes that HUD:
® Immediately undertake a vigorous
dissemination and education effort on the
Commission findings and recommendations;
® Request Congressional hearings on the
Commission Report; and

® Initiate a comprehensive series of public and
private meetings with State and local
governments, the housing industry, and
national organizations to fashion a consensus
for regulatory reform.

Implementing Federal
Recommendations

A Strategy for
Implementation
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Recommendations for reform are not enough. Because barriers to affordability reflect basic political,
institutional, and social priorities that many communities consider important, there is a great need for. a
strategy tor action to effect meaningful reform.
Developing and implementing such a strategy are'as

Particular attention should be paid to ensuring that
the Commission's recommendations for Federal
action are implemented as soon as possible. To meet
this objective, the Commission proposes the following strategy:
Establish a unit in HUD to monitor
implementation;
Submit draft legislation to the Congress;
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Undertake targeted efforts to educate Federal,
State, and local policymakers and the public
about the fundamental equity of the proposed
Federal reforms; and
® Take specific administrative steps to enable
the Federal Government to become an active
participant and advocate for regulatory reform.

Implementing State and Local
Recommendations
To assist in local regulatory reform efforts, the
Commission proposes that HUD provide essential
education and technical information to State and
local governments. Specifically, HUD should:
® Work with State and local governments,
nonprofit organizations, and others wishing to
undertake programs of consensus-building and
become a continuing resource to local efforts;
® Support local efforts by developing model
codes, disseminating information, and
organizing workshops, conferences, and other
educational activities;
IN Work with State governments willing to serve
as laboratories to demonstrate innovative
solutions to regulatory barriers; and
^® Give awards to exemplary local reform efforts,
and keep track of regulatory developments and
progress in the removal of barriers.

18
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Reform Can Happen
Development controls and regulations have a direct
impact upon where people live, how they manage
and use their property, what lifestyle and living
arrangements they choose, who their neighbors are,
and what their residences cost. If those controls and
regulations fail to address equitably the needs of all
citizens, if they provide benefits to some while
limiting housing choice and opportunity for others,
they violate the public purpose in whose name they
are enacted.

Reform will not come easily, but it has occurred in
some places and it can be achieved in many others.
The Commission has developed both objectives and
a plan for accomplishing them. If Federal, State, and
local governments adopt similar goals and plans, the
cost of housing will be significantly reduced, to the
benefit of millions of low- and middle-income
American families.
Although regulatory barriers to affordable housing
have proven remarkably resistant to change, this
Commission is optimistic that the time is right for
comprehensive regulatory reform. Increasingly,
national and local policymakers, housing activists,
and others recognize that the private housing market
is not being allowed to generate its full potential
supply of housing. A balanced and comprehensive
strategy aimed at meeting national housing needs
must include the prompt removal of discriminatory,
exclusionary, and unnecessary regulatory barriers to
affordable housing.
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Chapter 1

THE EXCLUSIONARY EFFECT
OF GROWTH CONTROLS
Bernard J. Frieden

Between the mid-1960s and the mid-1970s, communities across the
country tightened governmental controls over land development and
homebuilding. In some cases, local governments made major changes
at one stroke by enacting new growth management ordinances. More
typically, however, they put into place a series of new review procedures and permit requirements, one at a time but with striking cumulative effects. The result was that by the mid-1970s new housing
developments required more permits and more reviews by public
agencies than in the past. In addition, at many stages of the review
public agencies would commission time-consuming technical studies
and hold public hearings, which were often drawn-out and often
abrasive. Two of the best-known titles in the literature on development controls characterize the changes of this period succinctly and
accurately: The Quiet Revolution in Land Use Control, and The
Permit Explosion.'
The stated rationale for most of the new review and permit requirements was a concern for managing new growth carefully to protect the quality of the local environment. Although the controls
proliferated during a time when public awareness of environmental
issues was rising, environmental motivations alone probably cannot
account for the "permit explosion." In the political controversies
that surround homebuilding proposals, other motivations have also
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THE UNDERLYING CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

come to the surface - particularly fiscal, social, and ideological motivations. These other motivations predate public and media discovery
of the "environmental crisis," and indeed supplied much of the
impetus for earlier land use controls in suburbia. The inix of niotivations varies from place to place and over time, making it hard to
generalize about what prompted the spread of new controls. But it
would not be accurate to attribute the exclusionary impacts of these
controls entirely or even mostly to environmental considerations.

GROWTH CONTROL TECHNIQUES
This review of exclusionary effects of the new regulation focuses on
California, where communities have made especially active efforts to
control growth. Growth control measures take many different forms,
with no single pattern predominant. Each community has worked
out its own combination of control measures, and different measures
tend to Renerate different impacts in local housing markets. To
understand how these controls limit the options available to housing
consumers, it is useful to identify the main approaches being used.
Measures to preserve farmland are one important way of limiting
growth by reducing the supply of land available for development.
Many California communities have established agricultural preserves
under the provisions of the state's Williamson Act, which offers property tax reductions for owners of farmland who agree not to sell
their land for development. The state makes funds available to reimburse local governments for part of the tax revenues they lose as a
result of reduced farmland assessments.' Some local governments
make use of agricultural zoning to achieve the same purpose, either
in conjunction with the establishment of Williamson Act preserves
or independently.
Another way to freeze land from development is to require exceptionally large minimum-lot sizes for new homes. Large-lot zoning is
not recent and not a California invention, having been used for many
years to limit suburban growth in other parts of the country. But
earlier large-lot restrictions in places such as New Jersey meant minimum-lot sizes of 2, 3, 4, or sometimes 5 acres. Local officials might
have liked to go further, but judicial decisions suggested that the
courts would strike down requirements that.went beyond this range.
California communities have now gone from large-lot zoning to
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superzoning, by creating zoning districts that require minimtini-lot
sizes of 20, 40, and even 60 acres per single-family home. Much of
western Marin County is zoned for 60-acre lots (known locally as
"ranchettes"). This regulation is a formidable way of blocking ]ionicbuilding thrdughout large areas, where only the wealthiest of hdmebuyers can afford the cost of a 60-acre site.
A local government can also limit growth by establishing a moratorium on new connections to public utility systems. The usual legal
justification for a utility moratorium is that the community lias
come dangerously close to reaching the limits of its water supply or
its sewage disposal capacity, so that additional connections thre^iten
to overwhelm the system. In areas of rapid growth, these circumstances do occur from time to time, and a moratorium on new connections can be used legitimately to give local officials time to^ expand their utility systems. However, once a moratorium exists, many
communities delay the necessary expansions or else extend their systelns only enough to handle slight additional growth, thus setting, the
stage for more moratoria in the near future. And if there is no shortage of utility capacity, it is possible to create one. In the early 1970s,
Marin County slowed the expansion of its water system to provide
just enough reserves to take care of its existing population. The thin
margin of safety in Marin's reservoirs made it possible to declare a
moratorium on new water connections in 1973, even while rainfall
was still normal. The two years of drought that followed from 1975
to 1977 not only kept the moratoriuni in effect, but also forced the
county's water district to resort to water rationing and the use of an
emergency pipeline, and earned Marin's residents a great deal of sympathy in the press as victims of a natural disaster. In reality, the
drought in Marin County was mostly artificial, resulting from a
growth-control tactic that backfired.
A related method of controlling growth through utility coni^ections involves staging the extension of water and sewer lines , and
establishing public service boundaries for these extensions. Formalizing extension plans in this way puts developers on notice that land
beyond the boundaries will not receive public services and directs
their attention instead to land within the service area. This technique can be a reasonable way to plan for the orderly timing and
location of new utility lines to accommodate growth. But it can lieand frequently is-a way to limit growth by withholding services.! By
drawing service boundaries close to areas that are already built up, a
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community can ensure that little vacant land will be available for
development. When San Jose decided to limit its growth in the early
1970s, one method it used was to reduce the supply of vacant land
within its delineated urban service area.
A more direct way of increasing the cost of new houses, and thereby limiting production and shifting it into higher price brackets, is
to impose development charges. Many communities have established
a schedule of fees levied on new homes, including charges for water
and sewer connections, park fees, school fees, and charges for processing various kinds of permit applications. In many cases, local
governments require developers to build or pay for facilities that will
benefit the community at large as well as the residents who will live
in a proposed development. A frequent example is the requirement
that a builder provide a site for a new school or install utility lines
with greater capacity than his or her development alone would justify. Several studies have found a clear national trend toward requirenlents for developers to build or pay for public facilities that were
previously provided by local government. The U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development's Task Force on Housing Costs wtiose members included a mix of federal and local officials, and representatives of both the private and public sectors -reported in
1978:
We find that local governments are steadily transferring from the community
at large to the developer, and thence to the new housing consumcr, a greater
share of the public capital costs of growth. This is being done through the
iniposition of fees and charges as well as through requirements for construction and dedication. In many areas this trend has proceeded beyond what is
equitable and reasonable.3

As is true of other growth controls, this technique is used with
great variations from place to place. Some communities try to assess
charges that local officials believe represent legitimate costs of servicing new developments exclusively. Others set charges and requirements as revenue-raising devices to protect the fiscal interests of
established residents. In still others, development fees are part of a
growth control tactic to discourage new construction by raising the
cost of homebuilding and levying a special tax on newcomers who
are not yet able to vote.4
Perhaps the most direct method for limiting growth is to.e.stablish
an explicit quota for the number of new building permits to be
issued each year. Petaluma is best known for this technique, having
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set an annual quota of 500 new homes per year starting in 1972.
Several other communities in the San Francisco area have also made
use of annual quotas, and Petaluma's success in meeting a court challenge to its system will undoubtedly encourage others to use similar
controls 111 the future.

The growth control technique in widest use in California is ^the
environmental impact review, mandated by state law for all but very
small new developments. By 1976, California communities required
4,000 environmental impact reports a year-four times as many as
all federal agencies combined. The original justification for environmental impact reviews was to provide public officials with good
information on the environmental consequences of proposed developments, so that they could make more informed decisions. It is
hard to take issue with the desirability of having a good base of^information for local decisionnlaking. However, environmental impact
reviews in practice also create important opportunities for stopping
or restricting growth. Developers, operating with borrowed money,
are especially vulnerable to delays, and environmental reviews almost
always stretch out the time needed for governmental reviews. Furthernlore, environmental legislation has created new rights for local
residents to challenge developments both at public hearings and in
the courts. In California, environmental impact reports are at the
heart of the permit explosion mentioned earlier.
Finally, an important growth control technique is the environmental lawsuit. It is always possible to find some fault in an environmental impact assessment, because environmental analysis is a
blend of science, judgment, and values. And almost any growth
opponent has standing to bring a lawsuit to block a development on
the grourid that the environmental review was inadequate. Groups
hostile to suburban growth have seized on environmental lawsuits as
an effective weapon against developers. A handbook for community
activists prepared by the Stanford Environmental Law Society sums
up the reasons for bringing lawsuits:
I
First. of all, there is obviously a chance of winning the suit. However, the
mere threat of a suit can also be an impressive political tactic. ... And finally,
suits can be an effective delaying tactic in order to force compromises. Developers may want to postpone their project until the Court has cleared their
status, or the Court itself may issue an injunction or temporary restraining
order. Extensive delay may even force the developer to abandon his plans due
to financing difficulties.'
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The volume of California housing caught up in lawsuits is very
impressive. Growth opponents seldom go to court against small projects, but they do challenge most of the big ones. In the San Francisco area, environmental lawsuits challenged proposals to build
29,000 housing units between 1971 and 1975, or two-thirds of a
year's normal housing production for the region.6 Although some
environmental lawsuits are brought to test legal principles or to seek
redress of grievances, it is clear from the context of individual controversies that the lawsuit is very often a tactic for stopping growth.

DIRECT IMPACTS ON DEVELOPMENT COSTS
This formidable collection of growth-control measures can affect the
cost of new housing in many ways. Although there has been little
systematic research so far on the cost consequences of growth controls, it is possible to identify the types of impacts and to reach preliminary judgments about the importance of each type.
Most research on the subject has focused on the direct impacts of
growth controls on the development costs of new housing. These
consist mainly of the cost of preparing environmental impact assessments, the cost of hook-up fees and other development charges, the
cost of delays prior to construction, and the cost of plan revisions
required as a result of environmental reviews.
In most jurisdictions, the developer is required either to prepare an
environmental impact study or to pay the cost of having a consultant
prepare one for the local government. Although environmental impact studies are often elaborate, particularly for large subdivisions,
the cost per house is relatively minor-typically less than $100.'
Development charges imposed by local governments add substantially more to the cost of building new homes. Through the mid1970s, development charges in most California communities were
well under $2,000 per home, except in places such as Livermore that
used them as a key part of a growth control strategy. Livermore's
schedule of fees included a residential construction tax, water and
park fees, storm drain and sewer connection fees, and a school fee.
The total added up to about $4,500 for a typical small home. After
the passage of Proposition 13 in 1978, many localities moved quickly
to add new fees as revenue-raising devices to replace property taxes
they could no longer collect. Within a -year after passage of Proposition 13, a survey by the California Building Industry Association
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found the niedian bill for construction-related fees up by 26 percent,
with new charges ranging up to $3,000 for an average three-bedroom
house.$ Recent surveys show that by mid-1979 fees amotuitIed to
several thousand dollars per home in many high-growth comnunities. In twenty-six cities within Orange County, total fees for a
1,500-square-foot home averaged $4,400 in July 1979, ranging
from a low of $1,300 in La Habra up to $7,200 in Irvine and $71400
in San Clemente.' As of August 1979, average development fei s for
a house in a 100-unit subdivision totaled $4,033 in the rapidly growing outer zone of the San Francisco Bay Area, while the averages
were S2,520 and $1,290 in the more built-up middle suburban ring
and inner core cities.'o
The stretchout of' processing time resulting from new erowth
controls also raises development costs. The time required for^ plan
approvals prior to construction was less than a year for mostl California subdivisions around 1970; but by 1975 it had increased to
about two years for typical developments in closel-y regulated areas
and to five years or more for large developments with 500 or more
homes. By 1980, the California Association of Realtors estimate'd the
average lead time. for a housing development as two-and-a ^-half
years." Developers operate with borrowed money, and longer^ processing times force them to pay higher carrying charges on their
loans, as well as increased amounts for taxes, insurance, and property
maintenance. Overhead costs for projects also increase, because staff
salaries, office expenses, and other fixed items have to be carried
for longer periods. During inflationary times such as the present,
increases in construction cost also make delays expensive for the
builder. The California Construction Industry Research Boardi estimated the combined costs of delay to the homebuilder as a range of
14 to 21 percent of the sales price per year in the mid-1 970s.'2 More
recently, with higher interest rates on borrowed funds and more
rapid acceleration of construction costs, delays have becomel still
more expensive.
Finally, there are direct cost impacts resulting from special conclitions that are often attached to local government approval of housing
developments. Developers may be required to set aside additional
open space or to build extra facilities that were not originally in the
plan. The cost of meeting approval conditions varies greatly from one
project to another. A study commissioned by the California legislature's Committee on Local Government estimated that half of
all housing developments subject to environmental reviews were
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required to make specific revisions in their plans and that the average
cost of these revisions was no more than $2,000 per project.13 Another study of environmental reviews in the-San Diego area estimated
the cost of meeting approval requirements as $75 per house. 14 Both
estimates are low, reflecting the fact that researchers con'sidered only
those changes resulting from formal conditions of approval and overlooked changes that developers made without formal requirements
in order to improve their chances of getting approval. These changes
will be considered as indirect cost impacts, and they are very substantial.

INDIRECT IMPACTS ON HOUSING CONSUMERS
The direct cost consequences of growth controls are important contributors to inflation in housing prices, but they are only the tip of
the iceberg. In addition to raising development costs, growth regulations create other conditions likely to lead to far greater increases in
the sales prices of new homes. Four types of indirect impact are
worth noting: (1) redesign of projects, (2) restriction of land supply,
(3) restriction of competition, and (4) reduction of the ability of
homebuilders to make adjustments to changing market conditions.

Project Redesign
Case histories of housing developments in California show a very consistent pattern of changes during the long period of review and negotiation. Typically developers discover that they can make projects
more acceptable to the opposition by building less housing than originally planned and leaving a greater part of the sites as open space. A
compromise along these lines helps to placate nearby residents who
are anxious to minimize the number of new neighbors they will have,
as well as environmental groups that are committed to the preservation of open space. But once developers reduce the number of homes
on the sites, they find that the cost per house goes up substantially,
because land and overhead costs have to be allocated to fewer
houses. Developers are concerned that homebuyers may be reluctant
to pay for extra land unless the developers also upgrade the house
itself. One revision leads to another, and later versions of the plan
usually add space and extra features to the house itself, aiming for
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an upper-income market. Builders also learn that luxury-housing is
likely to be more acceptable to nearby residents and local officials
than moderate-cost homes. A recent analysis of homebuilding uI rider
the Petaluma growth control system reached clear conclusionis on
this point:
It appears that the substantial increase in floor area in Petaluma, from about
1,600 square feet before growth control to about 1,900 square feet after
growth control ...[was] due both to the incentive provided by the evaluation system under which allocations were awarded and to the economic response of builders who were faced with fixed quotas. ... Builders learned
after the first round of allocations that to compete successfully they had to
provide high quality. Proposed subdivisions of fairly low quality were rapidly
eliminated. The normal response of a builder, when faced with demand's for
high quality, is to build large units, since it is generally assumed that people
who are willing to spend the extra money for high quality will also want
larger homes. A second, and related, reason for larger size is that the bui'lder,
when faced with a fixed building quota, will try to obtain the maxiii1um
profit from each unit, which requires building the largest possible salable
house.' s

In case studies of housing developments in the San Francisco Jrea.
I found one instance in wltic:h a developer reduced the number of
houses in his plan to one-third the original volume while he tripled
the sales price of each house. Another developer eliminated 90 percent of the homes he originally intended to build and divided ]]lost
of his land into estate lots for custom-built honws." Thcrc is evidence that environmental reviews typically lead devc.lopcr^ lo ciil'thc.
number of houses in their plans. In a national survey of homcb1iil61rrs
in 1976, almost 90 percent in states with requirements for cnviiion
mental reviews reported that they changed their plans bec^ttise. of
these reviews. The most commonly cited change (by 59 percent) wtis
a reduction in housing density." Several case studies suggest, ft-tlI lei,
that these compromises not only change the number of homes on a
site but also tend to shift the product from moderate-cost to more
expensive housing.

Land Supply
Growth controls have direct and obvious effects on the supply of
land available for new housing. Many of the techniques mentioned
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earlier operate by preventing land from being developed for housing-through agricultural preservation measures, superzoning, and
utility policies. When applied in communities where there is substantial demand for new housing, these techniques force developers to
bid against each other for the limited supply of suitable land. Freezing some land from development makes the remaining sites more
expensive. Growth controls further increase the cost of land for each
new home when they mandate large minimum-lot sizes. And many
localities increase the cost of finished lots by imposing elaborate requirements for streets, sidewalks, and utility systems.
The extent to which growth controls have raised land costs is unknown. But it is not surprising to find that during the early 1970s,
when growth controls were multiplying and tightening across the
country, the cost of land for new homes accelerated sharply and at a
much faster rate than costs for materials or labor. National builder
surveys indicate that from 1950 through 1969 the average annual
increase in the price per square foot of finished lots was less than
8 percent, and from 1960 to 1969 it was only 5 percent. In contrast,
from 1969 to 1975 the cost per square foot was up by an average of
abopt 15 percent per year.18 A more recent study of closely regulated Orange County estimates that the cost of a finished lot for a
typical new single-family home went from $9,800 in 1972 to
$47,300 in 1978. Increases in lot costs alone accounted for 38 percent of the total increase in new home costs in Orange County,
according to this analysis, which attributed much of the increase to
regulatory restrictions 19
Growth controls affect the location of building sites as well as
their cost. Restrictions in some communities lead builders to search
for sites in less regulated places, as well as places where costs are
lower. Both factors -the search for easier regulations and the search
for lower land costs-typically shift development away from the
already established suburbs to outlying communities that have not
yet put new growth controls in place. This pattern is especially clear
in the northern part of the San Francisco region. Marin County, just
north of San Francisco, grew rapidly in the 1960s but still had 90
percent of its land open in the early 1970s. As the county's growth
controls succeeded in discouraging further development, developers
moved further north to Sonoma County, where the regulations were
less demanding. Despite its favorable location and large supply of
open land, Marin County reduced its share of the new growth in the
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San Francisco region after 1970, while Sonoma County's share dou
bled in the 1970s. The fact that Sonoma County's growth resulted in
part from Marin County's growth policies did not escape thelattention of local officials in Sonoma County. In June 1980, the city
council of Rohnert Park asked other Sonoma communities to join
with it in bringing a class action lawsuit against Marin County unless
it revised its policies to allow the development of rnoderate-mcorne
housing.2o
This deflection of growth created problems for housing consumers
as well as for cities in Sonoma County. It meant that most people
wanting to live north of San Francisco were shut out of places ithin
short commuting distances of the central city, and had to buy liomes
30 or 40 miles away. They pay for Marin County's growth controls
by burning more gas and spending more time in their cars, while the
region pays an extra cost in air quality for the longer distances they
drive.

Restricted Competition
The new regulation is likely to have major indirect effects on the
housing industry, although there have been no major studies so far
that might document the ways in which firms are adapting to changes
in the regulatory climate. The scarcity of building permits in p^laces
where there is high demand for housing undoubtedly reduces competition among builders. Homebuilding has traditionally been a smallfirm, highly competitive industry, and the competition among biuilders kept sales prices in check. The new regulation has changed, this
situation. Now builders compete against each other for permits!, but
whoever has a permit faces less competition in the marketplace and
can sell houses at correspondingly higher markups. Builders ihave
acknowledged this change in personal interviews, and their own^ re.cognition of reduced competition is one of the factors that explains
why many persist in efforts to build in even the most tightly tiegulated areas. Informed observers have taken note of this situationdThe
Bay Area Council's recent housing report, for example, underlines
the connection between growth regulation, risk, and conipetition:
With fewer permits to be doled out, and more regulations to administer local
governments have accrued a good deal of' nofficial power to accept, reject,
or negotiate a proposal. The result is higher risk for the developer, because of
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greater uncertainty that his investment in a project will ever pay off-and of
necessity, higher profit margins for those howes that do get built. The other
side of the coin is that a tightly restricted housing supply limits competition,
and allows developers to tack on as much profit as the market will bear. 21

In addition to the scarcity of permits, other characteristics of growth
regulation also reduce competition. The longer time period prior to
construction and the more complicated review procedures make the
entry of new firms difficult, particularly for small builders who lack
the capital to survive long delays and lack the staff to manage technically demanding governmental reviews.

Reduced Flexibility
One important feature of the housing economy is the marked instability of housing production. The frequent peaks and troughs of the
homebuilding cycle reflect mainly the changing availability of mortgage financing and fluctuations in mortgage interest rates. The boomand-bust character of market demand puts a premium on developer
flexibility. Homebuilders have to vary their production often to keep
pace with the market. If they build too many houses as a slump begins, they may be unable to sell them for long periods of time, If
they are too conservative and fail to start homes before the upswing
begins, they find themselves with nothing to sell during the peak
period.
The longer lead time resulting from regulatory reviews poses a special problem, because developers cannot anticipate whether there will
be a boom or a bust two or more years in the future. This problem
hits consumers hardest during the recovery from a slump, as in the
aftermath of the severe building slump of 1974-1975. As the economy began to recover in 1975, depositors began to pour funds into
California savings and loan associations, which meant that mortgage
loans would soon be available on favorable terms. Consumer confidence was rising at the same time, and families that had put off home
purchases during the past few years began to look for homes to buy.
Even those builders who were able to recognize the turn of the market, however, were unable to build quickly enough to meet the new
surge of demand: In the major market areas, they faced multiple
growth restrictions and long delays in getting their permits. By the
fall of 1976, people who wanted to buy new homes were waiting in
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long lines to bid for whatever was available. Several large builders
sold their homes by lottery, while speculators began to enter the
market in large numbers to earn quick profits by buying honles and
reselling them. In the Los Angeles area (including Orange County),
the average sales price of a new home jumped by 28 percent in a
single year, from 1975 to 1976. And the price inflation spread to
older homes as well. Between 1975 and 1977, average sales prices
for existing homes were up by more than one-third in both Los
Angeles and San Francisco.
These effects were especially severe in 1976 and 1977, because the
preceding slump was deeper than usual and the recovery was very
pronounced. But similar consequences, perhaps less extreme, Iare predictable for the future whenever there is an upsurge of deniand. The
combination of cyclical instability and time-consuming regulatio,
adds up to a powerful inflationary force that will continue 'to trouble moderate-income families.
,

GROWTH CONTROLS IN AN
INFLATIONARY ECONOMY
The exclusionary effects of growth controls are far - reaching,lextending from direct cost impacts to indirect consequences affecting the
decisions and behavior of firms in the housing industry. Growth controls are not the basic cause of high housing costs: An inflationary
economy puts strong pressure on sales prices and interest rates even
in areas where the regulatory climate is relatively favorable for homebt-iilding. But growth controls reinforce the underlying inflation and
make it far more severe in places such as the major California markets than it is in the rest of the country. The cyclical nature of hom,
building in the United States, together with strong and s>listained
demand for additional housing in California, provide a market context in which growth controls are especially costly to the consurner.
Inflation has also affected consumer behavior in ways tlat help
explain the consequences of growth controls. As consumers have
become convinced that inflation will continue, they have tended to
buy homes despite high prices, because they expect prices to be even
hi.-her, in the future. Thus there is little consumer resistance to the
kinds of compromises that developers strike with the re^ulators.
Large, well-equipped, expensive homes attract buyers, eveiI if the
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buyers must make great sacrifices to pay for them. As a result, many
developers are able to build under costly regulatory systems and still
make a profit.
Consumer surveys have revealed a widespread willingness to buy
at a high price rather than postpone a purchase. Surveys conducted
by the University of Michigan Institute for Social Research have
regularly asked respondents whether the present is a good time to
buy, and if so, why. Formerly, the usual reason people gave for a
good time to buy was that prices were satisfactory or good buys were
available. By 1977 few people gave these reasons. Increasingly, people who thought it was a good time to buy said that prices were
going up and they wanted to buy before prices got any higher. In
1977 and later, almost half the families with incomes of $15,000 or
more who thought it was a good time to buy houses gave as their
reason that prices would go even higher in the future." At the same
time, surveys of business executives found that a majority were coping with inflation by trying to pass on cost increases more rapidly
than before.23 Homebuilders seem to be operating on the same principle. They are able to pass along to consumers most cost impacts of
g,rowth controls in California because demand is strong and people
buy in anticipation of further inflation.
This brief look at the housing economy suggests that consumers
beset by inflation and expecting more of the same are in a poor position to protect themselves against the development costs resulting
from growth controls. A look at the politics of growth controls leads
to a strikingly similar conclusion. Suburban governments that enact
and implement growth controls are responsive mainly to already
established residents who elect local officials. Potential homebuyers
usually live elsewhere and have no representation in the regulatory
proceedings. They are not organized as a political force, and indeed
there is no way of knowing who they are until they turn up to look
at model homes. Because the politics of growth control exclude families that want to move into the community, it is not surprising that
compromises are struck at their expense. They arrive on the scene too
late to influence the key decisions about their homes and neighborhoods. And in a market situation of strong demand and inflationary
expectations, there is little they can do to resist the outcome.
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Chapter 7
AN ESTIMATE OF RESIDENTIAL
GROWTH CONTROLS' IMPACT
ON HOUSE PRICES
Lloyd J. Mercer
W. Douglas Morgan

This chapter offers an estimate of the contribution of residential
housing growth controls to the rapid rise in house prices on the
South Coast of Santa Barbara County, California, during the 1970s.
This rapid price rise and its accompanying "shortage" of housing,
especially of what is popularly termed "affordable housing," is
widely viewed as a "housing crisis" on the South Coast. There is an
increasing focus on local government regulation of the local economy; various water districts, planning commissions, city councI ils,
and the Board of Supervisors of Santa Barbara County all becoming involved in attempts to alleviate the crisis. Most recently, these
efforts of the past decade have been crowned with the endorsement
(on September 22, 1980) by the Board of Supervisors of a comprehensive growth management plan for the entire South Coast.' The
board approved in concept a plan that is intended to help the areawide housing supply keep pace with commercial and industrial expansion by limiting residential construction and the growth of commercial and industrial job opportunities.
The starting point for introducing growth controls on the- Sotizth
Coast was concern about environmental quality and the adequacy, of
local water supply in the early 1970s. The major suburban residential
area of the South Coast is the so-called Goleta Valley, which contains about half the South Coast's population. The water agency for
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this area is the Goleta Water District (GWD), which (like the rest of
the South Coast) obtains its water supply largely from reservoirs on
the Santa Ynez River, supplemented by pumping from its own water
basin. Given the population growth of the area, the existing water
supply and the inadequate water-pricing structure, the district faced
a large and rapidly growing "water shortage" in the early 1970s. This
"water shortage" was widely viewed as a purely physical phenomenon that constrained residential growth. In fact, it was an economic phenolnenon. Given GWD water prices, the quantity of water
demanded substantially exceeded the quantity of water supplied.
This "water shortage," and the misinterpretation of the underlying
economic causes, prompted growth (housing) controls by local government on the South Coast. These controls have been an important
factor in exacerbating the "housing crisis."
Given the growth of water demand, existing (and potential) water
supply, and generally inadequate urban water pricing, widespread
urban water shortages may arise in California over the next two to
three decades. To make responsible policy decisions regarding the use
of water as a growth control device, we need to understand (1) the
impact of4such a control device and (2) the magnitude of the impact
on house prices. The potential problem is highlighted by the water
use statistics shown in Table 7-1. In absolute terms, the increase in
California water use was largely made possible by construction of
various federal water projects, especially in the Central Valley and by
the California State Water Project. The federal projects are essentially

Urban
1950
1960
1967
1972
1977

1.7
3.3
4.4
5.0
5.5

Agricultural
19.0
28.5
31.2
31.7
35.5

operating at capacity. The State Water Project is only now reaching
capacity, although its output may be further increased by the Delta
Peripheral Canal Project at the same time that presently existing supplies will be reduced in future years by a decline in California (i\Ietropolitan Water District) withdrawals from the Colorado River.'
Although agriculture has dominated in the absolute increase of
California water use since 1950, urban water use as a proportion of
the total has grown more than twice as rapidly. Without major new
supply projects, which now do not seem feasible economicallyjand
politically, the total freshwater supply in California is not expected
to increase much beyond the current level. Thus, the growth of the
physical quantity of water for urban use in California is tightly constrained, and future growth of urban water use such as has occurred
in the past appears impossible. Control of urban water will be an
increasingly attractive tool to control growth for whatever reason'.
Growth control is invariably clothed in glowing descriptions of the
benefits to be reaped. The proponents of such actions seldonn , if
ever, mention the attendant costs of growth control prices. Critics
have voiced concern about costs, but until recently have not focilsecf
on the impact of growth controls on the "housing crisis." There have
been no attempts to measure the impact of water moratoriums on
the "housing crisis." Given the potential for increased employment
of water as a growth control, it is time for a case study in an actual
situation: on the South Coast of Santa Barbara County.

GROWTH CONTROL POLICIES
ON THE SOUTH COAST

Table 7-1 . Freshwater Withdrawals in Cafifornia.
Millions of Acre Feet
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Percent Change Since 1950

Total

Urban

20.7
31.7
35.6
36.7
41.0

94.1
158.8
194.1
223.5

Agricultural
50.0
64.2
66.8
86.8

Total
53.1
72.0
77.3
98.1

Sources: 1950-California Department of Water Resources Bulletin No. 3, May 1957;
1960-California Department of Water Resources Bulletin No. 160-66, August 1967;
1967 -California Department of Water Resources Bulletin No. 160-70, December 1970;
1972-California Department of Water Resources Bulletin No. 160-74, November 1974:
1977 -California Department of Water Resources, Proceedings of the Governor's Drought
Conference, March 7-8, 1977, Los Angeles,

The first growth management policy instituted on the South Coast
was a water hook-up moratorium by GWD. The GWD Board was
dominated by mnching and farming interests until the 1971 election,
which saw the election of three members of a "homeowners" slate.
The underlying issue in the election was growth. The incumbents
argued that growth concerns were not within the jurisdiction of the
water board and that their job was simply to supply water to their
customers. The homeowner slate argued that the board was not
addressing the problem of growth and that its policies were making
the future importation of State Water Project (Feather River) water a
foregone conclusion. The projected per unit cost of imported ^4ater
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was several times the district's existing price. Fears of environmental
degradation with continued rapid growth and concern about the high
price of imported water were strongly expressed in the election campaign. On December 7, 1972, the GWD directors were told that
the district would have a 4,000-acre-foot water deficit by June
1973. In response, the board declared a moratorium on all new water
connections. This moratorium was validated by an election in May
1973. The large number of construction projects then in progress
were given hook-ups, so that the actual moratorium did not fully
take effect until early 1974. The price of water for urban users was
approximately doubled in February 1973, and the previous declining
block rate structure was changed to a uniform rate for all users by
category (urban and agricultural). The very substantial decline in
water use in GWD in 1973 and 1974 is largely explained by the substantial rise in the real price of water.' In mid-] 975, the district significantly lowered the nominal price of water to urban users, while
raising it for agricultural users. The result was a"back-sliding" effect
on water use in the district in 1 975 and 1976.' Except for projects
using private wells, residential construction virtually ceased in GWD
by 1975. Thus, the hook-up moratorium was quite effective at controlling the growth of residential housing in GWD.
The Montecito Water District, immediately east of the city of
Santa Barbara, declared a water shortage emergency on January 18,
1973, and implemented a moratorium on all service connections.
In addition, a water-rationing plan penalized water use above the
1970-] 972 average. Water rates were significantly increased in 1974.
By 1976, the Montecito District had experienced a 25 to 30 percent
reduction in water use. In December 1978, the Montecito Board
decided that the success of the rationing program and increased rainfall made it possible to issue a limited number of new meters, and
thirty-three new meters were allowed. Other than this slight relaxation and exceptions to the moratorium where "undue hardship or
emergency condition" existed, the Montecito hook-up moratorium
continues. As in Goleta, some residential construction proceeds on
the basis of private wells, but this is trivial compared to the area's
potential.
I
The small Summerland Water District (SWD) in Summerhind, east
of Montecito, declared a water shortage e.mergency on October 16,
1974, and passed a moratorium on all new or enlarged service connections. A waiting list was established for new connections should
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additional water become available. SWD currently serves only 305
parcels. By the summer of 1979, there were seventy-two names on
the. waiting list.
The city of Santa Barbara, which contains a little less than half the
South Coast population, has its own relatively large reservoir on the
Santa Ynez River in addition to its entitlements from the federal
project (Lake Cachuma) on the river.' Santa Barbara also has! tile
highest urban water prices on the South Coast. As a result of these
supply and pricing factors, the city has not faced a water shortage
such as those experienced by the other water districts discussed.": Although water has not provided the excuse for growth control in Santa
Barbara, environmental concern has. The growth management tool
employed by the city has been clownzoning of the existing general
plan to lower population densities. The expressed fear was that, the
population levels allowed by the old general plan would overwhelm
the narrow and ecologically fragile shelf of land occupied by the ^ity,
bringing hazardous levels of air pollution and intruding on remailj ing
open space.' In 1973, the city council enacted an interim ordinance
that halved the densities formerly permitted in all multiwlit districts.
The general plan was amended by the council in 1975 to lower the
approximate population-holding capacity of the city from 140,000
to 85,000. The council downzoned the city to correspond to this
new limit, reducing densities permitted in each residential zoning district. Minimum-lot sizes were increased for multiunit structures so
that-density was reduced from 17-30 units per acre to a new maximwn of 12 units per acre. Some single-family neighborhoods were
also downzoned by increasing minimtn-lot sizes. The general plan
amendments also call for the city to decrease the acreage zoned I for
commercial and industrial use as necessary to keep population below
the 85,000 limit.
Single-family housing has actually been pushed into Santa Barbara
by the water moratoriums around Santa Barbara. The net effect of
all these growth management pplicies may have been a rise in singlefamily construction in Santa Barbara (but a sharp reduction for the
total South Coast), while both single-family and multiunit construction were largely ended in the other districts. The effect of the Sainta
Barbara downzoning was to bring a virtual halt to inultiunit construction in Santa Barbara since 1975. Thus, the growth management policies enacted on the South Coast since December 1972, have very
significantly restricted the area's supply of residential housing.
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GROWTH CONTROLS AND HOUSING MARKETS
Water moratoriums, downzoning, and similar population growth controls are apparently viewed by their proponents as costless ways to
avoid growth impacts that they perceive as costly to society and
beyond the control of market forces. The most commonly stated
concern of growth control supporters is environmental degradation
in some form or other. The environmental costs involved are at least
implicitly viewed as being external diseconomies beyond the control
of market forces. Proponents of growth controls virtually never mention the possibility of any costs associated with the controls themselves. The benefit of reduced environmental degradation with less
growth is thus seen as an essentially costless gain from government
regulation.
As a matter of fact, the possibility that growth controls will be
costly in the sense of distorting housing prices in the marketplace can
be shown. As a result of this distortion, burdens are placed on people
who move their residences within the growth-controlled area or who
move into that area from outside. These costs (burdens) can occur
even in the absence of environmental degradation by the movers.
Thus, no external costs are imposed on society, but the growth controls impose real costs on some members of society, namely housebuyers. The other side of the coin is that those who sell houses (and
perhaps voted for the controls) reap a windfall gain from the existence of the controls. Of course, this situation may essentially balance out for those who move their residences within the area, that is,
those who simultaneously sell and buy within the area.
'Figure 7-1 illustrates the effect of a growth control--a water
hook-up moratorium -in a house market.8 In this analysis, the moratorium is assumed to be totally effective. No new house construction
occurs after the start of' the moratorium. The before moratorium
demand for houses is shown by DD'. Supply of used houses is shown
by SS' and the supply of new houses by NN'. The total supply of
houses is given by ST. The market equilibrium is at A with price P, .
The effect of the total moratorium is to reduce total supply to the
supply of used houses; that is, SS'. With no change in demand, market equilibrium is B and price rises to P,. Suppose demand increases
after the moratorium to DD*. The market equilibrium is D, and price
is P4 . Note that if the supply of new houses and total house supply
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Figure 7-1.
for Houses.

I 9^

A Complete Water Moratorium and the Market

had remained as before the moratorium, the market equilibrium
would have been C and price P3. If demand for houses is at least a^s
high after the moratorium as before, the effect of the total inoratoirium will be to raise house prices in the market.
The city of Santa Barbara has not had a water hook-up rnoratoirirun. Thus, the South Coast hook-up moratoriums that have existed
have not brought about a total cessation of new house constructioil
in the area's house market. Because on balance building on more difficult lots was necessitated by the shift into the city of Santa i3arbara, the supply curve for new houses as in Figure 7- 1 would lie to
the left of NN' and be steeper in slope. Figure 7-2 illustrates the
effect of a growth control-a water hook-up inoratorium-which
does not completely stop new house construction in a house market.
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Figure 7-2.

A Partial Water Moratorium and the Market for Houses.
House price

House price
Sales

®

V1115^^^^ 5 c .

As noted in Figure 7-1. house sales involve both the sale of new
houses and the resale of existing houses. Therefore, consideration of
the market for houses can be facilitated by an analysis that combines
the stock of existing (used) houses and the flow of house sales. In
Figure 7-2, we have combined a stock demand and supply diagram
and its related flow demand and supply diagram. Suppose initially
that a stock demand and supply equilibrium exists at A with stock
supply Si, and stock demand D},. D1, is the total demand for houses.
It indicates for each possible price the number of houses people want
to own. Si, indicates the supply of houses in existence at a point in
time. Corresponding to this stock equilibrium must be a flow equilibrium at A with the intersection of S f and Df. Df is the demand to
purchase houses and St is the schedule of offers to sell houses. An
equilibrium price P0 is associated with the equilibrium A. By definition of the concepts, the distance between the Dr and St- (buy and
sell curves) at each possible price must exactly equal the distance
between the D1, and S}, curves.
Assume that in the absence of the water moratorium, demand to
buy houses (because of increased employment, retirement, and so on

in the area) would have increased to Df and that with new construction the schedule of offers to sell houses would have increased to ' S f.
An equilibrium would be established at B with price P, . The construction of new houses would add to the stock in existence so that
stock supply would shift to S. Given the equilibrium in the purchase and sale of houses, there must be a rise in the demand to own
houses and an equilibrium at B (and price P, ) for the stock of houses.
Suppose at the initial equilibrium A and price P0 a water hook-up
moratorium is imposed in (part of) this market. The effect of Ithis
moratorium will be to reduce the future stock of houses in the market below S. Assume that the stock of houses in existence in,the
market rises only to Sh after the moratorium is implemented. Also
assume that the growth of employment and so on is not affected, so
demand to own houses is still D} and the demand to purchase houses
is still Df. The stock equilibrium must then be at C. and price must
rise from P0 to P,. The flow equilibrium must also be at C and pi rice
P; that is, the implicit supply of houses for sale is Sf. It may seem
odd that S£ lies to the left of Sf, but remember that new construction is reduced and house sales are now limited almost entirely to
resales. Thus, it is certainly possible that the supply of houses for!sale
at any point in time could be less than before the moratorium.
The demand to own houses is unlikely to remain at D,;` with'the
moratorium. The moratorium and its consequent upward pressure on
house prices may be expected to have a negative feedback effect on
employment and so on in the area and thus on the demand to own
(and buy) houses in the area.'
The magnitude of the feedback effect is unknown-, however, it is
clear that the demand curves with the feedback effect will lie some\a,here to the left of D; and Df. The data on regional employment
(see Figure 7-3 in the next section) suggest a rapid growth of house
demand on the South Coast after the moratorium. Employment
growth is especially rapid starting in the last half of 1975.
,
The analysis just presented suggests that house prices will rise,si-L,nificantly after imposition of a water moratorium. In terms of Figure 7-2, the new equilibrium will lie somewhere to the southwest of
Point C. Exactly where it will lie will depend on the magnitude of
the feedback effect of the moratorium on house demand (employment and so forth). This is an empirical question. In this chapter,
we propose to test the hypothesis that the net effect of growth controls on house prices on the. South Coast in the 1970s was positive;
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that house prices were increased by the growth controls even after
accounting for the feedback effect on house demand (employment

Table 7-2. South Coast Mean House Sales Price, Employmeht,
and Percentage Changes.

and so on).

HOUSE PRICES AND PERCENTAGE CHANGES:
SOUTH COAST

r

For this study, a sample (3,056) of house sales prices and house
characteristics was collected from Multiple Listing Service (MLS)
books for fifty neighborhoods on the South Coast over the period
June 1972 to December 1979. The neighborhood boundaries were
selected with a view to minimizing the variance of house prices (and
the quality of houses) within the neighborhoods. About half the
^eographical area of the South Coast is included in the sample fifty
neighborhoods, and they run the gamut from the poorest to the richest in the area.
Another sample of 1,604 house sales prices was collected from
MLS books for the same fifty neighborhoods for the period January
1967 through May 1972. Unfortunately, house characteristics are
not available for this earlier time period so it cannot be included in
the following econometric analysis. Table 7-2 lists the mean annual
South Coast house sales price and its year-to-year percentage change
and Santa Barbara County employment and its year-to-year percentage change for 1967- 1979. Mean (nominal) house sales price on the
South Coast rose from S26,163 in 1967 to $129,982 in 1979. The
year of slowest price rise was 1971 ; the most rapid was 1979, closely
followed by 1976.
For our present purposes, the most interesting revelation of Table
7-2 is the growth of house sales prices before and after imposition
of growth controls starting with the December 1972 GWD water
moratorium. Between 1967 and 1972, the mean nominal price rose
from 526,163 to $36,192, or 38.3 percent. The mean of the annual
growth rate 1967 through 1972 is 6.7 percent. From 1972 through
1979, the mean nominal price increased from $36,192 to 5192,982,
or 259.1 percent, with the mean of the annual growth rates being
20.3 -three times that of the earlier period. Clearly, the growth rate
of mean South Coast house sales prices significantly accelerated after
the imposition of controls. The empirical question is "What portion of that increase is due to the controls rather than to other
influences?"
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House Sales Prices-"

Year

Price

$ 26,163
27,532
29,814
32,232
32,562
36,192
39,360 .
45,452
52,705
68,512
85,822
98,893
129,982

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

b'rnplo.t-ntccnlb

I'ercentugc

(000)

Pericentrtgc

5.2
8.2
8.2
1.0
11.1
8.1
15.5
16.0
30.0
25.3
15.2
31.4

73.2
75.9
80.3
81.3
81.6
84.6
90.1
91.9
93.0
100.4
106.1
113.3
1 ]9.1

3.7
5.8
1.2
0.4
3.7
6.5
2.0
1.2
8.0
5.7
6.8
5.1

.

a. Mean sales price calculated from quarterly mean prices
b.
Sources: :

of

totals
otals for Santa Barbara County.

Employment data, State of California, IJmployment Development Depart rent,

various issues.

I
Santa Barbara County employment increased from 73,200 in
1967 to 1 19,150 in 1979, a rise of 62.6 percent. Employment,growth
was relatively slow from 1967 through 1972, with a rise from 73,200
to 84,600, or 15.6 percent. The average annual percentage. ialcrease
was 3.1 percent. This increase compares with the more rapid growth
for the period 1972 through 1979, when the total grew 40. 8 percent
from 84,600 to 1 19,100. The annual average growth rate of 5.8 percent is almost double that of the earlier period. Insofar as these nunibers represent what was happening to South Coast employment, tlie.
rapid rise in South Coast house prices in the latter period was fueled
by both the supply restrictions of growth controls and an increased
growth in demand.

Table 7-3 presents annual mean house sales prices for the South
Coast and for ten selected neighborhoods with a range of housing
quality, income, and geographical location. Table 7-4 presents the
percentage change of the annual mean house price for the, South
Coast and the ten sample neighborhoods.
As noted earlier, the mean nominal house sales price on the South
Coast increased from 536,192 during 1972 to S 129,982 during 1979,

Table 7-3.

Mean Flouse Sales Price by Year.
Neigh borh ood a

Year

South Coast

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

5 36,192
39,360
457452
52,705
68,512
85,822
98,893
129,982

5

1

11

$ 30,938 $ 26,754 5 26,000
32,862
31,722
32,682
37,408
33,628
36,335
43,603
41,431
41,659
53,217
53,425
57,134
74,431
68,431
68,972
80,212
78,382
80,100
92,750
106,218b
103,081

17
$ 27:092b
28,750
28,429b
34,6411'
47,658
73,254
72,361
90,900b

19

.

22

23

35

43

44

S 55,625 5 47,742 $ 34,647 $ 30,885 $ 30,022 S 27,678
30,934
32,712
30,739
34,859b
53,848
50,748
33,140
36,142a
39,028
46,258
60,312
66,278
37,998
46,789
41,751
54,710
65.802
70,819
53,754
65,924
62,040
56,596
78,0251'
98,417
68,896
70,772
73,899
73,729
165,1501) 113,804
62,083
83,794
132,433
109,808
75,567
170,785
95,185
112,035
104,250
140,913
182,833
153,388

Note: Calculated from the mean quarterly price. Neighborhoods: (1) Santa Barbara Shores. Goleta; (5) Central Mesa, Santa Barbara; (11) North
Central, Carpinteria; (17) Lower East, Santa Barbara; (19) Upper East Santa Barbara; (22) Bel Air, Santa Barbara; (23) Samarkand, Santa Barbara;
(35) San Lorenzo-San Vicente Dr., Goleta; (43) La Patera, Goleta; (44) Dos Pueblos Sr. High. Goleta.
a. The year 1972 includes only last two quarters for neighborhoods, but the entire year for the South Coast.
b. Actuai mean.

Table 7-4.

Mean House Sales Price Percentage Change from Preceding Year.
A'eighborhooda

Year

South Coast

1

5

11

17

19

22

23

35

43

44

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

8.8
15.5
16.0
30.0
25.3
15.2
31.4

5.6
11.2
14.6
37.1
20.7
13.6
31.5

18.6
6.0
23.2
28.9
28.1
17.0
32.6

26.4
13.8
16.6
22.0
39.9
7.8
15.6

6.1
-1.1
21.9
37.6
32.7
14.4
25.6

-8.8
30.6
6.9
39.0
67.8
3.4
7.1

12.8
12.0
9.1
18.6
45.9
16.4
15.8

0.6
32.7
18.3
13.4
18.8
48.9
28.3

-0.5
17.6
15.5
35.6
25.0
6.8
38.0

9.0
19.3
19.9
40.9
12.1
13.4
33.7

11.8
7.1
14.7
41.5
28.2
4.6
32.0

259.1

233.2

297.0

256.7

235.5

228.7

221.3

306.7

237.5

273.2

243.9

1972-1979

Note: Mean sales price calculated from quarterly mean prices.
a. The 1972 mean house sales price for neighborhoods used to calculate the 1972 to 1973 percentage change is only the last two quarters. For
the South Coast, it is the entire year.

^
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or 259.1 percent. House sales prices for each of the ten neighborhoods also increased substantially over the period. By 1979 the mean
sales price was over $100,000 in seven of the ten neighborhoods. The
smallest absolute dollar increase occurred in Neighborhood 17, the
poorest neighborhood in the sample. The largest absolute dollar increase is in Neighborhood 19, the richest in this group of ten but not
in the entire sample. Percentage increases in neighborhood mean
house sales prices range from a low of 228.7 in Neighborhood 19
to 306.7 in Neighborhood 23. Three of the ten neighborhoods have
higher rates of growth of house sales prices over the period than the
South Coast. The pattern of percentage increases across years generallv conforms across the neighborhoods and the South Coast. By a
small margin over 1976, house prices grew most rapidly for the. South
Coast in 1979. The year of fastest growth was 1976 for five neighborhoods, 1977 for three, and 1978 and 1979 for one each. By a
wide margin, the slowest rate of growth of house sales prices on the
South Coast was 1973. Again five of the ten neighborhoods shown
had the same year of slowest growth, while two had their slowest
growth in 1974, one in 1975, and two in 1978.
Figures 7-3 and 7-4 present Santa Barbara County employment
and mean nominal house sales price for the South Coast over the
period 1967-1979. Except for 1970, South Coast employment is not
available. It appears that South Coast employment has been a fairly
constant fraction of Santa Barbara County employment over the
period. As noted earlier, the growth of Santa Barbara County (and
hence South Coast) employment has increased significantly faster
since the last half of 1975 than over the preceding eight years. House
prices have also grown significantly more rapidly since mid-1974
than earlier, and this is especially the case since late 1978. As reported earlier, the GWD water moratorium did not really take effect
until early 1974.
An empirical measure of the impact of the South Coast growth
control measures is required for this study. The primary impact of
the growth control measures was the restriction of housing supply
(additions to the stock of housing). One measure of activity in housing construction is the issuing of construction permits. Figure 7-5
shows single-family house permits quarterly for the period 19701979 for the South Coast and the related housing markets in the city
of Lompoc on the coast west of Santa Barbara and the Santa Ynez
valley over the mountain range north of Santa Barbara (SYLO per-
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Figure 7-3. Santa Barbara County Mean House Price for the South
Coast.
Houses Sales Price (000)
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mits). The permit data of Figure 7-5 highlights the very substantial
drop in permits (and single-family house construction) on the Soutli
Coast after 1974 and the associated rapid rise of single-family per:mits (and construction) in Santa Ynez and Lompoc. There is an
apparent negative shortfall in South Coast permits after 1974, as
compared to the earlier period, and an associated positive "shortfall"
of permits in Santa Ynez and Lompoc.
Permit activity for the 1970s is used here to calculate a numeric
variable to measure the (shortfall) impact of the growth control measures. The average monthly number of permits is calculated for the
years 1970 and 197 1. It is assumed that in the absence of the growth
controls that this monthly average would have been maintained
through the 1970s. This is a conservative assumption, compared to
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Figure 7-5. Single-Family Permits.

Figure 7-4. Santa Barbara County Employment.
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using a longer precontrol period. The 1970-1971 averages are used to
calculate a synthetic cumulative permit series for June 1972 through
December 1979. The shortfall variable is calculated as the synthetic
cumulative permit series minus the cumulative actual permit series.
After the growth controls take effect, the shortfall series is a positive number for the South Coast and a negative number for Santa
Ynez and Lompoc. For regression purposes, the shortfall variable
is entered as zero until it continuously becomes positive (South
Coast) or negative (Santa Ynez and Lompoc) in which case the actual
numeric value is entered.

For the South Coast, a multiple-unit permit shortfall series was
calculated and entered in the regressions in the same manner as the
single-family series. Multiple-unit activity is virtually nonexistent in
the Santa Ynez valley and relatively insignificant in Lompoc and is
thus excluded from the present analysis. Figure 7-6 presents the
shortfall variables just described.
These shortfall calculations have the natural interpretation of
determining when the moratorium and downzoning effects impacted
the South Coast housing market. The G\VD moratorium, technically
begun in December 1972, combined with the other districts' water
moratoriums in 1973, did not have an impact on single-family per-;
mits until the first quarter of 1974, when the South Coast sin.-le-family shortfall became a substantial positive number. This is accounted
for by the large number of permits that were "in progress" at the
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Figure 7-6. Permits Shortfalls (Synthetic Minus Actual).
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Given the simultaneous impact of a number of demand and supply

2600

forces in the housing market, contribution of growth controls to the
increase in South Coast house sales prices cannot be deduced (as
some have attempted) from comparison of percentage changes in different geographic areas following imposition of the controls. What
is required is estimation of an appropriately specified econometric
model. We turn now to that task, using the South Coast sample lof
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time of the GWD moratorium and by the fact that builders substituted away from the Goleta area to other nonimpacted areas on the
South Coast (primarily the cities of Santa Barbara and Carpinteria).
Multiple-unit housing on the South Coast did not show i sustained
positive shortfall until the third quarter of 1975, well after the
Goleta water hook-up moratorium and the city of Santa Barbara's
1973 interim ordinance lowering the densities formerly permitted.
The negative shortfall in Lompoc-Santa Ynez areas, meaning more
house permits were being issued than during the base period, only
becomes continuous starting with the first quarter of 1976. Thus, the
single-family portion of the South Coast growth controls becomes
effective in the first quarter of 1974, the multiple-unit portion in the
third quarter of 1975, and the reaction -increased construction in an
adjacent market-becomes significant in the first quarter of 1976.

The econometric model employed in this study deals with sing^lefamilv house sales prices. This requires recognition of two factors^in
addition to those discussed earlier. The first is that each market sales
transaction for a single-family residence incorporates the specific
characteristics of that residence, such as the number of rooms aild
presence of a formal dining room, swimming pool, and so forth. Second, it must be recognized that "neighborhood characteristics" of
the residence influence the sales price. The presence of a particularschool district,, closeness to the central business or shopping distrilct,
the type and overall quality of houses in the area, access to transportation facilities, and availability of recreational facilities are examples
of neighborhood characteristics that affect sales price.
The following model assumes that the actual nioney sales price of
any single-family house (SP) is determined first of all by the replacement value of the specific characteristics of the house (CXi), wh-e're
C is the index of construction cost for each specific house charalcteristic X. Nominal values for the other independent variables are^ a
product of P, the National Income accounts implicit deflator for co;nsumption (1972 = 100), and the variable. The implicit value of the
characteristics of the neighborhood in which the residence is located
is thus PZi, where Zi are the neighborhood characteristics. NominI al
shifts in demand for single-family residences are represented by (PE),
where E is employment in Santa Barbara County. The impact of
growth control restrictions on house supply are captured by the per-
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mit shortfall variables discussed above (PSF). To complete the listing, it is expected that the money sales price of residences will rise
with the overall consumption price level (P). The model in general
form is
SP = f(CXi, PZi, PE, PSF, P)
To remove the general price level changes that would raise the
money value of all components of the house price relationship, all
variables are deflated by the consumption price index (P) cited earlier. After deflation, the model becomes
RP = g(BXi, Zi, E, SF)

where RP is the real price of a single-family residence (SP/P) and B
is the ratio of construction cost to the general price level (C/P). The
latter permits the replacement cost of houses to deviate from the
average price of consumption goods over time. The unit of observation is the sale of 3,056 individual houses in the area from June 1972
to December 1979, selected from fifty separate neighborhoods. The
individual house characteristics (Xi) available from this data set are
the a4tye of house at time of sale (AGE), the presence of a guest house
(GH), the presence of a three-car (or larger) garage (GAR), the presence of a pool (POOL), the presence of a family room (FR), the
presence of a den (DEN), the number of bathrooms (BATH), the
number of bedrooms (BEDS), the presence of a formal dining room
(DR), the presence of more than one story (STOR), and the presence
of a view (VIEW).10 All variables representing presence or absence of
a particular individual house characteristic are binary: I if the characteristic is present, 0 if otherwise. The coefficient on a binary variable
measures the average effect the presence of that variable has on the
dependent variable.
There are two ways to account for neighborhood effects. The first
would itemize the actual characteristics of the neighborhood, such as
its average distance from the ocean, the specific school district, and
the percentage of the neighborhood composed of rental units. The
second assumes that the basic characteristics of the neighborhood do
not change over the sample period, thus each neighborhood can be
represented by a binary variable (0 or 1) to capture all the neighborhood differences. It is the latter approach that is used here. One
neighborhood (Neighborhood 42) is used as the base.
The primary variable that shifts single-family house demand is
changes in employment on the South Coast. Because this is available
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only for April 1, 1970, total employment for Santa Barbara County
is used as a proxy. As the dependent variable to be explained is
single-family house prices, employment is probably the best single
shift factor to account for changes in demand for this component of
total housing. There is some understatement here because changes in
the number of households of retirees and other nonworkers are not
taken into account.
On the supply side, the shortfall variables discussed earlier are; used
to measure the exogenous impact of the growth control regulations.
Both the single-family shortfall (for the South Coast and for Lompoc and Santa Ynez) and the multiple-unit shortfall (for the South
Coast) are used. Multiple-unit residences would serve as a substitute
for single-family residences for some full-time employees as well as
permanent residences for the more transitory young and older retire(]
population of the area. The moratorium of the G\NtD put an end to
multiple-unit construction in that area, and the downzoning in the
city of Santa Barbara has severely limited construct.ion there since
1975. The Ventura area is a market substitute possibility, but its
extended size and the impossibility of isolating its effect on the
South Coast housing market preclude its inclusion.
The single-family South Coast house price model is estimated in
semilogarithmic form for the period June 1972 to December 1 . 979.
The complete results are reported in Table 7-5, while the vari'ables
relevant to policy surrounding growth control analysis are reported
in Table 7-6.
The overall equation performs very well by explaining 86 percent
of the variance in real house sale prices over the sample period. All
individual house characteristics except AGE have the expected sign,
and only AGE and DR fail to meet the standard statistical significance tests. The neighborhood binary variables appear reasonable in
sign and order of magnitude.
It should be noted that the shortfall variable used in the regression
is a net one: South Coast single-family shortfall plus South Coast
multiple-unit shortfall plus the Loinpoc and Santa Ynez valley shortfall." Although it would be of interest to know the separate effects
of the variables on real house price, the high degree of multicollinearity between these variables themselves and between each of them and
employment does not allow this procedure.12
The per-unit growth control impact on single-family house prices
on the South Coast can be specified numerically by using the v^alues
in Column 1 of Table 7-6. Because the equation is estimated in semi-
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Table. 7 - 5. continued

Table 7-5. Regression Results Rz = .8647, F = 292.68.
Variable

Intercept
RAGE
RCAR
RPOOL
RG 1-1
RFR
RD1;,N
RBATH
RBED
RDR
VIEW
RSTOR
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

D8
D9
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D19
D20
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25
D26
D27
D28
D29
D30
D31
D32
D33
D34
D35

Cue fl/dent
8.6483
-0.0002
0.0748
0.0608
0.0332
0.03 53
0.0255
0.0832
0.0252
0.0060
0.0577
0.0145
-0.2000
0.7366
-0.1625
-0.1608
-0.0645
-0.0197
0.2945
-0.2024
-0.1921
-0.1628
-0.2187
0.1579
0.5179
0.2710
0.4244
-0.3377
-0.2614
-0.5218

0.2184
0.1231
-0.2344
0.1029
0.0314
0.01 12
0.1709
0.0450
-0.1527
-0.0089
0.3878
0.0686
-0.0148
0.3343
0.0440
-0.1188
-0.1897
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7' Ratio

79.72
-0.75
5.88
9.59
3.06
8.54
5.24

19.75
8.25
1.62
8.54
2.18
--10.25
18.35
-6.36
-7.04
-2.76
--0.66
9.87
-6.89
-6.63
-5.95
-9.99
4.84
15.03
6.72
14,49
10.24

--10.00
-9.12
9.09
4.80
-8.49
4.81
1.41
0.32
6.03
1.84

-5.62
-0.39
9.57
1.40
-0.61
9.83
1.57

-4.65
-8.46

Variabk•

Coe,%/icienl

T Ratio

D36
D37
D38
D39
D40
D41
D43
D44
D45
D46
D47
D48
D49
D50
E

-0.0380
0.0215
0.0015
-.0.0789
0.0658
-0.0394
-0.1667
-0.2508
-0.2221
-0.1942
-0.1809
0.0447
0.0103
-0.0250
0.0169

1.1 7
0.76
0.06
1.0E
2.01
-1.70
-8.08
- 12.09
-9.52
-7.89
-7.60
1.38
0.39
-0.97
14.71 '

L6NSF
SDUM 2
SDUM3
SDUM4

0.0000649
-0.006U
0.0148
-0.0186

A%ote: Variable definition:

.

5.4Q
-0.80
1.82;
-2.34!
----------

R with house characteristics variable is the ratio of the construction cost tilde.,: to implicit
national income accounts consumption deflator.
ACIi
Gr1R
POOL
GH
I' R
DL-N
BFlTI1
131'.D

Housc age in years
Binary variable- I if three-car-or-greater garage exists
Binary variable - I if house has pool
Binary variable-1 if house has guest house
Binary variable- I if house has family room
Binary variable- I if house has den
Number of bathrooms
Number of bedrooms

DIZ
VIL•;W

Binary variable- 1 if house has formal dining room
Binary vuriable- I if house has view

STOR
Dl -D41 and
D43-D50
1'L6NS1

Binary variable-1 if house has more than one storv
Binary variable for neighborhood characteristics with Neighborhood 42
as base

SDU<`•12, SDUN•13,
and SDUM4

i

Santa Barbara County employment in thousands
Six-month lag on net shortfall in cumulafivc conslruction permits
where the net = South Coast single family + South Coast nultiple
unil +(Sanla Ynez Valley + Lompoc single family). In thousands.
Santa Ynez Valley and Lompoc shortfalls are negative values as c!tlculated here.
Quarterly seasonal binary variables with the first quarter as the basc.
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Table 7-7.

Table 7-6. Estimated PEr-Unit Impacts.

Variable

Net shortfall
(number of permits)
Employment
(1 , 000)

Change in Real House
Pricea Due to Change
in the variable

Estimated
Coefficient

I -statistic

0.0000649

5.40

$3.37

14.71

$876

0.0169

a. Evaluated at the mean real house price ($51.968).

logarithmic form, the coefficients measure proportional effects on
house prices. These are converted to the more usual dollar effect on
the real mean house price over the sample period in the final column.
The shortfall variable is lagged six months in this regression, reflecting the average lag between the time a permit is taken out and the
time the house is available on the market to augment the housing
stock.
The coefficients of Table 7-6 can be used to evaluate the growth
control{ impact for the averages of the variables used in the estimation. The mean dollar impact per net shortfall unit is 83.37. For the
average shortfall of 1,400 units, the growth control impact is 9.1 percent of mean house price ($4,718 in real terms and $6,328 in nominal terms) for the South Coast (1972- 1979). The mean employment
impact per 1,000 employees if $876. Given a mean net shortfall of
1,400 units and assuming 1.4 employees per unit, the mean feedback
(reduction) effect on demand from the growth controls is 3.3 per-cent (31,171 in real terms and $2,300 in nominal terms) of the mean
house price for the South Coast, Without the feedback effect, the
average growth control impact would be 12.4 percent ($6,436 in real
terms and $8,628 in nominal terms) of the mean house price.
Table 7-7 presents the estimated annual growth control impact
on real and nominal house prices. The impact is zero until 1974. In
1974 it is very small, $69 in real terms and $90 in nominal terms.
But by 1979 it has grown to a real value of $11,499 and a nominal
value of $15,422. Relative to the change in real house price, the
growth control regulations account for slightly over one-quarter of
the change between 1974 and 1979, with the annual values varying
from about 4 to 59 percent of the change in real house price. In
nominal terms, the restrictions account for about one-sixth of the
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Estimated Growth Control Impacts on House Prices.
Impact on Real House Price

Year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

Growth
Control
Impact"

Real Price

$

$

0
0
69
772
2,275
5,430
8,266
11,499

Total

Changes

1,573
2,816
9,893
9,537
4,802
13,668

$42,289

Impact
$

Ratio of Impact
to Real Price

69
703
1,503
3,155
2,836
3,233

0.044
0.250
0.152
0.331
0.591
0.236

$11,499

0.272

Impact on Nominal House Price
Gross iii
Control
Impactb

Year

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

$

Changes
Nominal Price

$

Impact

Ratio o,FImp'pct
to Nominal Price

-

90
1,035
3,051
7,282
11,088
15,422
Total

6,092
7,253
15,807
17,310
13,071
31,089

90
945
2,016
4,231
3,806
4,334

.015
.130
.128
.244
.291
.139

$90,622

15,422

.171

a. Calculated at the mean real house price ($51,968).
b. Calculated at the mean nominal house price ($69,615).

change in nominal house price between 1974 and 1979. Annual vI all
ues range from 1.5 to 29 percent. The impact in norninal terms is less
than that in real terms because house sale prices increased far more
than the price index.

CONCLUSIONS
Economic theory suggests that growth control regulations and restrictions can be expected to increase house prices in the affected area.
Percentage changes in the underlying demand and supply factors sug-
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gest that such was the case in the South Coast area for Santa Barbara
County. Econometric estimation over the 1972- 1979 period indicates that supply restrictions account for a little more than a quarte.r of the rise in real price and one-sixth of the rise in nominal
price over the period. To the extent that the "housing crisis" on the
South Coast is a lack of "affordable" housing-that is, house prices
have risen too much-that crisis has been exacerbated to a significant extent by existing growth controls. These controls do indeed
have a cost (in addition to whatever benefits one might perceive).
Such costs should be considered in future decision making regarding
growth controls.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 7

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
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John Wilkens, "Board OKs Concept Plan for South Coast Growth," Santa
Barbara News Press, September 23, 1980, p. A-1 .
The Delta Peripheral Canal was authorized by legislation in 1980 after
several years of debate and study. It is presently under challenge in the
courts by environmental groups. Its final implementation is far from certain. Without the Peripheral Canal, tile potential future "water shortage"
in California will be exacerbated.
Lloyd J. Mercer and W. Douglas Morgan, "The. Impact of a Water Conservation Campaign: Some Extensions on a Time Series Analysis," Evaluation
Review 4 (1980): 107-117.
lbid., p. 117.
About one-tenth of the city is actually in GWD.
The city's dam on the Santa Ynez River, Gibraltar Dam, has an estimated
"safe yield" of 3,000 acre-feet per year. The city has very cleverly ignored
this parameter and obtained something on the order of 9,000 acre-feet per

7.

year from the dam for many years.
In relation to this last point, it is worth noting that a very high proportion
of the vacant lots in the city have been built on since the GWD water

8.

moratorium.
The analytical apparatus of Figure 7-1 is used in Robert C. Ellickson.
"Suburban Growth Controls: An Economic and Legal Analysis," Yale

9.

Law Review 86 (1977): 394.
In the mid-1970s, a firm considering moving to the South Coast area went
instead to Oxnard, California, because of the rapid rise in house prices on

10.

the South Coast.
Another house characteristic, square feet, would have been desirable but
was not available in this data set. Rooms and square feet have provided

11.

12.

i21S

similar statistical results in stucfies of this nature although square feet usually is slightly better.
Note that all shortfall units are treated equally; that is, a one-bedioom
apartment is equal to a six-bedroom single family home. This procedure
is unavoidable except at great cost and most likely introduces some
unknown bias into the measure of growth control impact.
The simple correlation between the three shortfalls varies from .94 to .99
and between the shortfalls and employment from .95 to .97. This problem
is reduced but still exists with the net shortfall variable, where the siinple
correlation between it and employment is .97.
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CHAPTER I

-Motivation and Conceptual Framework
This research is motivated by the belief that regulation is costly. The study attempts to
assess objectively the claims made by builders and developers, that "[t]he American Dream of
home ownership is being regulated to death, strangled in a noose of red tape. Layers of
excessive and unnecessary regulation imposed by all levels of government can add 20 to 35
percent to the cost of a new home, making it difficult or even impossible for families to achieve
home ownership" (National Association of Homebuilders 1995:3).
For us, the question is not simply whether regulation adds to the cost of development.
We accept that there are legitimate reasons to limit the type or density of development in an
environmentally sensitive place, or to assure that infrastructure capacity is adequate. The key
policy question for us is whether there is "excessive" or avoidable regulation which can be
reduced or modified without compromising health, safety, and environmental quality.
We also are concerned with the distribution, or incidence, of the costs that are created by
regulatory requirements. Builders and developers generally claim that because they must
maintain their own bottom-lines, they pass the costs of regulation on to consumers, which, of
course, makes housing less affordable. Yet there could be short-run or anomalous situations in
which developers bear some of the regulatory costs in lower rates of return (profits). And
developers could also pass regulatory costs backward to land owners by offering less than they
would otherwise. That careful distinction among possible incidence paths has not been fully
explored in the literature.
This chapter has three parts. First we define what we mean by "regulation" and its costs.
We next present our conceptual framework -- built on the decision calculus of the developer.
We conclude by discussing the importance of the cost and incidence issues.

.Defining "Regulation" and Its "Costs"
We define regulation here as a variety of required approvals and accompanying payments
before, during, and at the completion of the development and building process. Seidel (1978)
identified seven types of government regulations affecting the housing market. Frieden (1983),
in turn, identified seven different types of growth restrictions alone. We can distill the large
number of regulations into the following three categories:
•

zoning and subdivision regulations that govern the type of activities and capital
improvements that can be placed on particular parcels and that specify the standards
to which those activities and construction must conform. Zoning, subdivision, and
similar applications typically must be accompanied by a fee to offset the cost of
review and, in some cases, to provide a financial guarantee of compliance.

°

environmental regulations that are intended to minimize the effect of development on
land and waterways, especially in wetlands, coastal zones, near streams, and in other
"critical" environmental areas. Those also may be subject to an application fee.

•

financial impact regulations include impact fees, hookup charges, and negotiated
contributions that are costs of entry and offset the cost of services that a municipality
will be required to provide to new residents.

There are also building regulations (i.e., building codes, most notably the New Jersey
Uniform Construction Code), but we have omitted them from this study to limit its scope, and
because they generally tend to vary less from jurisdiction to jurisdiction than do the types of
regulation we include.l
The regulatory language, as codified in ordinances, other legislation, and/or legal
interpretations, can vary among jurisdictions. For example, variation among New Jersey's
municipalities in subdivision requirements led to the promulgation of Uniform Residential Site
Improvement Standards inl996. Many states prepare model zoning ordinances for their
municipalities, but those are not always adopted. And states tend to differ in their overall land
use traditions. As a general rule, there is little variation among municipalities in the language of
the building codes they apply or in the environmental standards they impose on developers:
states and their subdivisions generally subscribe either to BOCA or CABO building standards,
and federal law governs environmental protection.
Even if regulatory language were standard and relatively uniform among jurisdictions,
there could be variation in their enforcement and implementation. Burby and May (1996)
illustrate that for building codes. The same applies to the other types of regulation shown in the
table.
We define regulation to have several discrete cost elements that can be grouped into five
categories:
•

First, there are costs associated with a certain -density and intensity of land
use stipulated in municipal zoning ordinances. We can call those the
opportunity costs ofrestricted land-use. For example, if a certain parcel is
zoned for six single-family units per acre, and environmental review
reduces the allowable intensity to two units per acre, there may be a loss in
income associated with the regulation.

•

Second, there are hard costs associated with the bricks and mortar
necessary to meet requirements. For example, to comply with an erosion
and sedimentation control ordinance, a developer may have to build
retention structures; or a particular subdivision ordinance may require a
certain expensive material to be used for curbs.

•

Third, there are soft costs, including outlays for the legal, planning, architecture,
engineering and environmental consulting, title searches, and surveying required to
develop an application. We are particularly interested in the soft costs necessary to
meet standards that exceed what the market would have dictated.

•

Related to those are out-of-pocket fees that must accompany applications.

0

Finally, there are significant costs associated with any time delays that a regulatory

approval process creates. For example, if an approval is supposed to take 90 days,
and it actually takes 180 days,- there may be lost revenues associated with the delay:
increased costs of financing, and possible costs from "missing the market." Lost
income could be for more than just three months in this example if the delay forced
delay of the foundation work due to winter weather. We will call this group
opportunity costs from delays.
That taxonomy of costs raises a fundamental issue that must be dealt with in all studies
on the cost of regulation. That is, what is the "norm" against which costs are calculated? At one
extreme, we could specify a hypothetical fully laissez-faire world as our baseline. Then we
would calculate the maximum potential revenue to a developer as determined by market demand
(highest and best use) for the product, and the physical limitations on meeting that market
demand. So, for example, a parcel in a given location might be most profitable if developed as
town homes at 12 units to the acre. The time to completion for those units would be determined
by the availability of labor and materials, the logistics of scheduling subcontractors, and the
weather. In that case, any zoning that reduces the density and intensity of use at that location,
any subdivision requirements that are more costly than what the developer would have provided
to meet his or her projection of market demand, and any delays due to regulatory approvals
would constitute costs of regulation (i.e., a reduction in the developer's maximum potential
revenue).

There are several problems with that approach. First, the counterfactual is always
difficult to ascertain. Almost every municipality in the U.S. has had a system of land-use
regulations in place for many decades. Since we do not have a laissez-faire world, it is very
difficult to determine what a developer might have surmised as the highest and best use of a
parcel. Efficient zoning should reflect market demand to some extent, so we might say that the
basic zoning ordinance provides a reasonable proxy for highest and best use. Similarly, there is
no good way to gauge what consumers would have demanded in terms of landscaping, street
widths, sidewalks, curbing materials, and other elements of a subdivision plan. Alternatively, we
can regard a subdivision plan as a reasonable representation of community norms.
That notion of community norms is key in determining a baseline. Every community has
developed, within a democratic process, an overarching set of principles that relates to health and
safety, and certain land-use and environmental regulations. Developers are regulated to insure
their compliance with those requirements. For example, it may be more expensive for a
developer to provide a buffer between residential property and a busy street, or to provide
appropriate access (e.g., complying with sight lines), than not to do so, but such requirements
have generally agreed-upon safety purposes. Likewise, building codes often may impose
additional costs on developers, but are important to achieving the high level of safety our society
demands. Similarly, erosion and sedimentation requirements and other environmental
regulations have a generally agreed-upon intent.
One might argue that consumers would demand development to be done in a safe and
healthy manner. However, that is one area in which there is a distinct information asymmetry.
Consumers simply are not fully aware of the health and safety properties of materials and site
designs, or the full costs of environmental damage. As a consequence, builders/developers
arguably could build lower- quality projects to a similar market demand.
Community norms, on the other hand, can be'taken too far as a baseline. As we show in
3

the case studies in chapter 4 and appendix 2, community norms differ markedly from place to
place. High- income communities that oppose further growth tend to set more rigorous
subdivision standards in the name of health and safety than do development-hungry
communities.. Communities also differ in their willingness to invest in water and sewer and other
infrastructure that would allow denser development.
Figure 1-1 summarizes the discussion of different types of regulation costs. The cells in
the matrix represent:
•

outlays on regulations that might be considered "reasonable" or "necessary" in order
to achieve commonly agreed-upon goals, such as the preservation of health, safety,
and environmental quality (column 1);

•

outlays on "excessive" regulations that require developers to incur more hard costs
than they would in some baseline case (column 2);

•

costs incurred to comply with regulations in a "reasonable" period of time (row 1);
and

•

costs incurred due to unnecessary delays (row 2).

FIGURE 1-1: Matrix of Costs
Substantive regulations.
Time to
comply

Necessary to achieve goals
Reasonable period
of time
Excessive delays

excessive requirements

iost costh

To the extent possible, we want to rule out consideration of the upper left cell and ask
only about the cases where there are excessive or unnecessary requirements or delays. The most
costly regulatory scenario is shown in the lower right cell. We discuss construction of norms or
baselines for "reasonable" and "necessary" below.

A Conceptual Framework
In this study, we walk a fine line between the two views of regulatory costs referred to
above -- as costs incurred to meet government regulations on land use and development and as
only those costs that are "excessive" or "unnecessary." We define a baseline in different ways
for different types of costs, as reflected in the survey questions we ask. Our general approach is
to model a developer's decision calculus. Did he or she know beforehand what the restrictions
were and factor them into project planning? How did he or she respond to the restrictions- by
seeking to change them? by offering less for the land than he or she otherwise would? by
changing project design? by changing the pricing of units? Or did he or she miscalculate the
costs or delays, or was the builder surprised enough, so that the bottom line was reduced?

We also collected data from North Carolina to provide another benchmark for New
Jersey: -Our choice of North-.Carolina as the comparison state-was driven in part by convenience,
since the research team was already familiar with development and regulatory practices in that
state. Our experience in North Carolina led to the judgment that, for several reasons, its
regulatory environment is less stringent than New Jersey's. North Carolina is developed less
densely, has fewer interior wetlands, and a smaller number of heavily polluting industries.
The decision model that underlies our analysis is characterized in Figure 1-1. The
development environment that exists when a developer contemplates a project includes market
demand (the types of units the buying public wants built, which is affected by macroeconomic
conditions, demographics, and taste), the financial resources available to the developer (which is
affected by macroeconomic conditions and the developer's past success), and the regulatory
milieu, which includes applicable ordinances and statutes, precedent, and practice in particular
places.
Once a developer decides to embark on a project, taking into account the three factors
just discussed, he or she attempts to find land that is "priced right." That may mean that it is part
of a bankruptcy or under Real Estate Investment Trust control, so that it is priced under its
market value, but large enough in size to be affordable by only well-capitalized buyers. Or it
may mean a seller will accede to terms the developer considers to be favorable, including a
discounted sale price or a sale conditional on obtaining necessary approvals.
The price of land should reflect whether it has approvals in place. If it does, building can
begin prior to final approvals for foundations, hookups, or other such items. There may be
delays, but they normally will be shorter than in the absence of prior approvals. When land is
bought without approvals, the developer must seek them. Whether or not a developer paid
a"proper price" for land, will, from an individual perspective, depend on how long and costly
the approval process was relative to what he or she expected.
A developer obviously wants to get to the sellout stage as quickly as possible. If there are
unexpected delays along the way, market demand may have changed, making the product hard to
sell at the desired price. If land is bought outright, there are also carrying costs associated with
delays.

s

FIGURE 1-2: A Developer's Decision Calculus
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The Extent and Incidence of Regulatory Costs
The timing of the development process and the accuracy of all actors' expectations,
determine the incidence of the regulatory burden. In a world of perfect information, no surprises,
and complete mobility of capital, stricter requirements on developers and longer time delays
would not negatively affect developers in the long run. If they acted rationally, they would not
stay in the development business if they could not earn a risk-adjusted, economy-wide, average
rate of return. Rather than tie their resources up in building and earn, say, a 6 percent rate of
return, they would invest in equities or manufacture widgets. That would reduce the supply of
housing being built and raise the price because of excess demand. That should then induce more
builders into the regulated market. The likely long- run incidence, then, is either on homebuyers, who pay higher prices, or land-owners, who receive lower offers, or both.
The incidence of the costs of regulation is affected, however, by the fact that there is a
limit on what home-buyers can spend annually for a house, normally about 30 percent of gross
income. As the cost 'of regulation drives up housing prices, demand falls and the bottom end of
the housing market drops out, leaving mostly high-end houses in the building pipeline. Thus,
lower- and middle-income households bear the burden, not simply through higher home
ownership costs, but through the unavailability of homes in their price range. Presumably rents
rise as well, in which case there is a loss of consumer surplus. Or there could be a welfare loss
due to doubling up, living with parents, living farther away from work where housing is less
expensive, and so on.
That burden can be demonstrated for a house that would have sold for $175,000.
Assuming an 80 percent 30-year conventional mortgage at 8 percent, and using actual tax and
insurance data from New Jersey, the home buyer's PITI (principal, interest, tax, and insurance)
payment would be approximately $1,377 per month, requiring a yearly income of $55,000 to
qualify. (In addition, of course, a family would have to have the required down payment and
closing costs.) If delays and what we define here as "excessive" regulation added just $10,000 to
the cost of that house, a family would need an income of $57,500 to qualify. According to the
1990 Census, there are approximately 63,500 New Jersey households with incomes between
$55,000 and $57,500. Of course, approximately 70 percent of that number are already
homeowners, but the remainder -- almost 20,000 households -- are renters who no longer would
qualify to buy.
That theorized elimination of housing demand at the lower end of the market, due to
escalating costs, is consistent with data from New Jersey on housing starts, as shown in Table 11:
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TABLE 1-1: Housing Starts in New Jersey
Decade:
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990-1996

Atierage stasts per year
50,095
40,561
37,828
23,094

Source: New Jersey Department of Labor, Authorized Housing Building Permit data

Of course, the decline in starts is likely to be caused by many factors, including demographic
shifts. But many also believe that New Jersey builders and developers have been subjected to a
particularly costly amount of regulation. The N.J. Builders Association states, for example, that:
It is clear to any who look at the data that New
Jersey's economic distress is the result of regional
(i.e., state-specific) - not national - factors. It
reflects the combined effects of ill-advised policies
and overbearing regulations that discourage
enterprise, diminish competitiveness and,
ultimately, strangle economic growth. (1993-94
Annual Report and Industry Yearbook, pp. 1-2)

Increases in housing prices and slowing down of starts together would seem to' account
for a reduction in home ownership rates in the United States. That rate fell nationally during the
1980s from 65.6 percent to 64.1 percent. Though modest, the decline masks a large decline in
the number of young families who own homes. In 1973, for example, 51.4 percent of
households headed by someone between 25 and 34 years of age owned their homes. By 1990,
only 44.3 percent of such families were homeowners (Stegman; et al. 1995).
Whether the decline in demand for housing at the lower- and middle-income end of the
market, as just described, is a direct consequence of regulation, as opposed simply to being
contemporaneous, is an empirical question that has been addressed in the literature.
Unfortunately, that literature provides policymakers with a welter of conflicting and inconclusive
information regarding the impact of regulations on the housing market.
This study, then, is motivated in large part by the need for detailed information by
policymakers on the impact of specific regulations on the process of delivering newly
constructed homes to market. Moreover, we are also cognizant of the broader question
regarding the efficiency of regulations in general. Consequently, our study examines another
question, namely whether government regulation in the housing market can be justified by its
social benefits in excess of the costs borne either by landowners, builders or home-buyers.
Chapter 2 addresses what we consider the most important aspect of the problem - the
procedural delays that add to developers' costs. Chapter 3 uses survey results from regulators
and developer/builders in New Jersey and North Carolina to assess the difference between
regulatory intent and actual outcomes. Chapter 4 presents three types of evidence about the
monetary costs of regulation: from the surveysof developer/builders, from an econometric

model, and from case studies. Chapter 5 summarizes the key findings and discusses their
implications for policy.--The report also includes several-appendices. Appendix 1-contains
material about environmental regulation in North Carolina. Appendix 2 contains the full case
studies. Appendix 3 elaborates on the research design and methodological issues.
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CHAPTER 2

--The Regulatory Process in New Jersey and North Carolina
Many stakeholders, particularly developers, are convinced that the existing regulatory
system in New Jersey causes unnecessary expense and delays in the residential development and
building process, which drives up the cost of the finished product and, arguably, tilts the mix of
new housing toward the higher end of the income scale.
To claim that regulation in New Jersey is too expensive and time consuming does not
necessarily imply that development should be unregulated. There is widespread agreement
among regulators and developers, owners and buyers, that some degree of regulation is necessary
to protect public health, safety, and welfare, and to preserve property values. The complaint is
with the excessive costs imposed and the unnecessary delays in granting approvals. The
challenge is to reduce the cost of regulatory compliance and delay without diminishing the
protections those regulations provide to health, safety, welfare, and environmental quality.
The regulation of residential development and building has substantive and procedural
dimensions. Substantive regulation includes, for example, density limits, infrastructure
specifications, wetlands protection, and tree-preservation requirements. In some instances, those
are no more than a developer would need to provide to ensure a marketable product or are
necessary to provide an appropriate measure of protection for the public. However, regulations
may set substantive standards that are beyond what is essential or reasonable in order to
accomplish the purposes for which they were ostensibly adopted. As stated earlier, the
difference in cost between the substantive requirements that should reasonably have been applied
and those that are actually imposed is what we define in this study as "excessive."'
Procedural delays occur as a natural consequence of the permitting process. Proposals
need to be reviewed to ensure compliance with applicable ordinances, and that inevitably takes
time, which adds to a developer's cost. A review may be technical, to see that the plan submitted
meets the letter of the regulations. It usually also involves discretionary issues, and the rules
may require that a decision-making board hold a public hearing. The time spent reviewing is
necessary to accomplish substantive regulatory objectives and to accord all stakeholders due
process. However, when the approval process takes longer than needed to accomplish those
objectives, the delay is "unnecessary".
This chapter focuses on the procedural aspects of development permitting because the
added expenses due to unnecessary delay are costs without benefits. Regulations that set
unreasonable substantive standards arguably may add amenity value to a project, providing some
marginal improvement or benefit. Unnecessary delay, on the other hand, does not add to the
quality or value of a final product; neither does it further regulatory objectives. The focus is on
the development process in New Jersey, using North Carolina for comparison. The stylized
process we describe is derived from the common elements of subdivision and other plan review
procedures in municipalities in both states.
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It is important to note that our use of North Carolina as a comparison state is not meant to
add generalizability to the study. We recognize that there are important differences between the
two states that limit their comparability. New Jersey, for example, is the country's most urban
state, while North Carolina still has a high percentage of its population living in nonmetropolitan
counties., New Jersey.'s land is fully divided into incorporated municipalities; North Carolina
still has unincorporated areas. Both states have long coastlines, but New Jersey has more inland
wetlands. In addition, New Jersey has a legacy of industrial development, including highly
polluting petrochemical facilities.
Some important differences between the two states are reflected in Table 2-1:
Table 2-1: Differences between New Jersey and North Carolina

Median household income, 1990
Median housing value, 1990
Ratio
Per capita property tax, 1992
Property tax rank

New Jersey
1$41,000
:$162,300
A:1
$1,269
2

North Carolina
$27,000
$65,800
2.5:1
$374
40

Source: State Rankings 1995
The third and fifth lines of the table are particularly interesting. The median North
Carolina household spends a lower share of its income on housing than does the median New
Jersey household. In addition, per capita property tax burdens are considerably different. New
Jersey localities depend more on local property taxes for schools and other local services. The
higher relative cost of housing suggests that costly regulations may be at work in New Jersey.
The difference in fiscal structure suggests that land-use and zoning decisions are more closely
guarded by homeowners in New Jersey than in North Carolina.

Placing Regulation in Historical Context
Governmental restrictions on the use of private land date back to the late 1800s.
Beginning with housing reformers such as Jane Addams and Jacob Riis, early regulations
attempted to ensure newly built housing was constructed in a manner consistent with a healthy'
physical environment. Land-use restrictions followed shortly afterward and were designed, at
first, to segregate economic activities with potentially harmful side effects from residential
communities. Shortly thereafter, single- and multi-family dwellings were also separated, a
practice upheld by the Supreme Court in 1926 in Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.2 With
the constitutionality of zoning established, states were free, within the limits of the police power
and takings clause, to control the uses to which land could be put in any given location.
Regulations governing subdivision of land evolved from minimal plat requirements needed to
locate a given parcel, to more extensive review of layout and infrastructure during the same
period. Control over land use and subdivision became the exclusive province of municipalities
as states delegated their power to local governments in the belief that impacts from development
were primarily local. [Briffault 1990]. That pattern was the dominant model until the early
1970s.
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--Since then,-land-use restrictions have evolved to regulate a broader range of activities iri
order to achieve a greater number of goals, such as preserving fragile ecosystems, promoting
biodiversity, and protecting watersheds, coastal zones, and floodplains. Many of those new
objectives concern physical areas that cross municipal boundaries. State and local governments
also realized that impacts from local development decisions could adversely affect neighboring
jurisdictions. That realization and the broadening of regulatory objectives led to the creation of
state or regional regulatory authorities to address inter jurisdictional issues.
The increase in the number of governmental authorities issuing regulations has made the
process more complex. Local government no longer is the sole permitting body for residential
development. Frequently, developers must also meet requirements set by several authorities, and
those requirements are not always mutually consistent. Sometimes a regional or state agency
sets performance standards to be enforced by local officials; in other cases, an agency issues
permits and imposes conditions itself.
Several studies have attempted to quantify the impact of increased procedural complexity
on the cost of housing. Rosen and Katz, in a study of a 300-acre development containing 700
single-family homes in the San Francisco Bay area, suggested two effects of increased
procedural complexity which would add to housing costs. The requirements for more permits
and approvals increased the time it takes to convert raw land into developed property, and each
additional permit required increased the probability that the project could be delayed [Rosen and
Katz 1981]. Lowry and Ferguson's study estimated that delay added about $26,000, or 20
percent, to the cost of new housing in Sacramento. Seidel (1978) estimated that for each month a
project's completion was delayed, the cost of housing increased by 1.2 percent.
Johnston, Schwartz, and Hunt (1984) provide one of the most detailed pictures on how
delay affects the cost of developing housing. In a case study of Davis, California, they show that
a typical 25-unit subdivision would cost a developer a total of $1.4 million. The preliminary
stage - obtaining approvals for subdivision maps and required zoning changes -- would cost
$130,000. (Sometimes a developer subcontracts that activity to a "paper subdivider," who makes
no improvements on the raw land but secures permits needed by the developer to begin land
conversion [Lowery and Ferguson, 1992:96-970]. Delays during the preliminary stage increase
the costs to a developer by $3,692 per month. The next stage involves site improvements, such
as clearing land, constructing sewers, sidewalks, and other infrastructure that prepares the land
for home construction. That stage is more complex and costs a developer $220,000. Because a
developer has invested more capital by the time the second stage ends, monthly costs of delay
during that period increase to $5,067. Finally, construction costs for the 25-unit subdivision are
$1.05 million. Delays during construction are very costly, rising to $13,004 per month. Nichols,
et al. (1982 ) also emphasize the potential impact of delay on housing costs and its sensitivity to
the prevailing interest rate. Nichols (1981) also points out how stretching the lead time required
for development increases the time a housing market will be out of equilibrium and thus affects
the price of housing and the ability of suppliers to respond to rapid changes in an area's housing
market.

General Procedural Requirements in the Regulation of Land Use
The general approval process -- for subdivision or (re)zoning requests -- is shown in
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Figure 2.1. The details obviously will differ from state-to-state. Those differences may explain
some of the variation in procedural delays that we Qbserve between New Jersey and North
Carolina.

FIGURE 2.1: '
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A developer first submits the plan to the appropriate office in the municipality. Ideally,
the developer will have worked with staff in the municipality while he or she was preparing the
plan, to make sure that the material submitted is complete and in compliance with the applicable
regulations. Jurisdictions often differ in the amount of detail required at this stage, and the
amount of interaction prior to formal review.
When the application is deemed complete, it is typically sent for technical review or
impact assessment. If more detail is needed at that stage, the developer may be asked to
supplement the submission. The technical compliance review or impact assessment is performed
by either heads of departments, staff, or consultants, depending on how a municipality chooses to
operate. Reviewers must ensure a project complies with applicable ordinances, or determine
how a zoning change will affect the community's long-range comprehensive plan. If there are
deficiencies, the staff returns the plan to the developer, with comments, or issues a letter
outlining the issues. The developer then would make any changes necessary to address the
deficiencies and resubmit the plan, which begins the process again.
Once the technical review determines that a plan fully or essentially complies with all
ordinances, or is consistent with the comprehensive plan, the staff forwards it to the decisionmaking body, for example, a planning board (in New Jersey) or a town or city council (in most
North Carolina municipalities). That decision-making body may or may not ask for a
recommendation from staff. Final approval requires a public hearing, where further comments
from the community are considered. The discussion among the decision makers, and by the
public, may lead the body to return the plan to the developer for modification. Or, the body may
vote to approve or deny the request as it stands. If modifications are requested, the decision
makers may require another public hearing, or may approve the plan conditional on staff review
of the required changes.
Some municipalities issue special-use or conditional-use permits for development. Under
that device, applications are considered on their merits, as individual cases, rather than in terms
of their compliance with a general ordinance. That is normally invoked when land uses are
judged to have special characteristics (large parcels or special mixed use, for example). Those
permits still require evidence that the proposed use will have no adverse effect on public health,
safety, and general welfare, property values, or the comfort and convenience of the public in
general. A permit may be issued with reasonable conditions and safeguards attached as
preconditions. As a general rule, a proposed use must be of such location, size, and character to
be in harmony with the appropriate and orderly development of the area. Neither can the use be
detrimental to the orderly development of adjacent properties in accordance with the zone
classification of such properties.
Court appeal is the final step in the process, but few development decisions proceed that
far. State law determines who has standing, the elements of a prima facie case, and who has the
burden of proof as to each element. That is not a subject of local control, but an essential
element in the approval process. Of all the stages, court appeal is the most protracted and costly
-- to both a developer and a locale -- usually consuming more time and money than the rest of
the process combined.
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Regulation as the Balancing of Stakeholder Interests
The fundamental elements in the approval process are common to municipalities in both
New Jersey and North Carolina because they are essential to protect the interests of all
stakeholders, including the general public, neighbors, others whose interests may be more
affected than members of the public-at-large, and the developer. The steps also establish the
balance of power among those competing interests. To the basic process, some municipalities
have added a variety of mandatory and optional steps, and some states have added procedural
stages at either the regional or state level. Among the latter are advisory boards for specific areas
or with specific functional jurisdiction, such as site design or wetlands protection. The addition
of such additional reviews or approvals may alter the balance among the various stakeholders,
favoring some over others, depending upon the mandate establishing the extra step(s). Whether
an additional step changes the balance or not, it adds to the time and cost of the approval process.
That cost may be justified if the same balance could not be attained through substantive
requirements administered through the basic process.
Without a reasonable balancing of protection for stakeholder interests, the regulations
would appear to sacrifice the interests of one group or individual, which might ultimately be to
the detriment of all, since stakeholders may play different roles in different situations. Balance
in local procedures also is essential to preserve the viability, of the non judicial decision-making
function of the system. Without adequate opportunity for all interests to be taken into account
within a local permitting process, those who feel excluded are probably more likely to resort to
judicial intervention as their chosen means of protection.
A technical compliance review protects the general public's interests by assuring that
developers are in compliance with the overriding governing ordinances that are in force. Only
proposals that comply with existing rules are passed by the reviewers. Even where a developer
is requesting a variance or waiver, the ordinances should specify the basis upon which such a
request might be allowed. In New Jersey, use variances are provided by the Municipal Land Use
Law., But in both New Jersey and North Carolina, a developer's submission must support a
claim that the request for an exception is within the scope of those allowable under the

ordinance. For example, if a developer requested a use variance because of financial hardship,
the reviewers could find that request in compliance only if the ordinances allowed financial
hardship as an exception. Even if the request did comply, it might not be granted.
Neighbors are stakeholders whose interests may not always coincide with those of the
general public. Any new development has the potential to change the character of a
neighborhood, cause traffic congestion, overburden infrastructure, or lower property values.
Those effects are most pronounced in areas immediately adjacent to a development site, and
diminish with distance. Thus neighbors are. affected in ways not touching most of the public,
making the character of their interest distinct. Their interests are first protected by the limitations
of the ordinances. In addition, neighbors, through planning board public hearings, have a
specifically dedicated opportunity to influence boards in their recommendations on any
discretionary decisions which might be connected with an application. Finally, through the
standing rules of the judicial system, which confer standing on neighbors without proof of
special harm, neighbors obtain guaranteed access to courts for the protection of their interests.
Other affected members of the public aft protected by substantive restrictions in the
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ordinances, and they may also have.input into a proposal at its public hearing. Perhaps the most
-prominent among-thattype of stakeholder are regional or environmental interests. Under ----impetus from the federal government, states have adopted standards for environmental protection
that may be incorporated directly into local ordinance by reference. Thus protecting
environmental interests is sometimes an integral part of a local approval process. However,
because local ordinances may not require that affected members of the public receive notice,
they may have to take initiative to protect their interests. In New Jersey affected members of the
public have the same access to courts that neighbors have. In some states, though, those
stakeholders must demonstrate that their interests would be harmed in some significant different
way than those of the general public.
The developer is the final stakeholder. His or her interests are protected by a process that
adheres to its own rules, prohibits what the ordinances proscribe, permits what is allowed, and
reaches a decision within a reasonable period of time. The process imposes only those
submission and time costs that are necessary or reasonable to ensure that all stakeholder interests
are given due consideration. The developer also is guaranteed access to courts if aggrieved by
the local decision.

Four Sources of Delay in the Regulatory Process
Within a regulatory process, four elements contribute to the time needed to reach a final
decision. They are the complexity of the issues presented, the competence of the participants in
addressing issues, the capacity of the constituent actors to process an application and perform
their designated functions, and the institutional structure of the process.
Complexity. The larger a proposed project, the more potentially complex is compliance
with requirements to provide services (for example, on-site waste water treatment or recreation),
to mitigate off-site impacts, and even to conform with the intent of the ordinances in general.
The more environmentally sensitive a site, the more compliance issues are raised. The more
densely populated an area surrounding a site, the more complex the evaluation of possible offsite impacts, which the ordinances may require to be mitigated. Reviewers have to take more
time to assess complex problems if they are to perform properly their function of protecting
stakeholder interests.

Competence. The level of training and experience of all participants determines how
quickly they can determine the issues that need to be addressed and how to resolve them.
Developers familiar with submission requirements and who actively gather information can
avoid delay caused by post-submission requests for additional data or clarification of unclear
materials. Well-trained regulators familiar with their areas of responsibility should be able to
review proposals readily, know what information is necessary to ensure full compliance, sort
through conflicting information with less uncertainty, and determine compliance more quickly.
Board members familiar with ordinances and standards for conducting hearings and the exercise
of discretion will need less time to receive input from stakeholders and will make fewer
decisions that will be appealed, either because the stakeholders are dissatisfied with the process
or because the decision does not accord with the standards in the ordinances.
Capacity. No matter how well prepared the participants or the submissions, there will be
unnecessary delays if there are too few appropriately trained individuals to process applications
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within the prescribed time.
Institutional structure. As previously noted, each review or hearing that is held takes
time, so adding levels of approval increases the time required for final approval. The
institutional structure determines the number of reviews or hearings that must be held before a
proposal receives final approval, and whether multiple approvals can be sought concurrently, or
must be obtained consecutively. Similarly, institutional structure determines the length of time
required for a court to hear an appeal.
The academic literature on bureaucracy points to other possible sources of delay, based
on the motivations and self interest of planners and public managers, and the institutional
structure. Those include "bureaucratic delays" and "agenda delays."

ISSUES IN THE LOCAL REGULATORY PROCESS
State Delegation of Regulatory Authority
As in many states, zoning and the subdivision of land in New Jersey have historically
been regulated by incorporated municipalities, so called "home rule."3 Home rule essentially
delegated broad powers from Trenton to municipalities to regulate the use of land within their
jurisdictions. Since 1969, however, that autonomy has been restricted progressively by the state
and its state-created independent commissions, as well as by state court decisions. Today, landuse regulation in New Jersey is controlled by myriad government bodies, from the local to
regional to state level. Thus local authority to allow desired development has been substantially
reduced. While uses or projects rejected for development by a municipality cannot be built,
projects approved or desired by a municipality may be slowed or stopped by state or regional
reviews or laws.
North Carolina has no home-rule provisions in either the state constitution or statutes.
State government theoretically retains unfettered control over all municipalities: counties and
incorporated cities and towns. However, through legislative delegation, North Carolina has
granted authority over the two basic forms of land development regulation -- zoning and
subdivision control -- to its local governments. State law specifically provides that the
legislative grant " shall be broadly construed and grants of power shall be construed to include
any additional and supplementary powers that are reasonably necessary or expedient to carry
them into execution and effect. ..."4 The delegation is highly discretionary, conferring virtually
complete power over zoning and the subdivision approval process on municipalities, with few
limitations or requirements. Unlike New Jersey, North Carolina has not passed laws imposing
substantial procedural requirements on how municipalities review development applications,
although there are some minor substantive limitations. For environmental issues, the state has
established performance standards, but has left enforcement mostly at the local level. The state
has retained the right to intervene in development approval, to the point of reassuming the role of
permit granting authority, if local administration is not satisfactory to the state regulators.
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Local Development Approval in New Jersey
There are no unincorporated areas in New Jersey; there are 566 incorporated cities,
boroughs, towns, villages, and townships. Those municipalities vary in population from
Newark's 275,000, to townships of fewer than 100 residents. All of them exercise land-use
control.
A series of laws enacted in the mid-1970s attempted to make local ordinances and
approval procedures more uniform throughout the state. Among the most prominent of those
laws were the New Jersey Uniform Construction Code and the New Jersey Municipal Land Use
Law. The intent of those laws was to reduce local control over both substantive and procedural
requirements of residential development permitting. Then local communities would have less
flexibility in shaping their ordinances to suit the interests and desires of the local population, as
well as the ability to use home-rule powers to either facilitate or hinder development. However,
there have been substantial differences among New Jersey municipalities in the processing of
land-use approvals throughout the 1980s and 90s (as evidenced in our survey results), reducing
the effect of those laws to make outcomes more uniform.
The New Jersey Uniform Construction Code Act was signed into law in 1975 and
implemented in 1977. The act brought all construction code adoption under the aegis of the
state, although code enforcement is still carried out by municipalities. Currently, builders have a
choice of building under one of two national codes, Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc. (BOCA) or, for one- and two-family houses, Council of American Building
Officials (CABO).
The New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law (MLUL) was adopted in 1976. That act
regularized the delegation of subdivision approval authority to municipalities to provide for more
consistency in procedural requirements among jurisdictions. The act does not diminish local
authority by dictating use as much as it prescribes procedures. Municipalities are charged with
creating municipal master plans and zoning ordinances governing height, bulk, coverage,
setbacks, infrastructure, historic areas, shade trees, and other amenities, through planning boards.
Except for a single-family home or duplex planned for a fully conforming lot, all site plans,
including lot line changes for existing subdivisions, must be approved by a planning board or a
board of adjustment.

The planning boards consist of a municipality's mayor and six or eight individuals .
appointed by the mayor and the governing body. Those people prepare and adopt the municipal
master plans and approve subdivisions, site plans, and bulk variances. Planning boards may grant
variances from some substantive subdivision requirements, although their powers are limited.
They may not grant use variances, allow deviation from specifications for conditional uses, or
permit increases in permitted floor-area ratios, density, or height in excess of 10 feet or 10
percent of the maximum height specified. Zoning boards of adjustment decide whether to grant
use-variances, as well as hear and decide appeals of enforcement decisions made by an
administrative officer. They also hear and decide requests for interpretations of zoning maps or
ordinances and grant variances from zoning restrictions.
Municipalities are allowed some flexibility under the MLUL to establish approval
standards, although many procedural limitations are specified in the statute. Communities may
distinguish between minor and major subdivisions, allowing less-stringent review for the former.
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Typically, .a minor subdivision requires no infrastructure improvements and is limited to no-more
than four lots, although different municipalities have slightly different ordinances as to what is
considered a minor subdivision: Municipal ordinances determine what permits and exemption
letters a developer must have in place prior to making application for either minor or major
subdivisions. By state law, a municipality has 45 days to decide on an application for a minor
subdivision after submission of a completed application. If a municipality does not respond to a
completed application within the stipulated time period, the application is automatically
approved. Approvals for a minor subdivision are generally granted in one meeting of a planning
board, but developers of minor subdivisions still must secure applicable county and state permits
for such matters as soil erosion control or wetlands conservation.
All other subdivisions are major subdivisions and securing approval for them is much
more complex and time consuming. As part of the application process for a major subdivision,
all property owners within 200 feet of the subject property must be notified of the proposal.
Before making a decision, the planning board must hold a public hearing where arguments for
and against the subdivision are presented. Under the MLUL, a municipality has 95 days from
submission of a completed application to act on a major subdivision request. As with minor
subdivisions, if a board fails to'act within the stipulated time period, the application is
automatically approved. Because boards often ask for time extensions and applicants sometimes
require hearing postponements, major subdivision approvals often exceed that 95-day limit.
Preliminary plans submitted to a planning board for approval may be fully engineered .'
plans, although, according to the MLUL, they need only be "... in tentative form for discussion
purposes. ..."5 Comments, usually in writing; are made by the planning board's professionals,
and the planning board members themselves may study the entire set of plans. The developer
may then modify the plans to address the comments and concerns expressed by the planners,
resubmitting a revised set of preliminary plans for further discussion. That iterative process can
continue for months before the final set of preliminary plans is submitted. In some
municipalities, a concept plan review is used as a way to allow an applicant to get a sense of how
a proposed project will be reviewed before he or she spends resources on engineering, as well as
to afford more opportunity for the planning board to provide input.
In addition to a fee for planning board approval, an applicant is responsible for paying the
charges of professionals and consultants the board uses in its evaluation of the application. (In
larger municipalities, and in some undergoing rapid growth, those professionals are municipal
employees; in other places, they are outside consultants.) Those charges are typically estimated
by the board's administrator, billed to the applicant, and placed in an escrow account maintained
by the municipality for the benefit of the applicant.6
There are two, types of subdivision approvals: preliminary and final. Preliminary
approval comes first and gives an applicant the right to develop a subdivision within three years,
although that authority may be extended two years (and under certain conditions, longer).upon
application to the planning board. Preliminary approval may include conditions by the planning
board that must be satisfied prior to final subdivision approval. After preliminary approval, an
applicant may proceed to final approval or. commence installing improvements prior to final
approval.7 After a final approval resolution is passed, an applicant normally posts a letter of
credit or a performance bond with the municipality:
Final subdivision approval guarantees a developer a municipalitys terms and conditions
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for that approval for a period of two. years, with the possibility of extensions granted by the
--planning" board: - Final subdivision approval is given when all conditions and improvements for
the subdivision are completed (that includes either the building of infrastructure/improvements
or providing a performance guarantee of 120 percent of the cost of installation of the
infrastructure/ improvements). The developer must also post a two-year maintenance guarantee
bond after the municipality accepts the improvements.

In an effort to ensure uniformity among local ordinance requirements, as well as an
attempt to contain costs of infrastructure, the Uniform Site Standards Law was enacted in 1993,
and the regulations became effective June 3, 1997. It is expected to have an effect similar to that
of the Uniform Construction Code Act by setting standards that create uniform technical
standards for residential site improvements in all municipalities.

Local Development Approval in North Carolina
There are 100 counties and 516 incorporated cities and towns in North Carolina, of which
244 have populations of less than 1,000. Only 45.6 percent of the state's population lives within
an incorporated municipality. The largest city in the state, Charlotte, has a population of
430,000, and only ten cities have populations exceeding 50,000.8
As in New Jersey, the state has delegated regulatory power to municipalities, but with
few of the substantive or procedural limitations imposed by the MLUL. Municipalities have
used their power to widely varying degrees. Only 36 of the 100 counties in North Carolina have
adopted county-wide zoning. Forty-seven have zoning over less than one-quarter of their
jurisdictions, while 32 have no zoning. Twenty-four North Carolina counties have no
subdivision ordinances. Those figures reflect the extent and dispersion of development in the
state: the least regulated counties tend to be the least developed. Of the rural mountain counties,
43 percent (10 of 23) have no subdivision ordinances; 30 percent (7 of 23) have no zoning.
Within the Piedmont, the most intensely developed part of the state, 94 percent (32 of 34) of the
counties have zoning and 85 percent (29 of 34) have subdivision ordinances.9
Those subdivision ordinances may quite specifically control the usual infrastructure
components -- street layouts, gutters, curbs and sidewalks, lighting -- as well as amenities, such
as easements, recreational facilities, and the reservation of school sites. A municipality may
incorporate additional design restrictions, such as tree ordinances prohibiting the cutting of
certain size trees, or landscaping requirements for visual buffers into the ordinances. An
ordinance may provide for fees in lieu for recreational facilities and roads. Dedication of rightsof-way may be required, and ordinances may also provide density bonuses or transferable
development rights for dedicated rights-of-way.
Under delegated zoning power, municipalities regulate the size and height of buildings,
the number of stories, lot coverage ratio, setbacks, open space, density, and use. The ordinances
may be in the form of numerical requirements or performance standards.10 Zoning districts may
include "of right" and "conditional" uses and "conditional use" districts, in which all uses require
specific approval by the permitting authority," and overlay districts. City councils or boards of
adjustment approve conditional (or special) uses, and may impose "reasonable and appropriate
conditions and safeguards." 12 The principal purpose for declaring an area a conditional-use
district would be to allow a municipality and a developer to negotiate uses and conditions for a
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project which might not be allowable under any of the more conventional zoning district
classifications.13 Mixed-use zones, such as those.£or planned unit developments, are allowed.
Procedurally, local governments have used the discretion conferred upon them by the
state to establish submission requirements for residential subdivisions. North Carolina specifies
technical requirements only for recorded plats: a local governing body is free to require
whatever else it deems necessary to evaluate a development proposal. An ordinance may require
only an engineered plan showing lots and infrastructure, sufficient for compliance review, or
may require developers to submit transportation impact reports, tree surveys, soil analyses,
erosion control plans, stormwater calculations, landscape plans, landscape preservation plans,
resource conservation district maps, topographic maps showing existing and proposed elevations,
environmental impact statements, or other information, as part of any subdivision application.
Municipalities also are free to specify the steps through which proposals are reviewed,
because state statutes establish no specific process or time frames within which action is
required. That flexibility has resulted in substantial variations among subdivision and rezoning
requirements throughout the state, although the procedures generally follow the model discussed
earlier in this chapter, wherein there is technical-compliance review of a preliminary plan and
final approval by elected officials. For PUDs or "conditional zoning" approvals, a preliminary
plan would be the preliminary master plan for the entire community, not plans for individual
neighborhoods or pods.
A governing body, either a board of county commissioners or a city or town council, may
delegate decision-making authority to a planning board or staff may retain final authority for
itself. Whether authority is delegated may depend on whether a proposed subdivision is "minor"
or "major." Minor subdivisions -- those containing fewer than a locally specified number of
units -- can be approved by a planning board or its staff. In Durham, for example, a minor
subdivision contains fewer than 50 units; in Chapel Hill, a minor subdivision has fewer than five.
Any development larger than that locally designated number must be approved by a town
council.
Some locales in North Carolina use optional advisory boards that make recommendations
to the decision-making authority. In places where they do exist, their power varies widely.
Some locations require that applicants submit plans to an advisory board for a hearing and
approval either concurrently or following compliance review. In some places, advisory-board
disapproval kills an application; in another a board's comments are less important. Local
ordinances may require that advisory boards hold public hearings, giving the public an
opportunity to express itself, but, again, hearings are not mandated by state law.
Requirements for hearings also differ. There may be numerous public hearings, or none
at all. Some communities require a full, well-publicized event; in other places, zoning issues are
treated as regular agenda items, and no special notice is given anyone.
, A key variable in the approval process is the length of time necessary to secure a final
decision. Many jurisdictions establish strict deadlines for all committees and boards handling
applications for development, with approval deemed granted if action is not taken as required.
The timetable may include a schedule of meetings for all reviewing committees and boards based
upon the date of the initial submission of the preliminary plan. Such schedules.allow an
applicant to know the action-deadline for eacli step in the approval process. However, state law
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doesn't mandate any deadlines, and the board with final approval authority may have no deadline
------at-all,-which-can-result in-long-delays----- ------`--Requests to change zoning follow procedural requirements similar to subdivision
applications, with approval authority, notice and hearing requirements, and timetables, all
varying substantially among jurisdictions. In some communities, zoning adjustments or
variances are routinely approved; in others they are granted only rarely. Public hearings may be
mandated or only public meetings. Public opposition may have great or little influence over
prospects for approval. For development proposals requiring both zoning and subdivision
approval, a municipality may permit concurrent processing of both applications, or it may
require them to be handled sequentially.

Zoning requests are generally submitted to staff, which will forward them with a
recommendation. A zoning board may have authority to approve or may add its
recommendation, forwarding the request to a city council or county commission. That board
may act at either a public hearing, with notice, or a public meeting, without specific notice of the
fact that a request will be considered.
Incorporated cities and towns may exercise regulatory authority over their own territory
and, unilaterally, may choose to extend their jurisdictions up to one mile outside corporate limits.
By mutual agreement with the affected county, an incorporated municipality may extend its
jurisdiction up to three miles beyond its limits, or a county may regulate within the city limits.
Joint governance agreements that allow a city to regulate are possible, subject to input from
county commissioners. Counties have power over unincorporated areas not regulated by
incorporated municipalities. In two places, Charlotte-Mecklenburg County and DurhamDurham County, city and county governments have merged their planning and regulatory
apparatuses. 14
The process described above is illustrated in Figure 2.3, which characterizes the
institutional setup governing development permitting in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. The
process is of average complexity. The town manager's office plays a central role in meeting
with an applicant, managing the solicitation of reviews, and making recommendations to the
planning board, which then makes recommendations to the town council In Chapel Hill, four or
more boards and several town departments may be involved: a board of adjustment, a design
review board, the planning board, and one or several advisory boards, as well as the town
departments of planning, police, fire, public works, and recreation.
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FIGURE 23: Development Proposal Review Procedure, Town of Chapel Hill, NC
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Advisory Boards"

Summary
For strictly local permitting, New Jersey and North Carolina present some distinct
contrasts. New Jersey's Municipal Land Use Law does not dictate land uses and still allbws
local discretion as to the location and types of development that occur. Yet by prescribing
uniform planning procedures, MLUL and other uniform state acts arguably give New Jersey
communities less flexibility in tailoring ordinances to particular preferences than their North
Carolina counterparts. Municipalities in North Carolina have almost unlimited authority to adopt
whatever kinds of substantive and procedural rules they desire.
=
The effect of the state limitations may be seen by contrasting the relative uniformity of
New Jersey procedures with the wide variation among procedural requirements in different
places in North Carolina. While legal procedures in New Jersey are relatively consistent from
one municipality to another, they may vary somewhat in practice because state statutes do not
totally eliminate local. discretion. North Carolina, which desires more development, allows
communities to streamline the process to ensure that final decisions are rendered within
relatively short periods of time. That flexibility, however, may result in an approval process
which mandates expensive submissions, has no final deadline for actions, is filled with
opportunities for delay, and contains few clear criteria upon which the final decision must be
based. The choice is within the discretion of each community.
Another important comparison between North Carolina and New Jersey is in the fiscal
and political structures that reinforce the importance of local land use and development
decisions. Interestingly, both states have roughly 600 counties and municipalities (New Jersey
has 21 counties and 566 municipalities and North Carolina has 100 counties and 524
municipalities). Many of the jurisdictions in both states are small in population (about 450 of
New Jersey's 566 municipalities had less than 20,000 people in 1990) and land area (over half
the NJ municipalities are less than 5 square miles in area). Thus both states are carved into many
political jurisdictions, and have varying responsibilities for local services.
One main difference is that North Carolina still has considerable expanses of
unincorporated area. In these places and in small incorporated municipalities with few
governmental resources, development is subject only to county regulation, which tends to be
relatively weak. Indeed, many counties do not have zoning ordinances at all.
Another difference is that New Jersey has almost four times more school districts, and
schools rely more heavily on local property taxes. The effects of growth on schools and who
pays for education is more localized in New Jersey than in North Carolina.

ISSUES IN THE STATE AND REGIONAL APPROVAL PROCESS
On top of the local approvals needed for residential projects, developers frequently must
secure permits or waivers from other levels of government or agencies, particularly where there
may be environmental impacts. Those requirements are usually driven by federal and/or state
laws.

As in all states, New Jersey and North Carolina land use and development is subject to
federal regulations. The authority of both the Army Corps of Engineers and the U.S.
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Environmental Protection Agency extends throughout the states and affects many proposed
development projects. In some instances, a federal agency administers an act directly; in others,
it sets performance standards andmakes the states responsible for enforcement. It may also
allow some states to administer federal regulations upon certification of compliance with agency
requirements. In 1994, for example, the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
assumed authority from the federal government for administering the Freshwater Wetlands
Program. Other federal programs, such as the Endangered Species Act and the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act, have appreciable impact on land use
and development in both New Jersey and North Carolina, although not significantly different
than in other states.

NEW JERSEY
New Jersey has programs for soil erosion, flood plain management, water quality
management, air quality management, solid waste disposal, extension of sewer lines, traffic and
transportation management, farmland preservation, wetlands conservation, affordable housing,
and others. As the federal government sometimes sets standards, but leaves enforcement to the
states, New Jersey also delegates some programs to localities. Some, such as soil erosion and
sediment control, are managed at the county or regional level under state direction. Others are
administered directly by the state agency issuing the regulations, most often the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). Still others may be locally controlled in some
jurisdictions, and state-run in others.
When a development proposal touches on a regulated area, a separate permit may be
needed, frequently one having its own submission requirements and decision criteria, possibly
with public hearings and opportunity for appeals. New Jersey Municipal Land Use Law does not
allow planning boards to require prior approvals or letters of nonapplicability, but some
municipalities ignore those provisions. The actual building of a subdivision, including roads,
homes, driveway openings, stormwater management, wells, septic systems, and sewers, may also
be subject to ordinances, approvals and permits. Indeed, roads, stormwater management, and
sewers all became subject to statewide site standards when the Residential Site Improvement
Standards went into effect on June 3, 1997.

Regional Regulatory Bodies
In addition to state agencies, New Jersey has created regional agencies for various areas,
giving them power over land uses within their respective jurisdictions. The regulatory bodies
cover approximately 40 percent of the state's land area, as shown in Figure 2.4. The state created
the first regional regulatory entity, the Hackensack Meadowlands Development Commission, in
1969. It was formed to protect 21,000 acres of meadowlands, and, among other things, to
prepare a master plan for its development. The commission's jurisdictional area includes
municipalities in Bergen and Hudson Counties (see Figure 2.4), and its authority supercedes any
municipal regulation.
The Coastal Area Facility Review Act1g was enacted in 1973; CAFRA requires a permit
to build certain types of developments in the coastal area (see Figure 2.4 ). Any development in
the CAFRA region must conform both to municipal and CAFRA requirements.
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FIGURE 2.4: New Jersey's Regional Regulatory Bodies
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In 1974 New Jersey created the Delaware and Raritan Canal Commission. It was
authorized to develop a master plan and to review all projects to determine their impact on the
Delaware and Raritan Canal Park. The area of the commission's review covers 400 square miles,
in thirty-five municipalities in five counties (see Figure 2.4).
The Pinelands Protection Act of 1979 created the Pinelands Commission to preserve and
maintain the character of the Pinelands -- which comprises approximately 20 percent of the state
-- and to protect and maintain water quality while encouraging appropriate development. Those
local municipal master plans and land-use ordinances intersecting with the Pinelands jurisdiction
must be certified by the Pinelands Commission.
In addition, there are three scenic-river regional regulatory authorities and three
metropolitan planning organizations involved with regional transportation planning. Those
organizations are not currently much involved with land-use relating to housing.
The members of all those commissions are appointed by the governor and confirmed by
the state senate. And even though the Commissioner of the Department of Community Affairs
chairs the Hackensack Meadowlands Development Commissions, the regional regulatory
authorities act with very little state oversight.
The procedural impact of the regional regulatory authorities is the same as with state
agencies generally. Developers may be required to secure additional approvals beyond those
from local bodies, entailing more submissions and hearings. Even where a governing regional
authority does not require a permit, local governments may require certification of nonapplicability or a specific waiver from the authority before considering a development
application. Consistency is often an issue when developers require approvals from the
commissions and multiple state governments (for example, DEP for wetlands and stream
encroachment). 19

The Mount Laurel Decisions
Not all state intervention in local land-use control has been from the legislature. The
state courts have played an exceptionally noteworthy role in New Jersey. In early 1975, the
Mount Laurel 120 decision of the New Jersey Supreme Court obligated municipalities to provide
zoning for their fair share of their region's affordable housing needs. The decision was effective,
the New Jersey Supreme Court noted in Mount Laurel 11,2 1 not in producing housing, but in
providing work for lawyers and planners.
In 1983, the New Jersey Supreme Court, through its Mount Laurel II decision, created the
"builder's remedy," which encouraged builders to sue any municipality with a zoning ordinance
that failed to afford an opportunity for an "appropriate variety and choice of housing" necessary
to meet the municipality's fair share of the low- and moderate-income housing needed in the
region. The decision put the burden of proof on municipalities to show that their zonings were
not exclusionary.
Municipalities perceived the Mount Laurel II decision as a major infringement on their
right of self determination. Not wanting to see builders or the courts determine the direction of
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development in their communities, but largely expecting to be required to implement the court's
decision, they clamored for state help. In response to Mount Laurel II, the Fair Housing Act was
enacted in 1985, and the State Planning Act was passed in 1986.
The Fair Housing Act created the Council on Affordable Housing to determine a
municipality's present and prospective "fair share" of regional housing needs. The State
Planning Act was enacted in part to address the issue of determining the areas where new
affordable housing would be needed.

The State Planning Act of 1986
The State Planning Act of 1986 created the Office of State Planning and a state planning
commission. It further directed the state planning commission to prepare and adopt every three
years an advisory plan for statewide planing and development. According to the act, those plans
should protect historic and cultural areas; preserve open space and recreational properties; favor
urban centers for development and redevelopment in promoting economic growth, and provide
adequate public services and housing at a reasonable cost. All levels of government should use
those plans to ensure sound, integrated planning.
From the beginning, the state planning commission has promoted a concept of
"communities of place." Such communities are conceived as ideal communities for living and
working: they are human in scale, with an easily accessible central core of commercial and
community services, and are dynamic, diverse, compact, and efficient. They have unique
characters, charm and integrity that proponents hope will lead to healthier cities, a cleaner
environment, and a robust economy.
The State Planning Act directed the state planning commission to solicit and consider the
plans, comments, and advice of county, municipal, and other local and regional agencies. The
county planning boards were authorized to "negotiate plan cross-acceptance" among the local
planning bodies within their counties, thereby attaining compatibility between local, county, and
state plans. Those efforts resulted in the first state plan being produced in 1989 and adopted in
1992.

New Jersey Summary
The regulatory environment in New Jersey combines elements common to many states.
For example, there is a delegation of zoning and subdivision activity to local government,
overlaid with regional regulatory authorities. There also are the more unique requirements of the
Mount Laurel system of "fair-share" housing allocations. Critics of the complexity of the New
Jersey regulatory environment claim that equally effective safeguards of rational development
could be accomplished with less procedurally burdensome regulations. Supporters contend that
New Jersey is a particularly complex state, combining partial inclusion in two of the largest
metropolitan areas in the country (with resulting development pressures), with relatively unique
historic preservation concerns in many areas, as well as a variety of environmental concerns that
act as a brake on many development initiatives. The regulatory environment may be complex,
but so are the social, cultural, and environmental environments within which development
occurs.
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NORTH CAROLINA
The state's role in wastewater, floodplain protection, erosion and sedimentation control,
watershed protection, the environmental impact assessment process, and coastal area
management is nominally the same in New Jersey and North Carolina. But our interviews
suggest some important differences in practice. We summarize the North Carolina case here,
and provide more detail in appendix 1 and in chapter 4, where we compare survey results for the
two states.
North Carolina seems to have struck a good balance between the provision of local
discretion and the maintenance of strong central control in environmental protection. The
provision of local discretion works because the state provides clear rules and maintains a strong
presence in the enforcement area. The lines of authority seem to be well understood between the
state and its municipalities.
The exercise of state power takes a variety of forms. State statutes set standards or
decision criteria, and state agencies have rule-making authority. In almost all environmental
areas, the state agency has authority to intervene directly into the local administration of the rules
if the agency determines that a municipality is not performing satisfactorily.
Following the pattern of federal environmental laws, the state mandates performance
standards and then delegates responsibility for meeting those standards to local governments.
(Those state standards are typically driven by federal requirements, such as the Clean Water
Act.) Municipalities must conform their ordinances to the state mandates, with limited local
discretion in administration and enforcement. However, local governments may impose more
stringent limitations than the state, if they choose, with state agency approval of local ordinance
provisions.22
The delegation of authority is complicated by the presence of both incorporated
municipalities and counties. The state may give a county authority to administer state
regulations within the limits of incorporated municipalities, resulting in an added governmental
authority in the permitting process.
The lines of authority in permitting provides a case in point. As in New Jersey,
permitting in North Carolina is fragmented among local, regional, and state governments. For
environmental interests, the state or regional level establishes standards, with enforcement at
either the local or higher level. However, municipalities in North Carolina have more flexibility
in shaping the parts of the permitting process over which they have authority. They can establish
submission requirements, set their own time tables for approvals, and delegate final approval
power to staff. For communities favoring residential development, that freedom can allow
speedy action on applications, with little public input.
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CHAPTER 3

Regulation and Residential Development in Practice
The outcomes of the regulatory process described in the preceding chapter may deviate
from what legislators and regulators intended when drafting statutes, ordinances, and rules. For
example, as we suggested, staff shortages tend to create delays in application reviews. In
addition, we suggested that multiple reviews at different levels of government attenuate a
permitting time-line, and may lead to inconsistent discretionary requirements. Then, too,
regulators who are given some flexibility -- ostensibly to accommodate a wide range of sound
proposals -- sometimes use it to deny or delay projects that may be in technical compliance, but
may not meet the spirit of the rules. Similarly, public hearings and court appeals, intended in
part to ensure that government officials follow the rules, are also powerful tools for opponents of
developments. Foes can use hearings to politicize an approval process and convince elected
officials not to follow the rules or to delay or kill projects.
To understand better the difference between intended and actual regulatory practice in
New Jersey and North Carolina, we surveyed regulators (engineers and planners) and developers
in both states. (See appendix 3 for more information on our survey and methodology.) The
response of regulators was higher in North Carolina than in New Jersey. Of 150 forms mailed to
officials in New Jersey, 34 (a response rate of 22.6 percent) were returned. In North Carolina, 65
(52 percent) of 125 regulator forms were returned. However not every form was completely
filled-out. Moreover, many North Carolina respondents work in areas without zoning.
Therefore, the usable number of responses for any one question is often lower than the total
number of forms returned. Nonetheless, the questionnaires enabled us to contrast observations
and insights from stakeholders with different perspectives. The questions concerned the
operation of the existing system as well as possible changes that might make the process function
more efficiently. We also conducted a series of case studies to inform ourselves about regulatory
practice in specific contexts.

Delays Due to Requests for Waivers and Variances
No set of rules can address every possible contingency in every proposal. Sometimes
exceptions to written requirements will be necessary or highly desirable: perhaps to allow an
innovative project that may not meet all mandates or which may accomplish regulatory
objectives better than a complying design; to avoid a taking; or for some other legitimate reason.
Thus virtually all ordinances affecting development have provisions for waivers, special
exceptions, and/or variances.
From a developer's perspective, variances and waivers may be used either to avoid
complying with regulatory restrictions which could be prohibitively expensive, or to allow moreprofitable developments which might not be permitted under the letter of existing rules. Because
obtaining relief takes time and money, there are risks for any developer who might need or
choose to seek a change.
The surveys indicate that New Jersey developers request variances or waivers much more
frequently than their North Carolina counterparts. That is true for subdivision, zoning, and both
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local and state environmental regulations, as shown in Table 3-1, which gives the percentage of
the regulators who replied, and indicates how often developers asked for relief, modification, or
waiver of ordinances.
TABLE 3-1: Regulators' responses: frequency of requests for waivers or
variances
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n
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North Carolina;
Sometimes
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n
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n
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25.0%*"^-__ 10
4
10.0%
4
32.6%
14 :9.3%

Requests for such exceptions to the rules add to the time needed to secure approvals.
New Jersey developers gave 12 months as the median time to secure approval of a subdivision
ordinance waiver, with the average time being 16 months. For rezoning s, the median time for
approval was 14 months, with an average of 29 months. For both types of relief, developers,
thought it should reasonably take about four-and-a-half months for a final decision.
Regulators, asked about the maximum number of days allowed under applicable
ordinances from initial submission to final approval for subdivisions of more than 25 lots, with
and without requests for waivers, for zoning changes, and for site plan approval, responded as
shown in Table 3-2.
TABLE 3-2: Regulators' responses: time allowed for applicable ordinances
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5
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120
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21
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One interesting observation not shown in the table is that in both states the number of
days regulators say is allowed for review is significantly higher than the figure developers
perceived. That distinction reflects the different perspectives of developers and regulators.
Developers tend to focus on statutory time requirements, which are usually less than 60 days.
Regulators understand that statutory time limits for any form of discretionary action, in land use
or elsewhere, are easily circumvented. All a decision-making board need do is indicate that it
will deny an application unless it is granted an extension for further consideration. Often that
extension is coupled with a request for additional information from the applicant. If the
applicant refuses, the board can then deny the application for-failure to submit requisite
information -- a pretext that will withstand an appeal, or at worst, draw a remand. In such a.
situation, an applicant has little choice but to agree to an extension. Hence the maximum number
of days allowed for review is really much higher than what is specified in statutes.
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Second, Table 3-2 demonstrates one impact of the difference in local control over
procedural aspects of permitting allowed under the NJ-MLUL and in North Carolina. The
median time allowed in New Jersey, except for zoning changes, is consistently higher than in
North Carolina, but the maximum is significantly lower. The range of times allowed for decision
making is much narrower in New Jersey, showing more consistency in the procedural
requirements among communities.
The third notable observation is that an actual technical review by regulators (planning
and engineering staffs, for example) is not a time-consuming process. The one-to-five weeks
indicated in the table is from the time a plan is received in a regulator's office to the time it is
returned to the applicant.23
The reasons for delay in processing applications are numerous. When asked to rate what
led to delay in approval of subdivision applications, regulators in New Jersey and North
Carolina, as well as developers in New Jersey, rated the factors in Table 3-3 as major
contributors. The table allows comparison between regulators in the two states, and between
developers and regulators in New Jersey.
TABLE 3-3: Reasons for delay in acting on subdivision applications
Reason for dela:.
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The first obvious difference is the degree to which each group perceives the other to be
responsible for delaying subdivision approval. In New Jersey, developers were inclined to
believe that regulators' lack of training or understanding of the issues was a major factor, while
regulators were more likely to cite developer error.
Beyond that assignment of blame, a substantial percentage of regulators and developers
in New Jersey felt that excessively long review periods were a major factor in delaying
subdivision approvals. That is consistent with the data in Table 3-2, which show that the average
time regulators report'using to review various types of applications is substantially below the
median time allowed under applicable ordinances.
Regulators also cite organized opposition as a major factor in delay substantially more
frequently than do developers. Since that factor is most noticeable in public hearings, where the
public hasa chance to influence elected decision makers, the potential for delay would be related
to the number of hearings required. That regulators notice the effects of public opposition more
than developers is not surprising. Regulators attend more hearings and work on a more regular
basis with the decision-making boards, making-them more aware of the extent to which board
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members might be swayed by the prospect of a large number of constituents organizing against a
specific development proposal:
The surveys posed the same question concerning applications for zoning relief. The
responses, shown in Table 3-4, indicate the percentage of respondents who considered the reason
listed as a major contributing factor in delaying final decisions.
TABLE 3-4: Reasonsfor delay in acting on zoning relief
Reasbn l or dela..
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As with waivers of subdivision requirements, a significant percentage of both regulators
and developers seem to consider the other group's inadequacies or errors a major cause of delay.
Beyond that, more than half of all regulators, as well as one-fifth of developers, cite organized
citizen opposition as a major factor in delaying zoning change approvals. That contrasts slightly
with subdivision approvals, for which citizen opposition was listed as a major factor by lower
percentages of all groups.
The consistency with which regulators view organized citizen opposition as affecting the
speed with which approvals are granted demonstrates the impact of requirements for public
hearings. It is at public hearings where elected decision makers may be swayed; one planning
board member calls that phenomenon "listening to taxpayers."
Compared with subdivision approvals, fewer regulators in New Jersey listed inadequate
staffing as a major factor in delay in zoning change requests.

Delays Due to Environmental Permits
With environmental regulations, the pattern of responses seems to shift. The percentages
of respondents citing the reasons listed as major factors in delaying environmental permit
approvals are shown in Table 3-5.
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TABLE 3-5: Reasons for delay in -ranting environmental permits
R:a^on i^^r"d^

Percent of respondents indicating reason for deldv:
New Jersey
^;et,'lerse_"'
North":Carolina
developers
r_^ulatur,
regulators
percent
n
percent
n
percent
7.1 %
8
i 63.6%
14
34.2%
q
13
5.4%
6
9.1%
2
13.2%
5
21.4%
24 :27.3%
6
7.9%
3
33.0%
37 € 22.7°/o
5
5.3%
2
20.6%
23
27.3%
6
28.9%
11
3.6%
4
€ 31.8%
7
28.9%
11
8.9%
10 ? 18.2°/o
4
13.2%
5

...
Organized citizen opposition
Individual/isolated opposition
Regulators' lack of training or understanding of issues
Allowable review periods longer than necessary
Inadequate staffing
Consultant, contractor or developer error
Delays in negotiations

In New Jersey, comparable percentages of developers and regulators mention regulators'
lack of training, excessively long review periods, and inadequate staffing as major contributors
to permitting delays. That response pattern is particularly noteworthy considering that the
percentage of regulators who consider the complexity of the issues raised in environmental
permitting as a major factor in causing delay is lower than for either subdivision or zoning
change approvals. Lack of staffing, which was also a factor in this'project's case studies, is
caused, in part, by New Jersey funding cuts.
As with both subdivision and zoning change approvals, developers in New Jersey
consistently thought approvals took longer than necessary for all categories of environmental
regulations, as shown in Table 3-6.
TABLE 3-6: Number of approvals/length of time needed in NJ
I ylllz^ UP crIVzruciuientai rc^M^AIon

Wetlands
Critical areas/coastal zone management
Stream encroachment
Stormwater management
Sedimentation and soil erosion
Sewer/treatment works

mean number ot
jurisdictional
ap,provals needed

n
30
7
22
27
36
15

2.8
2.5
2.1
2.1
1.7
2.8

lVlean nuiiibeiof
months to obtain
3pproval

12.3
11
7.3
::6.6
€ 4.3
9.1

n
37
7
25
27
36
14

Mean niiinher oi
months approval
should take

n
3.7
2
2.3
2.0
1.6
3.1

38
8
25
27
6
12

One possible explanation for the length of time needed to review environmental permits
is that regulating potential environmental impacts is more technically complex than regulating
subdivisions and zoning applications. However, as shown in Table 3-7, a smaller percentage of
regulators responding to our survey considered complexity a major factor for environmental
permitting than for either subdivision or zoning applications. The mean of 2.8 for the number of
jurisdictional approvals needed for wetland regulation is interesting, since Section 30 of the
Freshwater Wetlands Protection Act mandates that the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection is the only agency that can consider wetland regulation. That suggests respondents
perceive multiple reviews within DEP.
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TABLE 3-7: Is complexity a reason for delays?
Complexity of issues i iiiaji_,r rs17f6r in
de?ljin^ 7,prnval ftir :

Subdivision applications
Zoning change requests
Environmental permits

r^nt ofr
, N^^v^ Jerseyiegulators
percent
58.3%
1
54.2%
45.5%

r.ein t:

in
114
13
10

North Carolida
,percent
32.0%
36.4%
31.6%

n
9
16
12

The data in Table 3-7 seem to indicate that those who must review submissions consider
environmental issues slightly less complex than issues in other classes of applications.

Delays Due to Overlapping Regulatory Jurisdictions
One clear difference between environmental permitting and either subdivision or zoning
change approvals is that the latter are strictly the province of local government, while the former
may involve permits from local, regional, and state agencies. Seventy-five percent of the New
Jersey developers who responded to our survey strongly agreed with the statement that multiple
approvals slowed the process, and another 16 percent agreed somewhat. Interestingly, as shown
in Table 3-6, the mean time to obtain approvals increases fairly consistently as the number of
jurisdictional approvals increases. That is consistent with the proposition that each separate
review required adds to the total time needed for full approval of a project.
One reason for the time needed for environmental approvals is staffing levels, the
capacity of a reviewing body to process applications. As we can see by comparing the data in
Tables 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5, inadequate staffing in New Jersey is cited by 20.6 percent of
developers and 27.3 percent of regulators as a major factor in delaying applications. Those
figures, particularly for regulators, are significantly higher than for either subdivision or zoning
change approvals. Forty percent of the responding New Jersey regulators felt that more staffing
would be effective in reducing delays, and 32 percent thought it would be somewhat effective.
Those sentiments were shared by the New Jersey DEP personnel interviewed by the project staff.
Lengthy reviews, as a consequence of multi-layered regulation, would not be considered
"unnecessary" if they were needed to meet substantive regulatory objectives. Regulators in New
Jersey and North Carolina were asked the extent to which having multiple levels of government
regulate the same general issue was necessary to achieve substantive, rather than procedural,
objectives in different regulatory spheres. The percentages of those who rated multi-layered
regulation as unnecessary are shown in Table 3-8.
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TABLE 3-8: Necessity of multiple reviews
-'Ivlit ple ^A1v :n .n,n,trt approv, a; in the follo^iin^ areas
are tmn^c^;^,into acl^icvr ^uf^,f^:nuic

f'EC;;ent of - espondents agr^ein<

Altur% objectiti,^,

v Jersev regulators J North Carolina regulatu; s
percent
n
percent
.....
-..-.........
70.8%
17
67.4%
29
62.5%
15
:82.5%
33
66.7%
16
52.6%
120

Subdivision applications
Zoning change requests
Environmental permits

The results shown in this table are consistent with regulators' responses to a question regarding
measures that might be effective in reducing unnecessary delays in permitting: 54 percent of
New Jersey regulators indicated that less regulatory overlap would be effective, and another 29
percent responded that it would be somewhat effective.24

Summary
The survey responses shed some light on the reasons for delays in the regulatory process
in New Jersey. But, there are no strong patterns. Different actors (in this case, regulators and
developers) typically cite different reasons. The reasons for delay given by both parties range
from a tendency of New Jersey developers to ask for a relatively large number of waivers, to
inadequate staffing and overlapping authority requiring multiple reviews. In addition, the
reasons for delay generally differ across regulatory area.

Of all the potential reasons for delay, we are most interested in those that can be
addressed administratively or by changing the institutional structure. One of those is the
adequacy of staffing. That is cited as a leading source of delay in environmental permitting, but
not in the subdivision and zoning processes. Similarly, regulators' lack of training is cited more
frequently for environmental than other types of regulation. That is not surprising, considering
the relative complexity of environmental reviews.
A related problem that has an administrative solution is the prevalence of avoidable
errors in the material submitted for review or in the review process itself. When asked what
percentage of applications were returned due to minor technical or clerical errors after more than
half the review period had elapsed, the median response by developer/builders was 10 percent,
with a quarter of respondents answering 20 percent or higher. That is consistent with regulators'
perceptions, shown in Tables 3-3, 3-4, and 3-5, that developer error was a significant factor in
delay. Forty-six percent of New Jersey regulators strongly agreed that more thorough screening
by regulators at the time of submission would reduce the number of applications being returned,
while 61 percent agreed strongly with the statement that regulators should be responsible for
detecting such errors, and that fees should include the cost of checking an application at the time
it is submitted. One way of reducing the number of submission errors could be to make more
consistent both application format and required information. Of regulators who responded in
New Jersey, 44 percent thought such a measure would be effective in reducing unnecessary
delay.
Another aspect of the institutional structure, the length of allowable review time, draws
consistently different reactions from developers and regulators in New Jersey. A higher
percentage of developers cite excessively long review periods as a cause of unnecessary delay,
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although a significant number of regulators seem to agree in regard to both subdivisions and
environmental permitting. When asked if reducingAhe length of review periods would be ,
effective in reducing unnecessary delay, 20 percent thought it would, with 12 percent responding
that it would be somewhat effective. While the data in Table 3-2 clearly indicate that the average
time needed to review is considerably less than allowed, the length of a review period provided
by ordinance must accommodate all applications, not just the average. In addition, deadlines are
easy to circumvent, making efforts to speed up application processing through shortened review
periods possibly ineffective in practice. Finally, the time needed to review is partially dependent
upon staffmg levels. More expeditious review might require more personnel.
One other institutional problem that appears to cause delays, notable in environmental
permitting, is shown in Table 3-6: the existence of overlapping jurisdictions that require
applicants to seek multiple approvals. If review were streamlined within agencies (for example,
DEP), and intergovernmental agreements were struck so that one of several agencies would take
full responsibility for a review (for example, between regional authorities and DEP), the process
would be less time consuming. That "one-stop shopping" is more common in North Carolina.
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CHAPTER 4

The Cost and Incidence of Regulation
The preceding chapters identified several types of regulatory costs. This chapter attempts
to attach a monetary value to those costs, and to establish who ultimately pays them -developers in lower profits, landowners in reduced selling prices for the land, or home buyers in
higher sales prices. We proceed by presenting three types of evidence from: an analysis of survey
responses by builders/developers and local planners and engineers in two states; statistical
modeling of new building permits, using economic data and response data to form indices of
regulatory strictness; and extensive case studies.
That three-pronged approach is important, given the limitations of any single method.
Any survey confronts the problem of response bias and representativeness; our survey is
particularly suspect given the strong self-interest of the respondent groups. In addition, our
study, like every other study that surveys builders, suffers from low response rates .2' Second, as
we previously noted, econometric analyses that attempt to explain sales price variation in terms
of housing characteristics, including the extent of local regulation (what is called "hedonic
estimation"), implicitly assume that all costs of regulation are borne by home buyers. That may
be true in the long run, but our evidence indicates that it does not generally apply in the short
run. Finally, case studies are illuminating, but are of limited generalizability.
Our intention is to draw additive inferences from each of these approaches. If the results
from each approach are generally consistent, a clear picture about regulatory costs emerges. Our
overall conclusions are:

•

the costs associated with regulation are sizable;

•

some of those costs are necessary to achieve agreed-upon goals (e.g.,
environmental protection), but others are unnecessary;

•

regulatory strictness seems to matter to builders/developers, so they often bypass
places perceived to be most burdensome, which drives housing costs up most
rapidly in those locations,
generally, developers in less-regulated places are able to earn more profits than
they can in more-regulated locations; however, high regulation has created
opportunities for well-capitalized and savvy developers who build particular types
of houses;
•a related observation is that the low end of the market suffers more from
regulatory burden than the high end; the building that continues at the lower end
is by niche builders, operating in limited geographic areas;
there is no general pattern about the short-run incidence of costs; it depends on
local housing and land markets, idiosyncratic circumstances, and the abilities of
developers. In the long run, however, consumers bear the burden since lower
profits mean less building and lower land prices mean less land will be converted
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to residential use; and
in the long run, regulatory costs are "passed forward" to consumers with a
multiplier. Every dollar of costs, from regulation or other sources, translates into
several dollars at the point of sale. The size of the multiplier varies from place to
place and over time.
there is more than a dollar-for-dollar translation of regulatory costs into final
housing prices. The extent of that translation will vary from project to project
depending on local conditions, the size of the house, and land-to-structures ratio,
and more.
We expand on those conclusions in this chapter

Survey responses
We mailed 850 questionnaires to a stratified sample of builders/developers in New
Jersey. Two hundred were sent a short version; 650 received a longer version. The long form
went to builders/developers in each of four regions: the New York commuting shed; the Route 1
corridor; the Philadelphia commuting shed; and'elsewhere in the state. (See appendix 3 for a
discussion of our survey methodology, sampling strategy, and validity issues.) Our initial
response rate was low (approximately 12 percent), so we expanded our sample size for the short
form by 300 (in addition to several hundred replacement questionnaires sent to the original
sample). To increase the amount of data for the analysis, we conducted limited phone interviews
with 77 additional builders/developers in New Jersey, drawn from the same sampling frame. We
also sent 350 short questionnaires to builders/developers in North Carolina.
The number of usable completed responses was less than 250 in New Jersey and less than
50 in North Carolina. The number of responses on individual questions was often much lower.
That response rate was less than what we hoped to achieve and limits our ability to crosstabulate the results by respondent characteristics. We have, therefore, noted the number of
respondents in each case.
The most direct approach to the perceived cost of delays was to ask builders/developers
how different types of regulations affected their development costs. The answers they provided
reflect both substantive and procedural costs, or what we classified in chapter 1 as opportunity
costs of restricted land use, hard costs, soft costs, out-of-pocket fees, as well as opportunity costs
from delays.
Table 4-1 lists the costs for subdivision requirements. The most costly subdivision
requirements are interior streets and open space set-asides. Both the cost of providing
infrastructure and the delay in securing approvals are factored into the difference between what a
developer is willing to pay for raw versus improved land.
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TABLE 4-1: Itemized effect of subdivision requirements in NJ
Ih^ ul ^ti^ n t, E^r
Interior streets
Curbs and gutters
Sidewalks
Water main
Sanitary sewers
Storm sewers
Landscaping
Street trees
Street lighting
Underground utility lines
Negotiated open space asides
Other
Total

%l^!cii;tji cost Number n#
1?.4r unit respondert t
$5,000:17
1,000:16
1,000:18
2,000 17
2,400: 17
2,300116
1,000:21
500:15
275:10
900:14
3,500:12
2,2-5 -0 ': 12
$22,1251

Table 4-2 presents the same kind of data for zoning:

TABLE 4-2: Itemized effect of zoning regulations in NJ
Regulation 3 ,:q)r

Street width requirements
Lot width requirements
Restrictions on clustering
Steep slope restrictions
Bond release difficulties
Discretionary planning board decisions
Other
Total

Median cast Number of
per unit respondcnt^
$1,000:
8
9
3,000
2,000:
7
_100:
5
500:
11
1,000:
11
2,000'
1
$9,600'

The responses for environmental regulations are summarized in Table 4-3:
TABLE 4-3: Itemized effect of environmental regulations in NJ
. Rc;vuiatinn
Wetlands
Critical areas/coastal zone management
Stream encroachment
Stormwater management
Sedimentation and soil erosion control
Sewer/treatment works
Total

Median rost perNunlber of
unit respondents.
$1,750;
20
1,800;
8
750
12
1,500.
15
500:
20
350;
6
$6,650
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The most costly environmental regulations are coastal zone management restrictions,
followed closely by wetland restrictions. Both those sets of regulations reduce the developable
land in a project, so that fixed project costs must be allocated over fewer units. The items in
Table 4-3 are mixed as to the degree to which they are commonly considered "essential." In the
questionnaire, we asked only how costly it was per unit to meet a specified requirement. Clearly
some of the expenditures, regardless of cost, are essential for health, safety, environmental
quality, or general welfare.
The regulations also require additional reviews by the Department of Environmental
Protection. Table 4-4 shows the average review times for several types of permits from July
1994 to December 1995. The table is part of a semiannual report of permit activities.

TABLE 4-4: Permit Review Times in New Jersey

New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
Permit Activity Report
LAND USE REGULATION PROGRAM
Total Average Review Time (days)
Jul 1994Dec 1994 •

Permit Type

Jan 1995Jun 1995

Jul 199r
Dec 1995

Waterfront Development
Permits

76

80

79

Wetlands,
Type A, Type B

70

58

80

Stream Encroachment .
Permits

45

46

52

Freshwater Wetlands
General Permits

71

54

66

95

127

105

Letter of Interpretation

68

53

66

Freshwater Wetland
Transition Area Waiver

74

Freshwater Wetlands
Individual Permits

.

Freshwater Wetlands

^•_ Freshwater Wetlands
Letter of Exemption

.

50 •

-

60

141

58

58

66

52

63

Coastal Area Facility

Review Act

Source: New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection: Permit Activity Report
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Finally, we asked about the cost of application fees and other administrative
requirements. Table 4-5 shows that approximately` $13,000 can be added to a developer's perunit costs in application, preparation, and review fees (that figure does not include the cost of
fair- share housing plans). New Jersey is particularly costly because of the way development
review is conducted. Developers pay to have plans developed, then must place in escrow
sufficient funds to cover a town's cost of reviewing those plans, which is often done by contract
engineers and attorneys. In North Carolina, by contrast, developers pay nominal fees, and a
town's general tax revenue pays for review. As we show in the North Carolina case studies,
however, there is pressure in several communities to increase the fees to developers.
TABLE 4-5: Application and compliance cost summary in NJ

^^^til ^tu^,. .^r^•a
Zoning/rezoning review
Subdivision plan review
Environmental reviews
Growth management
reviews
Building inspection
Fair share housing plans
Total: S19,106

'ltean :1phlication Mean devel ^ rs
Lost [)IF till, t(?^^ preparatMn _O^tper
unit (N)
s$842 (16)
$1,936 (17)
r$1,016 (22)
$1,076 (20)
:$291 (17)
: $1,085 (17)
No response
No response,

Mean costs
assessed by luLal
govemment (N)
$1,904 (13)
$1,030 (14)
$1,180 (9)
No response

No response
$825 (4)
$2,974

$1,611 (13)
$1,172(4)
$6,897

$1,138(19)
:$4,000 (2)
$9,235

Means and medians are similar because of the data distribution

The procedural delays, costs of which are incorporated in the responses summarized in
Tables 4-1 to 4-3, come from time lags in processing applications. As discussed in chapter 2,
New Jersey's Municipal Land Use Law specifies a review period not to exceed 95 days for large
projects. Yet, the median length of time required for typical subdivision reviews in New Jersey
was 20 months, while zoning change petitions took 14 months. Our surveys of
builders/developers and regulators (state environmental officials and local planners and
engineers), discussed in chapter 2, suggested that those delays result from a myriad of factors: a
high number of requests for variances and waivers (for subdivision and zoning changes); citizen
opposition, especially among well-educated, higher-income residents of communities with home
rule; too small and poorly trained staffs (for environmental permits); submission errors reflecting
inadequate information to developers and poor screening; and overlapping jurisdictions leading
to the requirement for multiple reviews. Our surveys also suggested that those factors are not
quite as present in most North Carolina communities (Chapel Hill being as exception), and
consequently, review periods are shorter.

Is 20 and 14 months "too long?" In part, the answer depends on whom you ask.
Builders/developers complain that municipalities often drag their heels intentionally; the
subdivision review and zoning review processes, they say, should not take more than six and
three months, respectively. Indeed, many claim to have used New Jersey Municipal Land Use
Law and similar guidelines to form their expectations. .
Without conceding whether 20 and 14 months is indeed too long, we can illustrate the
importance of delays to a builder's bottom line. For a sample project comprising 24 units on
lots averaging $20,000 per lot -- the median characteristics of respondents' projects -- we can
calculate the carrying cost of an added 12 months of regulatory action. If we assume that a
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builder financed the $480,000 in land costs with an 80 percent loan at 7.5 percent, annual interest
on the borrowed funds would be $28,800 ($1,200.for each of the 24 units). We can legitimately
figure the carrying cost on the full $480,000 since there is an opportunity cost of not investing
the 20 percent down payment amount at 7.5 percent. Thus the per-unit carrying cost would be
$1,500 per year.
That $1,200 - $1,500 addition is almost equal to the per-unit difference in the price paid
for improved versus raw land, as indicated in the builders/developers surveys. The median house
in the responses was built on two-thirds of an acre, which cost $20,000 per lot on average.
Respondents indicated that the median cost of site improvements was $22,000 per lot. They also
indicated that the price paid for improved, approved lots was $43,329; $43,329 minus $22,000
minus $20,000 has a remainder of $1,329, which is what we estimated to be the approximate
carrying cost of the land during the "delay" interval.
That illustration does not apply to all developers. Many of the respondents indicated that
they were able to secure land options that were exercised only when approvals were received.
Some of those options required a non-refundable deposit; others did not. Even with that
arrangement, however, there is still a carrying cost because landowners tend to charge slightly
more for land that is bought conditionally, rather than outright. The premium charged varied
greatly among the developers interviewed.
Due to the low response rate from the mail survey, and possible lack of
representativeness we conducted phone interviews with 66 builders/developers drawn from the
same sample as our mail survey. We divided the interviewed parties into four panels. The first
panel of respondents was asked the following questions:
Assuming that there is a demand in your market for completed homes selling for
$500, 000 on half-acre lots:
•

In a typical case, what is the most you would put into the hard costs to build the
house and appurtenances (brick, lumber and direct labor?)

•

In a typical situation what is the most you would pay for that improved lot, with
all approvals in place (construction, subdivision, and environmental)? (Disregard
the possibility of additional costs forimpact fees, dedications, etc).

•

Again in a typical case, what is the most you would have paid for that same lot in
a subdivision if approvals were in place, but without any improvements? and

•

What is the most you would have paid for that same lot in a subdivision, but
without either approvals or improvements?

We also asked the same questions of the same panel of builders/developers, but for a $500,000
home on a two-acre lot.
Panel two was asked the same questions for half- and two-acre lots, but for a $250,000
selling price. Panel three was asked the questions for a$125,000 home on a half- acre lot, and
panel four, for a $750,000 home on two acres.
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Those "willingness to pay" questions are consistent with the contingent valuation
approach commonly used in environmental research (see Paterson, Luger, and Lindsay, 1995).
Our purpose in this case was to ascertain how builders value approvals and improvements. We
used differently valued properties to account for possible nonlinearities in the demand curve.
Table 4-6 reports the mean values. The numbers in the table make sense. The half-acre
lots are more expensive per acre than the two-acre parcels because they are in more expensive
locations. In other words, as we would expect, developers build more expensive houses on
smaller lots where land costs are higher. The brick and mortar costs of the houses should not
differ by size of lot, unless there are differences in the cost of infrastructure (for example,
building a well or septic tank as opposed to hooking up to a central system). The small
differences shown in panels one and two are not statistically significant, using a t-test on the
means.
Note that the price paid for improved, approved land plus the cost of non-land
improvements do not sum to the selling price. In part, that is a consequence of the data
distribution (summing mean values): But there is also a profit margin to consider: the table
indicates the following rates of return to builders/developers:
For a $500,000 home on '/2 acre: 22.6 percent
For a $500,000 home on 2 acres: 25.3 percent
For a $250,000 home on '/2 acre: 13.4 percent
For a $250,000 home on 2 acres: 8.9 percent
For a $125,000 home on %z acre: 13.0 percent
For a $750,000 home on 2 acres: 23.7 percent
Those estimates are consistent with what developer/builders claim in interviews: that
higher rates of return accrue to higher-valued property, perhaps because the price elasticity of
demand for housing is relatively small for the highest income households, allowing more
regulatory costs to be passed forward. Note that the figures are rough proxies of actual rates of
return, because they do not include financing costs and are not annualized. Clearly, the longer a
development project takes, the lower the annualized rate of return, which is the relevant indicator
of financial viability.
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TABLE 4-6: Mean values
PA'fVrL ONE_ ^lortie
^seliing price = $500,000

Non land costs
improved lot
raw approved land
raw unapproved land

Lot Size .-_...'h acre
N
2 acres
$273,07713
$258,750
: $134,615 :
13
$140,357
11
$78,654
$84,545'
14 _: $56,125
$51,696

N
12
14
13
14

_
Ei^X^t^
^Lr7W0: Horrie ^
seili,ig pnce- ^250;OJQ

Non-land costs
improved lot

Lot Size
acre
$135,845

25
25

acres
$139,026;
$91,024:

19
21

20

$55,515:

17

20

$31,053:

19

Lot Size
2 acres
$404,417:
$201,758;
$ 94,583 :
$ 55,417:

N
6
6
6
6

$84,700
raw approved land
$46,888
raw unapproved land
$30,475
'A EL TH^EE: H^mE^selfig price_: $.,125;0,00
Lot Size

---- ---------...:.__.___..-------=
% acre
N

Non-land costs

21
$76,024

improved lot

21
$34,643

raw approved land

17
$21,235

raw unapproved land

19
$17,434

PANEL FOOR,s Home
^sel{ing pnee: $750;000

Non-land costs
improved lot
raw approved land
raw unapproved land

The data in Table 4-6 roughly accord with our mail survey responses from New Jersey
builders/developers. The median price of new homes built by our respondents was $236,000.
The median size of a developed lot was 0.8 acres. The raw land component of that parcel was
$24,000, and the median cost for improvements per parcel was $27,900.
The responses in Table 4-6 can be translated into the costs for approved, unimproved and
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improved, approved lots, as shown in Table 4-7.

TABLE 4-7: Cost of approvals and
improvements*
Uif f^r,,nice hct«^ccn kind that is:
-----Improved/approved and unimproved/approved
Improved/approved and unimproved/unapproved
Unimproved/approved and unimproved/unapproved

; 2acrc
=.

z°aere
s.
Selling
price =
_._.$500
_--.--------_.:
- ,000
$55,000
$60,193
$80,480
$84,233
$27,187
$25,903

--

Selling
price =
$250,000
Improved/approved and unimproved/approved
Improved/approved and.unimproved/unapproved
Unimproved/approved and unimproved/unapproved

$42,511
$53,833
$16,381

$44,630
$60,068
$18,035

Selling
price =
$125,000
_..._.._...__........... _......._.._...
Improved/approved and unimproved/approved
$21,559
Improved/approved and unimproved/unapproved
$22,014
Unimproved/approved and unimproved/unapproved
$1,983

..----------..
Improved/approved and unimproved/approved
and
unimproved/unapproved
.....-_--_......... -......
Unimproved/approved and unimproved/unapproved

Selling
price =
$750,000
$128,610
$175,610
^_...._-....---------__._.._...-..---._....---....
:$39,167

* These are mean differences, not differences in mean values as shown in Table 4-3.

Those are hypothetical offer prices. For example, a developer would be willing to pay
$27,187 more for unimproved land with approvals than for unimproved land without approvals,
for a planned $500,000 home on half an acre. As we would expect, the more expensive a home,
the larger the difference. Note that the relatively small differences between the mean values for
one-half acre and two-acre lots were not significant as measured by a t-test. The first row in each
panel of the table also provides a basis for estimating the cost of improvements. That number
ranges from 10.7 percent to 15.1 percent of the sales price. It is worthwhile noting that the
hypothetical cost of improvements, if weighted by the mix of different-valued homes in New
Jersey, would be in the $22,000 range, as was revealed in the written developer surveys. The
survey responses indicated that per-lot improvements were 11.8 percent of the sales price.

Table 4-7 is based on the assumption that developers have target markets in mind when
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undertaking projects and that changes in the cost of approvals affect the pricing of land. Of
course, that is an extreme assumption. .Consider, for example, a $125,000 house on a half-acre
lot. A landowner may agree to sell that lot without approvals or improvements, not for $17,434,
but for $20,000. A developer would then assess whether the extra $2,600 could be passed onto a
buyer, or if he or she could live with a lower rate of return. The answer depends on market
conditions in a.particular place at a particular moment in time (as reflected in the price elasticity
of demand).
The issue of the incidence of cost changes for structures and land was addressed
empirically by C. T. Somerville (1996). He demonstrates that unexpected changes in the cost of
land -- due, for example, to unanticipated regulatory delays -- are borne in the short run by
builders or developers in lower profits, but unexpected increases in the cost of a structure can be
passed on to consumers in higher final prices. Therefore, "builder behavior would be expected
to be much more sensitive to land costs because they directly affect the builder's bottom line" (p.
140). In the longer run, diminished supply would affect prices through normal supply and
demand adjustments.
That empirical finding is important. It affects our interpretation of a supply side model as
presented in standard texts. See; for example, Maisel and Roulac ( 1976) and Mills (1972).
Consider Equation 1:

.H. AS`L'
where H is the output of housing, measured as a bundle that includes land and buildings, S and L
represent structures and land, respectively, and A, a, and P are parameters that represent neutral
technical progress and the shares of structures and land in production, respectively. Assuming
constant or only slightly increasing economies of scale, a and P will each be less than unity.

Differentiating (1) with respect to land (aH/aL), and setting that equal to the real "rental
rate" on land (r), as would be appropriate in long-run equilibrium, yields the expression shown in
Equation 2:
pH= rL
D
Here, pH is the cost of housing and rL is the cost of the land required for its production. A dollar
change in land costs (the numerator on the right-hand side), due, for example, to regulation,
changes housing costs (the left-hand side) by more than a dollar, as long as P is less than one.
For example, for a parameter value of 0.5, a dollar increase in land costs (rL) would have to be
accompanied by a two dollar increase in housing costs (pH) for equality to hold.
The smaller P is (less than one), the larger the change in housing costs for any dollar
change in land costs. Since P is directly proportional to the elasticity of demand for housing
with respect to the price of land, we can see that less elastic demand allows regulatory costs to be
passed forward more readily. Because land is immobile, there should be a lower own-price
elasticity of demand for it than for structures, and that was also theorized by Somerville (1996).
That theoretical fact explains what is commonly referred to as the builder's "rule of
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thumb:" a 2 to 4 - to - 1. relationship between land and selling costs. That ratio is illustrated in
Table 4-6-(between the price of approved, improved land and the selling price) [and by equations
(1) and (2)]. Note that the "rule-of-thumb" multiplier depends on how a developer/builder
allocates costs. If hard infrastructure costs (improvements) are included in the cost of structures,
then the multiplier from Table 4-6 is generally around 4.0, but goes as high as 5.5 (for a
$750,000 home). If the ratio is calculated between the price of approved, improved land and the
price of the structure, the multiplier is closer to 2.0. We are not aware of any convention in the
literature regarding how to calculate the multiplier.
The rule-of-thumb multiplier was evident in our analysis of mail surveys from New
Jersey builders/developers, as well. For example, eight respondents estimated the median
increase in the price of a house due to zoning restrictions (which required them to change the
design and/or layout of their projects) to be $50,000. Using the multiplier of 4.0 for the ratio
between sales price changes and raw land price value, that should translate backward into a raw
land price difference of $12,500. Indeed, the respondents who provided an estimate of the
change in raw land value due to zoning restrictions gave a median figure of approximately
$7,000. The higher implied multiplier (close to 7.0) most likely is an artifact of the small and
unrepresentative sample of builders/developers responding to that question. But it is of the right
order of magnitude.
The importance of this evidence is that there is more than a dollar-for-dollar translation of
regulatory costs into final housing prices. The extent of that translation will vary from project to
project depending on local conditions, the size of the house, and land-to-structures ratio, and
more. The translation occurs to some degree whether the cost of regulation is accounted for in
the non-land (structures) or land component of the housing bundle, since both share parameters,
a and [3, are less than unity. However, it is greater for those elements of land costs, since [3Sa.
That relationship helps us understand some of the survey responses. Builders/developers
indicated, for example, that open space set asides caused them to raise the price of a median
finished unit by $3,500. Using a multiplier of 4.0, that means that the actual outlay for additional
land was about $900 per unit. Similarly, delay costs tend to be translated into higher sales prices
with that multiplier effect. For example, we noted earlier that each 12-month delay adds
approximately $1,500 per unit in additional carrying costs, which would translate into $6,000
more for a buyer, at most. (That translates into 2.54 percent of the median housing price per
year, or 0.2 percent per month. That is less than the 1.2 percent per month estimated by Seidel
(1978), which presumably reflects changes in interest rates and housing values since that time.)
Builders, however, react in a variety of short-term ways to regulatory costs. In the next chapter
we discuss evidence that suggests how markets adjust to unexpected regulatory costs.

Survey responses about incidence
The surveys suggest that not all costs associated with complying with government
regulations are immediately passed along in the form of higher housing prices. Some developers,
constrained from offering housing, are forced to accept a lower rate of return. Thirty percent of
respondents (67 of 230) indicated, for example, that they accepted lower profits as a result of
environmental requirements. On average, environmental requirements reduced the rate of return
by 2.4 percentage points (and I percentage point as a median), for the six who answered that
question.
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However, the major reason cited for not developing in areas with complex local
regulations was that it was too bothersome. The "hassle factor" is an important reason why some
developers choose not to build in particular areas. As mentioned earlier, developers feel the
approval process is too long and that allowable government review periods are three to four
times longer than necessary. That is particularly true with environmental regulations, where
most projects need the approval of more than one jurisdiction. Not only does this add to the time
necessary to secure approvals, but often two different jurisdictions have inconsistent
requirements. That leads to time-consuming negotiations among the parties.
The "hassle factor" was also demonstrated by Rosen and Katz (1981; 33) in their study of
700 single-family dwellings in the San Francisco area:
"Developers ... cope with a complex regulatory environment by either not
building in areas with restrictive regulations, or proposing subdivisions that
go beyond even the most restrictive subdivision regulations."
Table 4-8 summarizes the survey responses about the incidence of subdivision and
zoning requirements.
TABLE 4-8: Incidence of regulatory costs in NJ
n^tinher
r;:, p wid in

Subdivision
57
Zoning
64
--------...__......---------=
Environmental
230

ndicating
# mdicatiiig
tti:yreduced
price of unit
Priceroticred
^.ti.i ^ ^ncr^^i^cd
for land
19
€ 19
€22
10
[ 74 --------•---•- :39

Median change iii
sellin,2 price .(N)

$20,000/unit (13)
$50,000/unit (8)
$11,750(6)

The main point illustrated by the table is that regulations have more than one effect.
Some developers respond by lowering their bid for land (and pushing the incidence backward to
the landowner), while some push the incidence forward in the form of higher housing prices.
The incidence varies by developer, by market, by time, and by type of regulation. At least in the
short run it is unusual for costs to be shifted fully forward to home buyers. That throws into
doubt the many studies that assume that all regulatory costs are borne by the home-buying
public.

Statistical Analysis
In addition to the findings presented in this chapter, we assessed the relationship between
restrictions and development outcomes with a statistical model that specifies development
outcomes as a function of possible explanatory variables, including the stringency of the types of
regulations.
Because we were interested in the effect of differences in local ordinances and the
implementation by local governments of state and federal regulations on residential
development, we defined the unit of analysis as the municipality.
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Our next task was to define an appropriate dependent variable. We chose the number of
housing units authorized by building permits issued per year, in each municipality, largely
because of the availability of those data. If the law of supply and demand operates, then the
volume of authorized new housing units should be correlated with changes in housing prices,
higher prices characterizing slow growth areas, all else equal. We average the number of
authorized new housing units for three years (1990-1992) to smooth out fluctuations.
Using the literature as a guide, we defined the basic model as follows:
RX. C

at time t, where P is a vector of n dependent variable values, a is an estimated constant, (3 is a
vector of m estimated coefficients, X is an mxn matrix of explanatory variables, and E is an
error term assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 6.
This is a standard multiple regression model which we assume to satisfy the necessary
econometric conditions.
Table 4-9 contains a list of the explanatory variables used in the estimation (i.e., X1, XZ, _..,
Xm in equation (3)). It also indicates the direction of effect we expect.

TABLE 4-9: Variables expected to account for differences in authorized new
housing units
Variable
Expected sign :
abbreviation
Variable description
_ NY
........................• -- ------ ------: Dummy variable = 1, if county is within the New York City MSA
€+
PHL
Dummy variable = 1, if county is within the Philadelphia MSA
+
- ....._._:
Stable
Percentage of municipality residents over 16 who resided in the county ;?- -------.....', between 1985 and 1990
...... ...................
S-FRatio
Mean student-faculty ratio during 1993 in primary schools within the
€ municipality's school district
---. Services
Wunicipality's total per household budget for fire, police, and garbage '?
service, 1990
_....----....^------------...__._..._..._.------•---•---------•
----; PropTax
Equalized
property tax rate for the municipality, 1990
9
_.-............
Income
' Median household income in municipality, 1990
----- --...... ............ ..........
VacLand
Vacant acres within the municipality in 1990, multiplied by the
+
percentage of assessed property zoned residential
-- - - .._...__..: ............._............. .............
Restrict
Index ranging from 5(most restrictive) to-13 (least restrict-ive),
constructed from survey responses by local regulators to questions
regarding the development process in the municipality

The inclusion of regional dummies (NY and PHL) allows us to test the hypothesis that the
areas in highest demand -- those within commuting distance of New York City and Philadelphia
-- will have different housing markets than the rest of the state. We indicate an expected
positive effect for these variables due to the demand pressures in those markets. Those dummies
are important even if no causal relationship is hypothesized, but as controls.
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Stable is included to test the relationship between previous in-migration and new building
activity. On the one hand, it could be argued that municipalities comprised of new entrants
would be most welcoming and would have active developers interested in building more. On the
other hand, the sign could be negative if the recent migrants wanted to "bar the door."
The S-FRatio variable captures the effect on school quality on an area's residential
desirability. The higher the value, the more building activity we expect, ceteris paribus.
Services is included to account for non-educational spending. We are unsure about the
expected sign because fire and police expenditures can reflect a higher level of public safety, or a
need to deal with a high level of public safety problems. The inclusion of that variable makes
the S-FRatio variable more meaningful since it controls for the possibility that school spending
occurs at the expense of other common municipal services.
PropTax is another control, since the Tiebout argument is that people choose the most
preferred service-tax combination. All else equal, high property taxes should dampen demand
and be associated with less development.
Income is included to account for the presence of exclusionary practices by higher
income communities. We expect high-income enclaves to make development difficult, not only
through restrictive practices, but also because lairge-lot zoning and similar fiscal requirements put
housing out of the reach of most home buyers.
VacLand is included to capture the supply side pressure to develop. The higher that
value, the more we expect developers to seek development permission.
Finally, Restrict is our measure of regulatory stringency in a municipality, as per
interviews with municipal planners and engineers. Respondents were asked three indicator
questions by phone:
Based on your general knowledge of (municipality name), what
percentage of subdivision applications are approved within 95 days
of their submission to the town?
How would you characterize the attitudes of residents in the
municipality toward new development of residential housing?
Given the town's location, history, and other external factors, and
combining subdivision, zoning change, and environmental
regulations, how do you think developers perceive your
community in terms of developing new housing?
The three sets of responses were scaled into an index that ranged from 5 to 13, with lower values
indicating greater restrictiveness. Table 4-10 lists 70 townships, in order of their restrictiveness
index and group (high, low). We discarded 26 observations because of suspect data (e.g.,
inconsistent responses).
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TABLE 4-10: Restrictiveness ScoresCount^
BURLINGTON
PASSAIC
HUNTERDON
MONMOUTH
SOMERSET
SUSSEX
ESSEX
€ MIDDLESEX
'MONMOUTH
N ORRIS
SOMERSET
WARREN
BERGEN
BERGEN
GLOUCESTER
HUDSON
HUNTERDON
SALEM
SALEM
SALEM
SALEM
SALEM
SALEM
SALEM
SOMERSET
SUSSEX
BERGEN
ESSEX
ESSEX
HUNTERDON
MIDDLESEX
MIDDLESEX
MONMOUTH
MORRIS
SALEM
SUSSEX
HUNTERDON
TABLE 4-10

^
__
owns
ThGrvul
Index
__rt.. -4p
_--..--:_
Hainesport Township
High
5
Ringwood Township
High
5;
Alexandria Township
:High
6
Middletown Township
High
6
Montgomery Township
High
6
Sparta Township
High
6
West Orange Township
High
7
WoodbridgeTownship
High
7
Howell Township
High
7
Randolph Township
High
7
Hillsborough Township
High
=
7
Allamuchy Township
High
7
Teaneck Township
High
8
Wyckoff Township
-; High
8
` Franklin Township
High
8
North Bergen Township High
8
Lebanon Township
High
8
Elsinboro
High
8
Mannington
High
8
Pennsville
High
8
Pittsgrove
8
High
Quinton
8
High
Salem City
High
8
Upper Pittsgrove
High
8
Bedminster Township
High
8
Vernon Township
High
8
Ramsey Borough
High
`Belleville Township
9
High
Bloomfield Township
High
91
Holland Township
High
9
Cranbury
High
4
Monroe Township
High
9
Spring Lake
High
9
:Denville Township
High
9
€ Alloway Township
High
9
Byram Township
High
9::
Califon Boro
High

(Continued)

WARREN
BERGEN
BERGEN
BURLINGTON
MIDDLESEX
MONMOUTH
MONMOUTH

Hackettstown
Emerson Borough
Ridgewood Village
Pemberton Township
South Plainfield Borough
Asbury Park
Belmar Borough

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
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9
10
10
10
101
10 :
10

_..... - - - - - - _ _ ..._ .._:.._....
...........
MONMOUTH
€ High
Fanningdale
MONMOUTH
Spring Lake Heights
High
PASSAIC
:Clifton City
High
WARREN
Belvidere
High
ATLANTIC
Hamilton Township
Low
CUMBERLAND :City of Bridgeton
: Low
CUMBERLAND Deerfield Township
Low
CUMBERLAND Downe Township
Low
CUMBERLAND Lawrence Township
Low
ESSEX
West Caldwell Township Low
HUNTERDON : Franklin Township
Low
MERCER
: Ewing Township
Low
MIDDLESEX 'New Brunswick
:Low
OCEAN
Seaside Heights
Low
SOMERSET
Bernards Township
Low
SUSSEX
Ogdensburg Borough
Low
UNION
Linden City
Low
CAMDEN
Bellmawr Borough
Low
ESSEX
Newark City
Low
HUDSON
Bayonne City
Low
PASSAIC
€ Paterson City
Low
SUSSEX
Hopatcong Borough
Low
UNION
Cranford Township
Low
€ Readington Township
HUNTERDON
Low
WARREN
White Township
: Low
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- .^.._-...

10
10
10=
10
11
11
11
11
I1
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11:
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13

The ranking of townships is interesting in its own right. Our concern,
however, is to relate the ranking (and other variables) to differences among
townships in building permit activity, controlling for other variables. That is done
using equation (3). The results are reported below:

TABLE 4-11: Regression results
Variable name Parameter Standard
estimate error

T for Ho.
Parameter =

Prob > ITI

NY
-5.640446 7.6225982 -0.74
0.4622
PHL
1.065741
14.934951
0.071
^.. _
----......e.
.. ..... ....54
---..---_
Stable
-48.16702 38.41
---0859
1_...2
----......^-----------------S-FRatio
1.365081 ----...____.._5..9
1.2156699
.._..^1.123
Services
0.005915 0 .01 147
: 0.515
-------...------------.--.
Income
0.000228 0. 00 0 266- 1 _-0----.858-8PropTax
1.748241 : 7.2101125
0.8092
----.---.._.^
VacLand
0.001473
0.0004325
3.406
:0.0012
-._1...-81=--6------ -----------... ..... .........._..
:_...--------- --------------=.....__----- ..._----_.__......
--:
Restri ct
-12.14
.4984 663. -1.868
0.0666
N= 70
R2 = 0.365
Adjusted R2 = 0.269
Model F Value = 3.826; Prob>F = 0.0007

The most important result shown in Table 4-11 is in the last row. The negative sign
confirms that the towns in New Jersey that perceived themselves (and presumably, that were
perceived by others) to have a more restrictive development process tended to have fewer
authorized housing units in the early 1990s. That statistical result corroborates the survey
evidence, at least on the "hassle factor."26
We cannot infer that less building activity due to a perception of greater restrictiveness
means higher or lower land prices. If developable land were available in restrictive
communities, the restrictions should put downward pressure on land prices. But the restrictions
themselves may require developers to pay more per parcel if there are minimum parcel sizes, for
example.
The validity of the model is confirmed by the performance of the other variables. The
coefficients on all but VacLand are, most likely, not different from zero. Those that have a
probability value (for differing from zero) of less than 0.30 have signs that are not contrary to
expectations. The negative sign on Stable suggests that the more migration there has been into a
municipality in the past several years, the less building there is likely to be. We referred to that
above as the "bar the door" syndrome. In the case of New Jersey, where developable land is
often at a premium, the appropriate adage might be "no more room at the inn." The school
quality variable (S-FRatio) also has the expected sign. The other highly significant variable is on
vacant land, which is shown to be positively related to authorized new housing units.
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Case studies
We conducted four case studies in New Jersey (Princeton Borough and Township,
Mendham Township, Middletown, and Mount Laurel) and five in North Carolina (Chapel Hill,
Cary, Jacksonville, Durham, and Concord). We also interviewed several developers of lowerincome or entry-level housing in different locations in each state in order assess the specific
impact of regulation on the low end of the market.27 In this section, we summarize our findings
from those case studies. (The full case write-ups are contained in appendix 2 .) Each municipal
case study consisted of interviews with at least two developers working within that jurisdiction
and several senior appointed and/or elected officials (e.g., planners, engineers, mayors). We
also collected background data for the case-study sites.

Development Processes in Four New Jersey Municipalities
In all of the New Jersey communities where we did case studies, housing prices are high.
For example, a Princeton developer discussed a project that consisted of townhouses selling in
the $400,000 to $500,000 range. A project in Middletown consisted of 27 units, where the
minimum price per home was $280,000. The cost of housing in Mendham is no less expensive,
where improved five-acre lots usually sell for between $185,000 and $227,500. Mount Laurel
actually provided the widest range of housing prices in our sample.
Some of the costs of housing reflect high land costs that result from the relative scarcity
of buildable land in New Jersey. For example, Mendham Township's population in 1990 was
approximately 4,600. The master plan developed by the local 'planning department estimated
that the maximum population when "build out" occurs will be 6,000. In fact, only.9 percent of
the land in Mendham is available for new development. Thus the high cost of new housing is, in
part, caused by structural characteristics of the real estate market. However, certain procedural
aspects of the development process add costs, and it is those procedural complexities that
provide the greatest amount of frustration for developers.
Each of the New Jersey sites requires a new development to be approved by a planning
board. However, there are differences with respect to the level of detail contained in plans prior
to approval. For example, builders in Middletown must present fully engineered plans to the
planning board. Thus. most developers ask for an informal review of their plans before they
submit them to the planning board. That informal review is especially critical for projects that
include a deviation from the town's master plan.
The process is slightly different in Princeton Borough and Township. Concept plans,
which do not include formal measurements, but which are generally consistent with existing
zoning and master-plan requirements, are submitted for review and discussion by the planning
board. Those plans are reviewed by a planner, an engineer, and a zoning officer to weed out
plans deemed objectionable to residents. A concept plan that makes it through the review is
presented by the planning board in a forum where the public, the town staff, and,the developer
can exchange ideas about the project. Since the eventual planning board decisions are usually
consistent with the feedback at the concept-planlevel, the public can help shape a proposed
development. That last issue is particularly important to local residents, who are sophisticated in
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their ability to slow unwanted development.
In Mendham, a technical review committee must approve fully engineered development
plans before the local planning board will act upon them. That committee also encourages
developers to submit concept plans, so that it can ensure that those plans conform to mandated
technical requirements.
As elsewhere in New Jersey, the planning boards in all the case-study communities
decide whether to approve a proposed development. All the developers we interviewed felt that
planning board decisions were based on a plan's technical aspects, not on residents' political
sentiments. That is not to say that planning boards do not consider public opinion. According to
a town engineer, planning board decisions are "..hard to generalize. ...they are really made on
a case-by-case basis. Some decisions are more political than others, some are entirely
professional." A developer said "[p]ublic input is the biggest factor in slowing down the
process.. .Sometimes projects are rejected for political interests, but it doesn't happen frequently."

Most of the developers interviewed felt planning board reviews were not a major factor in
delaying projects. Town master plans have usually been developed with significant public input.
Therefore, according to one developer, "[i]f you go in with plans consistent with the master plan
you will get approval the majority of the time." Most developers agreed that the planning board
review process was thorough, but not crazy. Nonetheless, planning boards do not always make
decisions within the 95 days mandated for large projects. One project required seven months for
planning board approval; the plans had to be redrawn ten times because of variance and
subdivision waivers. Sometimes that delay is due to the complexity of a project. If a planning
board asks a developer for an extension because it needs to study a project in detail, a developer,
according to our interviews, feels he or she must grant it. If not, the project is likely to be
rejected out of hand.
Sources of delay in the approval process
Rather than local planning boards, developers describe extra-legal regulations as the
major source of delay in New Jersey: the rules of the New Jersey Department of Environmental
Protection was cited most often. One developer described a water-quality management plan that
took nearly ten months to be approved because of DEP staffing problems. Even getting it done
in that length of time required a fair amount of political clout, and a great deal of attention to
detail.
According to one developer, DEP can even delay a project that has already been
approved by the Army Corps of Engineers. In one case, DEP required a developer in compliance
with federal guidelines on wetlands mitigation to complete a historical and cultural survey. Even
though the wetlands in question comprised only a quarter acre of the parcel, DEP believed the
survey was required under the Freshwater Wetlands Protection Act and because the tract had
structures from a previous use. In addition, a citizen's group attempted to reverse the
developer's appeals based on ambiguous understandings of wetlands and other environmental
regulation.
Regardless of the source of delay, bringing new housing to market in New Jersey takes
time. One project that received preliminary approvals in 1987 still had no units built by 1996.
Another project started in 1987 and was not completed until 1994 because of changes to
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stormwater management requirements. A project in Princeton was delayed because the
developer disputed the tax assessor's value of the purchased finished lots. All those delays add
to costs of developing housing while increasing the risks associated with developing a new
project.

Costs of delay in the approval process
Such costs are not trivial. One developer estimated that the cost associated with delays in
one project was $11,390 per unit: 3 percent of the final selling price of the houses in the
development. A major component of that cost was the salary and overhead paid to the
developer's staff to change the assessor's valuation of the improved lots. That project in
Middletown delayed by changes in the Freshwater Protection Act incurred costs of $1 million.
A third developer estimated the cost of securing approvals for a five-lot project at $67,000, of
which $47,000 was due to redrawing plans that he felt were adequate at the time of submission.
In all of the above cases the costs associated with bureaucratic delay were passed forward
in the form of higher home prices. One of the developers described a project where costs
associated with delay were borne by a landowner, not by a home buyer. In that case, a
landowner's property was rezoned from agricultural to residential use before the deal was closed.
Therefore, the owner paid higher property taxes for fourteen months before receiving the
proceeds from the sale. In addition, the purchaser of the land offered $300,000 less for the
property because of higher overhead expenses associated with delays in bringing the units to
market. According to the developer, higher costs are not always passed forward to the consumer.
"Ultimately the market determines the selling price for a house, not the builder."

Synopses of Case Studies
Princeton Borough and Princeton Township
Princeton Borough, the home of Princeton University, is a small municipality in Mercer
County, New Jersey. It has a high median family income ($60,927 in 1990), and a very small
commercial area. Princeton Township is a less dense, growing suburban area surrounding
Princeton, which has an even higher median family income: $76,091. We combined the two in
the case study simply because the two governments have a combined planning board: members
vote on applications regardless of host jurisdiction. In Princeton we interviewed the township
engineer and three executives from a local development company.
The engineer said that Princeton residents are very well educated and quite savvy. "They
tend," he said, "not to come out against projects they know they have no right to alter." He went
on to say that "residents understand the zoning process is a more logical arena in which to
influence the development of the town and they are involved in that process." He rated the
planning board decisions as completely technical, but also said: "Public involvement is very
important to the planning board. It is willing to make minor suggestions and alterations to plans
to suit the public." To facilitate public input, the township encourages developers to present
concept plans to the planning board, and to citizens. As a result, few projects that are
inconsistent with Princeton zoning restrictions are even proposed. The few that are "are weeded
out at the concept level in discussions with the planner, engineer, and zoning officer."
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Jurisdictional conflicts about stormwater ordinances used to be a problem in Princeton.
Now, however, the county and the Delaware and Raritan Canal jurisdictions accept Princeton's
reviews and decisions.
Thus according to the engineer, development in Princeton is a collaborative, congenial
process between developers and public officials. The developers we interviewed told a slightly
different story.
In 1993 a local developer bought from a bank 34 lots with improvements partially
installed. The developer was to pay a fixed cost for each lot, plus interest and taxes, and the
bank would supply capital for finishing the improvements. The developer would manage the
installation of the improvements. Although the bank was owed over $4 million dollars on the
property, the developer's total outlay for the project was $1,600,000.
When we interviewed the development company executives in August 1996 they were
following the original builder's concept by building upscale townhouses which they were selling
in the $400,000 to $500,000 range. At that time, the value of a finished lot was around $100,000
and their cost to build a 3,400 square-foot townhouse was around $272,000.

The process, however, was not going smoothly, the developers stated. Their excess cost,
they felt, was due primarily to regulatory delays on the part of the township engineer's office and
the tax assessor's office. Those delays also cost them more in management time needed to prod
the township offices.
In particular, they believed that it took three weeks more than a reasonable time to get
construction permits. It was, they stated, only because they "reminded" the engineer's office on a
daily basis that they were awaiting construction permits, that they got them even then. The
developers further believed that a required 72-hour notice for engineering inspections was
unreasonable. They also objected to the fact that the township engineer took about two weeks to
sign each certificate of occupancy.
The executives we interviewed also felt that the tax assessor's office was a significant
source of regulatory cost. The believed the tax assessor was simply trying to maximize dollars
for the government and not at all cognizant of her responsibility to do a true appraisal. The tax
assessor, they said, assessed the property at $115,000 per lot, taking the perspective that the lots
were worth 25 percent of the selling price. The developers felt they had bought the property at
market value -- otherwise the bank would have sold for a higher offer -- and the assessment
should reflect their purchase price. The tax assessor's outside consultant sided with the
developers, but there was much wrangling with the tax assessor herself The final compromise
was that the first four lots were assessed at $115,000, and the remaining lots at $65,000.

Mendham Township
Mendham Township is a small 18-square mile town in Morris County. The population is
about 4,600; at total build out it would be about 6,000. In 1990, the median family income was
$106,633. The township is almost entirely residential; many of the homes are on large lots.
There is a small amount of commercial property, no industry, and about 9 percent of the land is
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vacant or farm.
We interviewed a long-time member of the planning board, who is also an ex-mayor. We
also interviewed the planning board attorney and two builders/developers. When the ex-mayor
started with the planning board in 1983, the year Mount Laurel was adjudged, the board was
developing the town's master plan. Citizens were very much opposed to allowing cluster and/or
townhouse development, but because it had no land zoned for affordable housing, Mendham was
one of the first communities to be taken to court. As a result, three large parcels were rezoned
and approved to allow the township's to meet its full share of housing obligation: one tract with
14 units, and two tracts with 12 units each.
The planning board has a technical review committee comprising three members of the
planning board, all the town's technical personnel and one representative from an environmental
commission and a historic committee. That technical review committee determines if
applications are complete. However, if a developer is seeking waivers (e.g., zoning changes), the
full planning board must also vote. In those cases, the applicant decides whether to first bring
engineered drawings to the technical review committee. The planning board member to whom
we spoke suggested that a developer might first want to bring concept plans, saving the costs of
full engineering drawings.
Full engineering drawings are ultimately required, however. One of the developers
pointed out that the technical review committee is "mandatory and very complete; when they
require changes you have to redraw the plans." He also stated that there is a checklist that must
be met but that it is not up-to-date. "Frequently, they will require things that are not on the
checklist, claiming that they are to be added."
Professionals who work on contract during the planning process charge hourly fees for
services, as well as to attend meetings. The planning board attorney, for example, charges $115
per hour: less than half what he bills private clients. Even, though only time spent on a particular
project is billed to that project, some developers question whether those fees are necessary. They
wonder why the town needs to pay three professionals to do reviews, particularly when a project
is not in an environmentally sensitive area.
The attorney said that on a one- (technical) to five- (political) point scale he would place
the planning board decision process as a two. He feels the planning board relies heavily on the
staff technical reviews but gives more than lip service to the public. He says that if the public's
concerns, are legitimate, the board tries to craft approvals to address them. The attorney also
mentioned that the public is always given the ability to address planning issues, even when it is
not entitled to by law. And the planning board does address the issues they raise. According to
him, Mendham Township is one of the easiest places to develop because there is little opposition
to development. They just want to see development done the right way. The planning board
member declined to rank board's decision process: she didn't agree with the term "political." She
prefers to describe it as "listening to people who live in a community and pay taxes."
Both of the builders we interviewed said that the planning board process was thorough
but not onerous. One thought that the board is afraid of citizen opposition. He also felt that the
board sometimes takes the "give us an extension or we'll deny your application" position. 'The
attorney, on the other hand, felt that the legislated time frame for subdivision review is
unrealistic. "There are too many issues to consider. In towns like Mendham, all the easy
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developments are gone." He added that most problems come from a developer's staff: "They
don't meet deadlines, or they submit incomplete work. Problems aren't generally from the
planning board or its professionals."
The planning board member agrees. She said most applications in Mendham Township
are not acted on in 95 days, especially those for large projects. She also feels that it is often due
to project experts not submitting documents in required form. The board asks for extensions
because it needs additional documents that aren't produced for several meetings; according to
her.
One of the developers we interviewed has been developing in Mendham for many years;
in fact, his firm was started by his father, and his three sons work with him now. He was born,
raised, and lives in the community and is chairman of the township's historic preservation
committee. The subdivision we discussed was a 12-unit project he put through subdivision
preliminary approval, road construction, and final approval. The project was designed primarily
to provide houses for the developer's six children and himself. The five lots developed for nonfamily members were worth, according to him, from $185,000 to $227,500 each.
The site had no substantial environmental problems. The soil was good; there were no
steep slopes or drainage problems. He sought subdivision waivers for sidewalks and to change
the location of a road in order to save some trees. Additionally, the planning board asked him to
request a variance on one lot for smaller road frontage, which he did. The developer used only
an attorney and an engineer in the process and had no problem getting back his escrow.

The entire process to preliminary approval took seven months. He estimates that the cost
of getting through the planning board process was $67,000. The plans had to be redrawn ten
times after he felt they were already complete. He estimates that the process without the
unnecessary revisions should have cost $20,000, so the unnecessary costs were $47,000. But he
does concede that the subdivision was better drawn as a result of the multiple iterations. As
previously mentioned, he does complain about rules not included on checklists.
The developer had no real regulatory complaints. He says that building inspectors all
have their pet peeves, "When you build in a town, you need to know and meet them. Mendham
has a very tough fire marshal, but he really does follow the rules. He isn't doing anything wrong,
he's just stri ct."
The other developer we interviewed started in the home building business in 1973. He
runs a vertically-integrated business: a realty company for selling his own houses; an excavating
business for doing road and site work on his own projects; an engineering firm for his own
projects; and a sewer plant operation for his own projects. He has built houses and subdivisions
in Morris and Union counties, with the help of his wife and several other long-term employees.
He had purchased a 492-acre site that had been approved for 98 units: 86 were to be
single-family dwellings on one-and-one-quarter acre sites; the other 12 were to be built in two
six-plex buildings as affordable condominiums. The homeowners were to own 50 acres around
the site's lake, and 310 acres were to be owned by a private conservation group and opened to the
public. According to the developer, the site "was not virgin land by any sense. It was a Boy
Scout center, with numerous buildings and improvements. There were some homeless squatters
on the site, as well as abandoned buildings." At one time, AT&T had considered building a
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conference center on the site, but had backed off in face of community opposition. The
conservation society that bought it from AT&T later sold it to a developer who got preliminary
approval to build in 1987. That builder, however, later gave a deed-in-lieu to the bank from
which our developer bought it. He felt that the project, which helped Mendham meet its COAH
Mount Laurel obligations would be a godsend for the town.
At the time we interviewed him, however, he was just beginning to build: two years later
than he had anticipated. According to him, that delay was due to several factors.
Although he had a valid US Army Corps of Engineers permit, DEP was able to impose
•
additional requirements because of the delegation of powers under the 1986 Freshwater
Protection Act. It wanted a historical and cultural survey of the entire tract because the developer
needed to fill a quarter-acre of wetlands.28
Absent the need to fill those wetlands, he simply could have torn down the structures on
the site, he thinks. He estimates his unanticipated carrying costs, simply due to delay, as
between $1 million and $2 million. That is due to taxes, which were about $300 per day, as well
as the cost of capital and bank borrowings for holding the land.
In 1993 there was an attempt by a citizen's group to overturn the initial approvals. In
•
part, the developer believes, this action that stemmed from those citizens' misunderstanding of
.
wetlands and environmental regulation.
The township, however, asked him to prepare a new environmental impact statement,
which cost him more than $100,000. As part of that process, he also had to pay township
consultants in excess of $100,000. The result, he,says, is that the new 14- inch thick report,
which was eventually approved, contained essentially the same engineering and impact
information as the original 1'/z -inch version approved in 1987.
He further states that DEP required him to do a $3,000 study to show there was no
swamp pink, a type of vegetation that grows in a watershed 12 miles away. A planning board
member felt that money should have gone instead to planting swamp pink on the site.

.Middletown
Middletown Township is a fairly affluent community of about 65,000 population and
59.4 square miles in Monmouth County. In 1990 the median family income was $60,714. It is
mostly built out now, having undergone substantial growth since the 1950s. We interviewed the
township's director of planning and development, the township's engineer, a developer, and an
attorney who works with builders in the area.
The builder feels that developers are encouraged to coordinate with the planning
department before going before the planning board. He says he generally discusses projects with
planning staff before starting a formal application process. His firm knows what it can do, he
said, and added that he will sue if he is denied approvals unjustly. The board understands his
position, he said, so it rarely gives him a problem of any kind.
Concept plans are not used in planning board applications in Middletown, even though,
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as the attorney puts it: "Most planning board members can't read the engineering plans they see."
An outside engineering consultant, following an extensive checklist, actually attests that an
application is complete. The developer we interviewed said he actually finds it "a negative" to
use professional consultants who are municipal engineer in other locales. He feels that petty
politics tend to emerge: "They are made to jump through more hoops than an unattached
professional would be."
After that engineer's decision, the planning department does another, less complex,
review before giving final approval. Both the builder and the attorney find that the approval
process is more streamlined in Middletown than in other towns. The attorney feels there is
often a delay in getting projects.on the agenda but that once on, an application generally goes
through in a timely manner. Builders generally get a memo from municipal professionals five or
six days prior to the planning meeting. If the memo indicates any problems, the builder said he
pulls the project off the agenda, and resubmits it later. The attorney thinks the process could be
expedited by having the town professionals and a builder do a technical review, while the
planning board would work only with variances. But he does estimate that mandated deadlines
are often met. He said that the planning board generally is timely on approving subdivision
applications-when extensions are requested, it is generally for good reason, such as the
complexity of a project.
On a scale of one to five, where "one" is purely technical and "five" is purely political,
the planning director and the engineer rated the decision-making process of the Middletown
planning board at two. The engineer believes that the public has "a significant voice in its
decisions." The lawyer rates the decision-making process about the same, but feels that there is a
real political dimension to planning board member selection; all current members are
Republicans. (He does not, however, see any correlation of land-use decision and political
affiliation.) The builder would not rate the decision-making process. He feels decisions are
"hard to generalize-they are really made on a case-by-case basis-some decisions are more
political than others, some are entirely professional." And he noted that sometimes decisions are
controlled by personal idiosyncrasies of members. For example, he said: "The planning board
chair is a representative of firefighters and so tends to oppose cul-de-sacs."
The planning director estimated that more than 90 percent of applications to the planning
board are approved. He believes this is because the professional staff works with applicants up
front, telling them what will pass and what won't, saving everyone time and money. The attorney
concurred: "They have a great staff." The engineer said that Middletown receives very few
complaints about the speed of its subdivision review process. According to him, sometimes
small engineers and builders hold up the process by submitting incomplete packages. He thinks
that smaller engineers may be trying to increase their billings by forcing multiple submissions.
We spoke to the developer about a specific project. In 1991, he bought a tract that had
preliminary approval for 14 lots in 1987. In 1992, however, the property was bisected by a new
water-quality management plan. The developer returned the necessary paperwork to DEP in one
week, but was informed that due to personnel cutbacks, it would take the agency at least nine
months to approve it. In fact it took nine months and three weeks. He did not feel that the delay
was malicious: there were only two people approving water quality management plans for the
entire state, and each plan required much coordination. He did feel, however, that: "Some,
personnel will work with you reasonably; some won't even let you call them to check on a
project. If the regs give them 95 days, they don't want to hear from you until their time is up."
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The builder arranged to have someone -- his staff, his professional consultants, his realtor, his
political connections -- call DEP every day to inquire about the project status, but never had the
same person call two days in a row. He feels that only such attention to detail -- coupled with
the political clout of some of his advisors -- got the project approved within that time period.
Other developers were experiencing much longer delays.
Throughout the delay period, the landowner -- not the builder -- was covering the
carrying costs for the project. The sales contract had specified that the landowner would
reimburse the developer up to $20,000 for the costs of taking the project through final approval.
The process cost more than that, of course. To obtain final approval, the builder had to pay
about $40,000 for a drainage facility. The manmade pond he had intended to use for stormwater
was now considered wetland under the law and was thus unusable.
Overall, the approval process for the project took seven years, and cost, by the builder's
estimate, about $175,000 extra. When final approval was given in 1994 the builder was asked to
change the original 14-lot request to a 27-lot cluster subdivision to protect a historic farm on the
property and to maintain open space.
As far as regulation of the construction process itself, the builder had no complaints. He
said, "[the town inspectors] have gotten better over the years." Unlike the builders in Princeton
Township who claimed that engineers there need significant lead time for inspections, engineers
in Middletown respond quickly. "If you don't habitually ask them to come out without
reasonable notice, they are willing to work with you if you need something done quickly from
time to time."

Mount Laurel
Background
Mount Laurel Township is in Burlington County. In the late 1970s, it was a farm
community; it is now a mixed-use suburban community with a distinct business elite and high
profile corporate facilities. In 1994, its population was 34,106. Growth from 1990 to 1994 was
almost 4 percent annually; suggesting a healthy, if not dramatic population increase. At build
out the population will be approximately 45,000. The township developed from the west and east
toward the middle, progressively using up the most developable land. The land that remains
vacant is relatively costly to develop, largely because of wetlands issues.
The 1990 median household income in Mount Laurel was $50,843, which makes it'a
middle- to upper-middle class community. It does not, however, have much affordable housing.
There are only 158 units built or in the pipeline: slightly more than half the number in the plan
submitted to the New Jersey Council on Affordable Housing.
Mount Laurel has an elected, five-member governing body. Both the mayor and the
deputy mayor are drawn from that group, which also appoints the nine members of the planning
board: the mayor, the township manager, a council member, and six at-large individuals. In the
mid-1980s, all elected local officials were Democrats; in 1996, all were Republicans.
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Insights fi-om Surveys and Interviews

We interviewed the township engineer, planner, manager, community development
director, and a member of the planning board, as well as two developers who have worked in and
around the community for several years. We formed the general impression that most of the
recent development in Mount Laurel has proceeded with no "unusual" delays or controversy.
All but one of the interviewees indicated that the planning board's reviews of proposed
projects were either evenly weighted between technical and political considerations, or slightly
skewed in the technical direction. One respondent characterized the process as having two
vetoes: technical and political. The former occurs when design, environmental, traffic, or related
expectations are not being met. The latter occurs when they are substantially met, but a citizen's
group finds fault with a proposal anyway and mobilizes public opposition.
Based on their experiences, the developers differed in their assessments of the planning
board. One had difficulty getting approval for a project that contained a mix of units, including
some that would help satisfy Mount Laurel's affordable housing needs. He complained that the
board systematically circumvented the 95-day review period. He claimed that the planning
board gave last minute citizen input undue weight, and at the eleventh hour, required further
explanation or modification. He also questioned the efficacy of overlay zoning as a means to
increase the number of affordable units. He would prefer "zoning by right," so that any proposed
affordable housing component proposed would be allowed.
The role of citizen opposition came up in all our interviews. The professionals working
for the township conceded that New Jersey municipalities tend to tilt in favor of the public by not
limiting the time citizens are given to comment or requiring them to pay for studies that they
convince the planning board to require. Yet those professionals also believed that citizen input
was a critical check and balance, often catching environmental, design, and traffic problems
overlooked by township professionals.
The second developer we interviewed built more than 6,000 units in the vicinity of .
Mount Laurel in the past two decades, and complimented the township's professional staff. He
"finds the process of getting through approvals ... [to be] pretty straightforward at the local
level." He did point out some bottlenecks to which the township professionals also referred.
One of those occurred when the sewer authority delayed expanding sewer capacity in the early
1990s, requiring builders to create a diversion line to Mount Holly.
Most interviewees attributed delays in the process to the required multidepartmental and
multijurisdictional approvals. First there is a preliminary approval period, during which time a
developer gets clearances from various municipal departments. Once those approvals are
secured, the planning board will give approval subject to clearances from relevant county and
state review authorities. If DEP or DOT, for example, wants a change in plans, the developer
must come before the planning board again. In addition, Mount Laurel requires DEP approvals
in hand before developments can tap into the sewer system.
Everyone we interviewed agreed the development process was inherently time
consuming, even without major citizen opposition or other unusual problems. One 33-unit
project that was presented as "typical" took 4.3 years from the preliminary application to final
approval.
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Do Developers Make Profits?
We questioned the developers and examined records to determine whether the relatively
lengthy approval period and other imposed costs affected the developers' bottom line. Our
general conclusion is that developers in Mount Laurel made profits, either by passing the costs of
regulation backward to land owners or forward to home buyers.
First, it is common for the developers to use a 60-day due diligence period, during which
they can tie up possible land purchases while they conduct environmental tests: to check for
heavy metals, for example, as required by DEP. If, during that time, the developers find
problems that would require more to correct than they expected or are willing to spend, they do
not buy the land, or they renegotiate the price.
Second, successful developers have learned to play the market, to acquire land at prices
that allow profits. During slow periods, larger, better-capitalized developers often buy already
improved lots at a discount from developers who cannot afford to hold unsold parcels. As one
Mount Laurel developer said: "We have worked in this community for a long time and know the
land market." That developer recently purchased land significantly below the market rate from
another developer who needed to sell quickly.
The following example is drawn from a project under construction at the time of this
report. A developer bought land that had preliminary approval for development. He built 20
single-family houses with a mean sales price of $296,117, which included the cost of
construction change orders. The developer's mean cost per unit was $247,813: a 16.3 percent
gross profit, or a 10.8 percent profit net of prorated sales and advertising costs.
Those figures provide some insights about the development process in Mount Laurel.
The ratio of lot price to sales price in this case is 0.091. The ratio of site improvements to sales
price is 0.142. And the developer's costs for construction change orders are 70 percent of what
he passes on in the final sales price. The developer achieved his goal of keeping hard costs, not
including infrastructure, to less than 50 percent of sales price (49.8 percent).

The developer in our example does "not put much premium on the existence of
preliminary approvals; he feels confident in his ability to get those approvals in a timely and
straightforward manner in Mount Laurel. That attitude suggests that those costs are anticipated
and shifted backward to land sellers or forward to home buyers.
That last observation is important for this study. Even in New Jersey, there is not
necessarily a high cost from regulatory delays. Local developers with sufficient capitalization
take advantage of their intimate knowledge of land markets and local politics to ensure their own
profitability. There are costs, however, from other regulatory requirements that get shifted
forward to home buyers. In the sample project described above, the developer paid $115 per site
for environmental testing, $1000 per site for recreation fees, $2000 per unit for connection fees,
and $1000 per unit for a second access. In order to maintain a minimum net profit margin - of
around 10 percent - those costs are passed on at least dollar for dollar to consumers, or
backwards to land sellers.
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The developer who provided information about the sample project estimated that
regulation, all told, added 30 percent to the cost of the final product. If the 4.0 multiplier is at
work, his costs are increased by 7.5 percent. Since his costs for a typical unit were $247,813,
his "baseline" costs without regulation would have been $229,227, or almost $20,000 less per
unit. That seems consistent with our other evidence. However, as his own example shows, that
$20,000 was not shifted fully ahead to the consumer via the multiplier, but did affect the land
market.

Development Processes in Five North Carolina Municipalities
We used five North Carolina municipalities as case studies to evaluate the state's
development processes: Chapel Hill, Cary, Jacksonville, Durham, and Concord. Those cities
range in size from 38,711 (Chapel Hill) to 136,611 (Durham). Median household income also
varied, from $53,255 in Cary to $27,144 in Jacksonville. All of the municipalities experienced
population growth during the 1980s, with the slowest growth occurring in Chapel Hill.
As in New Jersey, each case study included interviews with at least two developers
working within each planning jurisdiction, as well as with each of the town planning directors.
Developers were asked to describe the process of approvals with specific examples of how
regulations have affected cost. As a general rule, developers could provide a rough estimate of
what local regulations add to the development process. Local planning directors discussed
timetables and the approval process from their perspectives.

Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill is one of North Carolina's most affluent communities, with a 1990 median
household income of $50,133. Located in Orange County on the western edge of the'
Raleigh/Durham metropolitan area, its economy is centered around the University of North
Carolina and UNC Hospitals. Because its high school students have some of the highest test
scores in the state, many use it as a bedroom community to Durham and Research Triangle Park.
Between 1980 and 1990, Chapel Hill grew by 19.4 percent from 32,421 to 38,711.
Developers often complain of Chapel Hill's anti-growth policies. That reputation is
supported by the town's planning director, who notes that its development process is
significantly more time consuming than those of adjacent communities and, in fact, the longest
he has ever seen. Chapel Hill requires the town council to approve all subdivision proposals for
more than four lots. The council meets only nine times a year to discuss development items.
Thus, according to a local developer, the current delay for an initial hearing is one year. Despite
that lag, the council is not interested in delegating approval authority to its staff.
According to the planning director, final subdivision approval takes between 11 and 14
months without any rezoning required. Chapel Hill also requires review by both a planning
board and a transportation board. Some subdivisions also must go before a design review board,
and the department of parks and recreation. The planning director noted that a subdivision plan
recently submitted with rezoning required has been in review for 12 to 18 months and has not yet
received final approval. The longest appeal process, he said, took two years.
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A developer of a large "neotraditional" development was successful in receiving full
permits to develop the first 200 homes just 11 months after the initial submission. However, the
most recent approval process for a second section of the site took 15 months, primarily due a
scheduling backlog of council agenda items that held up a hearing for nine months.
All of the local developers believe - - and the planning director agrees -- that council will
oppose or delay a project at the slightest objection. Consequently, developers all make an effort
to meet and discuss plans with adjacent landowners both before and during the development
process. In fact, one developer noted that the first thing she does is to contact neighbors of the
proposed development.
Three Chapel Hill developers concede that the development process is cumbersome.
However, two of them have determined that the process actually benefits developers who are
able to work within the system. Given the high demand for housing in the city and
corresponding restrictiveness that limits housing opportunities, the supply of housing in the
market does not meet demand. The town's difficult review process also reduces demand for
available land. Consequently, land prices do not rise as quickly as they might otherwise, and
there are few competitors in the market. The result is a higher rate of return for those developers

successful in the process. The newest of the three developers supported that notion but contends
that his first venture in Chapel Hill had a lower rate of return than he received in other local
communities. One of the more established developers indicates that even with a three-year
approval process, the development of lots alone will yield an annual return of 30 percent.
Chapel Hill developers contend that the planning department's estimates of timetables are
not correct. They also have noted the burdensome nature of the regulations, with steep slope
ordinances, tree ordinances, resource conservation districts, recreation space requirements, and
local water authority requirements. Although developers know that those regulations add to the
cost of development, they all contended that the costs are passed directly to home buyers due to
the tight housing market. In fact, one developer noted that when the county recently voted to
charge an additional $1,500 school impact fee in the Chapel Hill/Carrboro system, he
immediately raised the prices of each of his houses $2,000. Developers also believe that the
value of land in Chapel Hill is diminished due to the uncertainty of the approval process. One
developer contends that the actions of the town's staff are simply "harassment." However, that
same developer said he will continue to develop in Chapel Hill because he can make money in
the market. Despite the town's many regulatory requirements, all three developers contended
time is the greatest cost of development in Chapel Hill. The slow process makes it difficult to
project the demand for housing and adds to the risk of projects. Thus it is the procedural, not the
substantive, requirements that make building new housing in Chapel Hill prohibitively expensive
for many developers.
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Cary
Located in Wake County, to the south and east of Research Triangle Park, Cary is rapidly
becoming one of the largest cities in the Raleigh/Durham metropolitan region. Between 1980
and 1990 Cary had a 99.7 percent increase in population from 21,763 to 43,457. The estimated
1996 population is more than 70,000. That same year the median family income in Cary was
$53,225.
Cary is often described as a development-friendly community where the town council
and the planning department try to work with developers. In fact, the town is reorganizing its
planning, engineering, and construction management departments into a single development
services division in order to both streamline the approval process and allow citizen input. The
town is also holding focus groups with developers to understand their needs.
Currently, the approval process for rezoning requires a technical review by town
departments with a second submission to meet requirements. Next a public hearing is held for
the town council and the planning and zoning board. The proposal is then reviewed again by
staff, then the planning and zoning board votes. Finally, the council votes on the proposed
rezoning. The entire process typically takes 60 days.
Subdivision review follows a similar process with the addition of a review by the
appearance commission. No public hearing is required, and the council votes on approval as a
business item with no discussion. A complete subdivision review takes about 60 days. Thus, in
Cary it normally takes about six months from the purchase of land to the start of a project, with
another six to eight months to place infrastructure. Impact fees in Cary include transportation, an
acreage fee to support water and sewer services, connection fees, and recreation fees. In
addition, Cary requires more landscaping than other jurisdictions.
Developers in Cary indicated that the town clearly defines requirements and that the
process has always been certain. One developer said that council members have even called to
apologize when an approval process has resulted in delays of just 30 days. Thus developers have
been able to predict their costs; their only uncertainty has been the economy. One developer,
however, noted that citizen opposition to development is increasing, primarily due to school
overcrowding. Indeed the planning department has recently begun to evaluate the effect of
rezonings on the local school system. The builder said he is willing to support a school impact
fee of even $4,000 or $5,000 per unit to quell some of that opposition.
Cary planners and developers both discussed the success of conditional-use zoning to
obtain citizen and council support for projects. That device amounts to case-specific zoning:
restrictions are placed on the use of the land for a particular project. Those restrictions may go so
far as to detail the type of building allowed.
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Jacksonville
Jacksonville, which had a median family income in 1990 of $27,144, is located in the
eastern part of North Carolina in Onslow County. Its economy is driven almost entirely by
Camp LeJuene, which was annexed in 1990. Between 1980 and 1990, Jacksonville's population
grew by 327.0 percent, from 18,259 to 78,092. However 80 percent of that increase came from
the annexation of the military base.
Developers working in Jacksonville maintain a low starting price; few homes sell for
more than $150,000. The most active market is for homes that sell in the $60,000 - $70,000
range; one of the local developers is selling new duplex homes for $49,500. Those duplexes are
880 square feet and are targeted to entry-level military employees in their early twenties.
The development process in Jacksonville is relatively simple. Most developers must get
a subdivision approval, which is reviewed for technical compliance. Jacksonville's zoning
districts allow for a density significantly above that demanded in the residential market.
Consequently, zoning adjustments are seldom required for development approval. The
subdivision review process begins with a submission of a concept plan which is reviewed by the
planning department to identify potential problems. Next, the applicant submits a more detailed
plan. A technical advisory committee made up of town department heads (or their designees)
evaluates the plan for technical compliance. If the plan meets all local requirements, it goes
before the planning board for approval. Finally the town council votes. If no rezoning is
requested, the approval process does not require a public hearing. The entire approval process
can take as little as four weeks, but usually requires 60 to 90 days. Impact fees include water and
sewer tap'fees and a park fee. Sidewalks are also required..

The two developers we interviewed said they build to meet demand from households
with known (i.e., military) incomes. The price they charge for houses is based on the straight
addition of land acquisition costs, construction and improvement costs, profit; and any additional
fees or requirements the town imposes. Both developers hire the same local engineering firm to
see a development through all of the approvals. One estimated the cost of that process at about
$400 per unit, which includes some design work. Environmental regulations, in particular those
related to wetlands, have limited the amount of land one of the developers is allowed to develop,
but he contended that this will not affect the prices of his homes. He will simply build out his
available land quicker. Raw land prices in the city average only $2,500 to $4,500 per acre.
Overall, the development process in Jacksonville is well defined and one of the quickest
of the case-study cities. The relative certainty of the approval process allows local developers to
hire outside consultants to obtain all approval's, which reduces the costs of securing needed
permits.

Durham
Durham is located within the Raleigh/Durham metropolitan area in Durham County,
immediately adjacent to Research Triangle Park. Its employment centers include a downtown
district and Duke University. The city of Durham grew by 35.1 percent between 1980 and 1990:
from 101,149 to 136,611. The median family income in 1990 was $35,024. Durham has
struggled with controversy surrounding its public school system, and as a result, had less
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construction activity than adjacent municipalities through the early 1990s.
The planning departments in Durham City and Durham County recently merged into a
single organization with jurisdiction over the entire county. Durham attempts to streamline the
development process by running rezoning and subdivision approval processes concurrently.
The result is a process that takes about four to five months for full approvals, even when
rezoning petitions are required. According to Durham's planning director, about 80 percent of
rezoning petitions are approved. Denials most commonly result from organized citizen
opposition. Subdivision approvals may be approved by planning staff and the development
review board if the project in question contains less than 50 units. Otherwise, the city council
votes on the proposal after recommendations from staff. Subdivision approval is determined in
large part by a technical review conducted by the city's departments. Durham, much like Cary,
has established a timetable for the approval process with submission dates, review deadlines and
resubmission requirements. That schedule allows developers to know exactly how long the
approval process will take.
Some ordinances in Durham are more restrictive than those in other cities in North
Carolina. In particular, Durham has regulated development within the watersheds at a level
beyond the state minimums. Durham also assesses impact fees, including a recreation fee, a
transportation fee, and water and sewer fees. In total, these fees average between $1,300 and
$2,000 per unit. One developer provided a sample development where total fees reached about
$2,765 per constructed unit, including $1,300 per lot for development and $1,465 at the building
stage. That total includes all water and sewer, transportation, recreation, open space, water
meter, and building permit fees. Of that figure, more than 60 percent is related to water and
sewer connections and fees.
Developers interviewed in Durham contended that regulations and the approval process
do not significantly affect the target market or the prices of new housing. In fact, one of the
developers has shifted his target market from affordable, entry-level housing to the move-up
market. The decision was due to increasing competition. That same developer also is active in
Chapel Hill. He contends that a house built in Chapel Hill sells for $35,000 to $40,000 more
than an identical unit in Durham, in part, because Chapel Hill's relatively onerous approval
process results in limited housing opportunities. (Better school quality undoubtedly is
capitalized into housing prices, as well.)

Concord
Cabarrus County, especially Concord, is a rapidly growing area within the Charlotte
commuting shed. Population has increased from 16,900 in 1980 to 39,200 in 1996, with
considerably more growth projected. Most new construction serves people who commute to
Charlotte, but Concord has several large employment centers within its corporate limits: a
Philip-Morris manufacturing plant, a Fieldcrest-Cannon plant, and Perdue Farms, each of which
employs more than 800 people. Concord is also home to the Charlotte Motor Speedway and its
associated development. Fifty-seven percent of developed land is in residential use, 25 percent
is in commercial and industrial use, and 18 percent is in public use.
A healthy fiscal situation has contributed to a supportive development environment in
Concord. In addition, there is readily available-land, as well as large protected tracts that will
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keep the area from becoming too densely developed. Both developers with whom we spoke .
considered the Concord planning staff highly professional and competent. Both spoke of the fact
that regulations and requirements are clear.
Residents of Cabarrus County generally have been supportive of growth. They have
appeared at public hearings, however, to oppose a rezoning that would have allowed a truck stop
adjacent to a residential neighborhood and have expressed concern about the city's ability to
provide services in newly annexed areas. A growing number of residents is seeking to impose
impact fees and dedications. According to one official, those tend to be residents who have
moved to Concord from locales having such mechanisms.
Consistent with the supportive development environment is the relatively short approval
times. Developers indicated that from the drawing board to the final approval takes five to six
months. Developers generally cannot move any faster than that anyway. One developer does
not even incur carrying costs during that time because he uses land options with expiration dates
that would free him if approvals were bogged down. Certainly there is a price markup associated
with an option -- and there would be additional costs if an option renewal was necessary -- but
that has not happened to the developers interviewed in Concord.
Developers work with the planning department and must submit preliminary subdivision
plans for approval by the town council. After that initial concept plan is approved, a developer
works with the town's professional planning staff on the details. Only "significant" changes
require another hearing, and Concord tends to have a high threshold in defining "significant"
One developer referred to his approach as "design as you go," noting that as long as proposed
changes are "reasonable" they will be approved by the planners.

Overview
With few exceptions, the development process in North Carolina does not require an
extended period of review or offer significant delays, especially when contrasted with that of
New Jersey. The case-study cities were generally consistent in the time and requirements they
imposed. Chapel Hill is a notable exception; it has a New Jersey-like process, which appears to
affect the pace and cost of new housing. As a result, it is of particular interest, especially when
compared to Cary and Durham, two neighboring communities whose processes are strikingly
different. Except in Chapel Hill, approvals in North Carolina are usually secured within six
months of initial application. Without rezoning, most subdivision approvals are granted within
three months. Impact fees are regularly levied in all three sample cities in the Research Triangle.
The single most substantial fee is a$3,000 per unit school impact fee in Chapel Hill. Public
hearings are required for rezoning in all of the cities, but, with the exception of Chapel Hill, are
not required for subdivision approvals. The subdivision approval process is technical in nature
and related only to compliance in all cases but Chapel Hill, where anti-growth sentiments have
translated into a more onerous approval process.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Implications for Policy
We began this report by admitting our predilection that regulation is costly. Common
logic suggests someone pays for the time and outlays necessary to follow specified procedures
and to install particular improvements deemed essential for health, safety, and environmental
quality. The literature confirms that regulations have a cost, but tends to be anecdotal and casespecific. Moreover, methodological problems have limited the precision of previous estimates of
the cost of regulation.

We have advanced the literature both conceptually and methodologically. Conceptually,
we have clarified the types of costs that regulation creates, distinguished "normal" from
"excessive" regulatory costs, and elaborated a decision model to help us understand the
incidence of the regulatory costs in the both the short and long runs.
The very nature of the residential development sector makes data collection difficult.
Despite our best efforts, we ran into many of the same methodological problems as did others.
However by triangulating the problem, processing the survey data we were able to collect,
conducting case studies, and performing statistical analysis, we have shed more light on the topic
than any of our predecessors.
The questions that motivated this project were:
How much do different kinds of regulation contribute to the cost of new residential
development?
How are the costs of regulation distributed among buyers, developers, and land owners
in the short- and long-runs? And,

What are the consequences of those costs for residential costruction?
Answers to those questions are contained in the analyses presented in chapters 2 through
4 and in related appendices. In this chapter, we pull the evidence together and ask what it means
for policy.

The Cost of Regulation
In chapter 1 we distinguished normal from excessive regulatory costs. The former were
defined as outlays on regulations that might be considered "reasonable" or "necessary" in order
to achieve commonly agreed-upon goals -- such as the preservation of health, safety, and
environmental quality -- and costs incurred to comply with regulations in a "reasonable" period
of time. The latter were stipulated to be outlays on regulations that are "excessive"
substantively: those that require developers to incur more hard costs than they would in some
baseline case, as well as costs incurred due to unnecessary delays.

We decided to stress excessive costs for-two primary reasons. First, we felt that those
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costs were most appropriate targets for policy. Stakeholders will argue whether some of what we
define as "normal" regulation is necessary, but we,.wanted to eliminate any discussion of
common zoning and subdivision practices or of regulations that protect environmental c^uality.
On the other hand, few would disagree that "excessive" regulation should be curtailed.2 Our
approach also allows us to avoid what the literature refers to as "amenity" consequences of
regulation: an increase in land values due to regulations that make a specific location more
attractive by reducing residential densities, for example, or requiring large buffers. Developers
are willing to pay more for land in those cases, knowing that they can pass costs on to buyers. In
our approach, regulation has only a negative effect on land values, as one possible response by
developers to the burden they face. Any observed increases in final home sales prices, then, are
due to the regulatory costs only.
We broke down excessive regulatory costs into five types:
•

the opportunity costs ofrestricted land use;

•

hard costs associated with the bricks and mortar necessary to meet requirements;

•

soft costs, including outlays for legal, planning, architecture and engineering and
environmental consulting, title searches, and surveying -- all required to develop
an application;

•

related to those are out-of-pocket fees that must accompany applications; and

•

the opportunity costs from delays that a regulatory approval process creates.

Opportunity and hard costs result from subdivision, zoning, and environmental
regulations. In Tables 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3, we list the major requirements of those ordinances,
which can add a total of approximately $38,375 to the cost of a home in New Jersey (adding up
median responses).
Based on interviews with developers, local engineers and planners, we can judge a subset
of those requirements to be "discretionary," if not inessential, and, therefore, constitute excessive
costs, by our definition. For example, tree ordinances are reported to add $500 per unit to
developers' costs; negotiated open space set-asides add another $3,500 per unit; restrictions on
clustering have a median cost of $2,000 per unit; bond-release difficulties cost $500 per unit;
and discretionary planning board decisions have a median price of $1,000 per unit. Those
discretionary or inessential elements may not all be present in a single municipality. And the
cost they add in different municipalities undoubtedly varies around the median. Indeed, as Table
4-10 shows, there are systematic differences in the regulatory environment in New Jersey.
Nonetheless, we can use those figures to provide an order of magnitude for the per-unit cost of
substantive regulatory requirements that are not necessarily needed for health, safety, and
environmental protection: approximately $7,500 per unit.
In addition, there are out-of-pocket costs of regulation in the form of application fees.
The mean costs of those for subdivision, rezoning, environmental, and fair share housing plan
review sum to almost $3,000 per unit in New Jersey, according to survey respondents. One can
debate whether those fees are necessary. Municipalities claim that they are levied mostly to
offset processing costs. However, many municipalities that charge application fees also charge
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an applicant for the time staff or outside consultants spend reviewing plans. The sum of those
mean costs was almost $7,000 per unit in New Jet'sey. Out-of-pocket application and review
costs therefore total $10,000.
The application and review costs assessed builders/developers in New Jersey are far
higher than in North Carolina, where there are modest application fees, and there is no tradition
of municipalities charging applicants for review time. Those costs are paid out of general
revenues.

We conclude, therefore, that a portion of the approximately $10,000 per-unit application
and review costs paid by New Jersey developers is excessive. The costs borne by
builders/developers to develop plans and specifications (approximately $9,000 per unit) also
seem inflated in New Jersey compared to North Carolina, since municipalities in New Jersey
tend to require more detailed information as a condition for approval and multiple reviews
require several iterations of those formal plans and specifications.
To judge whether $19,000 in plan-preparation, review, and application costs and fees is
"excessive" requires the application of some norm. For example, in North Carolina, the
comparable costs and fees are $9,500 per unit, suggesting that New Jersey's per unit costs and
fees are $9,500 too high.
Next, we can discuss the costs that arise as a consequence of excessive time delays. We
reported in chapter 2 that subdivision waivers and variances and zoning change applications took
12 and 14 months respectively for the median respondent in New Jersey, and that the average
median time for environmental reviews was around 8.4 months (taking the mean of medians for
six types of review).

Developer/builders claim that those review periods are excessive: some 7.5 months for
subdivision waivers and variances; 9.5 months for rezonings; and 1.2 months for environmental
reviews. Regulators generally believe that review times are reasonable, given the pressures that
exist. The difference between builders/developer and regulator responses reflects different
perspectives, as well as the fact that the two groups seem to count elapsed time differently.
Chapter 2's overview of procedural requirements in New Jersey suggests that reviews
could be done more expeditiously. Every month of delay adds approximately $125 per unit in
carrying and opportunity costs. Using the builders/developer responses to establish an outside
range for the costs of delay, we estimate the costs to be up to $1125 per unit for subdivision
waivers and variances; $1,188 for zoning change applications; and $150 per unit for
environmental reviews. That is total of almost $2,500 per unit.

The sum of all the excessive costs itemized above is roughly $19,500 per unit, on
average, in New Jersey. That is higher than the $10,200 to $13,400per unit range given as part
of the New Jersey case studies. The difference between the survey-based and case study
estimates provides a range for the excessive costs of regulation: from approximately $10,000 to
$20,000 per unit (calibrated at the sample median new house price of approximately $236,000).
With an increase of just $10,000 in the cost of that house, a family would need an
additional $2,500 in annual income to qualify for a mortgage. According to the 1990 Census,
there are approximately 63,500 New Jersey households with incomes between $55,000 and
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$57,500. Of course, approximately.70 percent of that number are already homeowners, but the'
remainder -- almost 20,000 households -- are renters who no longer would qualify to buy. Even
with our conservative approach to estimating the costs of regulation, the stakes are high for
moderate income New Jersey residents.
It is useful to put our estimates of the cost of regulation within the context of the
literature. Of course it is difficult, to compare results from studies conducted in different places,
at different times, and in different ways. Our study, for example, is unique in the broad way it
defines regulatory burden and in its separation of excessive from normal costs.
Having said that, it is still reassuring that our estimates are of the same order of
magnitude of other studies on the topic. We estimated plan preparation, application fees, and
review costs to be approximately $19,000 per unit. Katz and Rosen, 1981:338, use $15,000 as
their figure. We estimated excessive time delays to be approximately $2,500 per unit. Johnson,
Schwartz, and Hunt (1984) estimated delay costs to be $870 per month per unit, which
corresponds to our estimates for a three month delay. Finally, our gross regulatory cost (normal
plus excessive) from zoning, subdivision, and environmental requirements is $38,375 per unit, or
almost 16.3 percent of the median house price in our sample. The "unnecessary" or "excessive"
elements of subdivision, zoning, and environmental regulation amount to $10,000 to $20,000 per
unit, or 4.2 to 8.4 percent of the sample median new house price. A 1995 survey of members by
the National Association of Home Builders broke costs into seven categories that are not fully
consistent with ours: land dedication/fees, utility charges, building fees, development fees,
design standards and controls, bonds/escrows/sureties, and impact analysis. The total per unit
cost of those items was estimated to be $12,289. See, also, Joint Venture for Affordable Housing
(1985a, 1985d).

The Incidence of Regulatory Costs
The preceding discussion does not address the short-run incidence of regulatory costs.
The hedonic pricing literature assumes that all regulatory costs are passed onto consumers in
higher sales prices. In the long run that seems to be true. But our evidence suggests that
developers seek to pay less for land where approvals are likely to,be more costly. And,
especially when regulatory costs are higher than expected at the time land was purchased
(assuming land is purchased outright rather than with a contingency or secured with an option),
and market conditions limit flexibility in the price charged for new housing, developers may be
forced to accept a lower rate of return on their projects.
We explored the incidence question in several ways. We asked builders/developers how
they factor prior approvals and improvements into their offer-price for different types of land.
The gap between approved lots and unapproved lots ranged from approximately $2000 per halfacre lot when a $125,000 home was planned, to approximately $39,000 per two-acre lot when a
$750,000 home was planned.
The case studies drove home the importance of "bottom fishing" and "bargain hunting"
for land. The New Jersey developers who weathered the recession of the late 1980s and early
1990s, and are profitable in the face of a regulatory burden, are politically savvy and wellconnected locally. In addition, they have sufficient capital to take advantage of opportunities
such as discounted Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT)- or bank-owned land, or other
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developers who need to liquidate land holdings. That is true in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, as
well. The successful developers in Chapel Hill believe that the restrictive environment works to
their advantage, keeping competition out of the market.
We used the survey responses to construct rates of return on different types of projects.
Higher-valued properties produce higher rates of profit, most likely because the price elasticity
of demand for housing is relatively small for the highest income households, allowing more of
the regulatory costs to be passed forward to those buyers.

The fact that the elasticity of demand with respect to price is less than zero has another
important consequence: a multiplier process (what developers call a "rule of thumb") occurs.
This structure of housing demand in New Jersey triggers this multiplier process, whereby $1 of
regulatory costs included in land prices generally translates into a $2 to $6 increase in housing
prices, depending upon market conditions. If builders have to pay costs of regulation, they try to
pass them on to consumers, on more than a dollar-for-dollar basis. For example, if a builder '
buys approved land that cost $5,000 more per unit because of unnecessary delays experienced by
the land developer in the approval process, then the builder would pass on those costs to
consumers, by increasing the sales price of the houses by $15,000 per unit, if the multiplier is 3
to 1. The mark up allows builders to maintain profit margins, given the way costs are translated
into net revenue in the housing industry. Builders referred to that mark up in interviews as their
"rule-of-thumb." The more they had to pay for land, the more they charged for the homes they
built.
This so-called "rule of thumb" plays a critical role in the absorption of regulatory costs,
and justifies our emphasis on the incidence of those costs. It means that consumers are likely to
end up paying more for housing due to regulatory costs even if those costs are shifted backward
to farmers and other land owners to some degree or absorbed partially in lower developer profits.
Only in the unlikely case that regulatory costs are capitalized into lower land prices more than
fully will home buyers' costs ever decrease with backward shifting of those costs.
An example will illustrate how regulatory costs are absorbed and the workings of this
"rule-of-thumb." If the base price of a parcel of land were $10,000 per unit and the developer
faced $5,000 per unit in regulatory costs, full capitalization means that the land would then sell
for only $5,000 per unit. The $5,000 per unit in regulatory costs would still be in the developer's
cost basis on which the house price is calculated (with a multiplier). The more likely scenario is
that the developer is able to negotiate partial capitalization of these regulatory costs in lower land
prices. For example, if half the regulatory cost, i.e., $2,500 per unit, were shifted backward, land
would sell for $7,500 per unit. That, plus the $5,000 per unit regulatory cost, would make the
builder's cost basis $12,500 per unit for land, instead of $10,000 per unit in the base case. Then,
we would say excessive regulation added $7,500 per unit to the cost of the unit. If land were
scarce and none of the regulatory costs could be shifted backward, the developer's cost basis for
land would rise by the full $5,000 per unit to a total of $15,000 per unit for land. Of course, the
elasticity of housing demand with respect to price will determine whether the multiplier were
still 3 tol. If demand were slack, it might be lower; conversely, it would be even higher if
demand was robust. With a 3 tol multiplier and a regulatory cost of $5,000 per unit, housing
prices to consumers would rise by $15,000 per unit in this example, regardless of whether the
cost of regulation is shifted partially or not at all back to the land owner.
The preceding discussion pertains mostly to the short-run, the time frame in. which the
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number of farmers selling land and developers buying land for residential use remains the same.
In the longer run, regulatory costs will certainly fall on home buyers. In the case of a buyer's
market for land, regulatory costs get shifted backwards to farmers, but that could discourage
farmers from selling land to developers. If that happened, fewer residential units would be built,
and the tighter supply would drive housing prices up. In the case of a tight market for land and
slack demand for housing, builders may have to absorb some of the regulatory costs in their
profits. In the long run, that would lead to fewer builders in the market, and again, fewer houses
being brought to market at higher unit prices.
Our survey results showed a wide range of actual experiences among builders/developers.
Of 57 respondents to a question about the incidence of subdivision requirements, for example, 19
indicated they changed the offer-price for land. Nineteen said they changed the pricing of units.
Similarly, of 64 respondents, 22 said stringent zoning affects their offer-prices for land. Ten said
it affected their selling prices, and 74 of 230 respondents indicated lower land-price offers in
response to environmental regulations, while 39 said they charged more for a house. Moreover,
the median response by all respondents was that environmental regulations reduced a developer's
bottom line by 1 percentage point.
The general relationship between regulatory restrictiveness and market price was also
demonstrated, albeit indirectly, in our regression results. More-restrictive communities issued
fewer building permits, all else equal. Presumably, fewer permits (i.e., starts) means higher
prices for the housing that does get built, or that turns over.
The key point is the incidence of regulatory costs in the short and intermediate run varies
by project, depending on market conditions, the geography of supply, and other factors. In the
long run, home buyers pay regulatory costs.
Our case studies provided other insights about who pays. Large, well-capitalized,
experienced builders/developers maintain their bottom lines better than smaller firms. Indeed,
when the housing market crashed in New Jersey, many small builders were driven out of
business, while larger firms were able to procure land cheaply and thus increase their market
shares and power. Those small New Jersey builders who have been successful produce in niche
markets.

Other Consequences of Regulation
One side effect of regulation was noted above: a shakeout on the supply side in New
Jersey. In particular, delays that tied up their money made it hard for small builders to stay
afloat. Stagnant incomes at a time when housing costs were being pushed up also affected market
demand. The end result was a spate of bankruptcies in the late 1980s. The fall in starts (see
Table 1-2) drove average prices up throughout New Jersey. The supply side in New Jersey is
much different today than it was in the 1970s and early 1980s. An increasing share of the market
is being provided by large developer/builders, such as K. Hovnanian and Toll Brothers. As we
have demonstrated, it is those large builders who can affect the regulatory environment and
prosper.
North Carolina did not experience such a shakeout during that time. The economy was
buoyant, housing demand was more stable; and;with the exception of Chapel Hill, regulation
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was not as burdensome. Today large builders/developers are moving into North Carolina, but
many small mom-and-pop builders still operate.
Another consequence of the unevenness in the restrictiveness of regulation in New Jersey
(as demonstrated in Table 4-10), is unevenness in the rate of building among municipalities. The
most restrictive communities have the fewest number of starts, often by design, and
consequently, the highest prices. Towns that want to be exclusive bar new development,
conveniently using regulatory apparatus as a means to exclude. That increasing exclusivity is
borne out by our regression results: exclusivity continues to characterize New Jersey despite the
Mount Laurel litigation.

A third consequence of the high level of regulation in New Jersey is the changing mix of
units brought to market. The slowdown in starts we have illustrated has been concentrated at the
lower end of the residential price range. We explained the economics behind that: higherincome households have lower price-elasticities of demand, allowing builders to pass regulatory
costs on to them more readily. To make a• higher-priced unit attractive to the market, it must be
enhanced. That was what we referred to as the "threefer" phenomenon, meaning that a builder
increases the sales price of a house, often by building a three rather than a two-car garage.

Conclusions
Our main concern has been with what we refer to as unnecessary or excessive regulation,
not with regulation per se. We estimate the direct cost of those regulations to the developer to be
approximately $10,000 to $20,000 per new housing unit, on average. The key question is how
those costs are distributed in the short run among land-owners in the form of lower land prices,
developers in the form of lower profits, and home buyers in the form of higher housing prices.

There is no single answer to that question; it depends on local conditions. If demand is
robust and a developer brings houses to market for which there is a relatively low priceelasticity, the costs are shifted forward immediately to buyers, with some multiplier. Using
reasonable values for land's share in total housing production, and survey results, we estimated
that multiplier to be in the vicinity of 4.0. That means that excessive regulation could add as
much as $40,000 to $80,000 to the final price of a house.
If that were the case, there would be a direct link between regulation and the ability of
New Jersey residents (especially first-time buyers) to purchase a home. In chapter 1, we gave
the example of a home that would have sold for $175,000, but was offered for $185,000 instead,
pricing 63,500 households out of the market. If that $175,000 home sold for $235,000 because
of excessive regulation (adding the mid-point of the $40 to 80,00 range to $175,000),
approximately 430,000 households would be priced out of the market, according to census
income-data. Those simulations are not far-fetched; they are consistent with home ownership
trends in New Jersey.
Thus if the incidence of regulation is on households, there will be a fall in demand,
especially at the lower end of the market. The supply side will respond by targeting the smaller
number of higher-income buyers with units that provide greater margins, or by going out of
business in New Jersey. Both of those already have happened.
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We also have seen evidence that developers shift some or all of the $10,000 to $20,00 per
unit cost of excessive regulation back to land-owners, who are often farmers at the urban fringe.
Our interviews with developer, and our reading of the land economics literature suggest that this
phenomenon slows the rate at which land is converted to residential use. Therefore, that too
leads to a reduced supply of housing being brought to market.
Finally, especially if developers have incorrectly forecast the regulatory costs they would
incur, they may eat some or all of the excessive burden in lower profits. Indeed, all the
developers we interviewed indicated they had lost money on some projects but were able to
recoup that loss on another project. However, as we stated earlier, many other developers have
not been able to make up their losses and have gone out of business.

Toward an Agenda for Policy Action
To reduce unnecessary/excessive regulation, we must first understand the causes of the
problem. Our analysis, particularly in Chapters 2 and 3, provides a basis for policy actions that
could reduce some of the regulatory costs without reducing the benefits of regulation.
One issue that came up is the discretion of local planning boards in establishing
requirements. The Residential Site Improvement Standards standardize the requirements for site
improvements.
Most of the problems that can be corrected relate to the regulatory process. In Chapter2,
we identified three sources of delay: the competence of the participants; the capacity of the
regulatory apparatus; and the institutional structure. (We ruled out complexity.)
Competence refers to regulators as well as applicants. The better-trained and moreneutral local and state regulators are, the faster the review process can be. And the betterinformed applicants are about requirements and procedural steps to take, the less time they will
lose.
Capacity refers to staffing levels.
Institutional structure has several dimensions. One is the requirement for multiple layers
of review (see Table 3-6). To the extent possible, multiple reviews should be eliminated. Towns
and counties, the state and regional regulatory organizations should agree to consolidate the
review of plans that fall in their common jurisdictions. The memorandum of agreement between
the New Jersey Pinelands Commission and the Division of Coastal Resources of the Department
of Environmental Protection, finalized in February 1988, is a good example. Thai memorandum
consolidated review procedures for projects falling within the Pinelands area. Similarly, North
Carolina's "one-stop" approach could serve as a model.
Another institutional arrangement that adds to New Jersey's costs is the practice by local
governments of charging developers for the cost of a municipality's review of plans and
specifications. Thus, not only is there no incentive to do reviews cheaply and efficiently, there is
incentive for outside consultants to spend more time than necessary doing them. The contrast
between New Jersey and North Carolina in this area is marked: b uilders in North Carolina spend
several thousand dollars less per unit on those details.
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One other institutional consideration is the'role of public hearings and citizen input. New
Jersey affords nearby residents more opportunities to appear before planning boards than does
North Carolina. Not surprisingly, many more New Jersey regulators cited citizen opposition as a
reason for delay than did regulators in North Carolina (see Table 3-3).
There are ways to streamline the hearings process without reducing citizen input. Public
hearings do not have to be held each time there is a review of a plan element. Citizens should be
brought into the process during the preliminary approval stage, to ensure that any legitimate
concerns are factored into the final plan. Another public hearing before final approval would be
warranted to ensure that a developer has operated within the applicable ordinances and has
addressed neighborhood concerns.
The volume of affordable (Mount Laurel) housing built by the private sector in New
Jersey is related to the cost of market-rate housing. Most of the units that have been built have
been produced by developers as part of inclusionary developments, using cross subsidies,
typically in exchange for some concessions by the town. The higher the cost of market-rate
housing, the'harder it becomes to make the economics work for internally subsidizing the lowand moderate-income housing. Consequently, policies that succeed reduce the excessive cost of
regulation will indirectly increase low- and moderate-income housing production.
Having made the foregoing recommendations, we must point out that, to a large degree,
excessive regulation in New Jersey is a reflection of home-rule governance. Communities that
are not keen on new development have means at their disposal to slow the process down and
otherwise make development more expensive, to the point of discouraging new projects.
Developers can use the courts to prevent some actions by planning boards, but that itself is a
time-consuming and expensive process. They usually simply decide to develop elsewhere.
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Appendix 1
Discussion of North Carolina
State Environmental Procedures
Wastewater Disposal
Regulatory authority over on-site waste disposal systems is divided among state agencies
and county health departments. Public and community sewage systems and systems designed to
discharge effluent on land or surface waters must be permitted by the Department of
Environmental Management under rules adopted by the state environmental management
commission (EMC). County boards of health permit and local inspectors oversee installation
and final checks of septic systems under rules set by the state's health services commission.
County board of health rules apply to all municipalities within their jurisdiction. For areas
without central wastewater treatment facilities -- a substantial percentage of the state -- septic
regulations may have a major impact on the extent and location of development.

Floodplain protection
Floodplain protection starts with a requirement for a locally granted permit for activities
within a floodplain, with decision criteria specified by statute. Local governments are primarily
responsible for establishing the extent of floodways and may request the assistance of federal and
state agencies to perform the task. Where a floodway crosses municipal jurisdictional lines, the
EMC may delineate the floodway. If the EMC determines that a floodway has not been properly
defined by local governments, the EMC may, with thirty days prior notice, set the bounds of the
floodway, thus imposing the statutory restrictions. Municipalities are then responsible for
enforcement of the statutory permitting requirements.

Erosion and Sedimentation Control
North Carolina has retained control of erosion and sedimentation at the state level
through a sedimentation control commission (SCC), but also has concurrent local permitting.
The statute confers rule-making authority on the SCC and requires that development erosion
control plans be submitted to the SCC for approval. The law applies to any land use "that results
in a change to the natural cover or topography and that may cause or contribute to
sedimentation. "3o
While retaining direct state permitting authority, the SCC is directed to encourage and
assist municipalities to adopt their own erosion control ordinances, and to enter into inter-local
agreements for that purpose. The statute directs the SCC to develop model local ordinances, and
approve only municipal plans that meet or exceed the standards in the models. The SCC must
approve local plans before they become effective, and local plans include the establishment of
separate local agencies to administer and enforce local ordinances.
This overlapping jurisdiction over erosion control is coupled with provisions for direct
intervention in implementation of erosion control plans if the SCC determines that the local
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government is failing to enforce a plan to its satisfaction. Even after an erosion control plan is
approved by the SCC and a municipality, the SCG•may compel a developer to make changes to
the plan. If the SCC determines, after work has already begun, that an approved plan is not
adequate to meet the requirements of the statute, it may require revisions.

Watershed Protection
Watershed protection has become increasingly important in North Carolina as rapid
population growth has increased the demand for potable water in developing areas. The policy
statement to the watershed protection legislation states clearly that it envisions a "cooperative
program of water supply watershed management to be administered by local governments
consistent with minimum statewide management requirements established by the [Environmental
Management] commission."31 As with other environmental affairs, standards are meant to be
set by a state agency, with municipalities responsible for enforcement. The applicability of the
watershed protection requirements is based upon the environmental considerations, not the
jurisdiction in question. One municipality may be required to impose restrictions on
development within its territory to protect a watershed serving another jurisdiction. The state
standards are meant to be incorporated into local.ordinances. Permit- granting authority is
local.32
While cooperation is expected, the state has retained almost total control. The EMC
writes the rules and model ordinances for watershed protection and has power to administer and
enforce minimum state standards if a municipality does not adopt an adequate plan or does not
enforce it to the satisfaction of the commission. The statute also provides civil penalties against
municipalities which fail to adopt a required local watershed control program. The EMC may
require that development permits granted by local governments be approved by the Department
of Environmental Health and Natural Resources (DEHNR) before they are issued.

Environmental Impact Statements
In addition to any required federal environmental impact statement (EIS) mandates,
North Carolina has imposed requirements of its own and has granted authority to municipalities
to extend protection beyond either federal or state laws. The state requirements may apply in
conjunction with those of the federal government, allowing one process to suffice, although
separate EIS filings may also be required. Wetlands alterations, endangered species and habitat
protection, navigable waterways, and other environmental considerations are affected by both
state and federal rules, and permits from both levels may be necessary.
Local EIS impositions are intended to be supplementary and must exempt projects for
which either a state or federal EIS is required. They may apply to any project undertaken by a
private developer or "special-purpose unit of government,"33 such as a public sewer or water
authority. Local EIS ordinances may be incorporated into zoning or subdivision ordinances, or
may be separate. Local EIS ordinances must also establish applicability criteria and cannot be
required for any project not within those criteria.
The impact of local EIS requirements on residential development may depend greatly
upon the local regulatory climate. The potential reach of municipal authority is very broad: any
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project of over two acres may be subject to local EIS requirements. Meeting EIS mandates can
be prohibitively expensive, requiring costly and tiiime-consuming data gathering and analysis, as
well as numerous public hearings and revisions to meet unanticipated and sometimes
speculative concerns. However, there is no requirement for any local EIS regulations, and
administration is left to the local authorities, with no provision for state intervention. Thus a
local review can be as thorough or perfunctory as the local board desires. To date, only a few
municipalities have chosen to impose local EIS requirements.

Coastal Area Management
The Coastal Area Management Act of 1974 (CAMA) established the basis for joint state
and local planning for preservation, protection, and growth management of the state's coast. The
act applies to twenty eastern counties, all abutting the Atlantic Ocean or one of the sounds.
Through the Coastal Resources Commission (CRC),34 DEHNR adopted guidelines for
planning within the coastal areas. Counties were responsible for enacting land-use plans
consistent with those guidelines. If a county chose not to do so, CRC adopted one for it.35
Local governments could also delegate responsibility to a regional planning agency. That
organizational structure was supposed to give CRC effective control over how counties regulate
land uses within the coastal zone. However, municipalities were not required to impose zoning
and subdivision requirements consistent with plans approved by the CRC.
The CRC had a duty to designate "geographic areas of the coastal area as areas of
environmental concern"36 based upon statutorally defined criteria. The designation brings
property within the restrictions of the act. Any development within a designated area of
environmental concern requires a permit under CAMA, in addition to any other permits which
may be required: For minor developments, those of under 20 acres for which no municipal
sewer connection is required, a CAMA permit is obtained from the local permitting agency, or
the secretary of environment, health, and natural resources if there is no local permitting agency
approved by the CRC. All other developments37 must receive a permit from the CRC, which
may impose conditions on the permit.
All applications for permits must be submitted to the secretary, in addition to the local
permitting agency for minor developments. The CRC sets submission requirements for all
permit applications. Major developments require public notice and a hearing. The statute
establishes deadlines within which the CRC must act on an application. Failure to act within the
deadline results in approval of the permit. The statute also defines the findings necessary for
denial of permits, and failure to make the required findings results in approval of the permit. The
applicant has the burden of proof at the hearing.
If an application is denied or approved with conditions unacceptable to the applicant, the
law provides for an expedited appeal to court for a hearing on potential takings claims. On
appeal, the CRC has the burden of proving that the denial or conditions were "not an
unreasonable exercise of the police power ...."38
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Appendix 2
CASE STUDIES
NEW JERSEY
Princeton Borough and Princeton Township
Princeton Borough, the home of Princeton University, is a small upscale town with a very
defined commercial area in Mercer County. The borough is only 1.9 square miles in area; in
1990 it had a median family income of $60,927. The borough's 1990 population was 12,016; 44
percent of those were college students. Princeton Township, which is also upscale is a less
dense, growing suburban area surrounding the borough. We have combined the two political
bodies in the case study simply because the two governments have a combined planning board of
representatives from each, with planning board members voting on applications regardless of
host jurisdiction.
We interviewed the township's engineer and three executives from a local development
company: its president, vice-president, and estimator.

The Engineer
According to the engineer: "Generally, Princeton residents are very well educated and
quite savvy -- they know what they can do and what they cannot do." They tend, he said, not to
come out against projects they know they have no right to alter. He went on to say that
"residents understand the zoning process is a more logical arena in which to influence the
development of the town, and they are involved in that process." In fact, he said:
"Zoning was set up to create the development expected to generate the demographic change that
will meet the expected capacities of the township. The same thing goes for traffic flows, etc.
"We ran a simulation of the township at full build-out, to see where there would be traffic
problems, to check the expected demographic changes and so on. We adjusted the planning
process from the findings of this simulation study."

That master planning process he said: "had lots of public participation; lots of people
came out and were involved." As a result, the highest number ever to oppose a project was 75,
unlike other places where hundreds may protest development.
On a scale of 1. (technical) to 5 (political), the engineer rates the planning board decision
process as a 1. But he also said, "Public involvement is very important to the planning board. It
is willing to make minor suggestions and alterations to plans to suit the public."
In Princeton, full engineering drawing are not required for application reviews, but
developers are encouraged to present concept plans, with notification to neighbors and the
planning board. About that process, the engineer stated:
"They [the members of the planning board] find it is easier to work with applicants at the concept
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plan level: changes are easier to make; it's very difficult to make/implement suggestions once
engineered drawings are involved.
"The decision on a concept plan is not formally voted on by the planning board -- it is purely an
exchange of ideas. But there are reports filed by the township's professionals about a project at
the conceptual level.
"They [the members of the planning board] feel that public opposition to projects is much less
when the public is able to make its feelings known at the conceptual level, where there is a
chance to influence the project."
The engineer explained why the planning board does not vote at the concept-plan level:
"The concept plan does not include formal measurements/surveys/delineations, etc. The board
would need to know these, to know the lot yield, the lot layout, environmental constraints, etc. It
is impossible to vote on a project without knowing these things, and these things cannot be
known until the project is crystallized into engineered drawings."
But he also said that the planning board decisions are generally consistent with feedback
provided at the concept plan level, that "the board tries hard to send one message."
Thus, he says, that few projects are even proposed that are inconsistent with existing
zoning and "those would be weeded out at the concept-plan level." He said they use a team
approach in reviewing plans -- the planner, engineer, and zoning officer all sit down together.
As to multiple jurisdictional problems, the engineer said they used to have a problem
with stormwater regulations.: there are regulations of local, county, and Delaware and Raritan
Canal Commission jurisdictions. But they worked it out with the county and the canal so that
those two jurisdictions accept Princeton's review.
The township engineer thinks the state permitting process should rely more on an
applicant's professionals to help with the review process.

"The reviews for stream encroachment and wetlands should be improved. There is a 30-day
review program for minor stream encroachment issues. But the state should use developer
professionals to do floodplain and wetlands delineations. They could be subject to spot checking
by DEP.
"Having developers utilize good engineers and making them responsible for many of the review
items would greatly simplify the permitting process."
He did note that poor-quality engineering is rarely a problem in Princeton.

The Developers
In 1993 the development company bought 34 lots from a bank for a fixed-cost per lot,
plus interest and taxes. Improvements on the lots were already partially installed, and the
company agreed to install the remainder. The bank, in turn, agreed to supply the necessary
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capital for those improvements. Although the bank was owed $4 million on the land, the total
outlay for the project, including all site improvements, was $1,600,000.
Because the company had not been involved in the approval phase of the project, we
focused on the effect of regulation on the construction phase.39
When we conducted our interviews in August 1996 the company was following the
original builder's concept by building townhouses selling in the $400,000 to $500,000 range. At
the time of the interview the value of a finished lot was around $100,000 and the cost to build a
3,400 square-foot townhouse (sticks, bricks, labor, no land) was around $272,000.
According to the developers, they incurred excess regulatory costs. They based that
belief on their experience: they have built many projects in New Jersey and Florida. They had
three primary complaints about the town engineer's office.
• Excessive delays in getting construction permits, which they estimated to be about
three weeks beyond reasonable.
Assuming a marginal cost of capital equal to 15 percent, excluding overhead and management
costs, the cost of that delay is simply the cost of holding the lot in question another three weeks,
or 3/52 * .15 * $100,000 = $865
°
Excessive delays in inspections because the town engineer's office strictly
enforced a 72-hour notice requirement for inspections.
That cost was impossible for the builders to quantify by itself but it is a part of their perceived
excess management costs discussed below.
•
Excessive delays in getting certificates of occupancy: the developers estimated
that each certificate took two weeks to obtain.
Again assuming a marginal cost of capital equal to 15 percent, excluding overhead and
management costs, the cost of this delay is simply the cost of holding the completed home in
question another three weeks, at the selling price less broker's commission of 5 percent, or 2/52
* .15 * .95 * $400,000 = $2,192
The developers we interviewed also felt the tax assessor was a significant source of
regulatory cost; they accused her of simply trying to raise more money for the government. She
first assessed each lot at $115,000, taking the position that each lot was worth one-quarter of the
selling price of its house. The developers, on the other hand, felt they had bought the lots at fair
market value -- otherwise the bank would have sold them for more -- and that the assessment
should reflect their purchase price. The tax assessor's outside consultant agreed with the
developers, but a wrangle with the tax assessor's office ensued nonetheless. She first called to
"make a deal," then to give them "my final offer." Eventually, however, the first four lots were
assessed at $115,000, and the remainder at $65,000. While the developers argue that even
$65,000 was too high an assessment and attribute that cost to excessive regulation, we do not do
so. We merely point out that there may be a cost.
Finally, the developers felt that it was orZly due by excruciating attention to the
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bureaucratic process, and "reminding" regulators on a daily basis that they were awaiting permits
or inspections or reviews that the project was built at all. They estimated the excessive time
spent on such attention to detail amounted to one-half of a superintendent, or $50,000 per
year40. They were selling approximately eight homes a year, so that cost was $8,333.
In total, then, the developers felt that their cost due to excessive regulation during the
construction phase alone was:
+ (Costs of delays by town engineer's office) + (Cost of excess management to minimize delays)
= (865 + 2,192) + (8,333) = $11,390 per unit.
That figure amounts to approximately three percent of selling price.

Mendham Township
Mendham Township is 18-square mile town in Morris County, New Jersey. The
population is about 4,600; at total build-out, the master plan estimates a population of 6,000. In
1990 the median family income in Mendham was $107,288. The township's character is almost
entirely residential, and many homes are on large lots. There is a small amount of commercial
property, and no industry; about 9 percent of the land is vacant or farm.
In Mendham we interviewed a long-time member of the planning board, who also is an
ex-mayor, the planning board's attorney, and two builders/developers.

The Planning Board
When the planning board member started 13 years ago, the board was developing its
master plan that would allow cluster and/or townhouse development. Citizens there had always
been opposed to cluster development, but Mendham was one of the first communities in New
Jersey to be taken to court under Mount Laurel II. Thus three large pieces of property were
rezoned and approved to allow the township's full share of Mount Laurel Housing: one tract of
14 units, and two tracts of 12 units each. Both the board member and the attorney feel that the
state planning process has not affected Mendham Township: rezoning in the 1980s addressed the
issue of affordable housing.
The planning board has used the same professional consultants for years: the planner has
been there more than 25 years; the engineer for more than 15; and the attorney we interviewed
for nearly 30 years. After environmental regulations become more complex, the planning board
also began to employ a professional environmental consulting firm; that firm has worked for the
township for eight years.
Those professionals charge hourly fees for services and to attend meetings. During a
meeting with multiple projects, only the time spent on a project is billed to the project. The
planning board's attorney bills $115 per hour for meetings, as well as for time other than
meetings he spends on planning projects: less than half his fee for private clients. Some
applicants question the fees of the professionals, particularly wondering whether such charges
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are really necessary, especially when a project is not in an environmentally sensitive area.
Currently the planning board is all Republican. The member we interviewed indicated
that while the township is "solidly Republican" there had been Democrats appointed to the
board. According to her, the ethics law enacted in the early 1990s had great impact on the
planning board. Members and potential members alike resented the fact the all members had to
file financial disclosures, as well as indicate any real estate holdings: While they agreed with the
need to eliminate conflicts of interest, they felt the law was intrusive.

The Application Process
The planning board has a technical review committee (TRC) comprising three planning
board members, all technical personnel, and one representative each from the environmental
commission and the township's historic committee. The TRC meets monthly to make sure
applications are in technical compliance and to deem applications complete. If, however, an
applicant is requesting waivers from a planning board requirement, he or she must also appear
before the full planning board.

Applicants usually bring concept plans to the TRC, especially if they are seeking to
change existing rules (e.g., zoning). That preliminary step saves engineering costs. Fully
engineered plans are, however, ultimately required. As one of the developers pointed out: "The
TRC is mandatory and very complete; when it requires changes you have to re-draw the plans."
Additionally, he points out, there is a checklist that must be met in submitted plans but.the
checklist is not up-to-date. "Frequently, they will require things that are not on the checklist,
claiming that they are to be added."
The attorney said that on a 1(technical) to 5 (political) scale he would place the planning
board decision process as a 2. He feels the planning board relies heavily on the staff technical
reviews, but that it gives more than lip service to the public. He says that if the public's concerns
are legitimate, the board tries to craft approvals to address them. The planning board member
declined to rank the-planning board's decision process: she didn't agree with the term "political."
She prefers to describe it as "listening to people who live in a community and pay taxes."
The attorney felt that Mendham Township is an easy place in which to develop, because
there is very little opposition to development; everyone just wants it done the right way. Both
the builders to whom we spoke agreed. They felt the process was thorough, but not onerous.
They did, however, believe the process added significantly to their costs.
One of the developers said that the board takes a "give us an extension or we'll deny
you" tack when it is taking longer than the allowed time to reach a decision. The attorney felt
that the legislated time frame is unrealistic. "There are too many issues to consider. In towns
like Mendham, all the easy developments are gone." He added that most problems come from an
applicant's professionals: "They don't meet deadlines, or they submit incomplete work.
Problems generally aren't from the planning board or its staff."
The planning board member agreed that most applications in Mendham Township are not
acted on in 90 days, especially those for large projects. She also agreed that the delay is most
often due to project experts not submitting documents in required form. In her view, the board
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requests extension most often because it has not received necessary information from a
developer.
Both the planning board member and the attorney feel that the New Jersey Builders
Association's initiative to turn planning boards into policy makers, and to delegate project
review an approvals to professionals is ill-founded. She calls the proposal an "obnoxious,
corruption-prone idea." She feels that home rule will and should remain in force.
`

Developer I
This developer owns a business his father started in 1933. He was born, raised, and lives
in Mendham. He is chairman of the township's historic preservation committee and is a friend
of everyone on the planning board.41
Three of his sons work with him in the company, which builds custom homes and does
some rehabilitation and restoration work. We talked with him about a 12-lot subdivision he had
recently put through preliminary approval, road, construction, and final approval. Of those 12
lots, seven were for houses for his children and himself; the other five were for sale, and were
worth, according to him, from $185,000 to $227,500.
The subdivision had no substantial environmental problems: the soil was good; there
were no steep slopes or drainage problems. He sought subdivision waivers for sidewalks and to
off-center a road in order to save some trees. In addition, the planning board asked him to
request a variance on one lot for smaller road frontage, which he did. He used only an attorney
and an engineer in the approval process and had no problem getting back his escrow.
It took him seven months to get preliminary approval. He estimates that the cost of
getting through the planning board process was $67,000. The plans had to be re-drawn ten times
after he felt they were already complete. Without those "unnecessary" revisions, he estimates the
process would have cost $20,000, so his unnecessary costs were $47,000. He did concede,
however, that the subdivision was better-drawn as a result of the multiple iterations.
As to regulation after approvals, he had no complaints. He said that building inspectors
all have their pet peeves, "When you build in a town, you need to know these, and meet them.
Mendham has a very tough fire marshal, but he really does follow the rules. He isn't doing
anything wrong, he's just strict."

Developer II
This builder started in the business in 1973. He runs a vertically integrated operation: a
realty company to sell his own houses; an excavating business for road and site work on his
projects; and an engineering firm and a sewer plant for his projects. He has built several
subdivisions in Morris and Union counties with the help of his wife and several other long-term
key employees.
The development about which we spoke to him was a 492-acre site that had been
approved for 98 units total, of which 86 were to be single family homes on one and one-quarter89

acre sites. The other 12 were to be built as two six-plexes of affordable condominium housing.
The homeowners were to own 50 acres around the site's lake, and 310 acres were to be owned by
a private conservation group and open to the public.
The developer said the site "was not virgin land by any sense. It was a Boy Scout center,
with numerous buildings and improvements. There were some homeless squatters and
abandoned buildings on the site." Indeed, the site had quite a local history. At one time AT&T
intended to build a conference center on it, but the town objected, so a conservation center
bought it. That use didn't work out either, so the land was sold to a builder who got preliminary
subdivision approval in 1987. Eventually, however, that builder gave a deed-in-lieu to a bank,
which in turn sold it to the developer we interviewed.
When that developer bought the project, he had two expectations: that the development
would be a godsend to Mendham in meeting its COAH Mount Laurel obligations; and that he
would be building homes within one year. In April 1996 when we interviewed him, however, he
was just beginning to build: two years later than he anticipated.
He had faced three particular problems:
• Although he had a valid US Army Corps of Engineers permit, he had to perform a historical
and cultural survey of the entire tract because he needed to fill a quarter-acre of wetlands. The
New Jersey Department of Environment mandated the study based on its understanding of its
responsibility under its delegated authority to enforce the 1986 Freshwater Wetlands Protection
Act. According to DEP, the survey was required because there were eight abandoned buildings
on the site. Had he not needed to fill that quarter- acre of wetlands, he could simply have torn
them down.
Because of that DEP action, the builder estimated unanticipated carrying costs, simply due to
delay, at between $1 million and $2 million. He attributed that number to taxes -- about $300 per
day -- and to the cost of capital and bank borrowings for holding the land.
• In 1993 a citizen's group attempted to overturn his initial approvals. The group felt there was
ambiguity in changing wetlands and other environmental regulations, particularly related to
grand-fathering and permit extensions. In response to that citizen concern, the township asked
him to prepare a new environmental impact statement. That action cost him dearly.
That new environmental impact statement (EIS) cost more than $100,000 to prepare. It was
about 14 inches thick and was, according to the developer, essentially the same as the one and a
half inch thick one prepared for the original builder.
As part of the process, he also had to pay in excess of $100,000 to the township consultants who
were reexamining the project. He calculated that those consultants cost him $600 an hour at
planning board meetings.

The builder also had to do a $3,000 study to show that the site had no swamp pink -- a type of
vegetation that grows in a watershed 12 miles away. The builder feels that was an example of
DEP's willingness to believe that conditions are such on a site that some other condition could
exist, even if all it has to go on is a remotely credible accusation.
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In regard to the swamp pink issue, the planning board member said she would have rather the
money be spent to plant swamp pink in some of the open spaces on the site.
On the whole, this developer's view of regulation in the planning process coincided with that of
the planning board member and the board attorney.

Middletown Township
Middletown Township is a fairly affluent town of about 65,000 population and 59.4
square miles in Monmouth County. In 1990 the median family income was $60,714. It is
mostly built-out now, having undergone substantial growth since the 1950s. We interviewed the
director of planning, the town engineer, a developer active in the area, and an attorney who
works with builders in Middletown.

The Planning Board
The attorney felt that there is a political dimension to planning board member selection,
and that the process is controlled by the Republican party. The town planning director agrees
that "it is a very political process." He said, though, that at one time there were Democrats on
the board, and that there was no correlation of land-use decisions to political party affiliation.
On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is purely technical and 5 is purely political, the engineer and
the planning director both rate the decision-making process as a 2. The lawyer concurs, giving it
a 2 or a 3. The developer didn't rate the process at all. He felt decisions are "hard to
generalize-they are really made on a case-by-case basis-some decisions are more political
than others, some are entirely professional." Several of those we interviewed detailed what they
considered a politically motivated zoning change. The AT&T facility in Middletown wanted a
zoning change to accommodate additional office space. If it was not forthcoming, the company
said it would leave the area. It got its change. The developer also noted that sometimes
decisions are controlled by personal idiosyncrasies of members. For example, he said, the chair
of the planning board is a representative of firefighters and tends to oppose cul-de-sacs.
When asked what impact the public had on planning board decisions, the developer said
"a significant voice." He expanded his thought this way: "Large public interest can shape
planning board decisions. It may hold a special hearing for the public to voice thoughts."
The planning director mentioned that he believes mayors should not be on planning
boards since planning boards are not supposed to be a political body, whereas mayors are
directly accountable to the public.
The developer brought up another political dimension of the planning board. He feels
that it is a "negative" for him to use consultants who are municipal, engineers in other places.
"Petty politics tend to emerge: they are made to jump through more hoops than an unattached
professional."
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The Application Process

Middletown has an informal review process but an applicant must request it. The
attorney thinks it is useful to have feedback before any hearing. He said that an informal review
is particularly useful for builders/developers who have a good reason to deviate from the zoning
plan or master plan. If there is a rationale behind a proposed change, the planning board will, he
feels, generally go along with it. He said he always suggests to his clients that they go through
the informal review. He said, however, that the town engineer doesn't like to do informal
reviews before fees are paid because there is no one to bill. Once fees are paid, the engineer is
happy to participate in the process.
The developer feels that builders are encouraged to coordinate with the planning
department up front, before going before the planning board. He says he generally discusses
projects with the planning department well before starting a formal application process. His firm
knows what it is entitled to in regard to zoning and the master plan, and he lets it be known that it
will sue if it is denied approvals unjustly. With that understanding, he said, he rarely has a
problem.
Builders generally bring fully engineered plans to the planning board, even though,
according to the attorney, most of the members cannot read engineering plans. The town
engineer determines whether an application is complete, using an extensive checklist. Then the
planning department does another, less complex review.
Both the builder and the lawyer feel that the approval process is more streamlined in
Middletown than in other towns. The lawyer did state that there is often a delay in getting an
application on the board's agenda but that once on, it goes through in a timely manner.
Mandated deadlines are often met, and when extensions are requested, it is generally for good
reasons: an unusually complex project, for example. He went on to say that the process could be
made even better by a technical review done by the professionals and the builder. That way the
planning board would have to work only with variances.
Builders generally receive feedback five or six days before the planning board meeting
that will consider a project. The builder said that if a notification contains any problems, his firm
will pull the project until he can address them and resubmit the project.
Middletown charges application fees for subdivisions. Planning review is paid by the
municipality, not by the developers. Engineering reviews are paid out of developer-supplied,
town-mandated escrow accounts. Professional services are also established by ordinance; the
attorney said that some builders complain about those fees.
In Middletown approvals are made contingent on state approvals. The engineer said:
"[The town] will give contingent approvals, depending on the specific project. Projects affecting
wetlands, or those that might require reconfiguration, are required to provide state clarification."

The planning director estimated that over 90 percent of applications to planning board are
approved. He believes that is because the professional staff works closely with applicants. The
attorney concurs: "They have a great staff."
According to the planning director, Middletown receives very few complaints about the
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speed of its review process. Indeed, he said that most projects go through the preliminary and
final approval processes simultaneously. He also said that sometimes small builders and
engineers hold up the process by submitting incomplete packages. He thinks that some outside
consultants increase their billings by forcing multiple submissions.
Nevertheless, he says:
"Public input is the biggest factor in slowing down applications. Public protest is
often outside the scope of land-use law, but planning board members are political
beings and listen to citizen views. Sometimes projects are rejected for political
interests, but it does not happen frequently. Multiple hearings may be scheduled
for projects with large amounts of public interest."
The planning director indicated that Middletown is somewhat proactive in regard to
affordable housing:
"Within Middletown Township they used CDBG (community development block
grant) funds to rehabilitate 200 existing units. They have a scattered-site, single'family housing program that supports nonprofit organizations that do spot
construction, and sell affordable units through loans that are repaid after sale.
Middletown also has three sites with inclusionary zoning which will generate 67
affordable units. Finally, it is creating 125 units for senior citizens in a mixed-use
development which will use LIHTCs."
Middletown employs two licensed planners who help identify appropriate affordable
housing sites. They follow and support planning board philosophy: Better you pick the sites for
affordable development than wait for a developer to sue and force you to do it."
Middletown adopted a new master plan in 1993. According to the planning director, its
creation engendered a good bit of public interest. Twenty to thirty people came out for the
adoption hearing; the planning board listened to all of them. The lawyer approves the plan.
"Middletown spent an enormous amount of time on the plan; it's very professional. If you go in
with plans consistent with the master plan, you'll get approval a majority of the time. The one
time you wouldn't is in the face of stronger citizen opposition."
The planning director noted that New Jersey law requires municipalities to re-examine
their master plans every six years. Since there is no requirement for that examination to be
public, it is a very superficial process. He also mentioned the 1995 New Jersey law that requires
public notice for all zoning changes. However: "The law has a key exception: notification is
not required if a zoning change is attached to an adopted re-examination report. So now anytime
a town makes a zoning change, it whips out a re-examination report along with it."

Regulatory Reform
The planning director feels the New Jersey Freshwater Wetlands Protection Act is too
broadly written: virtually any project can be affected. He notes that even a homeowner looking
to build a deck on a house that has a stream nearby will have to go to the state for a wetlands
delineation, which can cost as much as the projtct. Homeowners obviously 'resent that
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requirement. The attorney resents the fact that DEP encourages those homeowners to direct their
ire at their local communities, even though it is a state regulation. "It's their law," he said. He
feels that the entire regulatory process would be improved if the state delegated some reviews -especially environmental ones -- to local planning boards.
The builder made a like suggestion for regulatory reform. He stated that the sewer
approval process should be overseen by a local engineer. "That would speed up the process, and
the engineer could be accountable. If something was wrong, he could be fined, or lose his
license."
In addition to his idea of delegating environmental decisions, the lawyer had two major
suggestions for regulatory reform in New Jersey. First, he would like to see the creation of a
land court. "We need to be able to fast-track cases with land-use, and we need judges with
experience in those cases. That way builders wouldn't be held up for years, sometimes put out
of business even if they [should] win their case, just because of the costs of time delay. As the
situation stands, you can get a judge who has never heard a land-use case before."
Secondly, he feels it would be a good idea to requirea technical review process all over
New Jersey. "It would be useful in all projects to just get everyone together around a table to
work issues out rather than just do the process of submitting plans and getting review memos
back."

The Developer
We discussed with the developer a specific project he had developed: a 27-lot project
that came with preliminary approval. Whatever could go wrong, did.
Using the preliminary approvals of the first owner as a base, the developer obtained
approvals for 14 lots in 1991. In 1992, however, the property was bisected by a new sewer
service area boundary in a water quality management plan. The problem stemmed from the fact
that the original approval had been made before the plan was in effect, but no one had noticed it
before.
He got an application to comply with the water quality management plan and returned it
to DEP within a week. However, it took an additional 10 months to get approval to move the
plat line to conform with property lines -- and even that took considerable effort and a significant
amount of political clout. The builder doesn't believe that the delay was malicious. There
simply weren't enough people approving water quality management plans at the state level.
He does feel, however, that timing depends on who you're working with at DEP. "Some
personnel will work with you reasonably, some won't even let you call them to check on a
project. If the regs give them 90 days, they don't want to hear from you until their time is up."

The Costs
Throughout the delay period, the landowner, not the developer, was covering the carrying
costs for the project. Under the terms of the land contract, the developer's firm would take the
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project to final approval, but the seller would reimburse the firm for costs up to $20,000. The
process cost considerably more than that.
The developer had to pay about $40,000 extra for drainage improvements. During the
delay period, regulations were changed so that the manmade pond they had intended to use for
stormwater was deemed a wetland, and thus was unusable. They had to construct a drainage
facility that would have been unnecessary but for the delay period.
Overall, the seven-year approval process for the project probably cost about $175,000
extra by the developer's reckoning. During that period, the economy picked up in New Jersey, so
he wasn't hurt too much by market changes but did incur opportunity costs. For all of 1993, for
example, he didn't have a job because he was waiting to move ahead on the project. Altogether,
he estimates that delays cost him about $100,000 in direct costs, and about $300,000 for
overhead he had to cover because the project was stalled.
Simultaneously with the other delays, the developer had to change the original 14-lot plan
to a 27-lot plan in order to protect a historic farm, and to maintain open space. The 27 lots
originally cost approximately $90,000 each, it cost the developer about $30,000 to improve each
lot. The improved land then, cost about $120,000 per lot, plus debt service. The houses sold for
$280,000 to $525,000 each, with an average price of $338,000. Thus the project was profitable,
but according to the developer, only marginally so.
He thinks, though, that the delays cost the land seller significantly. For example, the land
had been taxed $325 per year as a farm but came off the farm roles in April 1993 and was taxed
as residential land for 14 months. That cost the owner $30,000 per year in taxes. The seller also
paid the $20,000 for the approval process. And that was all on top of $300,000 extra the land
seller paid due to regulatory factors over and above what they should or could have been.
Nevertheless, the builder emphasized that it is hard to pass on additional costs to buyers:
there is only so much that buyers will absorb. "Ultimately", he says, "the market determines the
selling price for a house, not the builder."
As far as regulation of the construction process itself, the builder had no complaints. He
said: "They've gotten better over the years." He said the town engineers, unlike those in
.Princeton Township, don't claim to need 72 hours lead time for inspections. He tries to let them
know a week in advance about final inspections, but generally, he feels that as long as he does
not habitually ask them to come out without giving them reasonable notice, they are willing to
work with him if he needs something done quickly. But he noted that he is one of the biggest
and oldest builders in•town. "It's important to have a good rapport, and I do."

Mount Laurel
Background
Mount Laurel Township is in Burlington County, in the Camden-Gloucester-Burlington
labor market area of New Jersey. In the late 1970s, it was a farm community; it is now a mixeduse suburban community with a distinct business elite and high profile corporate facilities
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including those of Tyco and Bell Atlantic. In 1994, its estimated population was 34,106, having
nearly doubled since 1980. Growth from 1990 to l 994 is estimated at almost 4 percent annually,
suggesting a healthy, if not dramatic population increase. The moderate, positive rate of growth
is reflected in residential construction activity as well: 138 single-family building permits issued
in the first six months of 1997. Assuming an average household size of three that translates into
an annualized population growth of 2.4 percent. At build-out the population will be

approximately 45,000. The township developed from the west and east toward the middle,
progressively using up the most developable land. The land that remains vacant is relatively
costly to develop, largely because of wetlands issues.
The community is not the exclusive, large-lot, bedroom suburb that the landmark
litigation bearing its name would indicate: its median household income in 1990 was $50,843,
compared to the state's $40,927. It is instead a middle- to upper-middle income residential and
commercial community whose name has come to be synonymous with fights over fiscal zoning
and fair housing.
The courts imposed an "overlay zone" in Mount Laurel as a result of the "Mount Laurel"
litigation, allowing, in theory, affordable units to be built at higher densities than market units,
ostensibly making such construction more attractive to developers. Nonetheless, the volume of
"Mount Laurel" units built or in the pipeline -- 158 -- is less than the 300 projected in the plans
approved by the NJ Council on Affordable Housing.
Mount Laurel and Burlington County have a strong business services sector. Almost 76
percent of the county workforce is in service occupations. Three of the four largest employers in
the township are business service establishments: Automatic Data Processing, Inc. (550
employees), Telenex Corp. (500 workers), Automotive Rentals, Inc. (450 workers), and Okidata
(284 employees).
Mount Laurel has an elected, five-member governing body. Both the mayor and the
deputy mayor are drawn from that group, which also appoints the nine members of the planning
board: the mayor, the manager, a council member, and six at-large individuals: In the mid1980s, all elected local officials were Democrats; in 1996, all were Republicans.

Insights from Surveys and Interviews
We interviewed the township engineer, its planner, manager, community development
director, and a member of the planning board, as well as two developers who have worked in and
around the community for several years. We formed the general impression that most of the
recent development in Mount Laurel has proceeded with no "unusual" delays or controversy:
unusual, that is, within Mount laurel's historic regulatory context. In general, the process is less
dilatory than in bedroom communities near New York. There have been a few contentious
projects, with lengthy delays and the threat of legal action, but they seem more the exceptions
than the rule.
All but one of the interviewees indicated that the planning board's reviews of proposed
projects were either evenly weighted between technical and political considerations, or slightly
skewed in the technical direction. One respondent characterized the process as having two
vetoes: technical and political. The former occurs when design, environmental, traffic, or related
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expectations are not being met. The latter occurs when they are substantially met, but a citizen's
group finds fault with a proposal anyway, and mobilizes public opposition.
Based on their experiences, the developers differed in their assessments of the planning
board. One had difficulty getting approval for a project that contained a mix of units, including
some that would help satisfy Mount Laurel's affordable housing needs. He complained that the
90-day review period specified in New Jersey's MLUL for projects the size of his was
systematically circumvented. He claimed that the planning board gave last-minute citizen input
undue weight, and at the eleventh hour, required further explanation or modification. Then, he
said, the planning board would "blackmail" him: threaten to deny the plan or to reconsider it
beyond the 90-day period. - He also questioned the efficacy of overlay zoning as a means to
increase the number of affordable units. He would prefer "zoning by right," so that any proposed
affordable housing component proposed would be allowed.
The role of citizen opposition came up in all our interviews. The professionals working
for the township conceded that New Jersey municipalities tend to tilt in favor of the public by not
limiting the time citizens are given to comment, or requiring them to pay for studies. Yet those
professionals also believed that citizen input was a critical check and balance, often catching
environmental, design, and traffic problems overlooked by township professionals. Several
interviewees also suggested planning board members tend to give citizen opposition exaggerated
attention for political reasons: to prove they are "not in bed with the developers."
The second developer we interviewed has built more than 6,000 units in the vicinity of
Mount Laurel in the past two decades and complimented the township's professional staff. He
"finds the process of getting through approvals ... pretty straightforward at the local level."
He did point out some bottlenecks to which the township professionals also referred. One of
those occurred in the 1993-1995 period, when Mount Laurel's building inspection department
experienced problems that have since been corrected. Another was the municipal utilities
authority, which delayed expanding sewer capacity in the early 1990s, requiring builders to
create a diversion line to Mount Holly. Although the sewer capacity was eventually enlarged,
one interviewee suggested that the delay was an intentional act to slow down the rate of
development. Ninety percent of residential units are on the main sewer system, for which the
township imposes a $2000 per-unit connection fee. The township also operates under a 5 percent
per-year limit on municipal budget increases, and some of our interviewees believe that the cap
has affected the desirability of the township as a residential location due to its effect on the
quality and quantity of public services and infrastructure.
Most interviewees attributed delays in the process to the required multi-departmental and
multi jurisdictional approvals. First, there is a preliminary approval period, during which time a
developer gets clearances from various municipal departments. (Such approvals are not always
pro forma. One respondent claimed to have had a project delayed for a year by the local fire
marshal who insisted on a second access to the development; the remedy cost $1000 per lot.)
Once those approvals are secured, the planning board will give approval subject to clearances
from relevant county and state review authorities. If the Department of Environmental
Protection or the Department of Transportation, for example, wants a change in plans, the
developer must come before the planning board again. In addition, Mount Laurel requires DEP
approvals in hand before developments can tap into the sewer system.. Plumbing and electrical
inspections during the construction process are done by township employees and paid for by the
developer.
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Everyone we interviewed agreed that the process was inherently time consuming, even
without major citizen opposition or other unusual problems. One 33-unit project that was
presented as "typical" took 4.3 years from the preliminary application to final approval.

Do Developers Make Profits?
We questioned the developers, and examined records, to determine whether the relatively
lengthy approval period and other imposed costs affected the developers' bottom line. Our
general conclusion is that developers in Mount Laurel have made profits, either by passing the
costs of regulation backward to land-owners or forward to home-buyers.
First, it is common for the developers to use a 60-day due diligence period, during which
they can tie up possible land-purchases while they conduct environmental tests: to check for
heavy metals, for example, as required by DEP. If, during that time, the developers find
problems that would require more to correct than they expected or are willing to spend, they do
not buy the land, or they renegotiate the price. (Of course, they do pay the costs of testing.)
Second, successful developers have learned to play the market, to acquire land at prices
that allow profits. During slow periods, larger, better-capitalized developers often buy already
improved lots at a discount from developers who cannot afford to hold unsold parcels.
Developers in other locations have acquired discounted land from banks and from the REIT. As
one Mount Laurel developer said: "We have worked in this community for a long time and know
the land market." That developer recently purchased land significantly below the market rate
from another developer who needed to sell quickly.
The following example is drawn from a project under construction at the time of this
report. A developer bought land that had already been given preliminary approval for
development. He built 20 single-family houses with a mean sales price of $296,117, which
included the cost of construction-change orders. The developer's mean cost per unit was
$247,813: a 16.3 percent gross profit, or a 10.8 percent profit net of prorated sales and
advertising costs. The breakdown of costs includes $147,613 for construction and change
orders, $20,300 for construction overhead, $10,900 for interest, $27,000 per site for half acre
lots, and $42,000 for site improvements.
Those figures provide some insights about the development process in Mount Laurel.
The ratio of lot price to sales price in this case is 0.091. The ratio of site improvements to sales
price is 0.142. And the developer's costs for construction change orders are 70 percent of what
he passes on in the final sales price. The developer achieved his goal in this project of keeping
hard costs, not including infrastructure, to less than 50 percent of sales price (49.8 percent).
The cost for land in our example is low relative to the market in Mount Laurel, owing to
special circumstances. Approved and improved half-acre lots for another project were purchased
for approximately $75,000 per parcel. Assuming the same site improvement costs -- $42,000 per
lot -- the price per approved lot without improvements was $33,000. For yet another project in
Mount Laurel the developer paid $33,000 per lot for raw land. The developer in our example
confirmed that he does not put much premium on the existence of preliminary approvals; he feels
confident in his ability to get those approvals in -a timely and straightforward manner in Mount
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Laurel. That attitude suggests that added costs are shifted forward in the sales price.
That last observation is important for this study. Even in New Jersey, there is not
necessarily a high cost from regulatory delays. Local developers with sufficient capitalization
take advantage of their intimate knowledge of land markets and local politics to ensure their own
profitability. There are costs, however, from other regulatory requirements that get shifted
forward to home-buyers in a market where there is excess demand for housing. In the sample
project described above, the developer paid $115 per site for environmental testing, $1000 per
site for a recreation fee, $2000 per unit connection fee, and $1000 per unit for a second access.
In order to maintain a minimum net profit margin - of around 10 percent - those costs are
passed on at least dollar for dollar to consumers or backwards to land sellers.
The developer who provided information about the sample project estimated that
regulation, all told, added 30 percent to the cost of the final product. If the 4.0 multiplier is at
work, his costs are increased by 7.5 percent. Since his costs for a typical unit were $247,813,
his "baseline" costs without regulation would have been $229,227, or almost $20,000 less per
unit. That seems consistent with our other evidence. However, as his own example shows, that
$20,000 was not shifted fully ahead to the consumer via the multiplier, but did affect the land
market.

North Carolina
Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, a town of 44,470, is one of North Carolina's most affluent communities: in
1990 the median household income was $50,133. Although its economy and culture are driven
by the University of North Carolina and the UNC hospitals, Chapel Hill is also becoming a
bedroom community for Research Triangle Park. The quality of the local public school system
is helping to create a demand for housing unmet by local development activity. Indeed, Chapel
Hill has the slowest growth of the North Carolina case studies: only a 19.4 percent increase from
1980 to 1990.
Chapel Hill's land-use mix is dominated by residential and institutional uses. The town
planning department estimates the land uses as follows: 32 percent residential; 23 percent
institutional; 16 percent vacant; 12 percent road right-of-way; 10 percent open space; 5 percent
office and commercial; and 2 percent agricultural. The predominance of residential and nontaxable institutional uses has strained the town's finances, and resulted in a relatively high tax
rate: the 1996 tax rate was $.596 per $100, plus an additional $.19 school tax and $.9975 county
tax levy. The total assessed value of property in Chapel Hill is $2,186,000,000, or about $49,000
per capita. Local residents and officials are increasingly concerned that Chapel Hill's tax base is
too residential.
Chapel Hill has a shortage of land suitable for development: it borders Durham to the east
and Carrboro to the west. The topography of the land to the north and south limits growth,
absent a substantial investment in water and sewer facilities. Such investment has been ruled out
to the north where the town council has established a rural buffer. Within town limits, much of
the land is steep, contains wetlands, or has other constraints. As a result, developers are
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increasingly turning to environmentally sensitive land for development. Chapel Hill's planning
director projects that the town will reach build-out-in the year 2020, and will have a population
of 70,000 to 80,000.
Given citizen concern and land scarcity, developers in Chapel Hill are facing an
increasingly hostile approval process. The town council has significant oversight in the
development process: subdivision proposals for four or more lots, for example, require town
council approval. In addition, most zoning classifications require a special-use permit for a
specific development proposal. According to the town's planning director, the normal time for
subdivision approval is 11 to 14 months, zoning changes are not required. The longest
subdivision review process to date took two years.
The approval process includes a mandatory review by the planning board and the
transportation board. In addition, some subdivisions are reviewed by the design review board,
the parks and recreation board, and/or the greenways review board. Rezoning adds additional
time to the process, and as a result, developers in Chapel Hill almost always work within existing
zoning. The planning director noted a recent exception in which a subdivision plan required
rezoning. The proposal has been under review for more than 18 months and has not yet received
final approval.
One of the most significant barriers to development in Chapel Hill is the town council's
limited schedule of public meetings: it holds only nine meetings a year devoted to development.
On average, only three development items are placed on the agenda per meeting. Thus proposals
often go before town council several times to receive final approval, particularly if citizen
support is tenuous. According to a local developer, the current delay for scheduling an item for a
first hearing is one year. The approval procedure could be streamlined with a greater authority
for administrative approvals, but the council is not interested in delegating approvals to staff or
to the planning board.

Developers noted the burdensome nature of regulations: a steep slope ordinance; a tree
ordinance; resource conservation districts; recreation space requirements, and local water
authority guidelines. In addition, there is a $3,000 school impact fee, as well as fees imposed by
the local water authority. Developers noted that those regulations add to the cost of
development, but they all passed them on to home buyers. For example one developer noted that
when Orange County enacted an additional $1,500 school impact fee for new homes in the
Chapel Hill/Carrboro school system, he immediately raised the prices of his homes by $2,000.
Developers also said that the value of land in town is diminished due to the uncertainty of the.
approval process. At least one of the developers bases the price paid for land on ordinances
affecting the site and will offer a lower price if regulations reduce the potential for development.
According to Chapel Hill's planning director and to local developers, much of the delay
in the approval process is the result of local opposition. Consequently, developers make an
effort to discuss plans with adjacent landowners both before and during the development process.
In fact one developer said that the first step she makes in the development process is contacting
neighbors of a proposed development.
Despite the town's many regulatory requirements, all of the developers we interviewed
contended that time is the greatest cost of development in Chapel Hill. The slow process makes it
difficult to project the demand for housing and adds to the risk of a project. That added risk
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drives up the cost of capital for local projects.

Developer I
This developer targets the high-end housing market but is involved only in development
activities; she does not build homes. She does sell all her lots to builders of custom houses. In
the past five years, she has developed about 200 lots and is currently developing another 36 in a
small subdivision. She chooses to work in Chapel Hill because she is successful there. She
understand the process and has little competition from developers frightened by the restrictive
development process.
She discussed with us the recent approval process for a 400-acre parcel she had
purchased for $1.5 million -- about $4,500 an acre -- from a seller who went bankrupt after the
town down-zoned the land to one unit per-five acres. Due to steep slopes, streams, and the need
to establish a significant buffer to the adjacent UNC Botanical Gardens, the land has a very
limited number of buildable sites. She intends to develop 10 one-acre lots on the site and price
them from $100,000 to $150,000.

Developer II
Chapel Hill recently passed a small area-plan for its southern part.'The plan, which
covered 2,800 acres, recommended concentrating development around a "town center." The
developer to whom we spoke works for a limited partnership that was established specifically to
build clustered development on a 312-acre site in that area. In 1992, the partnership paid
approximately $11,000. an acre for that site. Lot sizes will range from one-tenth of an acre to
one-half an acre, with the most common being one-sixth of an acre. The developers plan"to build
apartments, condominiums, and office and commercial space. In addition, 112 acres will remain
undeveloped as a resource conservation district. Houses will be priced in the low $200,000
range, townhouses up to $150,000, and condominiums at slightly more than $100,000.
According to the developer, most of the lot cost is tied to infrastructure cost.
Initial plans for the development were submitted in December 1992 and approved in July
1993, with final approvals granted in November of that year. That approved phase covered the
first 200 homes and an adjacent commercial site. The approval of a second phase took longer:
initial submission in February 1995; approval in May 1996.
The developer is currently facing a few significant obstacles. First, local regulations are
creating some technical compliance problems related to maximum densities. Second, the
original plan for stormwater management was not feasible, and the developer had to modify it.
Finally, Chapel Hill commissioned a study - at the request of citizens - to determine if the
development is meeting the goals of the small area plan.
In the process of obtaining approvals, the partnership donated a parcel of land on the site
to the local school system for an elementary school. In addition, it agreed to construct a
greenway to connect the development to the university. The development is subject to the
$3,000 school impact fee. The local water authority charges a $3,000 per unit tap-fee, in
addition to the hard cost of water and sewer lines. Finally, performance bonds are required to
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insure that infrastructure will be completed.
The developer contends that delays in the approval process have lowered the return on
this Chapel Hill development relative to others in neighboring jurisdictions. At this point in the
development process it is difficult to assess the final return on the project, but the developer
conceded that experience with the development procedures in Chapel Hill will allow for more
success in later ventures.

Developer III
This development company focuses its efforts in Durham and Chapel Hill. It has recently
shifted from the entry-level market to the move-up market. It is currently developing a
subdivision that has been plagued with difficulties -- primarily due to citizen opposition. In total,
the approval process has taken about three years. Even after the land had been partially cleared
for infrastructure, a citizen reported to the planning board that the site was once a slave burial
ground. The developer had to hire an archaeologist to investigate the claim, which was false. In
addition, the town has denied the developer's request to connect the sales-center driveway to the
road next to the site. The developer deemed that denial "harassment."
Nonetheless, he is selling lots and building houses. Lots are about $36,000, with home
prices advertised to start in the $170,000 range. The developer conceded that there will be few
in that range: most will be more. He went on to state that the houses he is building in Chapel
Hill will cost $35,000 to $40,000 more than would the same houses in neighboring Durham. In
his words: "you can put up a pup tent in Chapel Hill and sell it for $100,000." He contends that
most of the difference is the result of a diminished supply of new homes in Chapel Hill resulting
from the difficult approval process.

Key Issues
Key issues that were raised during our discussions included the need for Chapel Hill to
streamline its approval process, the increasing citizen opposition to new growth, and problems
with the local tax base. Chapel Hill's approval process discourages developers from working
within the town's planning jurisdiction. The result is a reduced availability of new homes, and
consequently, higher average-prices than in neighboring jurisdictions. Specific problems include
a town council schedule that limits the total number of development items that may be heard in
any given year. Then, too, town council members are easily persuaded by citizen opposition.
Some officials and citizens are also concerned that opposition to development and the resultant
low ratio of commercial to residential development has reduced the tax base and increased the
tax burden on local residents.

Conclusions
Chapel Hill is a classic example of a town that is using "planning" as a justification for
limiting growth. Delays and difficulties in obtaining approvals have discouraged many
developers from entering the market, despite a high demand for new housing. Homes that are
constructed within the town limits often yield a -higher price than equivalent developments in
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neighboring jurisdictions.
All three of the local developers interviewed contended that the development process in
Chapel Hill is cumbersome. However, two of these developers have determined that the process
actually benefits some developers. Given the high demand for housing in Chapel Hill and the
protracted approval process that limits housing opportunities, the supply of housing in the market
does not meet demand. The difficult review process in the Town also reduces demand for
available land due to the limited number of developers willing to work within Chapel Hill's
planning jurisdiction. Consequently, land prices are relatively low and few competitors exist in
the market. The result is a higher rate of return for developers successful in the process, and
higher home prices for buyers seeking access.

Cary
The "boom town" of Cary, located near Research Triangle Park, is rapidly becoming one
of the largest cities in the Raleigh/Durham metropolitan region; its population nearly doubled
between 1980 and 1990. In 1994 the population was estimated to be 61,439.
Cary has a relatively healthy mix of residential and non-residential uses, with a current
split estimated at roughly 60 percent residential and 40 percent non-residential. In 1995, Cary's
total valuation was estimated at $3,590,000,000, or about $58,000 per person. Its tax rate
currently stands at $.54 per $100 assessment, with an additional $.76 levied by the county.
Cary is often described as a development-friendly community, where the city council and
the planning department try to work with developers. (One developer stated that council
members have, in fact, apologized when the approval process has resulted in delays of just 30
days.) At the time of this report, Cary was reorganizing its planning, engineering, and
construction management departments into a single "development services" division. According
to the town's planning director, that and other reforms are intended "to better serve the
development community." In fact, the town is holding focus groups with developers to determine
the best methods of reform.
Cary has two distinct processes for rezoning and subdivision approval. Proposals that
require a rezoning must go through a rezoning procedure before the subdivision review process
begins. Currently, that process requires a technical review by town departments. Next, a
combined public hearing is held for both the council and the planning and zoning board. The
proposal is then reviewed again by staff before the board votes. Only then does the city council
vote on the proposal. The subdivision review procedure follows a similar process, with the
addition of a review by the appearance commission. No public hearings are required at all.
Cary has established a timetable for rezoning and subdivision approvals: just over four
months. The typical zoning approval process takes 60 days and the subdivision review process
takes about 75 days. According to local developers, it takes about six months from the date of
land purchase to a project's start and another six to eight months for infrastructure development.
Within a year, builders are able to begin the construction of new homes. Cary has also published
a schedule with specific timetables for submission, review, public hearings, and Council votes.
That schedule allows developers to know exactly how long the entire approval process will take.
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Developers in Cary indicated that the town clearly defines requirements and that the
process is certain. Consequently, they are able to 15redict costs; their only uncertainty rests with
the economy. However, the quick approval process allows developers to more rapidly respond
to market conditions.
Cary does add some development requirements, although most are contained within
impact fees: a transportation fee; an acreage fee to support water and sewer services; connection
fees; and recreation fees. One developer provided an example of a unit where fees were $4,600
for development and another $1,947 for construction. That figured included all permits, water
and sewer fees, inspection fees, and road improvements. Cary also requires more landscaping
than other area jurisdictions but does not require open space set asides or sidewalks. The town
follows state guidelines for most environmental regulations. _

Developer I
The first developer to whom we spoke has been in business in Cary for nearly 18 years,
and has developed approximately 6,000 lots in that time. He'targets the move-up market, sells
lots to builders and allows only one real estate company to market homes built in his
developments.
In his most recent development, homes sold from the mid-$200,000s to the mid$300,000s. He could not provide specific cost-per-unit estimates of regulatory requirements. He
did, however, believe that meeting local regulations costs between $2,800 and $4,200 a unit, or
about one to two percent of the final sales price. That figure does not include additional costs
imposed during the construction phase. He is concerned that increasing opposition to growth
fueled by school overcrowding may slow the approval process in Cary. He said he is willing to
support a school impact fee of as much as $4,000 or $5,000 to quell this opposition.

Developer II
This developer operates primarily in the Raleigh/Durham metropolitan area, and recently
developed a subdivision of 142 homes in Cary. Prices ranged between $205,000 and $210,000
for 2,000 to 3,000 square-foot houses.
The developer had bought the subdivision plan with preliminary approval in place, so he
did not carry out the entire approval process. He was able, however, to estimate the costs of
regulations and fees at $4,599 per lot for development and $1,947 per lot for construction:
$6,546, or about 3 percent of the cost of each house. More than half of the development costs
were related to transportation improvements required on roadways adjacent to the property.
Water and sewer inspection fees and assessments represent about 13 percent of the development
costs and more than half of the construction-phase costs.

Key Issues
At least one major developer working in Cary is concerned that citizen opposition to
development may jeopardize the current approval process. Developers also expressed frustration
with contradictory recommendations they receive from agencies in Cary. The town is addressing
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that concern by consolidating several related departments into a single organization that will
control the approval process.

Conclusion
Cary is clearly the most rapidly growing of the case study cities. It is opening its doors to
new development and making every effort to help developers walk through. Although it has a
relatively low property tax rate and a healthy tax base, its future is not clear. Rapid growth has
placed some strain on the local school system, which is leading to an increased opposition to new
growth. Overall, however, the two developers interviewed in Cary were happy with the approval
process: it allows them to respond quickly to market conditions.

Durham
Durham is located in center of the Raleigh/Durham metropolitan area in Durham County.
It is immediately adjacent to Research Triangle Park, and its major employment centers include
downtown and Duke University. Durham has struggled with controversy surrounding its public
school system and as a result, had less construction activity than adjacent municipalities in the
early 1990s. The situation has improved recently, however, as the town has grown to 136,611
residents, who have a median household income of $21,547, the seventh highest in North
Carolina. The city has a high tax rate relative to other counties in the state: $.68 per $100
assessed value.
At the county level, Durham still has a significant level of agricultural use and open
space. The planning department's most recent estimate of land use says the mix is: 40 percent
agricultural; 28 percent open space; 18 percent residential; 4 percent commercial, and 4 percent
institutional.

The planning departments in Durham City and Durham County recently merged into a
single organization with jurisdiction over the entire county. The board attempts to streamline the
development process by running rezoning and subdivision approval processes concurrently, and
by setting timetables for the approval process. The result is a process that makes full approvals
in four to five months, even when rezoning is required. According to the planning director,
about 50 percent of rezoning petitions are approved. Denials most commonly result from
organized citizen opposition.
If they involve fewer than 50 units, subdivision applications may be approved by the
staff and the development review board. Otherwise the city council or the county commissioners
vote on proposals, after staff have made recommendations. Approval is determined in large part
by the results of technical reviews conducted by the city's departments.
Some regulations in Durham are more restrictive than those in other case-study cities. In
particular, Durham has regulated development within watersheds at a level beyond the state
minimums. Durham also assesses some impact fees, including a recreation fee, a transportation
fee, and water and sewer fees. In total, those fees average between $1,300 and $2,000 per unit.
One developer provided us with a sample development where total fees reached about $2,765 per
constructed unit: $1,300 per lot for developmerit, and $1,465 at the building stage. The total
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included all water and sewer, transportation, recreation, open space, water meter, and building
permit fees. Of the total, more than 60 percent was related to water and sewer connections and
fees.

Developers interviewed in Durham contended that regulations and the approval process
do not significantly affect the target market or prices.

Developer I
We interviewed the development manager of a firm that has recently switched from the
entry-level to the move-up market in both Durham and Chapel Hill. Most recently, the firm had
developed a 37.4-acre, 68-unit subdivision in Durham priced in the low $200,000s for 2,000 to
3,000 square foot homes. The land had been purchased for a little more than $20,000 an acre
under an agreement that required approval of all permits for development before the transaction
occurred.
In the development we discussed, total impact fees were about $758 per unit. The
construction phase added another $1,273 per home, all related to water and sewer fees. The total
costs were $2,031, or about one percent of the final home price. That total does not include
additional costs imposed by the required installation of sidewalks, curbs and gutters, but the
developer did not provide us a specific per-unit cost for those requirements.

Developer II
This developer, who develops and constructs about 100 houses a year, has traditionally
targeted the entry-level buyer with some of the lowest-priced homes in Durham. His firm has,
however, shifted its focus to the move-up market, with homes priced most recently at about
$150,000. He contended that the Durham planning process does not significantly affect the final
cost of homes. He stated that the total approval process typically takes less than six months,
which allows him to react quickly to changing markets, and reduces his risks in undertaking a
new development project.

Key Issues
The housing market in Durham is softer than in some neighboring jurisdictions, owing, in
part, to perceived instability in the county's school system and higher-than-average (for the
region) crime rates. Nonetheless, new home prices in Durham have been rising, more as a
consequence of demand than as a result of delay-induced carrying costs.
Conclusions
Durham offers a clear and predictable approval process that drew few criticisms from the
developers with whom we spoke. They are pleased with the speed with which it operates, and
with their interactions with the town's professional planning staff.
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Jacksonville

General Observations
Jacksonville is located in southeastern North Carolina in Onslow County. Its economy is
driven by Camp LeJuene, a military base located entirely within its corporate limits. There are
few other major employers in the county; most non-military employment is in the service sector.
In fact, Onslow County has the ninety-second lowest median household income in North
Carolina: $13,168 in 1993. Between 1980 and 1990, Jacksonville's population grew by 327.0
percent, from 18,259 to 78,092; nearly all that increase was due to the annexation of Camp
LeJuene.
Jacksonville's housing market is unique to the case-study cities in North Carolina in that
it is clearly defined by the income level of local military employees. In fact, one local developer
interviewed discussed the target market in terms of military rank. Home prices are low: 800
square-foot duplexes sell for $49,500, and single family houses sell for less than $90,000. Very
few homes sell for more than $150,000; those that do are custom-built. Many of the county's
home buyers finance through Veteran's Administration loans.
The development process in Jacksonville is relatively simple. Most developers are
required only to receive a subdivision approval, which is reviewed for technical compliance.
Zoning districts in Jacksonville allow for a higher density than currently demanded in the
residential market, so rezoning is seldom required.
The subdivision review process begins with the submission of a concept plan which is
reviewed by the planning department to identify potential problems. Then the applicant submits
a detailed plan. Jacksonville's technical advisory committee, made up of representatives from
various town departments, evaluates the plan for technical compliance. If the plan meets all
local requirements, it goes before the planning board for approval. Finally, the town council
votes on the proposal.
The approval process is predictable and non-political. In fact, both developers
interviewed hire the same local engineering firm to see their developments through all of the
required approvals. In total, the approval process takes as little as four weeks, but more typically
60 to 90 days. The only impact fees are water and sewer tap-fees, as well as a park fee.
Sidewalks, curbs, and gutters are also required within Jacksonville's planning jurisdiction.

The Developer
We spoke with the local manager of a family-owned development business that has
developed projects in Jacksonville for about 30 years. On average, the company constructs about
80 homes per year in Jacksonville, and another 80 to 100 in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina.
Seventy percent of its homes are single-family: 30 percent multi-family. Its target buyers are
moderate income.
The company is currently developing a 75-acre tract of land close to Camp LeJeune. The
tract has served as the company's primary development site for many years, and is projected to
meet the company's needs for the next twenty. -Within that tract, the company is building small
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duplex houses, as well as single-family dwellings on large, waterfront lots.
The City of Jacksonville has recently absorbed the company's tract into its planning
jurisdiction. The developer has concluded that the only difference that has made is that he now
must meet additional requirements for sidewalks, curbs and gutters, and heightened paving
standards. Sidewalks add approximately $200 to $300 a unit; the other requirements add about
$2,000 to $3,000 a unit. In addition, the county charges $400 per unit to tap into the water
system. The company has established its own wastewater treatment facility and estimates the per
unit cost of this facility at $4,000 to $5,000 per unit, including all line costs.
The developer hires a local engineering firm to obtain all necessary approvals and
estimates the cost of the approval process at about $400 a unit. That figure also includes some
design work the engineering firm conducts during the approval process and may therefore
overestimate the final cost of obtaining approvals. Environmental regulations, particularly those
related to wetlands, have limited the amount of land suitable for development. However the
builder contended that those restrictions will not affect the.price of homes. He will simply buildout his available land at a quicker pace.

Key Issues
Development regulations and fees are not significantly affecting the cost of housing
development in Jacksonville. Citizens are not involved in the planning process and requirements
are relatively simple. Developers are most concerned about the long-term health of the area
economy. Local commerce leaders are attempting to broaden the economic base to provide
additional support. Unless and until the base changes, developers will continue to face a clearly
defined market where salaries of military employees determine the final price of their homes.

Conclusions
Overall, the development process in Jacksonville is well defined and one of the quickest
of the case study cities. The relative certainty of the approval process allows local developers to
hire others to obtain all approvals and keeps the cost of approvals relatively low. That certainty
and limited cost allows developers to construct homes at a price which provides even some of the
lowest-paid military employees with access to the market.

Concord
Cabarrus County, especially Concord, is a rapidly growing area within the Charlotte
commuting shed. Population has increased from 16,900 in 1980 to 39,200 in 1996, with
considerably more growth projected. Most new construction serves people who commute to
Charlotte, but Concord has several large employment centers within its corporate limits: a
Philip-Morris manufacturing plant; a Fieldcrest-Cannon plant; and Perdue Farms, each of which
employs more than 800 people. Concord is also home to the Charlotte Motor Speedway and its
associated development. The mix of residential to nonresidential use is healthy by conventional
planning standards: 57 percent of lands are in residential use, 25 percent in commercial and
industrial use, and 18 percent in public use.
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The land-use mix is important because of its consequences for public finance. In 1980,
for example, the total property tax valuation of the city was approximately $250 million, or
$14,800 per capita. Due to growth, annexation, revaluation, and the success of the
aforementioned properties, the total in 1996 was close to $3 billion, or approximately $70,000
per capita. Even adjusted for inflation, growth is impressive: from approximately $18,000 to
more than $45,000 per capita. Added to that is the fact that Concord is an "electri -city" (i.e., it
buys bulk power from Duke Power and sells it at retail prices, which results in a sizeable annual
benefit). Concord also enjoys considerable revenue from taxes on ticket sales at the Speedway.
Finally, Concord is home to a general aviation airport at which 99 aircraft are based, with a
property-tax value of $12.7 million.
Thus, Concord's growth has not created too much financial pressure to date. Indeed the
city's 1996 tax rate was below what it was in every year before 1990 -- and at $0.44 per $100
valuation the rate is among the lowest in the state for urban locales. Even so, there is growing
momentum to charge developers more to cover the costs of development approvals.

Quality and Price of Land
While there are relatively few wetland areas in Cabarrus County, there are several
streams and ponds that require Department of Environment, Health, and Natural Resources
(DEHNR) or Federal Emergency Managment Agency (FEMA) approval to cross, as well as
erosion and sedimentation control plan approval.42 The county also has a plethora of bull-tallow
soil, which is a very poor building surface that must be removed and filled. Thus, developers
tend to buy the best land first. One of the developers indicated that the least-costly-to-develop
land is nearly gone. He recently paid $16,000 per acre for good buildable land, and $7,500 for
somewhat improved land that lacks water and sewer. The other developer to whom we spoke
had recently paid approximately $9,300 per acre for unimproved land that was intensively zoned
and included allowances for multi-family and commercial development.

Regulatory Costs
There are no growth controls or impact fees in Concord. Developers must pay
application fees, but they are negligible. They must also pay a $500 per-unit fee to tap into
sewer mains, but there is no frontage or individual hook-up fee. One developer estimated that
the total cost of regulatory fees, approvals, and required planning and engineering drawings does
not exceed $500 per unit. He considers that such a small fraction of his costs that he does not
even track it.

Bonding and Warranties
Bonding requirements are minimal. When a developer records the plat for each phase of
a subdivision, he or she is required to post 125 percent of the remaining development costs. That
amounts to nothing if the subdivision is fully improved when it is recorded. The builder
contractor is bonded and warranties for one year the installation and operation of infrastructure.
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Infrastructure Costs
Both developers stated that their target infrastructure cost per-lot is $6,000-7,000,
including soft costs, permits, and fees. The soft costs are clearly higher in New Jersey, but so are
the hard costs, in part, for technical reasons. For example, because the frost line is shallower in
North Carolina, it is less costly to excavate for pipes. Construction labor also is less expensive in
North Carolina.
Both men develop only property with water and sewer lines. That requires more
expenditure up front and requires some subdivisions to be annexed into the city as part of the
development deal.
One of the developers has put in package plants and pumping stations of his own in some
large projects. His reasoning is that unimproved land not accessible to city water and/or sewage
facilities can be bought at substantial discounts ($4,000-5,000 per acre), while the facility costs
amount to around $1,000 per acre. The total investment, then, is still less than the $10,000 per
acre charged for land accessible to water and sewer. Once built, the plants are turned over to
homeowner associations to operate. On the down side, DEHNR needs to approve package
systems, which is burdensome.

The Development Environment

A healthy fiscal situation, much available land, and large protected tracts have combined
to create a supportive development environment in Concord. In addition, both developers
considered the Concord planning staff to be highly professional and competent, with an emphasis
on making requirements clear.
. The residents of Cabarrus County generally support growth. They have appeared at
public hearings, however, to oppose rezonings that would have allowed a truck stop adjacent to a
residential neighborhood and have expressed concern about the city's ability to provide services
in newly annexed areas. A growing number of existing residents are urging the adoption of
impact fees and dedications. According to the town engineer, those tend to be people who have
moved to Concord from areas that use such mechanisms.
Consistent with the supportive development environment are the relatively short approval
times. One developer said that from the drawing board to the final approval is five to six
months, which is about as fast as he can go. He does not incur carrying costs during that time
because he purchases options to buy land, with expiration dates that would free him if approvals
were delayed. Certainly there is a small markup for options, and if they need to be renewed,
there would be associated costs. But that has not happened to him in Concord.
Developers work with the planning department and submit a preliminary subdivision plan
for town council approval. After that concept plan is approved, a developer works with the
professional planning staff on the details. Only "significant" changes require another hearing,
and Concord has a fluid definition of "significant" One developer called that approach as
"design as you go," noting that as long as proposed changes are "reasonable" they will be
approved by the planners.
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Both developers agreed that state and federal permits take more time than local
approvals. One had to wait nearly nine months for -a stream-crossing approval from FEMA. To
the extent that a developer's plan affects flow in a stream channel, the Corps of Engineers gets
involved as well. And DEHNR weighs in on dam safety when dams -- especially those
classified as "high hazard" -- are constructed. The developer has waited more than a year to
resolve dam projects. He continues to work in the meantime, but those delays cause him to
worry that he will miss the market.

Developer I
This man is the managing partner in a three-person firm. He takes 10 percent of the hard
costs as his management fee, and all three partners split profits according to their ownership
shares. He always controls more than 50 percent of the profits. The group buys and develops
land. It confines its activities to Cabarrus County because it knows the rules and the players so
well and has been very successful. In 1995 the group brought 250 units to market, and in 1996,
its expects to complete 325 units. All their units are single family, stick built, ranging in price
from below $100,000 to above $250,000. They have built in small and large subdivisions, as
well as PUDs.
The group actively scouts for land, identifying farmers and rural property holders, and
waiting for them to decide to sell. It always buys land outright from owners, using purchase
options to cover the approval period. In large land deals, the group takes land down in pieces
over three years, as revenues start to flow in from early sales.
The partner spoke to us about a specific 90-acre tract. The land was purchased in 1988
for $7,500 per acre, using a 8-percent loan. Initially he planned to take the land down over a
seven- to eight-year period, but that was accelerated. Eighty of the 90 acres were improved for
development, and subdivided into 225 lots. The design is three equal-sized villages, each of
which has homes ranging from $130,000 to $250,000.
The developer sought a rezoning to PUD, motivated by the great flexibility that zoning
allows. (Unlike Cary, Concord does not use "conditional zoning" for other than PUD zones.)
The rezoning took four months, which was as fast as he could expect given public notification
ordinances.
The economics of the project worked out nicely for the developer. Land costs were
$675,000 ($7,500 x 90). Factoring in infrastructure development costs, soft costs associated with
approvals, interest (or opportunity) costs over the length of the time the land was held (at 8
percent), the developed price per lot was approximately $11,000-$13,000 per lot. Assuming he
was able to sell each lot for $20,000 to builders, he was netting between 30 and 60 percent return
per year -- depending on how quickly he closes out the project. That is consistent with his
statement that his partnership averages a 50 percent rate of return on their investments.

Developer II
This developer has a background in architecture and design. Our discussion with him
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reflected a design orientation to development, not merely an interest in the bottom line. He and
his partner were in the midst of developing a project with a developing a "neotraditional" design
when we interviewed him.
The 123-acre site was not without its problems. The original owner had subdivided a 14acre parcel for a church. The parcel was under a small area plan that required that it provide
employment, not merely residences. Thirty acres were in an unbuildable flood plain. Further,
while a highway interchange is planned for the corner of the site, if it is delayed, demand for the
commercial space will be affected. Finally, the site was expensive: $1,150,000 -- close to
$13,000 an acre. Despite the drawbacks, the developer bought it. He would make the
unbuildable areas open space, and hope for timely completion of the interchange. He justified
the high cost by considering the high densities at which he could build, and the mixed-uses he
could provide.
The developer sought rezoning to PUD classification and annexation into the city.
According to him, that flexibility was the only way to make the development consistent with the
small area plan. The site was divided into pieces: 70 single-family units on 16 acres; 127 singlefamily units on 34 acres; 20 duplex units on 3 acres; approximately 300 apartments in a multifamily structure of 13 acres; and 160,000 square feet of commercial space. Most of the single
family homes will sell for $120,000 to 150,000; those adjacent to the open space will sell for
$200,000. The developer expects those homes to be bought by second- and third-time home
buyers. The duplex units, 1300 to 1400 square feet in size, will sell for $90,000 to $100,000.
The developer will sell the improved residential lots to builders, with covenants to ensure
consistency with design standards. He will maintain ownership and management control for the
multi-family and retail space.
Given the multiple uses planned for the project, it is hard for us to do a back-of-the
envelope calculation of profitability. There are some indicators, however. The project was
financed by a bank, which requires the loan to be repaid by 75 percent of sellout: that implies a
25 percent total return.
The developer stated that the ratio sales price to lot price should be in the 16 to 18 percent
range. If a house sells for $135,000, the improved lot would have a value of approximately
$23,000. If the prorated price of the raw lot was $310043 and the cost per lot of improvements
and approvals is $7,000, the lot's price without figuring carrying costs is just over $10,000. He.
also noted that approvals and associated soft costs are negligible. Assuming construction and
land financing at 10 percent over three years, the developer's basis in the improved lot would be
close to $15,000. Using those numbers, the annualized rate of return is approximately 18
.percent.

Key Issues
Two issues came up repeatedly in the course of this case study: the need to change the
method of financing development and the consequences of growth on the quality of life in
Concord.
In March 1996, Concord commissioned-Capital Costs Due to Growth, a study by Tischler
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and Associates. The authors estimated that a new single-family unit in transitional areas in and
around Concord (i.e., not rural, not urban core), geoerate $18,522 in infrastructure costs, broken
down as follows: $8,067 for schools, $6,019 for water and wastewater; $4,033 for state roads,
and $403 for recreation and EMS vehicles. Costs generated by single-family units in rural areas
and by multi-family units in the urban core were lower ($7,163 and $3,332, respectively).,
Of those costs, education is the most controversial because it, along with recreation, does
not have a dedicated revenue stream to pay off revenue bonds. The local cost of education
traditionally is paid from general revenues, mostly from property taxes.
A residential unit with a tax value of $125,000 would pay $550 per year in property
taxes. The report estimates that elementary-school operating costs per year, per household, are
$58.45. Capital costs are estimated to be a total of approximately $3200 per household.
Assuming a life of 30 years, and an 8 percent mortgage rate, that translates into $284 per year per
household. Thus the annual costs per household are in the range of $342. Of course, that new
housing unit also has to pay for police and fire protection, libraries, recreation, and other
facilities and services that may not have user fees.
At least in Cabarrus County, new construction does not seem to add an enormous burden.
Nonetheless, there is the perception that it does, and support is building for an impact fee, a
realty transfer fee, a supplemental property tax for schools, a dedication of part of the local
option sales tax for schools, or growth controls, including down-zoning, open space dedications,
an adequate public facilities ordinance, or development exactions.
Not surprisingly, the developers were interviewed opposed all those options, especiallyan impact fee, on equity grounds. One of them believes that it is newcomers to the area who are
likely to support these ideas.
There was remarkably little concern about the congestion and environmental problems
that inevitably accompany rapid growth. There is currently no interest in developing commuter
bus service to Charlotte, which could ease congestion and pollution. In fact, several new road
projects are either underway or planned.
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APPENDIX 3
RESEARCli DESIGN
We collected the data is this study from a variety of sources in both New Jersey and
North Carolina. Before we began the actual study, we spent a considerable amount of time
developing survey instruments. We reviewed the questionnaires used in earlier studies (e.g., the
National Homebuilders Association). We pretested several versions of the questionnaire in New
Jersey and North Carolina, and we asked the Housing New Jersey Advisory Board for input and
reactions. We also provided a toll-free phone number on each mail survey to encourage
recipients to call the project staff with any questions.
To prepare our report we used a combination of qualitative and quantitative data that we
obtained through surveys and interviews with developers and builders, as well as local and state
officials. In addition, we gathered data about New Jersey municipalities from secondary data
sources to supplement the survey data. A detailed description of our data collection efforts is
provided below.

NEW JERSEY DATA COLLECTION
Builders/Developer Questionnaires

We developed two types of surveys to gather information about the effect of specific
types of regulations on the cost of bringing a housing project to market. The first instrument,
which we called the short form, was meant to provide information about the effects of
regulations on the typical project built by a respondent during the previous five years. The
purpose of the survey was to get a general sense of the costs of regulations, as well as to measure
the relative effect of zoning, subdivision, and environmental regulations on housing costs.
Because we wanted information that would allow us to generalize about regulatory costs statewide, we drew a random sample from a frame of builders/developers registered with the New
Jersey Department of Community Affairs. We mailed short forms to 200 of those individuals.
To insure that our sample was representative of the state as a whole; we stratified it by
geographic region. We employed an interval sampling strategy to create a random sample of
builders/developers within each of four regions: the New York commuting shed; the Route 1
corridor; the Philadelphia commuting shed; and all other parts of the state. Fifty-eight (29.0%)
of the 200 short forms were returned. However, not every form was completely filled in, so the
number of useable responses for any one question was well below 58.
We developed a second, longer questionnaire to ask respondents specific questions about
the effect of regulations on a project they had brought to market in the previous year. In
addition, the respondents were asked about who ultimately paid for any additional costs
associated with the regulations. Since the answers to the long form were to be used to assess the
effect of varying levels of local regulations on housing costs across New Jersey municipalities,
we needed a representative cross-sectional data set. We therefore used a methodology identical
to that discussed above: an interval sampling strategy based on stratifying the frame into
the same four geographic regions. That generated a list of 650 builders/developers.
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As with the short forms, we had a relatively low response rate. Only 77 (11.8%) of the
long forms were returned, and many of those were not complete. Thus, the number of useable
responses to any one question was less than 77. We thought that the low response rate among
long-form recipients was due to the amount of time needed to complete the survey. We
conducted a second round of mailings using surveys that contained individual sections of the
long form to increase the number of useable responses about particular projects. We mailed 150
of these truncated long forms and had 53 (35.3%) returned. As with the other questionnaires,
most of the returned forms were not completely filled out. Some respondents wrote that the form
was complex, and they did not have access to the kinds of detailed financial information needed
to complete the questionnaire.

Planner/Engineer Questionnaires.
We used questionnaires to gather information about the development approval process
across New Jersey. We mailed questionnaires to a census of 150 local planners and engineers
from a frame drawn from membership lists of a variety of professional organizations, such as the
New Jersey Chapter of the American Planning Association and the Association of Municipal
Engineers.
Each questionnaire consisted of two distinct parts. The first section asked respondents
about the time needed to approve project applications in their jurisdiction. The purpose of those
questions was to gather information about the length of time it took regulators to process
applications across a representative sample of New Jersey localities. We used the length of time
to approve an application as a proxy for the overall level of regulatory complexity in any one
municipality. Our initial intent was to see if development costs, as reported by
builders/developers in the long form, were higher in localities that had longer approval
processes.

The second portion of the regulator questionnaire contained questions about the
respondents' views of the regulatory process. Those were asked to ascertain planners' and
engineers' opinions about the time frame needed to review project applications, the sources of
any regulatory delays, and changes that might speed up the approval process. The answers
helped us formulate recommendations for procedural and substantive regulatory reform.
Of the 150 questionnaires, only 34 (22.6%) were returned. Again, not every returned
survey was completely filled in, and so we had fewer that 34 useable responses for any one
question. Moreover, the low response rates for all of the questionnaires prevented us from
conducting the analysis as we had originally proposed. We were not able to combine the
information about specific projects with the results of the planner/engineer survey because of the
low number of responses.

Secondary Data Collection
We therefore conducted a second data collection/analysis effort in order to supplement
the survey results. We gathered census information for all 567 New Jersey localities and
combined that data with information on school "district performance drawn from the New Jersey
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Department of Education's school report card database. In addition, we combined census
information with New Jersey Department of Treasury data on property tax rates and developable
land at the municipal level. We also used data from the New Jersey Department of Labor
information regarding single-family home building permits issued at the municipal level. The
data pulled from these sources was analyzed in a regression along with a variable that attempted
to measure the regulatory restrictiveness of a municipality. That measure was constructed with
the use of a telephone survey of local planners in which they were asked about the planning
process within their jurisdictions. A random sample of 77 New Jersey municipalities was drawn,
and planner/engineers from those localities were asked questions about the regulatory process.
The answers were used to construct a measure that categorized the localities as either restrictive
or not.

Case Studies
Our data collection efforts included detailed case studies in order to gain a more detailed
understanding of how government regulations affect the development process in New Jersey.
The localities studied: Princeton Borough and Township, Mendham Township; Middletown, and
Mount Laurel were chosen with the assistance of the project's advisory board, which was made
up of individuals who had expertise about various aspects of the development process in New
Jersey. The localities were not meant to be a representative sample of New Jersey, but were
selected to illustrate the complexities of developing projects in areas that varied by the perceived
level of restrictiveness in two geographic areas of the state.
In depth, semi-structured interviews were conducted in each locality with elected
officials, planning/engineering staff, and developers in order to supplement the information
gathered in surveys and secondary data analyses.

NORTH CAROLINA DATA COLLECTION
The research methodology used to gather information in North Carolina was similar to
the one used in New Jersey, though it did contain some slight differences. As in New Jersey,
North Carolina data were collected through surveys and case studies. However, we did not use
the long builders/developer form in North Carolina, neither did we collect secondary data on
North Carolina localities.
Builders/Developer Questionnaires
We mailed 350 short-form builders/developer questionnaires to a sample of
builders/developers drawn from a frame provide to us by the North Carolina Homebuilders
Association. To make comparisons, the instrument was identical to the short form used in New
Jersey.

We over-sampled builders/developers in the larger metropolitan areas of North Carolina
(Raleigh-Durham, Greensboro-Winston Salem, and Charlotte) in order to gather data on
builders/developers with experience in bringing projects to market in the parts of North Carolina
that were more similar to New Jersey. We had a relatively low response rate among recipients of
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the questionnaire. Of 350 surveys mailed, 42 (12.0%) were returned. As in the New Jersey
surveys, many respondents did not supply answers to all questions, thereby reducing the number
of useable responses to any one question. In part the low response rate was due to the fact that
the sampling frame used did not have contact names. Follow-up phone calls helped somewhat to
increase the response rate, but it was still low.

Planners and Engineers
We surveyed 125 North Carolina planners and engineers whose names we drew from
membership lists of professional associations in North Carolina. The survey was identical to the
one used in New Jersey in order to allow comparisons. The response rate was relatively high, as
65 (52%). However, many of the returned surveys were not completed. In addition, many of
the regulations found in New Jersey were not in effect in North Carolina. Nonetheless, the lack
of regulations in many North Carolina localities was an interesting piece of information that
helped to confirm our idea that the development process in North Carolina was quite different
from New Jersey.

Case Studies
We conducted five detailed case studies in North Carolina in the same manner as in New
Jersey. The five localities: Chapel Hill, Cary, Durham, Concord and Jacksonville were chosen to
provide illustrations of the development process in different areas of the state as well as *in
localities that differed in their level of regulatory complexity. We conducted in-depth, semistructured interviews with elected officials; planning/engineering staff and builders/developers in
each locality in order to gain an understanding of specific issues faced by builders/developers in
North Carolina.
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End Notes
1 We recognize, however, that enforcement of standard housing codes (BOCA or CABO, for example), can
vary significantly. Burby and May (1996), for example, document different enforcement regimes among 819 local
building departments.
2 272 U.S. 365 (1926).
3 According to Briffault, home rule can have two legal meanings, both contained within a state's constitution.
"The original form of home rule amendment treated the home rule municipality as an imperium in imperio, a state
within a state, possessed of the full police power with respect to municipal affairs and also enjoying a correlative
degree of immunity from state legislative interference." [Briffault at 10]. The second form ". ..grants affected local
government all the powers the legislature could grant, subject to the legislature's authority to restrict or deny
localities a particular power or function. In a sense, it reverses Dillon's Rule -- all powers are granted until
retracted." [Briffault at 10]. Here, home rule is used more in the vernacular than legal sense.
4
North Carolina General Statutes (NCGS) §160A-4.
5
The NJ-MLUL at C.40:455D-48 says "The plat and any other engineering documents to be submitted shall
be required in tentative form for discussion purposes for preliminary approval."
6 During 1995 the NJ-MLUL was amended by an Escrow Accountability Law with respect to plan review and
site inspection services. The law gives a-developer an independent appeal beyond the municipality as to the proper
use of the developer's funds and requires that the professional fees for review charged to the developer be
reasonable.
7
Despite case law confirming this point, some municipalities still insist on installation of most improvements
prior to granting final approval and prior to issuing building permits.
8

The figures are based upon U.S. Bureau of the Census, Government Organizations, from the 1992 Census of
Governments. Those demographics give North Carolina the third largest rural population in the nation, behind
Texas and Pennsylvania. (Liner, 1995, p. 22).
9 From the results of a telephone survey taken in January-May, 1994, reported in Prospects for a Partnership
for Quality Growth in North Carolina: ,4 Survey of Existing County Planning and Implementation, Paul David
Stancil, 1996, p. 33. He obtained figures only for areas under the jurisdiction of county governments. However,
incorporated cities and towns have the power to adopt zoning and subdivision ordinances. Thus a city may have
zon4 within a county without any ordinance.

0

To prevent discrimination against one source of low-income housing, a municipal zoning ordinance may
not prohibit manufactured housing, mobile homes or trailers, but "may adopt and enforce appearance and
dimensional criteria for manufactured homes. Such criteria shall be designed to protect property values, to preserve
the character and integrity of the community ...." N.C.G.S. § 160A-383.1 (cities); N.C.G.S. §153A-341-1 (counties).
11
Property may be placed in a conditional-use district only at the request of the owner. N.C.G.S. § 160A-382
(cities); N.C.G.S. §153A-342.
12

13

N.C.G.S. §160A-381 (cities); N.C.G.S. §153A-340 (counties).

That could be a way for a municipality to permit a mixed-use, mixed-density project in an area previously
zoned for single-family, large lot development. The municipality and the developer could, by mutual agreement,
establish overall parcel density and negotiate for public amenities, such as open space preservation. The
municipality could protect its interests by imposing conditions on the approval, while the developer would not
relinquish rights held under the existing zoning until all issues were settled. Another form of that type of zone is a
PUD district, in which general performance standards are established for mixed-use development, with discretion
given to the developer to design within the limitations of the district.
14 With substantial amounts of unincorporated area, cities and towns may annex new land, changing the reach
of their authority. Annexation is allowed for areas that are not contiguous with the incorporated municipal limits,
and across county lines. (That is known as a "satellite" annexation. N.C.G.S. § 160-58.1 establishes the criteria the
area must meet to be eligible for annexation. A city may choose to annex intervening, sparsely- developed areas,
thus capturing areas of leapfrog sprawl.) No form of public approval, either from present residents of the annexing
city or town, or from those in the area to be annexed, is required. The statutes establish technical criteria based upon
the extent of development within the target area. If they are met, the decision as to whether to annex is up to the
governing body of the incorporated city or town. Once annexed, a territory may become immediately subject to the
incorporated municipality's land use ordinances.
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To protect landowners from the impact of possible changes in local land-use ordinances, North Carolina has
specified statutory means for establishing vested rights, in addition to common law vesting. The protections do not
apply to the initial adoption of zoning or to its initial application to newly annexed territory. Issuance of a building
permit for a structure will prevent changes in zoning from affecting that unit, as long as the permit remains valid.
Approval of a site-specific or phased development plan will vest rights for a minimum of two years, and a city has
the option of allowing vesting for up to five years.
17
The advisory boards cover specific areas of concern such as site design and traffic impacts. They hold
public hearings before making their recommendations.
18
CAFRA has some elements of a quasi-autonomous regional planning organization; however, it is under the
direct control of the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, a state agency, instead of an independent
commission.
19
Developers in New Jersey complained, for example, that they had to go through two somewhat inconsistent
hoops when developing in the Pinelands. That was verified in meetings with senior staff at the Pinelands
Commission and in DEP. But both groups pointed out recent moves to devolve oversight for development in the
Pinelands completely to the commission, moving toward one-stop permitting for wetlands permits and other
approvals requiring state permission.
20 67 N.J. 151, 336 A.2d 713, appeal dismissed and cert. denied 423 U.S. 808 (1975).
21 92 N.J. 158, 456 A.2d 390 (1985).
22 Durham has chosen to impose such limitations in all relevant areas of environmental regulation. Such zeal
does not necessarily lead to anti-development action, however. Development approvals in Durham usually take less
than six months, and the city received consistently favorable comments from developers.
23 Table 3-2 raises the possibility that developers and regulators may be measuring the time for reaching a
decision from different starting points. Developers may, justifiably, consider all the time from an initial request,
while regulators may start the clock upon submission of a completed application.
24
We should point out that the North Carolina responses are "hypothetical" from the point of view of
respondents, since multi-level reviews are rarely required in that state.
25 For example, our low response rates are about the same as those experienced by the National Association of
Home Builders when they canvass their membership.
26 The coefficient on the restrictiveness index is negative and significant (at a 93.3 percent confidence level).
Since we scaled that variable to be dichotomous (low and high), with the low value meaning greater restrictiveness,
the negative sign confirms that the more highly restrictive communities in New Jersey tend to have fewer building
permits issued for new residential units, controlling for other factors that also influence building activity.
27 The results of those interviews are contained in a companion report.
28 The developer's attorney recalls that the field was needed for a road crossing and was less than a quarter
acre.
29

We admit, however, that there will be disagreement about what we consider discretionary or inessential.
Judgment is always necessary to operationalize a conceptual model.
30
N.C.G.S. §113A-52(6).
31

N.C.G.S. §143-214.5.

32 The EMC has created five categories for streams emptying into potential water supplies, ranging from WSI for undeveloped drainage areas to WS-V for the upstream drainage basins of already-developed areas. Within
WS-I, no development is permitted, no sewer lines or wastewater discharges are allowed. For WS-V, the general
restrictions applicable to streams and wetlands apply, with no requirement for other special protection. WS-II to
WS-IV, covering increasingly developed watershed areas, are divided into two subcategories, general watershed and
critical areas, with more restrictive rules for critical areas. For each of the subcategories, a municipality is given two
regulatory options. One option, if stormwater controls are present, allows higher density development, while the
other option, without stormwater controls, limits the area to lower density. The choice is up to municipalities and
may be implemented through zoning, subdivision, erosion control or other police power ordinances.
33
I
Defined in N.C.G.S. § 113A-9(2).
34
The Coastal Resources Commission is a fifteen (15) member body appointed by the governor. The
qualifications required for each member are specified in N.C.G.S. § 113A-104(b).
35
N.C.G.S. §113A-106 contemplates the adoption of the guidelines, while §113-107 establishes the criteria
for the guidelines, with reference to the goals specified in § 113A-102. N.C.G.S. § 113A-108 requires consistency
with the state guidelines and prohibits a county from issuing permits if they would be inconsistent. N.C.G.S.
§ 113A-109. The timetable for county adoption of a plan allowed 480 days for completion. If the commission
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adopted a plan for a county, the county could subsequently enact a plan which, if approved by the commission,
would supersede the commission's plan. Counties could alsp opt to have their plans drafted by a regional planning
agency and could delegate the responsibility for planning within incorporated municipalities to those local
governments. A city, which enforced zoning and subdivision ordinances within its territory, could ask the
commission to compel its county to delegate plan-making authority to the city.
36
N.C.G.S. §113A-113.
37 These are defined in N.C.G.S. §113A-118(d).
38 N.C.G.S. § 113A-123.
39The development company did in fact face an approval issue. The previous builder apparently had installed
improvements without following precisely the plans approved by the planning board. When the developers we
interviewed became involved, the town engineer insisted that corrections be made. They felt that was unreasonable
since the engineer had inspected the work when it was done and had "as-built" drawings for more than three years.
In addition, the work as constructed was fine, and the homeowners association did not want changes made to it. In
the end, however, the developers did make the changes at a cost of about $40,000. We do not, however, consider
that a cost of regulation.
40They assume a superintendent costs approximately $100,000 per year, including salary, benefits, insurance,
and truck.
41The builder believes that his friendships made it tougher to get approvals on his project.
42 Since the case study was completed state government has been reorganized, and DEHNR is now the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR).
43 Estimated by taking the average price per acre of $9,350 times the number of acres for single family use
divided by the number of single family lots, and then adding one-half the cost per acre of the unbuildable land
spread over the single-family lots.
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Regulation and the Price
)f New Housing
essons from Three California Cities
ohn D. Landis

This article suggests that the effects of local land use controls on new home prices
are greatest when such controls function as barriers to the entry of outside homebuilding firms. Housing markets in which developable land supplies are restricted
are likely to be dominated by a small set of homebuilders who can exercise monopoly
power over prices and products. In proposing land use controls, local planners should
realize that the measure they use for gauging an area's development potential-the
absolute availability of developable land-is not necessarily the measure used by
developers and homebuilders.

Few contemporary planning topics have been debated
as widely as the relationship between excessive land
use regulation and the inflation of housing prices. Some
argue that the record increases in housing prices during
the late 1970s' resulted from the widespread adoption
of local ordinances restricting the rate and form of new
development (Seidel 1978; Frieden 1979). Others defend
local land use controls; they argue that the housing price
increases of the late 1970s resulted from demographic
shifts and price speculation and that local development
restrictions had relatively little to do with them (Case
1977; Grebler and Mittlebach 1979; Landis 1983).
In a recent study of land use controls in six California
communities, Dowall (1984) noted that such controls
increased new home prices in both direct and indirect
ways. Direct price effects occur when local regulations
add to the developer's costs of doing business. Examples
include requirements for providing unneeded subdivision improvements, requirements that developers pay
for off-site infrastructure and lengthy project approval
Processes. Although direct price effects can be quite
llrge, their magnitude generally reflects increases in
underlying costs. For example, an increase of $3,000
(per unit) in subdivision impact fees can be expected to
increase the price of a new home by about $3,000.
Local land use controls also can add indirectly to the
aveTage price of housing, usually by restricting the supPI}' or quality of new housing. Unfortunately, putting
a dollar value on the indirect price effects of local conL'Ols is almost never easy. Depending on the local demand for housing, a 10 percent reduction in the supply

of developable land available for new home construction ultimately may increase the price of new housing
by 20 percent or even 30 percent.
Except for a few "before-and-after" studies of communities that have implemented restrictive growth
control ordinances (Schwartz et al. 1979), analyses of
the indirect price effects of local land use controls have
not progressed much beyond the descriptive stage. One
reason is that we lack a usable theory with which to
analyze the behavior of actual housing markets. Put
simply, there is no workable theory of housing supply.
Housing economists presume that the producers of new
housing act in a highly, if not perfectly, competitive
manner. Because there are few obvious barriers preventing homebuilding firms from entering new housing
markets, the possibility of a single firm gaining monopolistic power is thought to be remote. Accordingly, any
and all housing price increases that exceed external cost
increases can arise only from problems in the housing
credit market or from local restrictions on the supply of
housing (Maisel 1953; Muth 1960; Burns and Mittelbach
1968; Grebler 1973).
This article suggests that in growing markets the most
important price effects of local land use controls are in-

Landis is an assistant professor at the Georgia Institute of Technology, where he teaches urban and regional economics, economic
and real estate developnient, and planning rnethods. This research
is drawn from his doctoral dissertation, "How Competitive Are
Urban Housing Markets?" completed in 1983 at the University
of California, Berkeley.

direct, and that the structure of the local homebuilding
industry influences how local regulations increase new
home prices. Conceptually, this article draws from
models of market structure presented in the industrial
organizations literature and specifically from the concept
of "contestable markets" (Baumol 1982). Empirically,
this article describes the workings of three California
housing markets-San Jose, Sacramento County, and
the Fresno-Clovis metropolitan area-during the years
1975-80, a period of unprecedented housing price inflation. I focus primarily on production, or large-scale,
homebuilders (those firms that build fifty or more singlefamily homes each year) .2 With regard to the regulation
of housing markets, this article concentrates on public
policies that explicitly limit the -availability of developable land or otherwise regulate the rate at which land
is converted from rural to urban uses. It is less concerned
with the effects of conventional subdivision regulations
on housing prices. Finally, this article does not deal explicitly with the demand side of the three housing markets profiled. This is a crucial exclusion, as the reaction
of a particular housing market to land use controls that
restrict the supply or quality of new housing is critically
dependent on the price and income elasticities for
housing in that market.
As Table I indicates, the three case-study areas are
roughly comparable with regard to recent growth rates
in population, housing, and employment. Where they
differ is in the stringency of their controls on residential

development. At one extreme is San Jose, which has
aggressively pursued policies aimed at containing urban
sprawl and encouraging "infill" development. Sacramento lies at the other, less regulated pole: during the
late 1970s, Sacramento planners and politicians consciously adopted land development policies aimed at
accommodating residential growth (Johnston, Schwartz,
and Tracy 1984). Between those two poles is the Fresno
area. Since the adoption of its 1975 General Plan, the
city of Fresno has imposed increasingly strict controls
on production homebuilding.
To assemble the information needed to profile the
three markets, I used a number of complementary
methods. I analyzed local building permit data to determine the pace and location of new residential construction. The California Society of Real Estate Appraisers provided time-series data on new home prices
and quality levels for the three case study markets. I
contacted land appraisers to determine past and present
land prices. Most important, more than thirty large-scale
homebuilders shared with me their production records,
marketing strategies, and individual perspectives on the
business of homebuilding.

Jud
of I

The upmarket trend
To account properly for the price-inflating effects of
local land use controls, one also must address a related
question. Why, even as new home prices were increas-

Table 1. Comparing the three case study markets
San Jose
Socioeconomic characteristics
1980 population
1980 employment
1980 dwelling units
1980 median household disposable income
1970-80 population growth rate
1970-80 employment growth rate
1970-80 dwelling unit growth rate

628,283
681,500'
216,263
$29,239
+40.9%
+66.6%
+51.8%

Sacramento
County

FresnoClovis

751,300
333,800
312,000
$21,884
+19.0%
+47.0%
+47.1%

344,900
248,900
135,378
$17,551
+19.3%
+79.4%
+30.8%

Housing market characteristics
New one-family homes:
Total permits (1975-80)
As percent of all residential permits
Average annual permits
Mean purchase price (1980)
Vacany rate (1980)

I

Existing one-family homes:
Mean purchase price (1980)
Vacancy rate (1980)
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trend
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addr,
price
conti
lated
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ansi
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mai
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22,424
61.6%
3,737
$129,700
0.5%

42,582
63.1%
7,097
$83,000
0.9%

10,230
54.4%
1,705
$99,300
N/A

$107,600
1.2%

$67,000
1.6%

$64,400
N/A

N
E
Avg

' This figure is for Santa Clara County.
Sources: Socioeconomic characteristics were provided by the San Jose, Santa Clara County, Sacramento County, and Fresno planning departments; disposable income estimates extracted
from Sales and Marketing Management: Estimates of Metropolitan Area Buying Power. Construction and building permit activity was compiled by the author from the files of the
San lose, Sacramento County, and Fresno building departments; mean purchase price estimates were assembled from the transaction files of the California Society of Real
Estate Appraisers; vacancy rate estimates were provided by the cities of San Jose and Fresno and by Saramento County.
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ures are consistently
orices. And although
general relationships
rformance, a sample
,vv for statistically ro-

Table

4. Estimated 1yot1 profits for Fresno, Sacramento, and San Jose Er.,mebuilders

:

Fresno

Mean 1980 sales price, single-family
home

-mance, of course, is
r participating firms.
"excess" profits often ',

Developer costs
Estimated cost of lot improvement
and unit development
Municipal development fees
Construction financing (5% of
construction cost)

while in competitive
11 profits."9 The only
.tability of the homeCensus of Construction
t of Commerce 1979).

Residual value (land, profit, and
overhead)
As a percentage of mean sales
price

subtracting from total

profit and overhead
As a percentage of mean sales
price

iate of the gross pretax
)rofits on land. Across
.e "operative" building
in 1977.10 At 20.8 peraara County were well

$48,900
3,000

$129,000

$67,400
6,000

2,750

2,450

3,375

66,100

56,800

80,150

$33,200

$23,200

$49,850

(33.40/o)
5,000

(28.0%)
8,500

(38.6%)
20,000

$28,200

$14,700

$29,850

(28.4%)

(17.7%)

(23.0%)

daia provided by the California

Society of Real Estate Appraisers.

Although the estimates of profit and overhead shown
in Table 4 are well above those of many other manufacturing industries, it is still unclear whether or not
they are excessive. Because they are constructed from
mean prices, not median prices, they are likely to be
biased upward. Also, the residual values included in
Table 4 include overhead expenses, which can vary
widely from one homebuilder to another. Finally, it is
important to remember that the estimates of profit and
overhead are pretax estimates, and that actual post-tax

aewhat problematic, are
arket structure and perket such as Sacramento,
new firms to compete
in markets such as San
>strict new firm particiare likely to run higher.

)ution of land cost, profit,
a new home is lowest in
arkets where entry is more
of land cost, profit, and

$56,600
5,000

Note: 1980 Construction costs were estimated as follows (1976 construction costs/1976 mean square footage) x(1.75) X (1980 square fooeage).
sources: Cost breakdowns were estimated using cost information provided by local homebuilderslsee text note 1). Mean sales prices were estimated from

vhile profit margins in
ent, were well below it.

ding to the absence of re-

$83,000

Cost of raw land

t payroll, payments to
s for machinery , and
-id. Dividing the result

construction financing
Cable 4). 1 then subtracted
m the average 1980 price
as assembled from sales
iia Society of Real Estate
- residual value, includes
read, and profit.
ues across the three marteory of market structure

$99,300

San lose

Costs subtotal

suffers from a variety
nt problems. Still, it
:wo of the three caseere unavailable), I cal-

better estimates of inaccepted cost indices to
market. For each of the
st estimated the costs of
tarket in 1980 excluding
, and profit. I considered
nent and home construc-

Sacramento

profit levels may be quite different.

Implications for local land planning
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None of the evidence presented here is meant to suggest that any of the three case-study markets is uncompetitive or that any of the major builders constructing
homes in the three markets knowingly engages in anticompetitive behavior. Quite the contrary: regardless of
market, all the homebuilders I interviewed constantly
check their competitors' products, prices, and financing
terms, looking for ways to increase their own business.
I am suggesting that there is a range of sustainable market outcomes that are competitive (in the sense that no
firm is able to act in a unilaterally monopolistic fashion),
but that differ from the price-approaches-marginal-cost
outcome associated with the classical model of perfect
competition. New home price and quality levels in such
contestable and noncontestable housing markets may
differ from the price and quality levels in competitive
markets.

The pivotal role of raw land in the development process creates a special dilemma for local land use planners, especially those who work in rapidly growing municipalities. On the one hand, imposing restrictions on
developable land supplies is probably the single most
effective method at planners' disposal for directing or
limiting growth. San Jose's successful use of an urban
services boundary to redirect residential development
into designated infill areas is just one example of how
land policy can be used to combat undesirable sprawl
and high local service costs. On the other hand, land
supply regulations that are too restrictive relative to the
housing demand are likely to result in substantial land
and housing price increases. That, unfortunately, is the
other side of the San Jose story.

In imposing development restrictions, land use planners must consider how landowners and homebuilders
are likely to react to such constraints. Are the parcels
to be protected from development already "in the development pipeline"? If so, then substantial increases
in land and housing prices are almost certain to result.
Do the proposed regulations restrict land supplies primarily at the urban fringe? If so, then the builders of
starter homes-firms that depend on low-cost land and
seller fmancing-are likely to be driven from the market
or forced to raise their prices.
It is important to remember that these generalizations
are drawn from a study of three individual and unique
communities. Moreover, all three cases are in California,
where vigorous land use controls have become a tradition. Thus, the specific results of this research may
19
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not always be applicable to other states and housing
markets.
The above caveat not-withstanding, I suggest that local
planners engaged in designing land use control systems
consider some of the primary findings of this research:

signs, and are therefore classified as production homebuilders
(Herzog 1964, 21-26). Firms that build between twenty-five and
fifty single-family homes per year fall between those two cate.
gories. On the one hand, such firms usually produce more than
one home at the same time, giving them the characteristics of
production homebuilders. On the other hand, such firms may
offer specialized designs and floorplans, as do semi-custom

• Land supply policies that are adopted as a means of
guiding and directing new development often restrict
the local homebuilding industry's access to low-priced
raw land and, therefore, raise new home prices, particularly in fast-growing communities.
• In considering ordinances and measures that restrict
the availability of developable land, planners should
account for the types of housing products being offered by local homebuilders. Because starter-builders
require large parcels and reduce the costs of those
parcels through long-term seller-financing, policies
that limit access to such parcels are likely to have an
inflationary effect on new home prices.
• Planners should realize that the measure they use for
gauging an area's development potential-the absolute availability of developable land-is not necessarily the measure used by area developers. In San
Jose, for example, the perception by the homebuilding
industry that the urban services boundary contained
too few developable land parcels to accommodate the
types of housing products theu being offered by local
builders encouraged land speculation and resulted in
rapid increases in land and home prices.
• Understanding the structure of the local homebuilding
industry is important to determining the effects of land
use controls on local housing markets. The effects on
the prices of new houses are likely to be greatest in
noncontestable markets and least in competitive markets.

--•:...,

homebuilders. In its periodic surveys of the homebuilding in.
dustry, the National Association of Homebuilders also classifies
firms according to yearly output, but avoids the terms "semi.
custom" and "production" in describing homebuilders (Sum.
chrast 1979).
3. "Spheres of influences" include those undeveloped areas contig.
uous to incorporated municipalities for which the municipality
must provide public services and infrastructure. More important,
they represent the limit of city annexation. Sphere-of-influence
boundaries are determined at the county level by Local Agency
Formation Commissions.
4. Interestingly, although Proposition 13-induced revenue losses
led many communities to adopt similar revenue-raising programs,
Fresno's UGM system predated passage of Proposition 13 by
nearly two years.
5. The average cost curve describes the extent to which the cost of
home construction per dwelling unit falls as the scale of construo
tion increases. Historically, housing economists have argued that
the homebuilding average cost curve is U-shaped. That is, the
cost of construction falls with increasing production (economies
of scale) until an annual production level of 300 to 500 units is
reached. At that point, costs per unit begin to rise again, primarily
because of the difficulties associated with coordinating and man
aging very large projects (Cassimatis 1969; Grebler 1973).
6. Cyclical risk is defined as the financial risk faced by homebuilders
because of changes in demand stemming from the national busi
ness cycle. Manski and Rosen (1978) have constructed a simplified
model of why, given the problem of cyclical risk, homebuilders
are likely to behave in a suboptimal fashion.
7. The structure of a particular market is described by the number
and size distribution of buyers and sellers, the degree of physical
or subjective differentiation prevailing among competing sellers'
products, the degree to which firms are vertically integrated from
raw materials production to retail distribution, and the amount

Author's note

of diversity characterizing different firms' product lines. Economic
performance is a normative concept that, in the current context,
requires that scarce resources be used to their fullest benefit and

The author thanks the many Fresno, Sacramento, and San Jose home-

that producers take advantage of the cost-reducing opportunities

builders who took part in this study; Joseph Farina, Jim StTeng, Carroll
Brock, Harry Elliott, Jr., Sid Dunmore, Ed Kimmel, Reid Gustafsen,
Eli Reinhard, and Ed Kates were particularly generous with their time

afforded by improvements in technology. A market is said to be
efficient if the price at which an item is sold approximates the
marginal cost of producing it (Scherer 1980).

and insights. Professors David Dowall, Michael Teitz, and Kenneth

8. Homebuilders often distinguish between the "starter" and "up,

Rosen of the University of California, Berkeley, helped clarify numerous aspects of this research. Tom Galloway, Ed Kaiser, and Scott

market" segments of the new home market. The starter market
refers to those households buying their first home; the upscale

i

Verner were especially helpful in their reviews of earlier drafts.

Notes

market refers to those households who have already owned a
home and, having accumulated some equity from its sale, are
likely to buy a larger, more luxurious home. Historically, the starter

1. In California (the state where the housing price effects of land

home market has been synonomous with those homes eligible
for FHA financing.

use controls have been studied most widely), the median price
of an existing single-family home increased from $41,000 in 1975

9. The difference between "normal" and "excessive" profits has
never been absolutely defined, and depends on the market and

to $97,754 in 1980, a rate of increase 55 percent greater than that
of the national Consumer Price Index.

I

2. Among single-family homebuilders, the distinction between
"semi-custom" homebuilding and production (or large-scale)
homebuilding is based on yearly production (Maisel 1953). Firms
that build twenty-five or fewer homes per year are generally classified as "semi-custom" homebuilders. Firms that build fifty or
more homes per year almost always use some techniques of mass
production (undertaking the same construction task on a number
of homes simultaneously) and market a standardized set of de-

20

industry being studied. Models of pure competition indicate tha'
in the absence of large initial fixed costs, long-run profits should
be driven to zero by the continuing entry of cost-efficient pro
ducers. As Schumpeter (1942) and others have pointed out, thi^
model is somewhat paradoxical: once profits are driven to zere
(or approach zero), there will be no incentives for further entr.'
or for technical innovation. According to the theory of "workabij
competition," normal profits are just sufficient to reward continued
investment, efficiency, and innovation (Sosnick 1958).
10. "Operative builders" is the term the U.S. Bureau of the Censu`
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Housing Prices, Externalities, and Regulation in U.S.
Metropolitan Areas
Stephen Malpezzi*

Abstract
Housing prices vary widely from market to market in the United States. The purpose of this study
is to analyze the determinants of housing prices, with a particular focus on the effects of
regulations in land and housing markets.
The basic unit of observation for this study is the city or metropolitan area. The basic method is
to model house prices and rents in a simple supply-and-demand framework focusing on incomes,
population changes, "noneconomic" determinants (such as topographical features), and other
supply conditions (notably measures of the regulatory environment). The innovative part of the
empirical analysis is constructing indices that reflect regulatory regimes in different markets.
Keywords: house prices; land use; regulations

Introduction
What determines housing prices? A number of recent studies have addressed this
question, some of which are surveyed below. Virtually all studies consider demand-side
factors, including income and demographic variables, and some studies focus on these
exclusively.' Other demand-side variables include the effects of taxes and financing on
prices, often through the user cost model of price determination (e.g., DiPasquale and
Wheaton 1992; Follain, Hendershott, and Ling 1992).
Fewer studies have considered supply-side variables. Several studies have examined how
changes in factor costs, especially land, affect housing output prices (e.g., Follain 1979;
Smith 1976). Others have focused on underlying determinants of such changes, such as
unionization, productivity growth in construction, and land use and other regulations
(e.g., Colwell and Kau 1982; Dowall and Landis 1982; Katz and Rosen 1987; Pollakowski
and Wachter 1990). While addressing each of the major categories, this article focuses
particularly on determinants related to regulation. However, in studying the effects of
regulation on housing prices it is important to keep in mind the benefits of regulation as
well as the costs. The benefits generally stem from externalities.
* Stephen Malpezzi is Assistant Professor in the Department of Real Estate and Urban Land Economics and
an associate member of the Department of Urban and Regional Planning at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison. Valuable comments were made on previous versions by Jesse Abraham, Man Cho, James Follain,
Isaac Megbolugbe, Dowell Myers, and Anthony M. J. Yezer, as well as participants at the 1993 and midyear
1994 American Real Estate and Urban Economics Association meetings and at the Fannie Mae Housing Price
conference. This research was supported by a grant from the Graduate School of the University of Wisconsin.
All opinions and remaining errors are the sole responsibility of the author.
I For example, Mankiw and Weil's controversial 1989 article and the many corrections to it, such as that by
Green and Hendershott (1992).

This study attempts to measure some of the costs and benefits of housing market
regulation, using some simple partial-equilibrium models estimated with data from large
metropolitan areas. It investigates several questions:
1.

Are more stringent regulatory environments associated with higher housing prices
(the principal cost of regulation)?
.

2.

Are more stringent regulatory environments associated with lower external costs or
higher benefits, as measured by commute times, racial segregation, unemployment,
and homeownership rates?

3.

In light of this and other evidence, which cities seem to have regulatory environments where costs are in line with benefits, and which (if any) are excessively
stringent?

4.

How can this research be extended to analyze more benefits and externalities, and
how can the regulatory side of the model be specified in more detail?

The Simple Geometry of Externalities and Regulation
No one would be, or should be, surprised at a finding that regulations raise housing
prices. That is exactly what they are designed to do. What is at issue is how much they
raise prices, compared with any benefits they confer.
A very simple model of regulation is presented in figure 1.2 Consider a single housing
market in which (for the moment) all housing units are identical.3 Suppose that in the
absence of regulation the supply and demand curves are Si and D1, respectively, which
are based on private costs and benefits for housing units, and the market reaches
equilibrium at pointA. This equilibrium will maximize private and social welfare, unless
some externality or other market failure is present. Suppose there are one or more
externalities that raise the social costs of housing above their private costs; social costs
are denoted by S2. Then clearly A is "too much" housing at "too low" a price. If public
agents were perfectly informed, they could, in principle, regulate the supply of housing
so that the socially preferable outcome B was reached.
What potential externalities could raise the social costs of housing above private costs
and hence, in principle, require regulation? Among many candidates are the following:
1.

Congestion. Building additional housing units in a community generally increases
traffic locally (although it may reduce total commuting distance).

2 Crone (1983) presents a more technically sophisticated model of externalities and land use regulation.
3
This model is very simple but sufficient to motivate our general discussion of externalities, regulation, and
prices. The argument can be extended from number of units to (for example) density, height restrictions, and
restrictions on particular uses. Fischel (1990) and Pogodzinski and Sass (1990) survey a wider range of such
models.
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Figure 1. Case 1: Cost Externalities Exist; Optimal Regulation Is Imposed'

Number of Housing Units

2.

Environmental costs. Building additional housing units may reduce the local supply
of greenspace; reduce air quality; and increase pressure on local water, sanitation,
and solid waste collection systems (although again the global impact is less clear).

3.

Infrastructure costs. Costs may rise as communities invest to grapple with environmental problems and congestion. Effects will depend on whether the particular
community has yet exhausted economies of scale in the provision of each type of
infrastructure.

4.

Fiscal effects. In addition to the obvious effects from the above, demand may increase
for local public services (education, fire and police protection, new residents believing libraries should be open on Sundays in contradiction to local custom). New
residents may or may not pay sufficient additional taxes to cover the marginal costs.

5.

Neighborhood composition effects. New households may be different from existing
households. If existing households prefer living with people of similar incomes, or
the same race, they will perceive costs if people different from them move in.

If such externalities are. large and are correctly measured by the regulating authority,
and if the specific policy instrument used to regulate is sufficiently precise, regulation
can correct for these externalities.4 But even if such externalities exist, departures from
the preceding rather stringent requirements could leave society worse off in practice.
4 This discussion also ignores the issue of who.exactly bears these costs. For the moment, assume that winners
are taxed and losers are compensated so as to share costs "fairly." And note that governments may decide that
some externalities, such as a preference for racial segregation, are not legitimate.

Strictly speaking, not all benefits from -regulation are external. Many regulations, for
example, confer on some households a private benefit whose cost is borne by other
households. But to the extent such transfers are purely private,5 these are largely a
redistribution rather than a net change in social costs and benefits. I say "largely" rather
than "exactly" because a dollar's benefit to one household may not equal a dollar's cost
borne by another, depending on-presuming the existence of-a particular social welfare
function. While the extent and nature of such redistribution is of great interest, it is
largely outside the scope of this article.

Not all potential externalities associated with housing raise costs. Many arguments
suggest that other externalities exist that increase social benefits beyond private
benefits. Potential external benefits include the following:
1_

Productivity and employment. A well-functioning housing market is generally
required for a well-functioning labor market. In particular, labor mobility may be
adversely affected and wages may rise to uncompetitive levels if housing markets
are not elastic.
'

2.

Health benefits. At least at some level, less crowding and improved sanitation may
be associated with lower rates of mortality and morbidity.

3.

Racial and economic integration. One person's external cost may be another
person's external benefit if some households value heterogeneity, for themselves or
for others. For those particularly concerned about employment of low-income
households or minorities, concerns about the productivity and employment effects
mentioned earlier are reinforced.

4.

Externalities associated with homeownership. More housing units or lower housing
prices may be associated with greater opportunity for homeownership.
Homeownership has been argued to be associated with many desirable social
outcomes, ranging from improved maintenance of the housing stock to greater
political stability.

Externalities on the benefit side are represented in a stylized way in figure 2, in which
a benefit-side externality is added to figure 1, driving a wedge between demand D1, based
on private benefits, and the social demand curve D2, which includes the externality. Note
that the optimum regulated output shifts considerably, to RS'. As most real-world
housing markets will have multiple externalities, successful regulation-regulation that
on balance more or less does correct for market failure rather than leading to a situation
even worse than the suboptimal market outcome-makes very high demands on the
regulator's knowledge and ability' to translate that knowledge into effective policy
instruments.

Many studies have attempted to calculate the cost of housing market regulation in one
or.a few markets, but only a few have attempted to estimate these costs across a range

'"Private" in the sense of "generating no externalities," not necessarily in the sense of "due to the actions of
private individuals."
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Figure 2. Case 2: Cost and Benefit Ext6rnalities Exist; Regulation Is Far from Optimal

Regulated Supply

RS"

Number of Housing Units

of markets.6 Many studies have attempted to measure the existence and size of some
external benefit in housing markets, though these have rarely been related to the
regulatory environment. In fact, despite much discussion and assertion, surprisingly
little literature exists to confirm the existence of or to measure most of the specific
externalities across a range of markets on either the cost side or the benefit side. Given
the large number of case studies (see below), the existence of these externalities is hardly
in doubt. In addition, observing revealed behavior leads to the conclusion that many
people must believe such externalities exist. In fact, U.S. housing policy is inconsistent.
When considering land use regulation, revealed behavior suggests that cost-raising
externalities dominate. When considering financial policies, tax breaks, and other
housing subsidies, it appears that extra social benefits dominate.

Previous Research
Some of the relevant literature has already been discussed in the introduction, and some
(primarily related to measurement issues) is discussed below. Here I briefly survey three
parts of the literature. The first is that related to the existence and size of externalities
that are the rationale for regulation. The second part surveys selected studies of housing
price determination. The third part discusses the effect of regulations on externalities
and prices.

6 Examples of case studies of one or a few markets include those of Colwell and Kau (1982), Dowall and Landis
(1982), Katz and Rosen (1987), Pollakowski and Wachter (1990), and Cho and Linneman (1993).

Housing Market Externalities
Few previous studies of externalities have actually fit into the cross-city framework.7
Rather, the typical study has examined the effect of various externalities on property
values, usually using hedonic indices. Examples of the many studies that have demonstrated the existence of measurable externalities in one or a few markets include studies
of the externality effect of waste disposal sites (e.g., Smolen, Moore, and Conway 1992),
nonresidential land uses (Li and Brown 1980; Thibodeau 1990), multifamily housing
(Crone 1983; Ihlanfeldt and Boehm 1987; Peterson 1974), noise (Nelson 1982), and traffic
and congestion (Hughes and Sirmans 1992).

Studies that have found externality effects to be small or not measurable include that of
Nourse (1963), which found few externalities for public housing projects in St. Louis. The
null results may be scarce in the literature because externalities are large and pervasive,
but the scarcity might also result from the bias economic journals have against publishing null results.
Because most of these studies are of one or a few markets, their generalizability is open
to question. Exceptions include the literature showing that house prices (and, in some
studies, population changes) are systematically affected in many metropolitan statistical
areas (MSAs) by so-called blight flight externalities such as race (Follain and Malpezzi
1981a; Mills and Price 1984), low income (Follain and Malpezzi 1981b), and fiscal stress
(Bradford and Kelejian 1973; Follain and Malpezzi 1981b).

Housing Prices across Cities
The literature on cross-city price determination is somewhat more developed.8 One of the
best studies of cross-MSA prices remains that of Ozanne and Thibodeau (1983). They
constructed a cross-section model explaining prices derived from hedonic indices in 59
large metropolitan areas, described in Malpezzi, Ozanne, and Thibodeau (1980). Separate reduced forms are estimated for owners and renters. Independent variables include
the median household income, the number of households, the percentage of nonelderly
single households, the percentage of black or Hispanic households, an MSA-specific
nonhousing price index, the mortgage interest rate, a dummy for the presence of an ocean
or large lake, the number of municipalities per capita, construction costs, the price of
farmland, taxes, wages, and utilities. Higher incomes and demographics were associated
with higher rental prices, implying inelastic supply. Incomes and most demographic
variables had no significant effect on the owner-occupied sector. Three of five cost input
variables affected rents; only farmland price statistically affected house price. There is
little information to be gleaned on regulatory or other supply-side constraints. Dispersion of municipal powers was found to lower the price of housing.9 The dummy variable
7 Diamond and Tolley ( 1982) provide an excellent overview of the role of externalities and house prices.
8 Of course, there is also a large related literature on house prices over time ( e.g., Abraham and Schauman
1991; Case and Shiller 1989; Dougherty and Van Order 1982; Peek and Wilcox 1991; Topel and Rosen 1988).
See also the related literature on land prices across cities ( e.g., Black and Hoben 1984; Guidry, Shilling, and
Sirmans 1991; Shilling, Sirmans, and Guidry 1991).
91n an oft-cited paper, Hamilton ( 1978) posited that if suburban jurisdictions were "large," they would perceive
a downward-sloping demand curve for housing and use restrictive regulation to exploit their market power.
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for cities on large lakes or oceans was associated with higher rents but had no discernible
effect on owner-occupied prices.
Segal and Srinivasan's (1985) study focused on land use regulations. They estimated a
simultaneous-equations model of housing price inflation for 51 MSAs between 1975 and
1978. Inverting demand, price is a function of the city's housing stock and income,
population, and mortgage rates. Inverting supply, price is a function of the stock, the
percentage of land removed from development by regulation, and the Boeckh index of
construction costs. Price changes were constructed from a weighted average of Federal
Home Loan Bank Board data on new and existing single-family houses sold in 1975 and
1978. The fraction of otherwise available land off-limits to development between 1975
and 1978 was gathered from interviews with local officials in 51 MSAs. In a simple
tabulation, controlled cities have annual house price increases 3 percent higher
than those in uncontrolled cities. In the multivariate model, the figure is reduced to
1.7 percent.
Hendershott and Thibodeau (1990) studied 18 MSAs from 1982 to 1985. They modeled
National Association of Realtors (NAR) prices as a function of income (wage and
nonwage), a geographic variable (the land supply index of Rose 1989a), and, following
Hamilton (1978), the number of municipal governments per capita. Prices were positively
and significantly related to income and negatively but insignificantly related to Rose's
geographic constraint and the number of governments.

Blackley and Follain's (1991) study focused on 34 large MSAs, in two cross sections: 197475 and 1977-78. They developed a five-equation static model of supply and demand for
rental and owner-occupied housing, plus tenure choice and vacancy rates. They found
that housing prices were driven primarily by the cost of land and construction inputs.
Rents were affected by property taxes and interest rates and by the number of governments (more governments were associated with lower prices, consistent with the WhiteHamilton hypothesis). No link was found between price and output, implying elastic
supply in the aggregate. Income and demographics drive tenure choice.
Abraham and Hendershott (1993) analyzed Freddie Mac repeat sales price indices for 29
MSAs from 1977 to 1991. Changes in prices were a function of changes in employment,
real after-tax interest rates, incomes, and construction costs (measured using National
Income and Product Accounts and R. S. Means Company data). Their model explained
about 40 percent of changes, and all variables worked as expected. Also, they found that
their model was better fitted with Freddie Mac data than with NAR data. Transport cost
variables were tried in preliminary work but dropped from their final results. No
regulatory variables were included.
Several studies have investigated Hamilton's thesis using the number of municipal governments per capita
as a proxy for this market power. It is hypothesized that MSAs with fewer governments per capita tend to have
more restrictive regulation and, hence, higher housing prices (see also White 1975).
One issue is whether the number of jurisdictions per capita is really a good measure of market power. Another,
perhaps more serious, is suggested by the "insider-outsider" distinction, as developed in labor economics.
Exclusionary land use policies certainly benefit insiders at the expense of outsiders. Insiders may well find
it easier to capture the regulatory process in a small jurisdiction; larger jurisdictions, which are more
heterogeneous, may be harder to capture, or put another way, the interests of insiders are more diffuse. If the
number of governments is a reasonable proxy, this would suggest that more governments per capita would be
associated with stricter regulation and higher housing prices.

^lfl
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To summarize, the existing literature on-cross-city housing prices usually focuses on a set
of demand-side variables typically including income and demographic variables. Some
studies add employment, racial composition of the MSA, and mortgage rates. Supply-side
variables are more diverse across studies. Some studies include input cost measures (e.g.,
Boeckh construction costs, wages, or land prices). Some include geographic constraints,
mainly large bodies of water. A few studies use the number of municipal governments per
capita, as suggested by Hamilton (1978). But of the articles surveyed, the only study of
housing prices in cross section using a direct regulatory measure was Segal and
Srinivasan's land use measure.10 I now turn to an examination of some other measures
of regulatory restrictiveness.

Measuring Regulation and Other Supply-Side Constraints
Several studies have attempted to measure "regulation" across markets, and a few of
these have examined the effects of regulation on land and housing prices. Segal and
Srinivasan (1985), already discussed above, surveyed planning officials and collected
their estimates of the percentage of undeveloped land in each MSA rendered undevelopable
by land use regulations. Using a simple ordinary least squares (OLS) model of house
prices, they found that the percentage of developable land removed by regulation had the
hypothesized effect on house prices.
In the same journal issue, Black and Hoben (1985) developed a categorization of MSAs
as "restrictive," "normal," or "permissive," using a survey questionnaire from planning
officials. They appeared to base this categorization on a series of questions from which
they scored "areas most openly accepting growth" as +5 and those where growth was
"most limited" as -5. Black and Hoben found a simple correlation of -0.7 between their
index and 1980 prices for developable lots.
Chambers and Diamond (1988) used data apparently derived from the Urban Land
Institute (ULI) questionnaire in a simple supply-and-demand model for land. They found
what they characterized as mixed results; for example, in their equation explaining 1985
land prices, average time for development project approval had a positive and significant
effect on land prices, but it had a negative and insignificant effect in the 1980 regressions.
In another study using the ULI data, Guidry, Shilling, and Sirmans (1991) found that the
average 1990 lot price in 15 "least restrictive" cities was $23,842 but that in 11 "most
restrictive" cities the average was $50,659.

Rose (1989a, 1989b) constructed an index that measured land removed from development
by natural constraint and (in Rose 1989b) used the number of governments, a la
Hamilton, as a proxy for additional. regulatory constraint. City by city, Rose carefully
ineasured the area removed from development by natural constraint (mainly water) and
used a simple monocentric model of a city to take into account that an acre removed close
to the central business district has a greater effect than an acre farther out. He found
using Federal Housing Administration and ULI land price data for 45 cities that the
natural and contrived restrictions explained about 40 percent of the variation in land
10 Several studies have used the Urban Land Institute regulatory measures in examining
land prices across
MSAs.
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prices; about three-quarters of this was due to natural restriction and about one-quarter
apparently due to regulation.
States as well as local governments regulate land use. In the 1970s the American
Institute of Planners (AIP 1976) collected a great deal of information about state land use
and environmental regulations. Shilling, Sirmans, and Guidry (1991) found that cities in
states with more restrictive land use regulations had higher land prices. The elasticity
of price with respect to state land use controls was estimated to be 0.16.
Other articles have presented regulatory measures without much empirical analysis of
their effects. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD 1991) and
the National Multi Housing Council (1982) collated data on types of rent control regimes
in various cities. A very ambitious study by the Wharton Urban Decentralization Project
carried out by Peter Linneman, Anita Summers, and others (see Buist 1991; Linrieman
et al, 1990) collected a number of regulatory measures, described in more detail below.
Each of these studies makes important contributions, but each has its shortcomings.
Only Segal and Srinivasan directly study the effects of their regulatory measure on
housing prices, although several articles (Black and Hoben, Rose, Shilling et al.) do study
the effects on land prices. None considers possible benefits from regulation. Some make
particularly strong assumptions; for example, Rose's measure assumes that each city has
the same population density gradient.ll Looked at.another way, none of the studies that
model the housing market pay much attention to direct measures of regulation (although
several examine the number of local governments as a proxy).
The aims of this article, then, are (1) to extend and improve the regulatory measures, (2)
to focus on housing prices (in contradistinction to land prices), (3) to more carefully model
other determinants of housing prices, and (4) to consider the effects on externalities
(endogenize the benefit side).

A Simple Model and Its Implementation
A Model of Housing Prices, Including Regulation and Externalities
I begin by considering the demands for rental and owner-occupied housing separately.
Following a standard model of a housing market, the demand-side determinants of each
tenure's quantity of housing services demanded, QD and QD , are the relative prices of
rental and owner-occupied housing (Phr and Ph,, respectively); a vector of income and
wealth variables I; and a vector of demographic variables D:
QD - l (Phry I, D),
(1)
D
Q ho - AP ho)

I, D).

"Edmonston (1975) reports gradients ranging from -0.01 to 0.81 for 57 large cities in a single year. A natural
extension of Rose's work would be to use city-specific density gradients from previous studies or from analysis
of census data. Another natural extension would be to report natural and regulatory constraints separately.

Supply depends on the price of housing; topographical constraints (denoted G), and a
vector of regulations affecting supply (denoted R):- 12
Qhr = APhr, G, R),

(2)
Q o= f(Pho, G, R).
In equilibrium, substitution results in two reduced-form equations of price determination:
Phr =f1(I, D, G, R, E1),
Pho = f2(I, D, G, R, E2).

(3)

The error terms Ei are added because the relations are of course stochastic.
Next I consider tenure choice. Following ( for example) Megbolugbe and Linneman (1993)
and Blackley and Follain ( 1988), 1 specify a tenure choice model that is driven by the
relative prices of each tenure, by income, and by demographics, but in which regulation
may affect tenure. The MSA-specific rate of homeownership can be expressed as
T = f3(Pho, Phr, I, D, R, E3)'

(4)

Notice that regulation R can affect tenure directly but also indirectly through its partial
effect on prices ( see the'discussiori of direct and indirect effects in footnote 12).
Next I specify the additional outcomes representing possible benefits of regulation. In
light of the discussion above, I hypothesize that, in addition to affecting P, Q, and T,
regulation could affect the following:
^
1.

Average commuting times (to the extent that regulation can on balance correct
congestion externalities)

2.

The extent of racial segregation (to the extent that regulation favors neighborhood
insiders at the expense of outsiders)

3.

Occupants' perceptions of the quality of their neighborhoods (for reasons including
those just listed)

12 Most models also note that supply prices depend on the prices of inputs ( P;).
Good data on input prices,
especially land, are not available. However, the prices of inputs are themselves determined by variables on the
right-hand side (G and R), so we can substitute those directly for Pi. In other words, the observed effects of,
say, a change in the regulatory environment on output supply price occur partly directly and partly through
effects on the price of inputs, or

dP,,

dPh

dR

dR

+

aPh

dPi

aPi

dR

That is, with this model and these data it is possible to determine the change in price due to a change in, say,
regulation but not to decompose this change into direct output price and indirect input price effects. Output
price effects can stem from regulation's effect on the elasticity of substitution between inputs.
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Following the literature, average commuting time (denoted C), racial segregation (denoted S), and perceptions of neighborhood quality (denoted N) are potentially functions
of income, housing prices, demographics (including racial composition of the MSA), and
regulation. On commuting see, for example, Domencich and McFadden (1975) and Meyer,
Kain, and Wohl (1966). Representative models of segregation can be found in Schnare
(1974) and Yinger (1979). The literature on neighborhood quality includes Boehm and
Ihlanfeldt (1991), Brown (1980), and Diamond and Tolley (1982). The determinants of
these outcomes can be represented as follows:
C = f4(Pho, Phr, T, I, D, R, S, E4),
s= f5(Phol Ph,, T, I, D, R, E5),

(5)

N = f6(Pho, Phr, T, I, D, R, S, E6)The hypotheses that segregation affects commuting time and neighborhood opinions are
conditionally entertained, but we have no expectation that commuting time or neighborhood ratings affect segregation. Again, regulation can affect these outcomes directly or
through intervening variables such as house prices and tenure.
Thus the initial model consists of seven equations: rental price, owner-occupied price,
tenure choice, commuting time, segregation, neighborhood quality, and an additional
instrumental equation for the quantity of housing services. Generally the model will be
specified as linear in the logarithms of the levels of variables (such as price, income, and
population) and linear in the changes, ratios (such as the percentage of owner-occupiers),
and dummy variables. The MSA is the unit of observation. All equations are estimated
with least squares.

Data
Prices. For the measure of price, three candidate series were examined: (1) median house
values and contract rents as reported by the decennial census, (2) sales price data
collected by NAR (1991), and (3) hedonic price indices such as those reported by
Thibodeau (1992). 13
Each of these measures has advantages and disadvantages. Census median house values
and rents are available for all MSAs, by far the broadest coverage in cross section; but
they are available only every 10 iyears, and they are not really price indices but stock and
flow measures of expenditure. 4 NAR data are available for a wide range of MSAs
(currently 129) and in a timely fashion (quarterly, with a short lag). But they too are not
pure price measures and are based on transactions reported by multiple listing services,
which may not be representative of the entire market. And there are no rent data.

13Other price measures could be considered, such as those reported by Haurin, Hendershott, and Kim (1991).
14 In addition, rents are collected for the renter stock, not the entire stock, and median values for the owneroccupied stock. The contract rent data include the effect of utilities included in rent. Owner-occupant
appraisals have wide variances, but the bias in aggregate measures should be small. See Follain and Malpezzi
(1981c).

Hedonic price indices offer the best approximation to a pure price index (Malpezzi,
Ozanne, and Thibodeau 1980) but are costly to construct, and data are available for only
a limited number of cities, with a substantial lag.

Loosely speaking, then, the tradeoff is as follows: If timeliness is important, the NAR data
have some advantage (that is not important for the present purpose, which is to explain
a single cross section of housing prices). If degrees of freedom are an issue (they are),
census data offer the most. But clearly hedonic price indices are preferred on theoretical
grounds.
Since the NAR and census data are not true price indices but are correlated with prices,
we can treat this as an empirical issue. In fact, in cross section the census medians are
highly correlated with other measures. The correlation between 1990 census median
values and 1990 NAR median sales prices is 0.98. The correlation between Thibodeau's
American Housing Survey price indices for the early 1980s and the corresponding NAR
price index is 0.95. Given the high correlation among these indices, this article relies on
the census measure, particularly since the number of degrees of freedom is an issue.
Measuring "Regulation." One of the focal points of this article is the construction of
indices that reflect regulatory regimes in different markets. Regulations that are
potentially of interest include rent controls, land use and zoning regulations, infrastructure policies, and building and subdivision codes.
Candidate measures, most of which have already been discussed above, are presented in
table 1. The discussion relies heavily on the data collected by the Wharton research
project, documented by Linneman et al. (1990) and Buist (1991). I constructed geographic
variables by visually inspecting maps of each metropolitan area. Rent controls were
measured by the National Multi Housing Council (1982) and HUD (1991).
Ideally, we could make use of all this regulatory information, and over time we hope to.
As a practical matter, many of the studies that construct these measures must limit
themselves to a manageable number of MSAs. The union of these sets is rather small, so
we have to make some choices about which regulatory data to rely on most in our initial
work. Black and Hoben's index was not available at the time of this study.15 The state
regulatory measures are useful, but our expectation is that local regulations matter more
than state regulations, and these measures are also older than other data collected. The
rent control index, Rose's geographic land supply index for 40 cities, and Segal and
Srinivasan's percentage of land for 50 cities are discussed somewhat, but the focus is on
the Wharton measures.
How does one construct an aggregate measure of "regulation"? Two approaches were
tried. First, simple additive indices were constructed in which heavier regulation
increased the size of the scale.16 But the implicit weighting of different regulatory
components, and of values within components, is arbitrary. Is rent control as powerful as
zoning? Is moving from a permissive to a normal environment the same as moving from

ls Black and Hoben unfortunately did not publish their actual index.
16 Somerville (1994) uses some of the same components as our index, without aggregation.

Table 1. Summary of City-Specific Measures of Supply-Side Constraints
Measure/Study

Description

Advantages

Disadvantages

Wharton regulatory practices
data, collected by Linneman
et al. (1990; see Buist 1991)

Response to questions about
development process in 60
large MSAs

Good coverage of development
process

More "subjective" measure;
limited to 60 cities

State land use (AIP 1976)

Data on presence/absence of
state land use regulations

Good focus on land use and
related environmental
regulations; broad (if
unfocused) coverage

State, not MSA, is unit of
observation; dated (late 1970s)

ULI regulatory index
(Black and Hoben 1985)

Based on response to questionnaires from 30 cities (+5 =
progrowth, -5 = antigrowth)

Good coverage of development
process

Based on "subjective" assessments by local experts; raw
data not published '

Percentage of land removed
from development by regulation (Segal and Srinivasan
1985)
-

Percentage of land unavailable
for development in 51 cities,
based on questionnaires

Potentially robust measure
of land regulation

Seeming inconsistencies in
some local responses

Rose's (1989a) land supply
index

Percentage of land removed
from development by bodies of
water, for 40 cities

Excellent conceptually

Limited sample; sensitive to
assumption of gradient
(assumed exogenous)

Geographic restrictions
(this study)

Limitations by large bodies of
water, state and national
boundaries, adjacent MSAs,
for 200 MSAs

Wide coverage

Based on simple perusals of
maps; could be improved with
more geographic sophistication

Measures of monopoly zoning
power (Fischel 1981; Hamilton
1978; Rose 1989b)

Wide coverage
Number of municipalities
(Hamilton) or townships .and
municipalities with zoning power
(Fischel)

Muddled effects of "competitiveness" and "insider-outsider
ratio"

Rent control measures
(this study)

Presence and type of rent
control, based on HUD (1991),
National Multi Housing Council
(1982), other sources

Rent control may affect prices
directly, but probably more of
a proxy for other regulatory
devices

Wide coverage

normal to restrictive? And what about the many hundreds of specific regulations that we
have not measured?
°
An alternative is to use some data reduction method. Our problem is that there is an
unobservable random variable (or variables) we call "regulation" for convenience. We
observe a number of variables that are presumably correlated with this unobservablefor example, the presence or absence of rent control, state environmental regulations,
and land made off-limits by regulatory constraint. Factor analysis is a natural method to
use in such a situation (Johnson and Wichern 1988). We applied the most straightforward
method, that of principal components. This method can reduce a large number of
regulatory variables to a smaller number of principal components that contain most of
the information in the full set. However, preliminary work revealed that factor scores
were highly correlated with simple additive scales, so hereafter I report results from that
simple procedure.
To construct the simple measure, REGTEST, we added the unweighted values of seven
variables collected by the Wharton team:
1.

APPTIME: Change in approval time (zoning and subdivision) for single-family
projects between 1983 and 1988 (1 = shortened considerably, 2 = shortened somewhat, 3 = no change, 4 = increased somewhat, 5 = increased considerably)

2.

PERMLT50: Estimated time between application for rezoning and issuance of
permit for a residential subdivision less than 50 units (1 = less than 3 months,
2 = 3 to 6 months, 3 = 7 to .12 months, 4 = 13 to 24 months, 5 = more than 24 months)

3.

PERMGT50: Similar to PERMLT50 but for single-family subdivision greater than
50 units

4.

DLANDUSI: Acreage of land zoned for single-family housing as compared with
demand (1 = far more than demanded, 2 = more than demanded, 3 = about right,
4 = less than demanded, 5 = far less than demanded)

5.

DLANDUS2: Similar to DLANDUS1 but for multifamily housing

6.

ZONAPPR: Percentage of zoning changes approved (1 = 90 to 100, 2 = 60 to 89,
3=30to59,4= 10to29, 5=0to9)

7.

ADQINFRA: Wharton scale for adequate infrastructure-roads and sewers
(1 = much more than needed, 2 = slightly more than needed, 3 = about right, 4 = less
than needed, 5 = far less than needed)

As some readers of previous drafts have commented, our interpretation that these
measures reflect mainly supply-side phenomena can be debated. Certainly demand
conditions can affect each of these measures to some degree. Our maintained hypothesis
is that in markets with elastic supply, and a correspondingly elastic regulatory environment, the land and housing markets will usually be close to equilibrium despite
reasonable variations in demand; in addition, in the estimates below we control for
variations in demand directly.
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Another point to note about these measures is that they are constructed from a reduced
information set; there are literally hundreds of individual regulations and possible
candidate measures. Our maintained hypothesis is that there is some correlation
between included and excluded measures. Thus the measures we construct are best
interpreted as proxies for some unmeasured latent variable "regulation." This implies
that the coefficients of the models below should not be taken literally as the exact partial
effects of individual components.
Figures 3 and 4 are plots of census median contract rents and house values against the
unweighted sum of these regulatory variables, REGTEST. The bivariate relationship
between them is strong and quite possibly nonlinear. Chicago had the lowest value of
REGTEST, 13, while San Francisco and Honolulu had values of 29. The lowest possible
score is 7, and the highest 35.
State-level regulatory data were from All? (1976), which collected detailed information
on state regulation of land use and related interventions. We constructed a series of
dummy variables on the presence or absence of the following:
1.

State comprehensive land use planning

2.

State coastal zone management plans

3.

State wetlands management regulations

4.

State floodplain management

.5.

State designation of some locations as "critical" for land,use regulation

6.

State enabling legislation for "new towns"

7.

State requirement for environmental impact statements

8.

State regulations preempting local regulations for "developments of greater than
local impact"

As with the Wharton data, we experimented with data reduction techniques but settled
on a simple additive index, SREG1, with a range from 0 to 8.17 Figures 5 and 6 are plots
of the median contract rents and house values against the state-level index.
Our final regulatory variable is the simplest. Based on National Multi Housing Council
(1982) and HUD (1991) reports, we constructed a dummy variable for the presence of rent
control, RCDUM. Our regulatory measures and house price data are presented in table 2.
Other Variables. Income is measured by metropolitan per capita income (levels and
changes), and demographic considerations are captured by the level of population and its

17Note that the AIP data were collected some years before the rest of the data. In general, more states probably
have such regulations today than had them in the late 1970s. To some extent we are thus measuring which
states were most aggressive in enacting such legislation.

Table 2. Selected Regulatory Variables

City

City-Specific
State
Regulatory
Regulatory
Rent
Census
Census Median
Index
Index
Control Median House Contract Rent
(Wharton Data) (AIP Data) Dummy
Value ($)
($ per Month)

San Francisco (SF), CA
Honolulu (HON), HI
Sacramento (SAC), CA

29
29
26

6
*
6

1.
0
0

San Diego (SD), CA
Boston (BOS), MA
New York (NYC), NY
Los Angeles (LA), CA
San Jose (SJS), CA
Newark (NWK), NJ
Philadelphia (PHL), PA
Miami (MIA), FL
Albany (ALB), NY
Pittsburgh (PIT), PA
Allentown (ALN), PA
Charlotte (CTE), NC
Fort Lauderdale (FTL), FL
Cincinnati (CIN), OH
Toledo (TOL), OH
Indianapolis (IND), IN
Syracuse (SYR), NY
Houston (HOU), TX
Akron (AKR), OH
Cleveland (CLV), OH
Memphis (MEM), TN
Rochester (ROC), NY
Baltimore (BLT), MD
Providence (PRV), RI
Orlando (OR), FL
Atlanta (ATL), GA
Columbus (COL), OH
Birmingham (BIR), AL
Tulsa (TUL), OK
Hartford (HRT), CT
Greensboro (GRN), NC
Portland (PRT), OR
Richmond (RCH), VA
Kansas City (KCM), MO
Youngstown (YNG), OH
Salt Lake City (SLC), UT
Grand Rapids (GRP), MI
Milwaukee (MIL), WI
San Antonio (SAN), TX
Mobile (MOB), AL
Phoenix (PHX), AZ
Oklahoma City (OKC), OK
Detroit (DET), MI
Buffalo (BUF), NY
New Orleans (NO), LA
Denver (DEN), CO
Tampa (TAM), FL
Minneapolis (MIN), MN
St. Louis (STL), MO

332,400
283,600
136,700

26
26
26
25
25
25
24
24
23
23
23
22
22
22
22
21
21
21
21
21
21
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
18
18
18
17
17
17
17
17
16
16

663
615
465

6
6
5
6
6
5
3
2
5
3
3
4
2
2
2
5
5
4
2
2
2
5
4
3
2
2
2
1
1
5
4
4
3
2
2
2
5
5
4
1
1
1
5
5
4
3
2
6
2

0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

186,700
186,100
209,000
226,400
289,400
191,400
100,800
86,500
99,300
55,600
102,400
72,300
91,800
71,100
59,700
66,800
77,300
64,300
63,600
74,100
64,800
86,600
101,200
131,100
84,300
89,800
72,200
59,200
58,900
170,900
71,300
72,300
79,300
66,500
50,400
71,000
54,500
76,900
57,300
55,300
85,300
54,500
68,300
74,000
70,000
87,800
71,300
88,700
70,000

564
581
455
570
715
513
435
422
375
289
395
362
497
310
298
342
362
339
316
332
297
400
399
425
447
411
342
260
287
512
300
374
375
346
265
313
286
376
316
237
394
286
363
292
301
377
377
444
320
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Table 2. Selected Ri^gulatory Variables (continued)

City-Specific

City

Dallas (DAL), TX
Gary (GRY), IN
Dayton (DAY), OH
Chicago (CHI), IL

State

Regulatory
Regulatory
Rent
Census
Census Median
Index
Index
Control Median House Contract Rent
(Wharton Data) (AIP Data) Dummy
Value ($)
($ per Month)

15
14
14
13

4
5
2
3

0
0
0

83,000
58,100
65,000
111,200

393
299
308
425

*Not available.

growth. The census income and demographic variables were collected from the State and
Metropolitan Area Data Book (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1986) and from Census Bureau
CD-ROM files. Homeownership is straightforwardly the percentage of each MSA's
households in owner-occupied housing, from the 1990 census. As a flow measure of the
quantity of housing services, we used the number of building permits in each metropolitan area as reported in the U.S. Bureau of the Census's annual C-40 reports.
Congestion is proxied by the average census round-trip commuting time in 1990 in each
MSA. Segregation is measured as the percentage of blacks who live in neighborhoods that
are at least 90 percent black, from Farley (1993), as presented in Turner (1992). Measures
of geographic constraint were constructed from maps of each MSA. Dummy variables
represent whether the MSA is adjacent to a coastline (ocean or large lake) and whether
the unit is adjacent to one or more large parks, military bases, or reservations.

Results
Results from a Simple Model of Price Determination
Results from simple OLS regressions determining rents and house values, using logarithmically transformed census data as the dependent variable, are presented in tables 3 and
4.18 The fit of the equations is quite good for such a cross-section model, and most
variables fit expectations. The value model performs slightly better than the contract
rent model.
Among significant determinants of rents appear to be population and income, especially
population changes and income levels. Cities next to large parks and bodies of water may
have higher rents, but the estimates are imprecise. Of the regulatory variables, only the
state index performs strongly. A joint test of all the regulatory variables rejects the null
hypothesis (presumably driven by the state variable).
For the value equation, most of the variables have the correct sign and reasonable
standard errors. Notice that the effect of REGTEST is strongly quadratic. An F test for
18 We also experimented with two- and three-stage least squares estimation, given the simultaneity in this
system and the possibility that errors may well be correlated across cities. But these techniques lost
substantial degrees of freedom, as not all variables in all equations are available for all cities. The reduction
to as few as 13 degrees of freedom, and the fact that the attractive properties of these estimators are obtained
only in large samples, lead us to rely on OLS results.

Figure 3. Median Monthly Contract Rent ( $) versus City-Specific Regulatory Index (Wharton Data)
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Figure.4. Median House Value ( $) versus City-Specific Regulatory Index (Wharton Data)
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Figure 5. Median Monthly Contract Rent ($) versus State Regulatory Index ( AIP Data)
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Figure 6. Median House Value ( $) versus State Regulatory Index
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Table 3. Reduced Form, Census Median Contract Rent (
Dependent Variable: Log
Median Rent, 1990 Census)
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

t for Ho:
Parameter = 0

Prob > I t I

INTERCEP

0.1182

1.7080

0.07

0.945

Intercept

LMPOP90

0.0386

0.0265

1.46

0.153

Log MSA population,
1990

DMP8090

5.4909

1.7196

3.19

0.003

Annual growth in MSA
population; 1980-90

LMYPC90

0.5395

0.1480

3.64

0.001

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

MRDYP987

2.3288

1.3368

1.74

0.090

Annual growth in real
MSA per capita income,
1979-87

ADJPARK

0.1001

0.0631

1.59

0.121

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

ADJWTR

0.0371

0.0359

1.03

0.308

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

SREG1

0.0292

0.0124

2.35

0.024

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

RCDUM

0.0109

0.0630

0.17

0.864

Rent control dummy

-0.0324

0.0504

-0.64

0.525

Regulatory index from
Wharton data

0.0012

0.0012

0.98

0.332

Square of REGTEST

Variable

REGTEST

REGSQ

Variable Definition

Note: R2 = 0.85; adjusted R2 = 0.81; degrees of freedom = 48; F = 21.671 (p = 0.0001).

the regulatory variables (SREG1, RCDUM, REGTEST, and REGSQ) again rejected the
null hypothesis. To get a rough-and-ready measure of their joint effect, we calculated the
estimated percentage increase in rents and values given a movement 0 to 1 for RCDUM,
and from the first to the third quartile for the other regulatory variables.19 Using this as
a measure of moving from, a lightly regulated environment to a heavily regulated
environment, we find that the coefficients in tables 3 and 4 suggest that rents would rise
by 17 percent and house values by 51 percent. These are strong effects, but then these are
fairly large changes in regulatory environments.
The focus of this article is on price, but regulations will presumably affect the quantity
of housing services as well. We therefore also estimated a permits equation (table 5) and
found that a change in regulation as above reduced permits by an estimated 42 percent.

19 Specifically, an increase in SREG1 from 2 to 5, in REGTEST from 18 to 22.5, and in REGSQ from 324 to 506.
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Table 4. Reduced Form, Census Houife Value ( Dependent Variable: Log Median House
Value, 1990 Census)

Parameter

Standard

t for Ho:

Estimate

Error

Parameter = 0

Prob > I t I

INTERCEP

9.5002

2.7074

3.51

0.001

Intercept

LMPOP90

0.0419

0.0420

1.00

0.325

Log MSA population,
1990

DMP8090

3.3618

2.7257

1.23

0.225

Annual growth in MSA
population, 1980-90

LMYPC90

0.2746

0.2346

1.17

0.249

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

MRDYP987

5.8866

2.1190

2.78

0.008

Annual growth in real
MSA per capita income,
1979-87

ADJPARK

0.2374

0.1000

2.38

0.023

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

ADJWTR

0.0805

0.0569

1.42

0.165

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

SREG1

0.0392

0.0197

1.99

0.054

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

RCDUM

0.2348

0.0999

2.35

0.024

Rent control dummy

-0.2124

0.0799

-2.66

0.011

Regulatory index from
Wharton data

0.0062

0.0020

3.16

0.003

Square of REGTEST

Variable

REGTEST

REGSQ

Variable Definition

Note: R. = 0.89; adjusted R2 = 0.86; degrees of freedom = 48; F = 30.711 (p = 0.0001).

Tenure Choice Results
Regulation can affect tenure choice directly or indirectly through intervening price
variables, as illustrated in table 6 for the homeownership equation. Regulation appears
to have little direct effect; individual and joint tests do not generally reject the null
hypothesis. But indirect effects are also important. That is, we want to calculate the
"impact multiplier": 20
dT - dT + aT dPhr + aT dPho
dR aR

aPhr

dR

aPho

dR

(6)

20 An impact multiplier is the sum of the direct effect plus a one-round effect through intervening variables
(see Intriligator 1978).
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Table 5. Reduced Form, Permits (Dependent Variable: Log Average Housing Permits
per"Capita, 1989-91)

Variable

Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

INTERCEP

-17.4095

5.2487

-3.32

0.002

Intercept

LMPOP90

-0.0604

0.0818

-0.74

0.465

Log MSA population,
1990

DMP8090

28.6948

5.3836

5.33

0.000

Annual growth in MSA
population, 1980-90

LMYPC90

1.0130

0.4551

2.23

0.032

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

MRDYP987

-0.0774

4.1794

-0.02

0.985

Annual growth in real
MSA per capita income,
1979-87

ADJPARK

-0.0571

0.1958

-0.29

0.772

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

-0.2139

0.1110

-1.93

0.062

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

0.0632

0.0384

1.65

0.108

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

-0.5963

0.1950

-3.06

0.004

Rent control dummy

0.2798

0.1553

1.80

0.080

Regulatory index from
Wharton data

-0.0070

0.0038

-1.83

0.075

Square of REGTEST

^ ADJWTR

SREG1

RCDUM
REGTEST

REGSQ

t for Ho:
Parameter = 0

Prob > I t I

Variable Definition

Note: R2 = 0.73; adjusted R2 = 0.66; degrees of freedom = 46; F = 9.738 (p = 0.0001).

Regulation raises house values (which tends to reduce homeownership) and raises rents
(which tends to increase homeownership). How would this sort out? Regulation raises
both rents and values but raises values more than rents (see tables 3 and 4 and their
discussion). Thus, even given the similar size of rent and value coefficients in table 6 (0.23
versus -0.16), the negative homeownership effect of regulation through an increase in
value is greater than the corresponding positive homeownership effect from regulationinduced increases in rent. Taken together, the movement from a lightly regulated
environment to a heavily regulated one (as defined above) decreases the homeownership
rate by about 10 percentage points (the median rate for our sample of MSAs is 65 percent).

Congestion, Segregation, and Neighborhood Effects
Regulation has little clear effect on our other measures of externalities, at least
as estimated in this cross-MSA fashion. The joint effect of regulatory variables on
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Table 6. Determinants of MSA Homeownership Rate ( Dependent Variable: Percent
Owner-Occupied Units, 1990)
Parameter

Standard

t for Ho:

Estimate

Error

Parameter = 0

Prob > I t I

1.5935

0.8768

1.82

0.078

Intercept

LV90MED

-0.1629

0.0589

-2.76

0.009

Log median house
value, 1990 census

LR90MED

0.2282

0.0934

2.44

0.020

Log median rent, 1990
census

LMPOP90

-0.0439

0.0109

-4.03

0.0003

Log MSA population,
1990

DMP8090

-2.4418

0.7916

-3.08

0.004

Annual growth in MSA
population, 1980-90

LMYPC90

0.0022

0.0715

0.03

0.976

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

MRDYP987

1.3234

0.5860

2.26

0.030

Annual growth in real
MSA per capita income,
1979-87

ADJPARK

0.0598

0.0270

2.22

0.033

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

- 0.0086

0.0147

-0.58

0.563

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

0.0028

0.0053-

0.53

0.602

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

- 0.0456

0.0284

- 1.61

0.116

Rent control dummy

0.0180

0.0227

0.79

0.434

Regulatory index from
Wharton data

- 0.0005

0.0006

-0.91

0.369

Square of REGTEST

Variable
INTERCEP

ADJWTR

SREG1

RCDUM
REGTEST

REGSQ

Variable Definition

Note: R2 = 0.74; adjusted R2 = 0.65; degrees of freedom = 48; F- 8.590 (p = 0.0001).

segregation is not significant; neither is the effect of price (table 7). Taking the impact
multipliers at face value, moving to a strict regulatory environment appears to reduce
segregation substantially, 21 but the apparent effect is swamped by the variance of the
estimates. Nothing in our equation seems to much affect neighborhood ratings except
possibly the percentage of owner-occupiers, and on balance the impact multiplier is
effectively zero (table 8).

The joint effect of regulatory variables on commuting time (our proxy for congestion) also
requires some thought (table 9). The direct regulatory variables have little effect, except
Z1 The point estimate of the percentage of blacks living in neighborhoods that are more than 90 percent black
falls by 15 percent.

Table 7. Determinants of Farley Black-Isolation Index (Dependent Variable: Farley
Black Isolation Index, 1990)

Variable

Parameter

Standard

t for Ho:

Estimate

Error

Parameter = 0

Prob > I t I

Variable Definition

INTEIZCEP

310.1906

416.8412

0.74

0.466

Intercept

MBPCT90

106.7980

30.9428

3.45

0.003

Percent black population in MSA, 1990

LV90MED

-33.8111

26.3216

-1.28

0.215

Log median house
value, 1990 census

LR90MED

23.7040

42.5497

0.56

0.584

Log median rent, 1990
census

LMPOP90

4.4130

3.9814

1.11

0.282

Log MSA population,
1990

DMP8090

-546.6892

269.2619

-2.03

0.057

Annual growth in MSA
population, 1980-90

LMYPC90

2.5327

41.7203

0.06

0.952

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

344.7478

265.4492

1.30

0.210

Annual growth in real
MSA per capita income,
1979-87

-7.5687

8.8799

-0.85

0.405

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

2.8307

5.3074

0.53

0.600

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

-2.7301

1.9667

-1.39

0.182

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

9.5733

11.2944

0.85

0.408

Rent control dummy

-12.3518

8.4713

-1.46

0.162

Regulatory index from
Wharton data

0.2877

0.2184

1.32

0.204

Square of REGTEST

MRDYP987

ADJPARK

ADJWTR

SREG1

RCDUM
REGTEST

REGSQ

Note: R2 = 0.85; adjusted R2 = 0.74; degrees of freedom = 31; F = 7.848 (p = 0.0001).

for the state index, which shortens the time. Markets with high values have more or less
the same commuting times as those with low values. But markets with higher rents have
substantially lower commuting times. The joint effects, taking the point estimates and
constructing an impact multiplier, appear to reduce average commuting time slightlythe substantial movement in regulatory environment described above reduces it by about
3 minutes. For comparison, the average commuting time in our sample was 48 minutes.

Of course all these particular numerical results are arbitrary, in the sense that they are
based on the choice of a large and arbitrary change in the independent (regulatory)
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Table 8. Determinants of Excellent Neighborhood Rating ( Dependent Variable:
Percent Rating Neighborhood Excellent)

Parameter

Standard

t for Ho:

Estimate

Error

Parameter = 0

Prob > I t I

INTERCEP

0.5573

1.1434

0.49

0.631

Intercept

LV90MED

0.0160

0.0632

0.25

0.803

Log median house
value, 1990 census

LR90MED

0.0790

0.1358

0.58

0.566

Variable

'Variable Definition

.
P0090

LMPOP90

0.2754

0.1665

1.65

-0.0383

0.0133

-2.88

Log median rent, 1990
census

0.112

Percent owner-occupied
units, 1990

0.009

Log MSA population,
1990

'
0.2373

1.0609

0.22

0.825

Annual growth in MSA
population, 1980-90

-0.0347

0.1241

-0.28

0.783

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

0.0435

0.7851

0.06

0.956

Annual growth in real
MSA per capita income,
1979-87

ADJPARK

-0.0061

0.0280

-0.22

0.829

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

ADJWTR

-0.0058

0.0180

-0.32

0.749

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

SREG1

-0.0020

0.0062

-0.32

0.755

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

0.0348

0.0294

1.18

0.249

Rent control dummy

-0.0067

0.0240

-0.28

0.783

Regulatory index from

DMP8090

LMYPC90

MRDYP987

RCDUM
REGTEST

Wharton data
REGSQ

0.0001

0.0006

0.08

0.934

Square of REGTEST

Note: R2 = 0.64; adjusted R 2 = 0.43; degrees of freedom = 35; F- 3.011 (p = 0.0110).

variables. They are also subject to change as the specification and method of estimation
vary. Other benefit measures (e.g., environmental variables) remain to be tested. But we
believe that these first results are sufficient to demonstrate that regulation substantially
affects house prices (rents and asset prices), and tenure choice.

Table 9. Determinants of MSA Commuting Time (Dependent Variable:
Average Daily
Commuting Time, 1990)
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

-95.4497

52.7259

-1.81

0.077

Intercept

LV90MED

3.4531

4.3385

0.80

0.430

Log median house
value, 1990 census

LR90MED

-14.0620

7.4732

-1.88

0.067

Log median rent, 1990
census

P0090

-36.0742

11.2201

-3.22

0.002

Percent owner-occupied
units, 1990

LMPOP90

5.3041

0.9200

5.76

0.0001

Log MSA population,
1990

DMP8090

16.0571

62.6626

0.26

0.799

Annual growth in MSA

Variable
INTERCEP

t for Ho:
Parameter - 0

Prob > I t I

Variable Definition

population, 1980-90
LMYPC90

15.2149

5.0118

3.04

0.004

Log MSA annual per
capita income, 1990

ADJPARK

-1.8974

1.7111

-1.11

0.274

Adjacent to large park,
military base, or
reservation

0.9895

1.0412

0.95

0.347

Adjacent to coast or
major lake

SREG1

-0.8434

0.3850

-2.19

0.034

Sum of AIP state
regulatory variables

RCDUM

-0.4063

2.1440

-0.19

0.851

Rent.control dummy

REGTEST

-1.0407

1.6432

-0.63

0.530

Regulatory index from
Wharton data

0.0296

0.0415

0.71

0.480

Square of REGTEST

ADJWTR

REGSQ

Note: R2 = 0.78; adjusted R2 = 0.72; degrees of freedom = 54; F = 12.736 (p
= 0.0001).

Conclusion
Summary
Our results suggest that regulation raises housing rents and values and lowers
homeownership rates. The increase in rents and values is broadly consistent with a
number of city-specific studies, some of which are discussed above; this lends credence to
the idea that those individual market studies are part of a larger pattern. While this is
to our knowledge the first study to focus directly on the relationship between regulation
and tenure choice, it is broadly consistent with two previous sets of studies suggesting
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that (1) tenure depends on relative prices of renting and owning and (2) regulation affects
rents and house prices.
No statistically significant effect was found on racial segregation or on neighborhood
ratings. Effects on aggregate commuting times were small. Thus, so far we have mainly
documented the existence of costs without finding much in the way of benefit. That does
not mean there are no benefits-there are many more possible benefit candidates, some
of which we can measure and add (e.g., we can experiment with environmental and fiscal
measures). And the lack of benefit at the aggregate MSA level does not mean there is no
benefit to some inhabitants (see the discussion of the insider-outsider distinction above).

Future Research
Clearly much remains to be done along the lines laid out in this article. Next steps for
extending this work include the following:
1.

Develop a dynamic model, and study changes as well as levels of prices.

2.

Develop a complementary model of input prices to differentiate direct effects of
regulation on housing prices from those through increases in the price of inputs (i.e.,
study the elasticity of substitution).

3.

Further study the role of metropolitan governmental structure in the spirit of White
and of Hamilton.

4.

Study additional candidate benefits and costs of regulation, such as environmental
and fiscal externality measures, wages, and labor mobility.

5.

Further analyze census rents and values versus "true price" measures, including
user cost measures.

6.

Further refine the regulatory measures, including additional work on data reduction issues, and collect data on changes in regulations.

7.

Further endogenize the model, including studying the determinants of the regulatory environment itself.

Over a longer run, an obvious extension is to collect better data on regulatory practices
across cities and over time. Further spatial disaggregation would be desirable-for
example, studying the effect of regulation on central-city versus suburban prices (see
Follain and Malpezzi 1981a). We are currently working on modeling changes and
estimating the price elasticity of the supply of housing by regulatory environment.
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(iii) to identify appropriate public and private policy approaches to moderating recent rent increases and
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This report focuses exclusively on local market conditions and policy issues. It does not consider national
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NO VACANCY:
How to Increase the Supply and Reduce the Cost of Rental Housing in Silicon Valley

I. Introduction
The news from Silicon Valley these days is pretty good. The economy is booming. Employment is growing,
incomes are up, and Silicon Valley companies continue to lead the worldwide high-tech revolution.
Also up-a lot--are housing prices'and apartment rents. Between January 1995 and March 1996, Santa Clara
County' median apartment rents increased by 11 percent. Median home prices, as reported by the California
Association of Realtors, increased by 4.5 percent. While good news for apartment owners and home-sellers,
these increases were bad news for households seeking apartments and for potential homebuyers. Recent
housing price and rent increases in Santa Clara County dwarf all other parts of the Bay Area and the state.
The sources of these rent and price increases lie in the economics of housing demand and supply in Santa
Clara County. On the demand side, many of the new workers and households who have migrated to Silicon
Valley during the past ten years have had high enough incomes to afford more expensive apartment rents. By
competing with each other for a limited supply they have helped push up rents. The key phrase here is limited
supply. Not enough housing in general, and apartment buildings in particular, have been built in Santa
Clara County during the last five years to accommodate the County's burgeoning economic base.
Despite the attention and efforts of business leaders and public policy-makers, Silicon Valley's jobs-housing
balance has worsened in recent years, and the result has been an accelerating increase in rents and housing
prices.

Figure 1:
Apartment Rent Trends: 1990-1996; Santa Clara County.
vs. Alameda County and the Bay Area
Average Monthly Rent (2 bedroom/1 bath Apartment)
$1,100

Santa Clara County

Alameda County

SF Bay Area

Source: Real Facts, 1996
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The reasons for the supply shortage are four-fold.,
During the early 1990s, a national credit crunch-brought on by a federal re-regulation of the
banking industry in the aftermath of the savings
and loan debacle-limited the ability of
homebuilders and apartment developers to obtain
the capital they needed to finance new residential
construction. Although nationwide in scope, the
credit crunch was compounded in California by
the state's own economic woes.
A second problem is more basic. Except for San
Jose, every incorporated municipality in Santa
Clara County lacks sufficient zoned land to
accommodate projected housing development.-In
a few jurisdictions, this lack of land is real: thecity is virtually built-out. In other cases,
community plans have over-allocated land for
non-residential development, and under-allocated
it for housing.
The third problem concerns the open-endedness of
the development approvals process. Depending
on the community, the size and location of the
project being proposed, and the concerns of
neighbors, the issuance of appropriate
development approvals can take as.little as four
months or as long as three years. These variations _
in approval times remain despite the best efforts
of many local officials to streamline the approvals
process.
The fourth and final problem is more complicated
still. The economics of development in Santa
Clara County (and indeed in much of coastal
California) are pushing toward higher residential
densities. High-density housiiig--particularly
high-density rental housing-is popular with many
groups, but one group it is rarely popular with are
neighbors. As a result, while most Silicon Valley
residents recognize the overall importance of
having adequate supplies of affordable rental
housing, few residents want to see such projects
located in their neighborhoods. When local
concerns over project density and ownership are
raised--as they usually are--they add time and
complexity to the development approvals process,
and make it difficult for developers to respond to
increases in market demand.
2

This report, prepared for the Santa Clara County
Housing Action Coalition, takes a more detailed
look at all of these issues. We begin by looking at ;
the job and housing trends that have characterized
Silicon Valley since 1980; we pay special
attention to what's been happening in the Valley
during the last two years. In the next section we
look at why apartment construction has been
falling; we consider the availability of developable
land, the potential for higher-densities, and the
bias against apartment projects. Next, we
Pxam?n_e the development approvals process in
several Silicon Valley cities as it is actually
practiced. We consider the parts of the process
that are working and the parts that are not. We
conclude with a series of concrete suggestions for
reforming the planning and development
approvals process to make it fairer, more efficient,
and more timely.
The problems of high housing prices and high
rents are certainly not new to Silicon Valley.
Business leaders, public officials, and public
policy analysts have been warning about the threat
of high housing costs to the region's economic
future for more than adeeade. Yet because of the
Valley's unique entrepreneurial character and
economic resilience, the threat never seems to
have quite materialized.
We look at the situation a little differently. High
housing costs did change the Valley during the
1980s. Together with other factors, they
contributed to an exodus of manufacturing
capacity and many lower-wage production
workers.. In some instances, those who left were
replaced by higher-wage engineers, managers,
and software developers--workers who were able
to afford the region's higher housing costs. Hightech companies remained in the Valley, albeit with
a different workforce than they had during the
early 1980s. As we look ahead to the year 2000,
we wonder whether that level of flexibility still
remains, and whether today's generation of Silicon
Valley businesses and workers will do as well in
adjusting to still-rising housing prices and rents.

H. Why Silicon Valley Apartment Rents Are Rising
Any student of Economics 101 knows that prices
rise when demand exceeds supply. Usually, rising
prices send a signal to suppliers to increase
production (or for new suppliers to enter the
market). In the long-run, often after only a few
months, prices decline, sometimes to a point
below their initial level.
This dynamic no longer applies to the Silicon
Valley apartment market. Rising rents and falling
vacancy rates are not leading to increased
construction. To understand why this has
happened, and in particular, why it has happened
now, we need to look at the larger Santa Clara
County economy.

Growth by Downsizing: Job Trends in
Silicon Valley between 1985-1995
Between 1985 and 1995, the Santa Clara County
economy was transformed from the inside out.
Silicon Valley's largest employers in 1985
included national aerospace and missile firms;
established computer, instrument, and
semiconductor manufacturing firms; and a variety
of computer component manufacturers. In 1985,
Santa Clara County's four largest manufacturing
sectors (Industrial Machinery, Electronic
Equipment, Transportation Equipment, and
Instruments and Related Equipment) employed
nearly a quarter of a million workers in more than
1,800 separate business establishments.
Throughout the 1980s, manufacturing production
and real output increased significantly in Santa
Clara County. Also up were the number of
businesses: between 1985 and 1993 the number of
manufacturing establishments in Santa Clara
County grew by nearly 5%.
One thing that did not grow was manufacturing
employment. As Figure '2 shows, total
manufacturing employment in Santa Clara County
declined continuously from 273,200 in 1985, to
229,600 in 1995. Three of Silicon Valley's four
high-tech manufacturing sectors suffered

significant job declines between 1985 and 1995:
Industrial Machinery (-2,900 jobs), Electronic
Equipment (-29,600 jobs), and Transportation
Equipment (mostly Aerospace: -15,700 jobs);
only the Instruments and Related sector gained
jobs (+7,800).
The factors behind these job losses.varied by
industry. Aerospace job losses occurred because
of federal cutbacks in defense expenditures. The
national and California recessions adversely
affected some firms; others were forced to
downsize because of competition. A number of
stable and expanding firms re-located workers and
manufacturing capacity out of the region--in part
as a result of high housing prices. Improved
technology and increased automation allowed
many companies to produce more, but with fewer
workers.

The Boom Begins
In 1995 this long-term trend of job declines
dramatically reversed itself. Instead of growing
with fewer workers--as had been the case
throughout the 1980s--the economy began adding
thousands of new jobs. According to the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, between January 1995
and February 1996, the number of jobs in the
Electronic Equipment sector grew by 10,100, or
by 13%. Employment in the Industrial Machinery
sector grew by 4,700, or 8% over the same oneyear period. Jobs in the Instruments and Related
sector continued their long-term growth trend,
rising by 800, or 2%. Only the Transportation
Equipment sector continued to experience job
losses.
High-tech manufacturing is the engine that drives
the Santa Clara County economy, and as
manufacturing employment rose, so too did
employment in other sectors. Construction and
Business Service jobs grew 16% and 15%,
respectively between January 1995 and February
1996. Other sectors that experienced significant
job gains included Wholesale Trade (+3,800
3

Table 1: Santa Clara County Employment Trends: 1985 = February 1996
Sector/Industry Group

19 185

Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing

5100
.2737200
-1%.->
62,%04 ,:;
109;90a .;

Industrial Machinery
Electronic Equipment
Transportation Equipment
Instruments & Related

Transport/Public Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Finance-lnsurance-Real Estate
Services

3. a:pl?
2 3,,500 _
39:I0(1..;
107:400
30,500

Business Services
Engineering & Management
Government

Total

Average Employment
J in 95
1990

Feb-96

4,900
3;10(?_.__':
250
100 _;..;
23;800
29,530
258,220 ' 222 ^00
63,300
57,30(t:..;
7 f 900
83,400
29,100
16, 900
43,600
38,500
23,400,..
22,210
52,900
46;x300
116,100 ._,1;15 9Qtl..:
31,630
28'44t?
.:
,?.

3,300
100
28,600
238,200
62,600
85,600
14,600
39,500
23,900
51,300
119,300
28,200

214,390
58,000
35,100

141,5, 00
863tJ0:..__::
32;600:;;;:::;

271,800
99,300
34,400

89,360
819,490

86;x00..;;

87.100
851,800

Average Annual Percent Chai
1985-90 ::49,9Q,. `Taz195 Jan 95-Fe
0.8%
20.1%
59.1%
-1.1%
0.2%
-5.4%
=1.8% 7.1%
0.6%
6.2%
1.6%
0.5%
3.1%

6.5%
0.0%
20.2°i.
7.0%
9.2%
14.3%
-11.0°r,
2.6%
3.9%
9.4%
2.9%
-0.7%
9.9%
15.1%
5.5%
0.30/c
6.8%

na
na
2.1%

1.9%

Source : California Employment Development Department.

Figure 2:
Santa Clara County Manufacturing Job Trends:. 1985-Feb. 1996
Average Yearly Manufacturing Employment
300,000
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
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Other
Manufacturing

1990
Industrial
Electronic
Machinery 13 Equipment

1995
Transportation
Equipment

Source: California Employment Development Department
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Feb. 1996

® Instruments
& Related

jobs), and Retail Trade (+1,200 jobs). Overall,
Santa Clara County employment grew by 42,400
between January 1995 and February 1996.

Wage and Income Growth
Recent job increases have been accompanied by
rising wages and incomes (Figure 3). While
information on managerial and professional
salaries is difficult to come by, the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics does report average hourly wages
by manufacturing sector. Between.1990 and
1995, BLS reports that average hourly wages in
the Electronics Equipment sector-the largest
manufacturing sector in Santa Clara County-rose
from $13.60 per hour to $14.86 per hour, adjusted
for inflation-' Over the same period, wages in the
Industrial Machinery sector rose by a comparable
amount. Despite tremendous job losses, average
hourly wages in the Transportation Equipment
sector rose from $16.85 in 1990, to $20.44 in
1995. Even more pronounced was the jump in
wages in the Instruments and Related sector,
which rose from $13.37 per hour in 1990, to
$19.20 per hour in 19953.
Wage rates such as those published by BLS aren't
the same thing as income, although the two do
tend to be related Between 1980 and 1990 real
per capita income in Santa Clara County rose
31 %, while (inflation-adjusted) median household
income and median family income rose 26% and
23% respectively.

In fact, they signal a return to what has come to be
"business-as-usual" in the Santa Clara County
housing market: too many dollars chasing too few
homes and apartments.
Santa Clara County housing prices and apartment
rents first started climbing in the late 1970s.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the monthly
rent on the median apartment in Santa Clara
County rose from $308 in 1980 to $715 in 1990a 42% increase, after accounting for inflation.
Rents and rent increases. varied widely by city.
Rents increased at a faster rate than the
countywide average in Saratoga, Morgan Hill,
Gilroy, and Cupertino; and at a slower rate in
Campbell and Los Gatos (Figure 4). Median
monthly rents in San Jose, the city which includes
half of the county's apartment units, rose from
$295 in 1980, to $692 in 1990.
Precise estimates of post-1990 rent increases are
more difficult to come by. According to Real
Facts, between 1990 and 1995, the average rent
on a one-bedroom apartment in Santa Clara
increased at an annual rate of only 1.3%.4
After five years of only minimal increases,
apartment rents skyrocketed in 1995; between
1995 and the first quarter of 1996, average onebedroom rents jumped 7.7%. As Table 2 shows,
rents for one- and two-bedroom units have
increased at a much faster rate than rents on
studios and three-bedroom units.

Housing Affordability
Apartment Rent Trends
The combination of job and wage growth was
quickly reflected in rising ap artment rents and
home prices. According to Real Facts, average
apartment rents jumped 7.4% from 1995 through
the first quarter of 1996. (According to the San
Jose Real Estate Board, county-wide median
existing home prices rose at a slightly slower rate
of 4.5% during the same period). For
homeowners tired of four years of declining home
values, these increases were welcome. For renters,
they came as something of a shock

Unless incomes keep pace, rising rents and
housing prices almost always translate into
reduced housing affordability. Rental
affordability declined continuously through the
1980s, stabilized during the early 1990s, and has
now again begun to decline.
Countywide, the ratio of median apartment rents
to median household income rose from 15.8% in
1979, to 17.8% m' 1989. Because rent and income
distributions both tend to be skewed (that is, there
are proportionately more low-rent apartments than
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Figure 3: Santa ClaraCounty Average
Hourly.IVla.nufacturing Wages: 1990, 1995
Average Hourly Wage ( adjusted for inflation)
$25 1
$20.44
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Source: US. Bureau of Labor. Statrstics, 1996

Figure 4: Santa Clara County Rent Increases, by City:
1980-1990
Percent Rent Increase (Inflation-adjusted): 1980-1990
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Source: 1980, 1990 Census of Housing

high-rent apartments, and lower-income
households than higher-income households), these
types of estimates gloss over what are real
affordability problems.
According to federal affordability standards,
renters should pay no more than 30% of their
incomes for rent. As Table 3 shows, nearly a third
of renters in Santa Clara County paid more than
35% of their income in rent in 19905. The
problem of rent over-payment was even more
severe for low-income renters: County-wide
78.6% of renters with incomes less than $20,000
paid more than 35% of their income for rent in
1989. Among renters with incomes above
$35,000, the problem of rent overpayment was far
less severe: countywide, only 4.3% of these
higher-income renters overpaid for rent.
Renters were not the only people to suffer a
decline in housing affordability during the 1980s.
Countywide, the ratio of median home value6 to
median household income increased from 4:61. in
1979, to 6.01 in 1989. (For the U.S. as a whole,
this ratio declined from 2.8 in 1979 to 2.6 in
1989, indicating a relative gain in housing
affordability.) Among Silicon Valley cities,
homeownership affordability declined the most in
Cupertino, Mountain View, Los Gatos, Palo Alto,
Santa Clara, and Sunnyvale.
Homeownership affordability improved
significantly throughout Santa Clara County
between 1990 and 1994 as a result of falling
homes prices and declining interest rates. The
affordability picture began deteriorating again,
however, in mid 1995, and as of today, Santa
Clara County is California's least affordable
metropolitan area.

Falling Off the Homeownership Ladder
The net result of these changes is that many
middle-class Santa Clara County households are
falling further and further behind in their quest to
become homeowners. For reasons explained
below, their rents keep increasing even as their
prospects for making it onto the first rung of the

homeownership ladder keep diminishing.
Examples work better than statistics to illustrate
this point. Consider the following four cases: a
single police officer with an annual income of
$45,000; a young software engineer recently out
of graduate school earning $60,000; a marriedcouple/dual-income household with an annual
income of $100,000 and no children; and a fourperson family with one wage-earner making
$150,000 per year. AE arc assumed to be recent
movers into Santa Clara County, and all are
looking to purchase a home. The family
household previously owned a home; the other
three households did not
Assuming a current mortgage interest rate of 7
percent, and applying a gross-income qualifying
ratio' of .28, the police officer could qualify for a
maximum mortgage of $130,295_ Using the same
standards, the software engineer, the marriedcouple, and the family household could qualify for
maximum mortgages of $173,727, $289,544, and
$434,316 respectively.
Homeownership affordability is determined both
by mortgage amount and by downpayment.
Assuming a 15% downpayment, the single police
officer could afford to buy homes priced at
$150,000 or less. The software engineer could
qualify to buy homes priced $233,000 or less_ The
married-couple household could afford a
maximum home price of $333,000. The singleworker family with an income of $150,000 could
afford homes priced $499,500 or less (Table 4).
To determine where in Santa Clara County these
four households could potentially buy a home, we
compared their maximum home purchase prices
with median single-family home prices, as
reported by the Santa Clara County Real Estate
BoardB. For the county as a whole, the median
single-family home price in 1995 was $255,000
(Figure 5). Among the county's major submarkets, median single-family home prices were
lower than this in Milpitas ($217,000) and San
Jose ($222,000) and higher everywhere else.9
Condominium prices are significantly lower than
single-family home prices. Countywide, the
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Table 2: Santa Clara County Apartment Rent Trends: 1989-1996
Real Facts Avera ge A artmenl Rents b y Ap artment Typ e NREI Gross
Rent/SQFT
3-bdnn
2-bdrm
1-bdrm
Studios
All Apts.

Year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996:1
Annualized % Change: 1990-95
% Change 1995 - January 1996

Bay Area
CPI

$801
809
830
833
843
852
915

$596
593
616
616
624
634
652

$722
731
750
752
757
770
829

$948
957
989
995
1,021
1,017
1,106

$1,095
1,128
1,152
1,159
1,157
1,188
1,246

13.1
13.0
12.9
12_8
13.7
15.1
na

128.5
136.7
140.3
1451
147.0
149:4
152.1

1.2%
7.4%

1.2%
2.8%

1.3%
7.7%

1.4%
8.8%

1.6%
4.9%

2.8%
na

3.1%
na

Sources : Real Facts; National Real Estate Investor
Table 3: Percent of Renter Households Paying More than 35% of Their Income in Rent,
by Household Income, 1989
Renter Incomes

$10,000-S19,999

below $10,000
Campbell
Cupertino
Gih-oy
Los Altos
Los Altos Hills
Los Gatos
Milpitas
Monte Sereno
Morgan Hill
Mountain View
Palo Alto

San Jose
Santa Clara
Saratoga
Sunnyvale • :
County Total

above $35,000

Number
858
274
782

Number

%o over^a^ iiig

Number

1,047
378
776

`87 5°'a

73
0

111

3,893
3,756
1,329
810
123

406
285
0
205
1,445
1,159
12,009
1,761
165: . ,
1,698
22,702

11
457
519

2,072
2,457

4
.306
2,253
1,243
15,793
2,273
84
2,624
29,761

1,108
9,700
5,761
43,138
10,679
648
NA
104,547

°70 overpaj-inu

2 8%"
5 a

61

Source : 1990 U.S: Census
Table 4: Maximum Home Purchase Price Calculation for Four Santa Clara Households
Single
Dual-income
Single
Police Officer Software F.ngineer.: Married Couple
Annual household income
Monthly household income
divided by Gross-income qualifying ratio
= Maximum monthly housing cost
- Taxes & insurance as % of monthly cost
= Maximum monthly mortgage payment
divided
Mortgage constant na, 7%
= Maximum mortgage
+ Downpayment availability
Maximum home purchase price

$45,000
$3,750
0.28
$1,050
20%
$875
0.0806
$130,295

$60;000
$5;000
0,28
$1,400
2U%
$1:167
0:0£06^--

S173 , 727.

15%

$149,839

$199

$100,000
$8,333
0.28
$2,333
20%
$1,944
0.0806
$289,544
15%
$332,976
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median price of condominium units sold in 1995
was $165,000. Among the major sub-markets,
condominium units were more affordable than
average in Milpitas, Morgan Hill and Gilroy, and,
less affordable in Cupertino.
Starting at the top, a family with a yearly income
of $150,000 in 1995 could have qualified to buy
the median-priced home in all of the county's
major housing markets except Los Altos/Los
Altos Hills. The options for a household earning
$100,000 in 1995 were somewhat more limited.
They could have afforded to buy the medianpriced home in Milpitas, Morgan Hill, Gilroy, San
Jose, and Sunnyvale. Older and smaller homes in
Palo Alto, Mountain View, and Santa Clara were
also within the financial reach of households
earning $100,000 in 1995. A person earning
$60,000 or less could afford to buy the medianpriced single-family home in Milpitas and San
Jose, or a condominium just about anywhere in the
County.
Households earning $45,000 or less in 1995 had
almost no homeownership options; their
maximum qualifying price of $149,000 was
exceeded by the median single-family home price
of every Santa Clara County community. Nor
could they have afforded to buy the median-priced
condominium in Cupertino, Sunnyvale, Santa
Clara, Palo AIto, or Mountain View. Indeed, the
only significant homeownership options open to
someone who earned $45,000 in 1995 were
condominiums in Milpitas, Morgan Hill, Gilroy,
and parts of San Jose.

the gap between the median-priced home and what
the median-income household can afford, is again
widening.
The rental market operates as the flip-side of the
homeownership market: those unable to become
homeowners and who do not wish to leave the
area must continue to rent_ A $70,000 a year
software engineer unable to find the home of her
choice is able to pay rent in the range of $1200 to
$1500 per month. A police officer earning
$45,000 per year can pay rent in the range of $750
to $950 per month10.

The Slowdown in Housing Production
As we have just seen, an over-priced
homeownership market makes a high-priced rental
market possible. What makes it a certainty is a
shortfallin rental production While single-family
home production in Santa Clara County has been
roughly constant since 1990, multi-family
construction has continually trended downward
(Table 5). According to city and county building
permit records, 3,223 multi-family units were
authorized for construction in 1990. In 1993, only
1,630 multi-family units were authorized for
construction. By 1995, the number of multifamily units authorized for construction was down
to 1,187.

There are two things that are significant about this
analysis. The first is that a wage of $45,000 is not
particularly low, even by Bay Area standards.
Nor, by national standards, is the $149,000 house
that such a wage-earner could reasonably afford
particularly expensive.

As Figure 6 shows, the downward trend in multifamily construction is occurring in every city in
Santa Clara County, including San Jose. The
slowdown in multi-family construction, coupled
with recent and rapid job growth, has led to a
dramatic "tightening" of the rental housing
market. Rental vacancy rates, low to begin with",
have dropped even lower. According to Real
Facts, rental vacancy rates are now below 2% in
every Silicon Valley city except for Campbell.

Second, and perhaps more importantly, most of
the new jobs currently being created in the Silicon
Valley economy are in the $45,000-$70,000 wage
range--the wage range that has the fewest
homeownership options. After leveling off and
then contracting during the first half-of the 1980s,

Falling construction and vacancy rates go hand in
hand with rising rents (See Sidebar). Nor is there
much relief in immediate sight; preliminary
building permit estimates for 1996 suggest that
the downward trend in multi-family construction
is continuing.
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Figure 5: 1995 Median Single-family and Condominium Prices
for Selected Cities in Santa Clara County
Median 1995 Sales Price
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Figure 6: Santa Clara County Average Yearly Multi-family
Housing Construction, by City: 1990-92, 1993-1995
Avg. Yearly Multi-family Unit Production
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Why These Trends Matter: The Changing
Character of Santa Clara County
Housing availability and affordability shape
community composition and character. When
affordable housing is lacking in just one city,
potential residents can usually find appropriate
housing in a neighboring community. When
affordable housing is lacking in an entire county,
workers and potential residents may be forced to
look in other counties. When affordable housing
is lacking in an entire metropolitan area--as is the
case in Silicon Valley--three things inevitably
happen. First, the number of two-wage (and even
three-wage) earner households rises, as families
struggle to meet monthly housing costs. Second,
the metropolitan area gradually becomes less
diverse, particularly with respect to income and
household type. Third, major employers gradually
begin moving operations which depend on lowerwage workers to other, lower-cost areas.

than $700 in rent per month in 1989, almost
two-thirds of renters who moved to Santa
Clara County after 1985 paid $700 or more in
monthly rent.
*

Although precise data are hard to come by,
the composition of Santa Clara County's
manufacturing workforce has gradually
shifted toward higher-wage engineering and
managerial occupations, and away from
lower-wage production and assembly workers.
This change has taken three forms. In a very
few cases, entire firms have left the county. A
more frequently occurrence is for
manufacturing fums to relocate only their
production and assembly facilities. More
frequently still, firms have expanded to other
metropolitan areas, states (or even countries),
while maintaining some reduced level of
manufacturing capacity within Silicon Valley.

All three of these responses have occurred, and are
still occurring in Santa Clara County:
*

The average number of workers per household
in Santa Clara County in 1990 was 1.53, as
compared with 1.25 for the U.S. Between
1980 and 1990, the average number of
workers per household in Santa Clara County
jumped 8%; for the U.S. as a whole, the
increase was a much more modest 4%.

*

As Table 6 (which is drawn from the 1990
U.S. Census Public Use Micro-Sample, or
PUMS), makes clear, there are some
significant differences between the people
who moved into Santa Clara County after
1985, as compared with those who already
lived there. Although younger, much better
educated, and earning comparable incomes,
the new arrivals were much more likely to be
renters compared with those who lived in the
county prior to 1985. (This was particularly
true for those who had arrived from other
states.) Recent arrivals were also much more
likely to be paying higher apartment rents.
Whereas only 50% of renters who lived in
Santa Clara County prior to 1985 paid more
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Table 5: Santa Clara County Authorized Housing Permits, 1990-95
Year

Sin gle-Famil y

2-4 units

5+ units

Total

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

1,760
1,670
1,748
1,825
2,128
1,856

208
158
46
147
272
328

3,015
1,960
1,255
1,481
1,545
859

4,983
3,788
3,049
3,453
3,945
3,043

10,987
1,831

1,159
193

10,115
1,686

.22,261
3,710-,-

Total
Yearly average

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Current Construction Reports

Table 6:

Characteristics of Santa Clara County Residents, by Length of Residency, 1989

Characteristic

Residents of Santa
Clara County prior
to 1985

New Residents
since 1985 from
within California

New Residents
since 1985 from
outside California

33

30

28

Racial Composition
White (%)
African-American (%)
Asian & Pacific Islander (%)
Other (%)
Hispanic (%)

71.5%
3.4
15.2
9.9
21.1

66.4%
4.1
21.4''
8.1
17.1

56.7%
3.8
30.88.7
17.6

Educational Attainment
% completing high school
% completing college
% completing graduate work

20.2%
18.7
11.6

13.7%
24.0
16.6

15.8%
23.5
18.9

2.65
1.40
0.48
56,.5%

2.59
1.58
0.52
42.4%

3.15
1.76
0.69
46.7%

Pct. Owner-occupants/Pct. Renters
Single-family homeowners (%)
Percent of owner-occupants
with homes worth $400,000+
Percent of renters paying
$700+ per month

70%/30%
65%
24%

450/o/55%
41%
22%

36%/64%
40%
18%

50%

64%

65%

Average household income
Average worker income per household

$56,300
$20,700

$52,500
$21,200

$52,500
$17,200

23.4

22.1

21.6

Median Age

Average household size
Average workers per household
Average children per household
Married-couple households
as percent of all households

Avg. travel time to work (minutes)

Source : U.S: Census, 1990; Public Use Micro Sample
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The Relationship Between Apartment Production and Rents
Economists and many city plan hers argue that the best policy solution to rapjdly ns^ng':
housing costs, vrhethert smgle-fam^.ly home prices or apartment rents, is more suppi}f '
Are they right? Certainly rents rise when there is too little neVv constructici» as ^as bee
the :ase .in Silicon Valley during the last two years, But
opposite true^ ^oes a:
higkier level of apartment production help restrain rent'tncreases? To ^nd out, vve
examined rent and rental housing construction trends in 36 af the 4.D far`est U S
metropolitan areas between 1979 and 1989- Specifically, yve^ampared changes ^n
rrtec]ian r^rat {for;each metropolitan area, adjusted for inflation) beiyveen 7980 and 199©
w► th #he change in the number of rental units during the same period ^the`iatter measui-.
was divided by the corresponding change in households)
Averaged across the entire sample, median apartment rents tncr^ased from ^36y irt
Ito $437 in 1990 (all estimates are in 1990 doiiars) Over the sarne penad; an
av^rage of 42 new units.were added to the rentat stockfor every ^flD addit^Qnaj
ouseholds. Affer
_ controliitlg for initial rent 'j,
and.rac^n:cy rates, med^ar3 rer#t 1eve^^

were observed to decline by ;$83 for every additionai new apar rn
ient ^rarf (beyor^d the

sarrpie average:of 4DJ per 100 additional ^ousehofds- This >r:ompaqsog js base:cl on tf^e
^esul#s of a stafisttcal #eci-inique known as multiple regressiora T^teregress^on results ::.
nd:the data for the 36 largest metropolitan areas are: provided Imgrsater r3etain
^A pP::eraciix CThe fgure;below shows the same
C graphically. The various ra-ieiropolltan areas as
sor#ed from low to high, based on the level of rental constrt^ction per 100 addifionai „-; ::
households- The markers show real rertt ehanges between ^980 and 1990 ^1ote #hat .
median rents increased less in thos! rnetropolitan areas that; added more rental ur#it5 .: .:;
T#^ese results are for tfae
0-90 period and cover entire rnetrapolitan areas they rri^g^
not appiy;n a par#rcular crty p-r townl ^n th990s. Nonetheless, they provide a very
strong indication #hat bigher levels of apartment consti-uctionfle3p ta rriodeiate rent.
increases ::. ;.

36 Largest Metropolitan Areas: % change in Median (Real) Rent: 1980-90
80°/U

60%

13 Boston
SAN JOSE

40%
%U
®
20%

^-_
^--^-

0

Portland
-E-

0%

-20%

KHouston

-40%
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0-8
1
1.2
1.4
Ratio of Rental Unit-to-Household Change: 1980-90

1.6

M. The Source of the Problem: Not Enough Supply
Running Out of Land for Housing
The main reason that not enough multi-family
housing is being produced is that Santa Clara
County cities are running low on developable land
zoned for residential development. According to a
1995 study by the Santa Clara Valley
Manufacturing Group, 23,888 acres of vacant
land remain within the urban service boundaries of
the county's fifteen cities and towns. Of this total,
10,334 acres are currently zoned for residential
uses.
At current development densities, this supply
could accommodate another 68,670 housing units,
or about 63% of the total additional household
demand projected for Santa Clara County by the
year 2010 by the Association of Bay Area
Governments.
Moreover, as Table 7 shows, remaining supplies
of residentially developable land are concentrated
in just three cities: San Jose (which, by itself
includes 62% of the supply), Gilroy (15%), and
Morgan Hill (13%). Altogether, the county's
twelve other cities include just 943 acres of
undeveloped land zoned for residential uses. Five
cities-Campbell, Los Altos, Los Gatos, Mountain
View, and Palo Alto-each include fewer than 100
acres each of vacant land zoned for residential
development.
In fact, the shortage of land for housing
development is even more serious than even these
numbers would suggest. Because housing
construction is so expensive, production builders
rarely find it economical to develop very small
sites. For single-family homebuilders, a minimum
of five acres is required. The minimum site size
for production apartment builders is about three
acres. A review of vacant sites in twelve of the
county's fifteen cities suggests that the supply of
residentially developable land appropriate for
production home- and apartment-building is far
less than 10,000 acres.
There are three possible wavs to increase the
supply of sites for residential development. The
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first is to increase existing site yields--that is, to
build at slightly higher densities. If all subsequent
residential development in Santa Clara County
were to occur at a density of 12.5 units per aere,12
the county could accommodate slightly more than
120,000 additional housing units. This exceeds
ABAG's Year 2010 household projection by
about 11,000 units.
A second approach to increasing housing supply is
to rezone excess industrial or commercial land for
residential development: Unfortunately, even if all
the land currently zoned for future industrial
development were rezoned and developed in
residential use, the supply of sites would still fall
far short of demand.
A third approach is to increase total developable
land supplies through annexation. With half of
the cities in Santa Clara County essentially
"landlocked" either by other cities or steep
hillside, this approach is not really an option for
most Santa Clara cities.

The Challenges of Density
Market prices incorporate current best guesses of
future supply. Even though there is currently
enough available land in Santa Clara County for
housing until about 2005, current land prices are
much higher than they should be because the
market is correctly anticipating future land
shortages.
As land prices rise, they encourage developers to
build at higher densities. As noted above, higher
densities help to stretch available land supplies,
thereby forestalling the day when developable Ian(
supplies completely run out.
But higher densities require. careful planning.
Unless they are located near or adjacent to a
transit stop, higher-density developments must
typically meet the same parking requirements as
lower-density projects". At densities below 15

Figure 7: Share of County-wide Multi-family Housing
Construction, by City: 1980-90, 1990-95
Share of County Multi-family Unit Construction
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Source: US. Department of Commerce, Cur-rent Construction Reports

Table 7: Santa Clara County Residential Land Supply and Development Potential,
by City, 1995
Vacant
City
%^reater :
Current
Developab;
ABAG-Projected

Campbell
Cupertino
Gilroy
Los Altos
Los Altos Hills
Los Gatos
Milpitas
Monte Sereno
Morgan Hill
Mountain View
Palo Alto
San Jose
Santa Clara
Saratoga
Sunnyvale
Total

Residential
Acreage

thian 5 acre
(estimate) ..

13
105
1,556
65
na
38
109
na
1,390
48
90
6,445
159
181
135
10,334

5Q°,o

7_5

75%

10.0
7.3

na
na
na
0°/0
75%
na
na
50°ro
25%'$

Avg. Density
(units/acre)

ITnits
(cu rrc[it detisitiesj

Household
Growth-2010

235
1 _6R8
G8;669

1,840
1,804
10,267
423
na
735
4,338
na
7,580
3,936
2,933
55,881
8,225
574
9,159
107,695

3.5
na
na
6.6
na
4.0
12.0
7_5
7.0
8.6
1.3
12.5
na

Projected
Unit :':
Shortf ili . :
1,743
754
1,092
196
113
na
3,619
I13

21,020
3,360
2,258
10,766
6,858
339
7.472
39,026

Source : Santa Clara Valley Manufacturing Group
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to 25 units per acre, developers can typically
provide sufficient parking without building a
parking structure. Depending on whether or not it
is covered, surface parking costs between $1,000
(no cover) and $10,000 (free-standing garage) per
space. To accommodate densities- above 25-30
units per acre, developers almost always have to
build some form of parking structure-at a cost
that typically ranges from $15,000 to $20,000 per
space. Other costs that rise with density include
construction of common and internal circulation
areas.
For the developer, higher density makes economic
sense if it can be used to offset high land costs.
Higher densities almost always make economic
sense when land prices exceed $40 per square
foot; they rarely make economic sense when land
costs are below $20 per square foot. In between
these two estimates, the cost efficiency of higher
densities depends on the design, on local
regulatory requirements, and on market
preferences.
Higher densities must meet a market test as well
as an economic efficiency test. That is, there must
be real demand for higher-density lifestyles and
higher-density housing. Most studies of housing
demand find that households rarely value higherdensity housing for its own sake. They value it
because of the availability of nearby urban
services, shopping, and work sites. They value it
because of its contribution to an interesting urban
fabric. And sometimes they value it because its
more affordable. When these factors are present,
they combine to create a vital demand for higher
densities.

A Bias Against Multi-jam ily Housing
Neighborhood and public preferences for certain
types of housing apply to tenure as well as to
density. Recent years have seen an increasing bias
against rental and/or multi-family housing
construction just about everywhere in Santa Clara
County. Countywide, multi-family housing
construction has declined from an annual average
of 1,637 units during the 1980s, to 1,342 units per
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year so far during the 1990s. Figure 7 presents
this decline on a city-by-city basis.
The trend away from multi-family housing
construction is not limited to Santa Clara County.
According to Census estimates, for the U.S. as a
whole, average annual multi-family housing
construction has declined from about 250,000
units during the 1980s, to about 225,000 units so
far during the 1990s. At the national level, this
decline is a result of four factors: (1) the 1986
withdrawal of the tax shelter advantages
associated with investing in rental housing; (2) the
reduced availability of construction financing for
all forms of speculative real estate construction,
especially apartments; (3) the national recession
of 1990-91; and, (4) weakening demographic
demand.
The first three of these factors also apply in
Silicon Valley; the third does not. Rental vacancy
rates in Santa Clara County have long been far
below the levels required to trigger new
construction.
What then, accounts for the shift away from multi
family housing in Santa Clara County? Here, as
elsewhere in California, the bias against multifamily housing is mostly the result of half-facts,
over-generalizations, ongoing concerns regarding
the impacts of all new development, and a belief
that renters are somehow less valuable members
of the community than homeowners.
*

Multi-family housing is often perceived as
adversely affecting the property values of
nearby homes. Study after study has shown
this argument to be groundless."

*

With city budgets being squeezed ever tighter
and tighter, housing in general, and multifamily housing in particular is perceived to
cost more to service, and to generate fewer
revenues than single-family housing.
Sometimes this is true, more often it is not;
the perception that it is always true is
mistaken.

*. The residents of multi-family housing
developments are often perceived to be less

stable than otherwise similar homeowners; to
account for a greater share of crime and social
problems, and to contribute less to the
community as a whole. There is absolutely no
evidence that any of these beliefs are true.
Fundamentally, what all of these arguments come
down to is a view that apartment dwellersparticular those who have not yet arrived--don't
count quite as much as homeowners or existing
residents.

Summary
These then are the dynamics which are occurring
in today's Santa Clara County apartment market.
Silicon Valley cities are running out of
developable land, and quickly. Land prices are
rising, requiring developers to increase densities
and pushing out small-scale apartment builders.
Whether for perceived fiscal, or quality-of-life
reasons, neighbors frequently oppose apartment
developments in infill areas.
Individually, these various factors don't add up to
much_ Cumulatively, they. have come to mean
rising apartment rents, perpetually low vacancy
rates, reduced housing choices, and an economy
that is slowly chipping away at its own
foundations.,
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plai^rrrg Regional 'Drfferences rn Housrng t-ost;
Why does i f co$t ^o much more to build housing in the San Franctscp BayAre^ than
Houston or Phoenix, t^r Tampa? Materials and iabor cQS€s are only sIigh#[y rnore .. .
expensive in the Bay Area than in otherfasf groymng rnarkets: According to the 199E
edition of Means Squar,e Foof;Cosfs; the local housing cost multipIier forSan .Iose `
apartment buildmgs is ^:24, as compared wnth.:89 for Houston, 94:for Phoenixi and..
;:;
.84 for Tampa ...: ;' _ .. .
The Means multiplier covers only what developers call "hard costs:" the labor.and
materials costs of constructhg.a.bouse or apartment building. Hard costs do not
include land, the costs of site improvements, fees and exactions, delay costs, the
costs of required off-site improvements, and extraordinary overhead or contingency s
costs. Except for land, these latter items are sometimes grouped together as "soft
costs.

While reference volumes such as Nleans regularly compare hard costs between':
regions, no one has ever looked comprehensively at differences in soft costs lndeed
the only contemporary study to systematically examine inter-metropolitan hous,ng cost
differentials was written by Ira Lowry and Bruce Ferguson in 1992 tor the Ufhan:L.ar^d
Institute
Lowry and Fergusorl compared the costs of developing a typical smgle faii»ly horne, In'
three metropolitan areas: Sacramento, Nashville, and Orlando Sacramento was
chosen toepresent a hrgh-cast, highly-regulated metropolitan area (although by

coastal California standards, Sacramento development cosfs-are fatrly moderate)I
Nashville was chc^sen tarepGesent a low-cost metropolitan.areaw^fh mmirnai
development regulation, and.Orlando was chosen to represetit a metropolitan area
with moderate development regulation
.
Local governments in all three metropolitan areas require developers fo provide abou^.
the samelevel of; on site improvements includang streefs and srdewalks, u^l[ty main.
and storm drains. There were much l:argef diffeGQntiaCs; however, b,e^nieei^ #he tevet fl;
required off-site improvements, and:community faciltfy ^Ied[catlons {e ^ s parks,
schools)_ Local governments in Sacramerito ^ounty required developers tv provide a
much higher level of off-site infrastructurer3d public facilities than ,:did local
governments in the Orlando or Nashville areas ;
Impact fees levied by local governments in Sacramento County were roughly d:ouble
those levied in the Orlando area, and nearly triple those levied in by Nashville area
local governments.
Permit processing times varied widely as well- For example the average processing
time for a rezoning in Sacramento in 1990 was 177 days, nearly.'_T times as Iong asa
Orlando, and more than twice as long as in the Nashville area: Similar ratios were
found to apply for tentative subdivision maps. Building permits in the Sacramerjfo are
were to take four times as long as in the Orlando area, and seven times as long as tn
the Nashville area.
Finally, although they could not prove it statistically, Lowry and Ferguson noted-::a c ear
correlation between land availability; and raw and finished lot costs. Lot costs uverE
found to be much higher in Sacramento, where land supplies were tightly regulated'
and much lower in Nashville_
Although they limited their study to the supply side of housing production' Lowry and
Ferguson were also careful to acknowledge the role of demand in determining housin
prices and rents; Nonetheless, their work shows the important role thdt.16
regulations play in determining development costs, and that inter metropol^tan
differences in styles of development regulation can add up to big differences in
development costs.

IV. Benchmarking the Development Approvals Process
Developers have a pretty good idea of one of the
factors behind Santa Clara County's high housing
costs: a development approvals process that is too
complicated, too costly, too fraught with delays,
and too uncertain.
The development approvals process adds to
housing costs in two direct and two indirect ways.
Approvals that take extra-long periods of time
directly increase the interest or "carrying costs"
associated with borrowed capital. To the extent
that the approvals process stipulates additional
design changes and/or environmental mitigations
beyond what is really required, it also directly
adds to the developer's cost of producing housing.
Usually it is the consumer who ultimately pays
these costs through home prices and rents.
The development process also adds to the cost of
housing in indirect ways. The more complicated
and uncertain the process is, the higher the level of
risk (the risk associated with gaining development
approvals is sometimes called "entitlement risk")_
The higher the level of risk, the more difficult-and thus costly--it is to borrow development
capital or get construction financing. Lenders may
impose additional conditions, or require additional
assurances that the development will be completed
in a timely manner. More commonly, they will
require the developer to pay a "risk premium" for
borrowed capital. All of these requirements add
to the cost of borrowing capital, and thus
ultimately to the cost of housing.
A final indirect effect occurs through the workings
of the housing market. When, either intentionally
or unintentionally, the development approvals
process forces builders to reduce densities or
change product types, it reduces the number of
housing units they are able to supply. When
supply declines and demand doesn't, prices
necessarily rise. And since higher densities are
one way developers are able to pay Santa Clara
County's very high land costs, required density
reductions force developers to charge more per
housing unit produced. This also translates into
higher housing prices.

These problems are further complicated,
developers say, by the fact that every local
government administers the development
approvals process differently. Indeed, even within
a particular city the process is often different
depending on which staff person is conducting the
review or depending on where a particular project
is located.

Understanding the Housing Approvals
Process
What government approvals and permits are.
required to build apartments in Silicon Valley?
Although there are different wrinkles in every city,
the basic process is fairly similar throughout Santa
Clara County.
The first step in the process varies depending on
whether a rezoning and general plan amendment
are required. In theory, parcels already zoned for
apartment development should not need to be
rezoned. In practice, almost all apartment projects
require a rezoning of one sort or another.
Relatively few of the sites appropriate for
apartment development in Santa Clara County are
zoned for apartments. Some are zoned for
commercial or industrial development; others are
zoned for single-family housing; and still others
are zoned for open space, or are publicly owned.
Even those sites initially zoned for apartments are
often rezoned, usually to a Planned District, or PD
designation. PD zoning provides the developer
with greater flexibility regarding allowable densities and building placements. The number of
approvals required as part of a PD rezoning varies
between cities. San Jose, for example, requires
two approvals: a rezoning approval, which covers
the sites itself, and a PD permit, which covers the
proposed project. In Sunnyvale, Santa Clara and
Milpitas, the PD rezoning and PD permit have
been combined into a single approval.
Prior to any permit filing, most Santa Clara
County cities encourage project sponsors to come
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in and discuss their projects, to provide an
overview of the entire approvals process, and to
identify potential conflicts. Sunnyvale and Santa
Clara go a step further: they establish a project
review committee whose purpose is to follow each
project through the entire approvals process, and
to expedite that process where possible. San
Jose's expedited approvals process, which applies
only to affordable housing projects, is called
"Special Handling."
The point at which a particular project undergoes
a CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act)
review also varies. Most Santa Clara County
cities begin the CEQA review process when a
rezoning application is filed. Some cities
encourage developers to undertake their own
traffic and environmental studies prior to the first
permit application. This allows the city to more
quickly determine whether or not the project will
require an Environmental Impact Report (EIR).
The extent to which Santa Clara County cities
require EIRs, issue Negative Declarations
(indicating that further environmental analysis will
not be required), or issue mitigated Negative
Declarations (indicating that an EIR will not be
required if the developer agrees to mitigate
specific impacts) varies by city, project type, and
project location_
Table 8 shows the Santa Clara County results of a
1990 survey of statewide CEQA review activity.
A key indicator of CEQA review activity, the ratio
of Negative Declarations-to-ElRs (ND-EIR ratio),
is shown in the last column: the higher the NDEIR ratio, the less likely a city is to require an EIR
for a given project; the lower this ratio, the more
likely an EIR is to be required. The average NDEIR ratio for all California cities in 1990 was
19.2; the median was 11.0.
The Santa Clara County cities with the highest
ND-to-EIR ratios in 1990 were Sunnyvale,
Campbell, Mountain View, and Santa Clara.
Sunnyvale and Campbell also processed most of
their negative declarations without mitigating
conditions. The cities with the lowest ND-EIR
ratios in 1990 were Gilroy, Los Altos Hills. Los
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Altos, Saratoga, and San Jose. These same cities
also tended to prefer the use of mitigated negative
declarations.
If a multi-family project is being developed for
condominium ownership, or if there is a
possibility that it may be converted to
condominium ownership in the future, the
developer must also file an application for a
tentative subdivision map. This provides cities
with an additional opportunity to review the
project. Application for a final subdivision map
may be made at any time after receiving tentative
subdivision map approval and prior to receiving,a
building permit. Approval of a final subdivision
map is virtually automatic assuming that the
project design has not been changed since
approval of the tentative map.
In most Santa Clara County cities, the next and
final step is an application for a grading permit
and/or a building permit Although grading and
building permit reviews take time--usually
depending upon how many other permits are unde)
review--they involve far less local government
discretion than prior reviews: If a proposed
project meets all required building codes, permit
issuance is supposed to be automatic. Those
projects that deviate from local codes typically
take longer to review, and involve higher levels of
local discretionA few Santa Clara County cities ( e.g., Santa
Clara, Palo Alto, Mountain View) also conduct
separate design or architectural reviews, usually
between the granting of a tentative map and the
application for a building permit. In theory, all
design review decisions are to be based on a
codified series of design guidelines; in practi,^e,
they typically involve high levels of discrcaon by
the members of the design or architectu-al review
board.
At what point does public review aid comment
come into the process? All re-30`ning/general plan
amendment applications a-e subject to public
review and comment, ard must be included as
agenda items at plannng commission and citv
council meetings. ERs are open to public review

Table 8: Santa Clara County CEQA Review-Activity by City, 1990

City

Draft EIRs ; Per capita: Total Negative,
Started
:Draft EIRsi^ Declarations
in 1990
Processed

Campbell
Cupertino
Gilroy
Los Altos
Los Altos Hills
Los Gatos
Milpitas
Monte Sereno
Mountain View
San Jose
Santa Clara
Saratoga
Sunnyvale

Mitigated
Neg. Dec.
Processed

°r'Q Mitigated Neg. Dec.NefT_ hecs._.
to-EIR
Ratio
45.0
na
2.9
9.0
5.0
na
14.0
na
20.5
10.0
20.0
5.0
50.0

Source : unpublished data from Olshansky, 1994

Figure 8: Development Approval Times for Selected
Santa Clara County Apartment Projects
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and comment at two points: when the Draft EIR
is submitted; and when the Final EIR is certified.
(Some cities allow public input when making their
initial determination whether to require an E1R)
Under California law, all parties who own
property within 300 feet of a proposed rezoning
action or EIR certification must be individually
notified (usually by mail) of the public meetings at
which the proposed actions will be discussed.
Planning Commission approval of tentative and
final subdivision maps is also subject to public
review and comment; however, notification to
individual property owners is not required.
Grading^ and building permit approvals are purely
ministerial actions, which means they are not
subject:to public input.
The development review process as undertaken in
Santa Clara County is comparable to that of most
other San Francisco Bay Area and Southern
California cities. What's different about Santa
Clara County is the extent to which a number of
cities have already gone to streamline their
development review and approvals process (Table
9). In 1995, after many months of working
together, the chief building officials of every city
in Santa Clara County (with the assistance
of the Santa Clara Valley Manufacturing
Group and Joint Venture Silicon Valley),
announced the adoption of a new Uniform
Building Code. This new code reduces the
number of amendments by 97% and is a critical
step towards streamlining the development review
process in Silicon Valley. A number of other
changes were outlined in a 1994 report by the
Santa Clara Valley Manufacturing Group entitled
Reducing the Sticker Shock: How Cities Can
Lower Housing Costs by Streamlining the
Development Approvals Process. Among the
changes suggested:
*

Consolidate city planning and building
departments to facilitate concurrent permit
processing and/or one-stop permit centers.

*

Assign project expediters to keep project
proposals on-track throughout the entire
review process, and to provide a singlechannel 'of communication with applicants.
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*

Provide for administrative-level approvals of
smaller, less-complicated projects.

*

Encourage the establishment of one-stop
permitting centers, and concurrent permit
reviews.

*

Establish and adhere to fixed project review
schedules and timelines. Computerize basic
development information and some permit
applications, even to the point of being online.

*

Conduct regular surveys of project applicants
to provide on-going feedback

Timelinesfor Approval
How long does it take an apartment project to be
approved in Santa Clara County? Have the
streamlining efforts pursued by some Santa Clara
cities worked? And how does the review process
typically change proposed apartment projects, for
both better and worse?
To answer these questions, we reviewed the case
histories of thirteen apartment projects undertaken
in four Silicon Valley cities between 1989 and
1995 (Table 10, Figure 8). We reviewed two
projects in Milpitas, two in Santa Clara, six in San
Jose, and three in Sunnyvale. (Multi-family
housing construction in these four cities accounted
for 80% of total countywide multi-family .
production between 1990 and 1995.) The project
ranged in size from 51 to 634 units. Four
projects, three in San Jose and one in Santa Clara,
were developed primarily as affordable housing
projects, with non-profit sponsors. The three
Sunnyvale projects were all begun after the startup of that city's One-Stop Permitting Center.
The development approvals process was assumed
to begin when the first permit application was
filed; typically, this was a request for a rezoning.
The approvals process was assumed to have endec
when a project received a building permit.
Depending on the project, intermediate steps
included environmental reviews, rezoning
approvals, general plan amendments, planned

Sunnyvale's I-stop Permitting Process
No Silieon Nalley city has gone further than Sunnyvale in streamlining the
develop mertt r^ev^ew and approvals process. Sunnyvale's efforts have focused o
the estabicsti:ment of a One-stop Permit Center, w}^ich opened in 1984. The
Center combines the permitting services of the departments of Comrnunity
Development, Public Safefy, Public Works, and Finance,
The One-Stop center combines a number of permitting trinovations:
'
Upon filing a pernijit ap^lica#ion, project sponsors are assigned a single
project coordinator whose responsibility it ist4 keep the project on track
through all subsequent permits and reviews
*
Individual city departments coordinate their reviews through a sing{e,Pfoje
Review Committee

*

Plan check corrections are coordinated into! a single correetiori letter:.

*

Building inspections are available the next business day; or byappnintmei
and inspectors carry cellular phones for greate.r aecessibility.

Other notable features include a multt;lingua! translatton;service an economic
development ombudsman," cross tratnJng of plan check and inspection personnel,
and special teams to assist small business owners through the permitting process;
Most of Sunnyvale's land use and builcling perrntt applications, reviews, decisions,
and transactions have been computerized
To speed bverall permit review Sunnyvale has adopted target timelines for ^rflJec
rev^ew: and appraval These range from two to s}xteen weeks depending on fhe ':
type and complexity of the project.

City of Sunnyvale: One-Stop Permit Center
Development Approvals Process and Timeline

1-10 Days or 6-8 Weeks

10 Days
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district permits, design reviews, and tentative
subdivision maps.
The average per project approval time for the .
projects shown in Table 10 was 15.2 months. The
average per unit approval time was 19.2 months,
suggesting that larger projects typically take
longer to review than smaller ones's Lowerdensity projects were typically approved faster
than higher-density projects: Three of the four
affordable housing projects included in the sample
(all in San Jose), were approved more quickly than
average-the result of their smaller size and their
having been assigned "special handling" status.
Project approval times varied more within cities
than between them, suggesting that it is the
characteristics of the project, not the city, that
accounts for differences in approval times.
All development projects undergo multiple permit
reviews".. Apartment projects in Milpitas, Santa
Clara and Sunnyvale are typically reviewed three
or four times (rezoning review, environmental
review, tentative map review, and building permit
review). Apartment projects in San Jose are
typically reviewed five times. Because most
Silicon Valley cities conduct concurrent reviews,
more reviews don't necessarily translate into
longer review times. San Jose, for example,
conducts concurrent rezoning, environmental, and
planned district permit reviews. Milpitas, Santa
Clara and Sunnyvale conduct concurrent
environmental and rezoning reviews.
All thirteen projects required some form of
rezoning, and only two (the Villas at California
Landing, and Bella Vista Apartments) were
developed on sites originally zoned for apartment
development. Five projects were developed on
sites rezoned from commercial or industrial use,
two were developed on land originally zoned for
agriculture, and two were developed on land zoned
PD (Planned District). All thirteen projects were
rezoned to some form of planned district zoning.
Significantly, only one project sponsor was
required to undertake an Environmental Impact
Report. For the sample as a whole, the average
time required for a rezoning was 6 months; the
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average time required to process a building permit
was 5.8 months. As noted above, reviews of
environmental documents and tentative
subdivision map applications are generally
undertaken concurrently with rezoning reviews". .
In about half of the cases, project sponsors had
prepared detailed environmental documents prior
to submitting their first permit application.
How one sees these averages is a matter of
perspective. City planners would argue that they
,are not excessive, particularly in the Bay Area.
Project sponsors and developers, particularly
those with experience outside of California, might
argue that they are. Both would agree, we believe,
that more can be done on both sides to improve
the timeliness of development reviews without
sacrificing quality.

The Costs OfDelay
Excessive delays and uncertainties add to housing
prices and rents in four ways.- First, they make it
extremely difficult for small-scale investors and
developers to compete in the marketplace. Smallscale developers typically lack access to the cash
and financing sources available to larger
developers. This means they are less able to
withstand unanticipated delays and uncertainties.
They are also less likely to have an "expediter" on
staff whose responsibility it is to shepherd a
project through the approvals process.
Collectively, small developers can provide a lot of
new housing supply, particularly on the types of
smaller, infill lots that are often passed-over by
larger builders. Excessive delays and uncertainties
remove this valuable source of new supply of
housing options from the marketplace.
Second, because so much of real estate
development is financed, delays and uncertainties
increase developer's interest costs, or "carrying
costs." Construction interest costs are typically in
the range of 2%-5% of total development cost; tht
longer the construction period, the higher the cost
Because delays are so commonplace, many
developers have learned how to insulate

Table 9: Permit Streamlining Innovations Undertaken by Santa Clara County Cities
City

Campbell
Cupertino
Gilroy
Milpitas
Morgan Hill
Mountain View
Palo Alto
San Jose
Santa Clara
Sunnyvale

Timelines

Dep^rtih^nt ; Project
unspiiuiaon; Pxpeotter

Atlmanistr^trvConcurrent .;:
1-stop
Over-the
Appros ais
xeviews Termit C,enters; Counter
Approvals
*
*

User

Sun-evs'

*
*
*

*

Souree : Santa Clara Valley Manufacturing Group, "Reducing Sticker Shock", 1995
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Table 10: Review and Approval Timelines for 13 Santa Clara County Apartment Projects
Year Begun

Units

Density

Initial Zonin

Final Zoning ' # of Reviews Total Revlew Time

Longest Permit

City

Project

Milpitas

California Landing
Villas at California Lndg.

1989
1991

1162 units in 4 phases
17du/acre
218

Agriculture
Apartment

R3-S
R3-S

4
2

18 months**
5 months**

Overlapping permits
Overlapping (4 months)

Santa Clara

Bracher Senior Housing
Bella Vista Apts.

1993
1988

72
634

30.6 du/acre
28 du/acre

Agriculture
Apartment

Rl-PD
PD

3.5
4

12 months
10 months**

PD rezoning (5 months)
Overlapping permits

San Jose

Sunnyvale

Carriage Square

1991

324

27 du/acre

PD

PD

4

30 months**

PD rezoning (23 months)

Pinmore Gardens*
Willow Lakes
Winfield Hilis*
Eden Palms*
California Northpoint

1993
1987
1992
1994
1994

51
408
144
145
217

18.2 du/acres
22 du/acre
12.3 du/acre
14,2 du/acre
15.1 du/acre

Publicly-owned
Industrial
Commercial-PD
PD
Industrial

PD
PD
PD
PD
PD

5
4
5
5
5

15 months
not completed**
17 months
8 months**
18 months

PD rezoning (8 months)
PD rezoning'(5 months)
PD Permit (9 months)
Rezoning (5 months)
Neg. Declaration

Parkside Commons
Kensington Place
Compass Place

1989
1990
1991

192
172
318

27.9 du/acre
42 du/acre
36 du/acre

Industrial
Industrial
Mobile Home

R4-PD
R4-PD
R4-PD

3
4
3

16 months
14 months**
24 months

Building Permit (10 mos)
Neg. Declaration (7 months)
Rezoning (1 year)

Notes:
* Affordable housing, recieived "Special Handling"
**does not include pre-proposal permitting

themselves from normal delays--primarily by
trying to minimize their up-front financing. This
approach can work, but only to a point; and
ultimately any unanticipated carrying costs are
added to the prices or rents charged consumers.
In the minds of investors and lenders, delays and
uncertainties mean higher risks. And higher risks
mean higher borrowing costs, higher debt-service
coverage ratios, and higher retum-on-investment
requirements. All of these higher costs add
directly-and usually substantially-to housing
prices and rents.
Fourth, unanticipated delays can mean that new
supplyis."late" to the market. Developers are in
the business of matching the timing of new
housing production to projected household growth
or demand. This is a risky business, and
accordingly, the profitability of development
varies widely. Approval delays which increase a
project's "time-to-market" typically cause supply
to lag demand, leading to increases in prices and
rents.
This is precisely what has occurred in Santa Clara
County during the last year. A significant spurt in
job growth caused household demand to surge.
Because the approvals process takes such a long
time, even those apartment builders who
anticipated the current up-tam have been unable
to bring their projects to market in a timely
manner. The result has been a rapid escalation in
rents. These rent increases will be moderated only
when new supply is brought to the market.
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How Rising Development Costs Affect Rents
Apartment rents respond to changes in both supply and demand. An increase in
apartment demand with no accompanying increase in supply will cause rents to rise.
Rising development and operating costs also serve to push up rents. Indeed,
apartment developers frequently point out that rising land costs, higher fees, higher
interest rates, approval delays, and mandated improvements are inevitably passed on
to tenants in the form of higher rents.
To explore the relationship between increased development costs and higher
.::..apartment rents in Santa Clara County, we developed a simple financial feasibility
model for a very basic bul typical Silicon Valley apartment project. The model is driven
by a number of assumptions. We assumed a parcel size of three acres. For
simplicity's sake, we assumed that the project would consist entirely of 2-bedroom
apartments, each with an average size of 900 square feet. For the project to be
competitive in the market, as well as to meet zoning requirements, we assumed that
two parking spaces would be required per unit. We assumed that the developer would
secure 30-year permanent financing at an 8:51% annual rate, based on a lender's debtcoverage ratio of 1.2. Thirty percent of monthly rental income would be used to pay
project operating expenses. We assumed a very low 2% vacancy rate. Finally, for the
project to be financially feasible, we assumed that the developer would require a
relatively modest annual cash-on-cash return of 5%.
For the base case, we assumed a land cost of $10 per square foot; and "hard costs"
(unit construction costs) of $55 per square foot_ Soft costs (which include fees, predevelopment services, off-site improvement costs, the costs of meeting development
regulations, and contingencies) were assumed to be 25°/0of hard costs. the cost of
constructing carport parking facilities was assumed to be $5,000 per space.
Assuming an allowable density of 25 units per acre, the developer would have to
charge an average monthly rent of $930 (per two bedroom unit) in order to realize a
modest return of 5% cash-on-cash. Assuming an allowable density of 35 units per
acre, average rents would have to increase to $950 per month--mostly because of the
higher parking costs.
Suppose that the developer's initial land cost was $15 per square foot instead of $10.
At a density of 25 units per acre, rents would have to rise to $1,000 per month for the
developer to achieve their 5% return target. At a higher density of 35 units per acre,
the average monthly rent would be $930.
Suppose the developers' construction costs were to increase to a $65 per square foot-a number which is still relatively Iow To meet the developer's initial return
requirements, rents would have to rise to $1,150 and $1,100 per month, at densities of
25 and 35 units per acre, respectively.
Finally, assume that a combination of approval delays and much higher off-site
improvement requirements were to push the developer's soft cost up to the point
where they were 50% (instead of 25,,o) of hard costs- To recover the additional costs,
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The:'extent to which proleet owners are able tQ pass on th. ese irasts. to tenants vaii;^
UVhen, as now, vacancy rates are untve^sally below 2°°, cost increases arepassee
rafes nse above ^°fo ot ^nlo, owners Of extsi
to tenants in their entirety: As.,*
projects begin to absorb higherJOpera^ulg costs tr1e form ' of :I
returns
Developers of new projects decide not to:buifid_
None of these "scenarios" is out of Jiie ordinary. Indeed, given #F^e Fizgher qualit

Silicon Valley apartment prol(^^, one might argue they actually un e^state the e
nf nsing development costs on rents . :

Average Monthly Rent (2-Bedroom)
$1,400
$1,300
$1,200
$1,100
$1,000
$900
$800

Base Case

$65/sqft Hard Costs
S15/sqft Land Cost

See text for assumptions
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50% Sft Cst

V. How to Increase the Supply and Reduce the Cost of Rental Housing in Silicon Valley
The problem of high housing costs is not a new
one in Santa Clara County. Santa Clara County
homes and apartments have long been among
California's most expensive; and planners and
business interests have long worried that the
region's high housing costs would stifle the
county's unique high-tech/entrepreneurial
economy. So far, this has not happened. In part,
because local govermuents, non-profits, and
business groups have worked in partnership to
promote infill development, to bw1d affordable
housing, and where possible, to streamline the
development approvals process.

to overall review times. Pre-zoning
appropriate sites for multi-family
development would have three considerable
benefits. First, it would enable cities to
undertake a single Master Environmental
Assessment for multi ple development sites,
thereby significantly reducing the delays
associated with preparing environmental
documents. Second, it would help community
groups and other parties concerned about the
impacts of development to take a more
comprehensive perspective, instead of putting
them in the all-too-cominon position of
responding to development on a project-byproject basis. Third, it would serve to
increase developable land supplies, thereby
reducing upward pressures on multi-family
land prices.

Progress has been made, but there is still much
work left to be done. Future efforts to promote
housing affordablity (particularly in the rental
housing market) should focus on five sets of
initiatives:

1.

Initiatives to reduce uncertainty and
streamline the development review process.

2.

Initiatives to make project reviews more
timely and responsive.

3.

Initiatives to improve the quality of permit
applications.

4.

Initiatives to provide regulatory relief to small
developers and property-owners.

5.

Inter-governmental initiatives to expand the
supply of developable sites.

The sections that follow offer suggestions in each
of these areas. Our suggestions are intended to be
exactly that-suggestions. It is up to individual
local governments to determine whether and how
they might best be implemented.

*

Establish a cumulative time-limit of one year
for all general plan, rezoning, and
subdivision reviews of multi family projects.
Environmental reviews under CEQA, and
building permit reviews would not be subject
to this limit. Based on our analysis of various
apartment proposals, we are convinced that a
one-year time-limit is entirely feasible; indeed,
most project reviews are currently completed
in less than a year. Pursuing this step would
require a number of Santa Clara cities to
increase the frequency of general plan
amendments.

*

Consolidate plan reviews and permits where
possible. San Jose, for example, often
requires developers proposing projects in
Planned Districts to obtain separate rezoning
and PD permits. These two permits could be
combined.

Initiatives to Reduce Uncertainty and Streamline
the Permit Review Process

*

Pro-actively prezone appropriate sites for
multi family residential development. A
number of the projects we reviewed required
being rezoned--a step that added considerably
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Initiatives to Make the Project Review Process
More Timely and Responsive
*

Establish a multi-department project review
committee, which would meet weekly or biweekly to coordinate major project reviews
across city departments. Depending on the
Jurisdiction, considerable time is sometimes
lost coordinating reviews between different
city departments. California cities that have
adopted multi-department review committees
to coordinate CEQA reviews have found that
they both speed up and improve that process.

*

Establish the position of project review
expediter. It would be the responsibility of
the review expediter to shepherd projects
through the review process in a timely
manner. (The expediter would not participate
in the substance of reviews.) The review
expediter would also serve as the project
sponsor's single point-of-contact with a
reviewing jurisdiction. Participation by a
project expediter could be requested by the
project sponsor (possibly in exchange for
additional fees), or determined as a matter of
policy.

*

Post permit applications, updates, progress
reports, and review determinations on the
Internet. The Internet (and in particular, the
World Wide Web) allows for nearinstantaneous communication. Use of the
Internet for permit applications, for project
requirements and conditions-of-approval, for
review progress reports, and for ongoing
communications between reviewing agencies
and project sponsors should significantly
speed the review process. It would also
facilitate later performance audits:

Initiatives to Improve the Quality of Permit
Applications
*
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Require sponsors ofprojects that exceed a
designated size threshold to participate in
mandatory pre-application development
review meetings with local planners, and at

least one meeting with members of the
community or neighborhood. Some projects
flounder because the project sponsor does not
understand the review process, or submits an
incomplete permit application, or fails to
address legitimate community concerns.
Many later problems can be anticipated and
avoided by requiring project sponsors to meet
with planners and community representatives
prior to submitting a permit application_

Initiatives to Provide Regulatory Relief to Small
Developers and Prop . Owners
*

Identify appropriate districts or zones in
which development fees, permitting
requirements, and other regulations might
be relaxed for small-scale apartment
development. As noted above, the
development review process is often the most
burdensome for small-scale property owners
and developers. Cities should identify specific
areas where appropriate regulatory and fee
relief would enhance the ability of small-scale
property-owners and investors to develop
much-needed housing_

Cooperative Initiatives to Expand the Supply of
Developable Sites
*

In the long-run Santa Clara County public
officials need to face up to the fact that they
are quickly running out ofdevelopable sites.
Although Santa Clara County still has roughl^
10 years before the situation reaches a critical
stage, today's high land and housing prices
already reflect the worsening shortage of
buildable sites. Until now, the land supply
situation has been dealt with on a city-by-city
basis, with each city independently deciding
how much and how far it should grow. What'needed now is for cities to recognize their
inter-dependence in this area, and to agree to
work with each other, as well as with
interested environmental, business, and
community groups to develop a long-term

plan for matching supplies of developable
sites to demand.
We offer a few guidelines for such an
endeavor. First, although increased densities
can play an important role in providing future
residential development opportunities, higher
density by itself will not be sufficient
Second, communities may want to investigate
"infilling" existing business and office park
developments with appropriate residential
development, particularly rental housing.
There are numerous examples in the Bay Area
of successful mixes of office and residential
development_
Third, working together through the Santa
Clara County Local Agency
Formation Commission (or another agency),
local governments in Santa Clara County
should develop a common system for
inventorying and classifying undeveloped land
according to its environmental sensitivity, its
role in shaping long-term urbanization
patterns, and its potential for development.
Only by applying a common set of criteria
regarding where and what is appropriate for
growth can future battles over development be
avoided The vacant land inventory developed
by the Santa Clara Valley Manufacturing
Group is an excellent start in this direction.
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Endnotes
1.

2.

Throughout this report we use the term Silicon Valley to mean Santa Clara County. We recognize, of course,
that Silicon Valley does not have fixed boundaries, and by some accounts, extends as far north as Redwood
City, as far south as Scotts Valley, and as far east as Fremont.
'' This estimate includes only those employees who are paid on an hourly basis.

3.

Average wage rates in the Transportation Equipment and Instruments and Related sectors are much higher in
Santa Clara County than in San Francisco and San Mateo Counties. Wage levels in the Industrial Equipment
and Electronic Equipment sectors are comparable between the two Bay Area sub-regions, however Santa Clan
County's much larger work force in these two sectors translates directly into much higher total payrolls.

4.

Rent estimates need to be considered carefully, particularly in a market as large and diverse as Santa Clara
County. Both Real Facts and National Real Estate Investor publish estimates of average rents, which tend to b
significantly higher than median rents. The U.S. Census Bureau publishes median rent estimates (which tend
to be more representative), but only every ten years. Real Facts only tracks rents in market-rate buildings witl
forty or more units. Because these buildings typically have more amenities and higher rents than smaller
properties, Real Facts' estimates may overstate average rents in the marketplace as a whole.
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5.

Federal affordability standards identify households paying more 30 of their income on rent as "over-paying_"
The Census Bureau publishes estimates of rent-overpayment based on households paying 35% of their income
on rent

6.

Home values as listed in the Census are self-reported: that is they are the values estimated by the owner and do
not necessarily mirror market values. Despite this drawback, they provide a useful comparative perspective.
Gross-income qualifying ratios are used by mortgage lenders to qualify households for mortgages. A grossincome qualifying ratio of .28 means that the lender may be willing to make a mortgage loan such that the
monthly mortgage payment plus associated property tax and insurance payments. are no more than 28% of total
monthly gross income.

8.

The median price is the middle-price, not the average price: half the homes in a given market are more
expensive than the median, half are less. Median home prices measure the value of homes that sold in a given
year and market, not the value of all homes. Because home sales tend to be weighted toward existing units not
new ones, median home prices typically underestimate new home prices. The extent of this underestimate
varies according to the mix of home sales in a given area and does not follow any patternThesedifference are long-standing. Home prices have historically been much higher in the county's western
foothill communities (Los Altos, Los Gatos, Palo Alto); somewhat lower in county's southern markets (Morgan
Hill and Gilroy), and lowest in San Jose and Milpitas. ,

10.

These estimates assume renters are willing to pay a maximum of 20-25% of their gross income in rent.

1 1.

Most real estate analysts regard the "normal" vacancy rate (the vacancy rate for which supply and demand are
in rough balance) as 4-6%.

12.

This includes both single- and multi-family housing.

13.

Even when local regulations are relaxed to permit reduced parking, a minimum number of parking spaces per
unit are necessary to make a project marketable.

14.

See, for example, "Relationships between Affordable Housing Developments and Neighboring Property
Values," (U.C. Berkeley Institute of Urban and Regional Development, 1993); and Myths and Facts about
Affordable Housing (California Department of Housing and Community Development, 1994).

15.

This estimate, the weighted average, was calculated by multiplying project delay times by the number of units
in each project, and diving the product by the total number of units in all 13 projects.

16.

Recent permit streamlining efforts have focused on reducing permit review times, primarily by instituting
concurrent reviews, and not by consolidating permit reviews.

17.

Environmental reviews which result in negative declarations or mitigated negative declarations don't
significantly lengthen the development approvals process. Most cities in Santa Clara County conduct
environmental reviews concurrently with rezoning reviews. Developers who begin the development approvals
process with traffic and/or habitat studies in-hand can further speed the review process.
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Appendix Al: Santa Clara Single-Family and Multi-family Permits, by City, 1990-1995
City

Campbell
Cupertino
Gilroy
Los Altos
Los Altos Hills
Los Gatos
Milpitas
Monte Sereno
Morgan Hill
Mountain View
Palo Alto
San Jose
Santa Clara
Saratoga
Sunnyvale
Unincorporated
Total

1990.

1991

Singlefamily
53
65
10
28
24
37
286
4

Singlefamily
12
106
14
8
21
27
374
8
47
40
35
643
86
37
97
115
1,670

366
59
70
368
43
40
127
180
1,760

1992

2,118 .;.:

Singlefamily
12.
19
12
23
17
17
295
16
75
17
33
954
46
28
89
95
1,748

1994

1993
Singlefamil
22
15
90
26
20
25
145
15
274
22
62
779
116
26
140
48
1,825

I 3Of

1',628

1995

Singlefamily

Singlefamily

50
60
125
60
26
23
165
9

0

G

114
164
12
25
24
100
8
211
108
140
668
34
95
88
65
1,856

1,187

245
81
43
903
89
31
162
56
2,128

1,817

Source : Current Construction Reports: C40; Santa Clara County Planning Department

Appendix A2: Median Residential Sales Prices for Selected Cities: 1991-95
City

Cupertino
Gilroy/Morgan Hill
Los Altos
Milpitas
Mountain View
Palo Alto
San Jose

Sep-91
Con
Singlefamily
Twnlune <

$530,000
290,000
525,000
na
na
332,000
229,000

Santa Clara

na

Sunnyvale
Santa Clara Cnty

na
na

Sep-92
Single
Condol
ffamily
T«'nhme <!

S242,500:!: $325,000
165,000
295,000
na
580,000
136,000
215,000
227,500
na
n3
na

:

8,000 ',!!
207,000
17.0,000

Source : San Jose Real Estate Board

332,000
221,000

Sep -93
SingleCondo/
T"Vitime
family

S 2 05,00
$295,000
173,0^.0
278,000
na i!
535,000
140,600"' 220,000
210,000
na
na
na

I

335,500
218,000

Sep -94
SingleCondo/
family
Twmhmt:;l

1995
Singlefamily

Condo/
1«nlune

^220;DOU
16 1,250
n1
9"S;900
215,000

$305,000
285,000
627,500
226,000
na

S200,000
l2$,000
ni
193,500
201,250

$380,000
na
na
217,000
na

S230,000
136,000
na
136,000
187,500

na
na

349,000
221,500

na
ria

na
222,500

nn
na

na

158,000. .'..

na

169,00o

na

305,000
240,000

165,OOD `
162,O0 D

287,000
233,500

189,QJ0
156b00

280,000
229,000

.166,500°^^
2-12,000
15l 000

na
298,000
255,000

165,000
189,000
165 0Q0 9

^*

famil*
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Appendix B:
Selected Multi-family Pro-jects: Profiles and Development Timelines
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Bella Vista Apartments, Santa Clara
Bracher Senior Housing, Santa Clara
California Landing, Milpitas
California Northpointe, San Jose
Carriage Square, San Jose
Compass Plance, Sunnyvale
Eden Palms, San Jose
Kensington Place, Sunnyvale
Pinmore Gardens, San Jose.
Parkside Commons, Sunnyvale
The Villas at California Landing, Milpitas
Willow Lakes, San Jose
Winfield Hills, San Jose

Bella Vista Apartments, Santa Clara
4600 Lick Mill Road, completed project address: 1500 Vista Club Circle
Developer:

Interland Development Co

Owner:

City of Santa Clara (Sports & Open Space Authority)

File Numbers:

Z-1467 (Zoning)
Z-1418 EIR (Environmental Impact Report)

Project Description:
This file is for Phases 1 and 2, 22.48 acres, as part of a larger 105-acre, 2100-unit, development on the
former Fairway Glen Golf Course (a new, replacement public golf course facility had already been built
by this time atop a landfill). Project is adjacent to an aqueduct park, Lick Mill Boulevard, apartments,
and the Guadelupe River. Phases 1 and 2 are a PD apartment complex for 634 multi-family units in 39
two- and three-story buildings, plus a recreation center. 1,195 parking spaces (some covered, some
open) total for Phases 1 and 2. The overall project was also to contain 10 acres of support neighborhood
retail, a branch library, and a 10-acre park. The project took about 10 months from initial application to
issuance of the first building permit.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
This was a more involved project, involving redevelopment of city land. Around 1981, the City started
looking for alternate uses for old golf course land. In 1986, the City sent an outline of prospective uses
to potential developers, with the option of buying or leasing the land. In March 1986, Interland
expressed its interest in leasing the land, and submitted its first conceptual idea for apartments in
September. This project was part of a previously approved master plan rezoning by the City (file Z1418, from B, public/quasi-public, to R3-36D), on behalf of Interland. Project was covered by a
previous EIR. Tentative map and rezoning required.
Adjustments to Project during the Development Process
Interland wanted to develop the project in phases. Under City's advice, applicant requested a rezone
from R3-36D, medium density apartment, to PD(R3-36D), planned development, for Phases 1 and 2, to
provide a specific development plan for each phase, rather than use standard apartment zoning. Parking
requirement was reduced ten percent.
Approval Timeline
1986-87 Interland expresses interest in City's proposal, meets with City
10/9/87 Draft EIR submitted
12/19/87 Interland filed application to rezone from public/quasi-public to apartment and commercial
(conventional zoning)
1/21/88 Final EIR submitted to City for review
1/11/88 Project Review Committee review for FEIR
3/8/88
FEIR for the 2,100-unit overall development certified by Planning Commission and City
Council, with Conditions for Approval
9/30/88 First formal application: petition for zone change form submitted, along with schematic design
drawings for Phases I and II, Bella Vista Apartments.
10/5/88 Plan check review and comment form submitted to other city departments.

Bella Vista Apartments
Approval Timeline, continued
10/17/88 Project Clearance Committee meeting-all city departments discuss zoning change. Issues such
as emergency access, entrance drives, design, public park separate from residences. File not
accepted as complete. Number of parking spaces higher than the 1.8 ratio required. File will
be continued for city-initiated variance application to allow reduction in number of required
parking spaces.
10/31/88 Project clearance committee meeting to consider revised plans submitted by applicant. File
accepted as complete.
11/1/88 Santa Clara Sports and Open Space Authority approved lease to, Jim Joseph of Interland.
11/16/88 Planning Commission meeting for Phases I and II (rezoning 630 units)
11/29/88 City Council approved rezoning as recommended by Planning Commission
12/30/88 Formal development proposal, change from apartment to PD zoning
1/16/89 Interland gives preliminary architectural plans to city.
2/9/89 .Architect meets with city

2/28/89-, Plan check review; also on 3/1 and 3/2
3/24/89._: Application for architectural review committee (ARC) File A-2760.
3/27/89 Architecture review of 50% complete drawings of 634 units
ARC meeting--approved 50% drawings subject to certain revisions
4/5/89
First permit awarded, for grading
7/5/89
Plan check
7/89
9/13/89 TM application filed
TM approved
1/9/90
6/20/90 First building permit issued (for Phase 1), more permits awarded through October.
Plan check
7/90
8/28/90 Interland petitioned for 10 percent less parking
8/14/91 First Certificate of Occupancy (for Phase .1)
11/23/93 Final Certificate of Occupancy for Phase 2

Bracher Senior Housing, Santa Clara
2665 South Drive

Developer /Owner:

Santa Clara Housing Authority
Bracher Associates Limited Partnership

File Number:

APN216-15-024
APN216-15-025

Project Description
Bracher Senior Housing is a very low income project consisting of 72 one bedroom units of
approximately 570 square feet. The project density is 30.6 du/acre. The two buildings will be one to two
stories tall. The project is in a neighborhood of moderate density (18-25 du/acre) under the General
Plan. The General Plan gives a density bonus and parking variance for projects serving 100% seniors.
The land required rezoning from Agriculture and R1-8L to PD. The total time for the project from the
date the application was filed to the date building permits were issued was one year.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
The largest issue this project faced was parking. The parking requirements were lowered from 2 spaces
per dwelling unit to 0.9 spaces per dwelling unit. Many residents wrote that parking was already a
problem on South Drive and adding this project would exacerbate the neighborhood street parking
problem. Another concern was that the location of the parking was too far from the complex for the
seniors to walk. These issues were mitigated by providing shuttle service to ensure less need for cars and
by land banking nine spaces for future use if deemed necessary.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
The project was essentially changed to mitigate the aforementioned parking issues. Nine spaces were
land banked for future use and a shuttle service was required twice a week.
Approval Timeline
4/29/93
Land acquired
12/17/93
PD rezone - project application filed
1/24/93
Project Clearance Committee Meeting. Initial study with applicant and all city
departments. Projected not accepted as complete.
2/4/94
Negative Declaration dated
2/14/94
Project Clearance Committee meeting. Access to courtyard and parking a concern.
Project was not accepted as complete.
2/18/94
Project Clearance Committee Meeting. Project accepted. Access issues will be
addressed later.
3/9/94
Planning Commission Public Hearing
PD rezone, Variance, and Negative Declaration were all approved.
Planning Commission recommended zone change on the condition that the
Housing Authority provides daily shuttle service.
3/16/94
Letter - Housing Authority asks City Council to consider shuttle service twice a
week rather than daily.
3/16/94
Deadline missed for posting of Public Hearing. City Council hearing delayed.
3/16/94
Planning Commission Findings from Public Hearing
3/23/94
Planning Commission Findings from Public Hearing Revised to clarify density law and
reasons that this project with 30.6 du/acre is acceptable under the General Plan in an area
with maximum density of 25 du/acre.
4/5/94
City Council Public Hearing
PD rezone, Variance, and Negative Declaration approved
Neighbors expressed concerns over parking.

Bracher Senior Housing
Approval Timeline, continued
Letters regarding potential harm to raptors during construction
6/1/94
Applicant filed for Lot Line adjustment to combine two parcels into one.
6/6/94
Lot Line Adjustment application deemed not complete
6/13/94
Letters regarding potential harm to raptors during construction
Letters regarding potential harm to raptors during construction
6/17/94
Architecture Review application filed
6/20/94
Architecture Committee approved application subject to minor conditions
7/7/94
Lot Line Adjustment approved at Subdivision Committee Meeting
7/27/94
First Plan Check - Developer submitted plans
8/17/94
Developer submitted final drawings for architectural review to planning
12/9/94
Architecture review - Planning issued approval for final plans.
12/12/94
Building.Permit -,First Permit issued.
12/27/94
Property Development Agreement
10/30/95
Property. Development Agreement approved by City Council
11/28/95::
Certificate of Occupancy Issued
11/30/95_.

California Landing, Milpitas
Southwest corner of Dixon Landing Road and Milmont Drive

Developer/Owner:

Trammel Crow Residential: South Bay Area

File Number:

PUD #51

Project Description
This project was originally part of a PUD that included two developers and a condominium portion. The
original PUD application was filed for the entire project.
The project is multiphase with phase I being Brander Mill, 204 family units and Mill Creek, 312 adult
units. Phases II-IV are single family units. Phase II can begin construction after 150 apartments are
built. Phase III is permitted to begin construction after 300 apartments are built but Phase IV cannot
begin until a total of 400 apartments have been built. Parking will be provided at 2 spaces per unit.
The General Plan designation for this land is high density residential. The land requires rezoning from
Agriculture and Services to R3-S. The total time for the project from the time the project was filed until
the first building permits were issued was more than 18 months.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
The grading permit was granted prior to the approval of the Tentative Map. In the process of grading,
the developers found barrels of contaminated toxic waste. A supplemental EIR was required to
determine how to mitigate this finding and dispose of the waste. Detailed samplings were required. The
Supplemental EIR was approved in early 1990.
Other issues were design related. A lot of discussion was related to the design and placement of the
water elements in the project. Also, the project was approved subject to 35 conditions. Compliance had
to be demonstrated for each condition prior to the issuance of building permits. This is a normal
procedure in Milpitas.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
No major adjustments especially given the magnitude of the project.
Approval Timeline
9/15/88
Project rejected by Planning Commission
10/4/88
Project approved by Planning Commission
10/4/88
Project approved by City Council subject to 35 special conditions
7/6/89
Planning Commission Meeting
Applicant is proposing compliance with special conditions 16,19,20 and
proposing architectural changes to recreational buildings and pool areas.
Environmental Review is incomplete: waiting for approval of EIR and Vesting
Tentative Map.
7/18/89
City Council approves plans as recommended by Planning Commission, including
water elements.
8/28/89
Vesting Tentative Maps filed.
10/11/89
Vesting Tentative Map - Planning Commission Public Hearing

California Landing
Approval Timeline, continued
Plan Check - preliminary review for PUD and tentative map.
12/6/89
Final Map not yet approved
Tentative Map Special conditions include Pacific Bell concern over easements and
contaminated soil cleanup
PUD special conditions are with regard to a sound wall, roof materials,
landscaping, trash dumpsters and acoustical certification.
City Council amended special conditions. A detailed landscaping plan must be
1/24/90
submitted to the Planning Commission before the building permits are issued.
2/22/90
Building Permits - First Permit issued
Building Permits - First Final Permit issued for first building
3/21/90
Letter: Developer wants deletion of water element even though approved by city
9/8/90
council and planoing commission. Recommends bring the issue before both again.
4/5/91
Carport additions approved
3/30/93
Landscaping not yet completed. Letter to property owners and managers who have
delayed landscaping due to drought or otherwise.

California Northpointe, San Jose
Southeast corner of Old Oakland Road & MacKaye Drive
Developer:

Kaufman & Broad South Bay, Inc.

File Numbers:

PDC 94-02-003 (PD Rezoning)
PT94-04-029 (Vesting Tentative Map)
PD 94-04-013 (Planned Development Permit)

Project Description
On a site of 14.4 acres, developer proposed to build 217 single family attached residential ( SFAR) units
("townhouses"), by dividing 4 parcels into 217 lots. Net density is 15.07 DU/acre. There are 2.57
parking spaces/unit, 434 covered spaces and 123 open spaces. Units will be 3-story buildings which look
like 2 stories due to grading
Project required a rezoning from Industrial to A(PD). Site was vacant and had been used for agricultural
purposes before that. The base district zoning was A, agricultural. Site is surrounded by large apartment
and condo complexes, vacant commercial, and industrial development. Zoning is consistent with GP
designation of high density residential, HDR (12-25 DU/acres). Estimated date of occupancy was
12/21/94. From date of development plan to first build permit, one year and 6 months passed.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
Issues raised by planning department and by neighbors included traffic, noise, and archaeological
remains. A small portion ( 1.7 acres) of site is within redevelopment area. Per redevelopment law, 15%
of units there must be affordable to low or moderate income households. Thus 1 of the 2 planned units in
the redevelopment area must be affordable. San Jose Redevelopment Agency was concerned that even if
no units were built in the redevelopment area, affordability restrictions should be recorded on all
property in anticipation of any future changes or development.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
The most time-consuming part of the development process for this project appears to be during the
rezoning application approval period, the first phase of a three step process ( rezoning, tentative map, and
PD permit). However, the project did not change significantly during the process.
Approval Timeline
7/2/90
Property purchased by Brokaw Interest, a Calif. limited partnership
1/31/93
Development plan dated
2/24/94
Title vested in Brokaw Interests
2/94
Planning Dept. seeks comments from other public agencies. Archaeological report
required, possible human burial site.
3/3/94
Response from Dept. of Public Works
3/8,17/94
Letters from Planning Dept. to Kaufman Broad with minor conditions & changes
3/94
Traffic impact analysis report as required by San Jose Congestion Management Plan: no
impacts on intersections.
3/15/94
Neg. Dec. granted for rezoning
3/25/94
Tract number assigned (#8650)
4/4/94
Neg. Dec. for rezoning adopted
4/5/94
Planning Dept. recommends approval of rezoning. Project conforms with GP
designation of HDR ( 12-25 DU/acre)
4/13/94
Public hearing to approve rezoning at Planning Commission.
4/19/94
Public Hearing before City Council. Rezoning ordinance passed.
4/20/94
TM application filed. Waiver of written report granted.
4/21/94
Application filed for PD Permit

°
California Northpointe
Approval Timeline, continued
Letter from Police Chief--project will increase workload of emergency calls.
5/5/94
Public Hearing with Director of Planning at City Council, regarding PD permit and TM.
6/8/94
PD Permit granted.
TM approved by Director of Planning.
6/17/94
Permit Acceptance, Agreement, and Consent form executed.
6/21/94
Building permit granted
7/19/94

Carriage Square, San Jose
Blossom Hill Road
Developer:

Greenbriar Development Corporation (residential)
Keenan and Bariteau (commercial - this part of the project was not completed)

Owner:

New England Mutual Life
Misao and Eiji Tshchda

File Numbers:

PDC91-12-085 (Planned Development Rezoning #1)__
PDC93-07-030 ( Planned Development Rezoning #2)
PD93-11-043 .(Planned Development Permit) unable to locate
PT93-11-061 (Tentative Parcel Map)

Project Description
The project includes 324 multi family attached residential units on 12 acres in 14 three-story buildings
and a commercial component. The density for this project is 27 du/acre. The land required rezoning
from Agriculture to a PD. Also, the site was determined to be consistent with the General Plan density
designation under the Discretionary Use Policy #7 which allows for a 20% density bonus since 20% of
the units to be developed are for low and moderate income households. The total time for the project
approval process, from the date the application was filed to the date of the first building permit was 30
months, including the change in the scope of the project.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
Many of the planning issues were with regard to the compatibility of commercial and residential uses.
Traffic and noise issues were of high concern. Early in the environmental process the presence of
surface agriculture chemicals was an issue.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
The project was originally proposed in 1991 as a joint residential and commercial development with 272
multi-family attached residential units and 133,000 square feet of commercial space on 23.14 acres of
land. The revised project in 1993 is considered by the planning department as a separate project and is
composed entirely of 324 multifamily attached residential units on 12 acres. It is unclear whether the
commercial part of the project was built and, if not, what caused the change in the project. The files
emphasized concerns about the traffic and noise associated with commercial development.
Approval Timeline
Dec. 1991
Final Geotechn ical Investigation
12/19/91
PD Rezoning Application filed - 272 residential units and 133,000 square feet of
commercial space at 23.14 gross acres.
12/27/91
Title granted for Parcels 1,2,3
1/10/92
Special Handling Designation assigned
1/17/92
Preliminary Comments (30 day letter): Many design issues raised regarding
compatibility of commercial and residential.
2/28/92
Title Granted for Parcel 4
3/24/92
Public Hearing Notice
April 1992
Traffic Analysis Report - mitigation measures proposed
4/21/92
Negative Declaration granted
5/2/92
Negative Declaration adopted
5/13/92
PD Rezoning - Public Hearing at Planning Commission
5/22/92
PD Rezoning - Planning Commission recommends approval of rezoning.
6/16/92
PD Rezoning - City Council passed ordinance
1/6/93
PD Permit granted for 324 residential units on 12 acres.

Carriage Square
Approval Timeline, continued
PD rezoning filed for 324 unit residential project.
July 1993
20% Density bonus requested by Greenbriar
8/26/93
Letter to City Planning from Greenbriar - revised development plans will be provided by
8/30/93
9/10/93 and will include mitigation from 3/19/92 Traffic Analysis Report and 5/5/92
Public Works memo.
PD Rezoning - Public Hearing Notice
9/ 1 /93
Public Notice of Draft Negative Declaration
Staff Report: PD Rezoning approved by Planning Department
9/16/93
Key environmental issues: Traffic and Noise, but mitigatable
9/21/93
Negative Declaration granted
Negative Declaration filed
9/22/93
PD Rezoning - Public Hearing. Planning Commission approves rezoning.
Tentative Map filed
11/1/93
11/2/93
PD Rezoning - City Council adopts ordinance
12/16/93
Building Permit Plan Check
12/22/93
PD Permit - Public Hearing
Tentative Map - Public Hearing
6/15/94
Building Permit -- 1 st Permit issued

Compass Place, formerly Mobiland Manor/Carrington Place, Sunnyvale
780 North Fairoaks Avenue
°
Developer/Owner:

Cypress Sunnyvale Ltd.

Project Description
After this project was approved by City, developer foreclosed and never got to.the building permit stage.
A new project was later approved to be built by Stellar Homes. This description looks at the approval
process for the first project. The first applicant had proposed 318 rental apartments on 8.84 net acres,
density 36 units/acre. 32 units would be BMR's ( below market rate). Surrounding uses are single family
homes, townhomes, flood control channel, apartments, mobile homes, gas station, condos. As built by
the second applicant, the project is 240 condos. The project took thirteen months to go through official
approvals, although once the application was deemed complete by the city, the approval only took four
months.

Initial Planning and Development Issues
There was an existing mobile home park with residents at the site. Project required 1) General Plan Land
Use redesignation from low medium density residential to high density residential (1972 GP change); 2)
Rezoning from R-MH (resid mobile home park) to R-4/PD (high density residential/PD overlay zoning);
and 3) Special Development Permit (SDP) for the actual project. 20 additional surface parking spaces
required. The applicant got the GP redesignation and then got the SDP, but could have saved time by
applying for them concurrently. Discussion over whether elevators will be required for these 4 story
units (3 stories over parking).
Adjustments to Project during the Development Process
The first developer never completed the project. By the time Stellar Homes was ready to develop, it was
a cut and dry process. They were able to use the Mobile Home Conversion Plan which the first
developer had approved. They also proposed a project that was designed with fewer impacts and thus
was easier to approve.
Approval Timeline

8/13/85
1/29/91
2/91
3/13/91
4/1/91
8/1/91

8/27/91
11/12/91
12/9/91
1/7/92
1/92

GP Change authorized by City Council
Conversion Impact Report approved for mobile home removal and conversion.
Projects' application process begins.
Special Development Permit application filed.
The PRC (project review committee, all departments in City) reviews project and.
requires traffic impact analysis
Revised plans for Mobiland Manor/Carrington Place, with new architect; revised
pursuant to PRC meeting held more than a month ago. Also a new traffic study, soils,
arborist, sound report submitted. Applicant requests another PRC review of project,
prior to Planning Commission review.
Fire requirements, DPW comments, traffic comments. Other depts. as well.
Project deemed complete by City staff; i.e. application is complete and streamlining act
kicks in. Data, staff report must be compiled.
Planning Commission hearing, continued to 1/13/92 at request of applicant
City Council hearing, continued to 2/4/92 at request of applicant
Noise study

1/13/92
1/30/92

Planning Commission hearing re. elevators, continued from previous meeting.
Adjacent homeowners association writes letter, concerned with development--traffic,
shadows, parking.

2/4/92

City Council hearing, continued from previous meeting, re. elevators. Staff recommends
approval of the 3 requirements listed above (GP LU redesignation, Rezoning, and SDP)
and of the Neg. Dec.

Compass Place
Approval Timeline, continued
2/6/92
Traffic report submitted. Concern to homeowner association next door.
2/18/92
City Council hearing, formally continued from 2/4/92. Approves SDP, subject to
conditions of approval, and Neg. Dec. Supplemental hearing re. 1) parking, 2) unit
breakdown (# BR's), 3) elevators, 4) traffic, 5) shadow studies of adjacent yards. Staff
recommends approval of revised plans.
3/5/92
Neg. Dec. Notice of Determination filed, Neg Dec approved.
2/2/93
One-year extension requested by Hanf, by approval of Miscellaneous Plan Application.
Applicant had financial difficulties, risk of foreclosure.
2/9/94
Building permit issued to second developer, Stellar Homes; permits continue through
present for Phase II.

Eden Palms, San Jose
5732 Monterey Road
Developer/Owner:

Eden Palms Associates, Hayward

File Numbers:

PD CSH 94-12-054 (PD Rezoning-Special Handling)
PT SH 94-12-097 (Vesting TM--Special Handling)
PDA 94-01-060 (Planned Development Permit Amendment)

Project Description
The project includes 145 one/two story MFAR (multi-family attached residential) plus 8,000 square feet
community center and daycare on 10.16 gross acres (10.126 net acres). Density 14.2 dwelling units/acre.
There are 6-1 bedroom apartments, 40-2 BR, and 99-3 BR. There is open parking as well as carports, and
basketball courts, tot lot. Site is adjacent to apartments, restaurant, vacant gas station, mobile home park.
This project fits the General Plan designation of HDR (12-25 DU/acre) and MDR (8 DU/acre) and
General Commercial. There are 11 existing lots which are proposed to be combined into one lot. The
previous existing use was vacant. The project went through the development approvals process quickly,
only taking 8 months from date of PD Zoning application to the date of the first building permit.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
This is a rezoning of a planned development from A(PD) to A(PD). The project was designated Special
Handling because it is a publicly-assisted housing project that provides at least 15 SFDU or 25 S/MFAR.
Eight units will be offered at 35% of area median income, 100 units at 50%, and 35 units at 60%, plus 2
manager's units. The City said the project furthers the goals of San Jose's General Plan by providing
affordable rental housing. It conforms with Discretionary Alternate Use Policy (DAUP) #1, regarding
compatibility of surrounding housing types, and DAUP #5, regarding residential uses on commerciallydesignated parcels.
Although the project was approved quickly, there were still issues such as the interface with surrounding
uses (setbacks), and conformance with residential design guidelines regarding landscaping, private and
common open space. Parking and circulation were also issues; the project was approved with less
parking than normally required because the many of the tenants are projected to be single mothers with
children
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process

There were no major changes in the project during the development process, although the proposed
community center was reduced from 11,000 to 8,000 square feet. The project was processed quickly
because it fits the General Plan designation for uses and densities, and was designated Special Handling
because it furthers the city's goals of providing affordable housing.
Approval Timeline
12/20/94 _
Tentative map (TM) dated, presumably filed soon thereafter
12/21/94
Applications for PD zoning and environmental clearance filed. Concurrent Processing
Agreement signed--time limits for action on TM don't start until effective date of
rezoning ordinance.
3/1/95
Neg. Dec. Addendum approved
3/8/95
Public Hearing on PD zoning at Planning Commission (PC).
3/21/95
Public Hearing on PD zoning at City Council (CC)
4/95
PD permit application submitted
4/18/95
City Council approved PD zoning
4/19/95
Public Hearing for PD permit for 145 MFAR units, and for TM to combine I 1 lots into
one parcel
5/2/95
City Council second reading of ordinance to approve rezoning

Eden Palms
=
Approval. Timeline, continued
5/10/95
Planning Director's hearing. PD Permit and TM approved by Director of Planning
8/31/95
Building permit granted
11/21/95
Planned Development Permit Amendment application filed
12//20/95
Public Hearing for Planned Development Permit Amendment
12/21/95
Planned Development Permit Amendment granted

Kensington Place, Sunnyvale
1220 North Fair Oaks Ave.
Developer:

Prometheus Development Company
The Sares Co.

Owner:

Kensington-Fair Oaks Association Joint Venture

File Number:

APN 11029025

Project Description
The project includes 172 multi-family attached residential units in one building on 4.17 acres. The
project density is 42 du/acre. The land required rezoning from MS (industrial and service) to R4PD
(high density residential). A General Plan Amendment was also required to approve this change. The
total time for the project approval process, from the date of the General Plan Amendment application to
the application for the building permit was just over one year.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
Issues were minor and related mostly to design.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
The project was initially 172 units but was increased to 186 units.
Approval Timeline
10/8/90
Phase I Environmental Assessment
12/18/90
General Plan Amendment Application filed.
1/7/91
Plan Review Committee meeting
1/31/91
Traffic Noise Assessment
2/12/91
General Plan Amendment initiated by City Council
March 1991
Traffic Impact Analysis Report
5/1/91
Negative Declaration granted
5/13/91
Homeowners' Meeting Notes
6/10/91
Public Hearing Staff Report
Planning Commission affirmed Negative Declaration.
Planning Commission approved General Plan Amendment
Planning Commission approved rezoning
6/25/91
Special Development Permit 186 units
General Plan Amendment approved to change from Industrial to High Density
Residential
7/9/91
Rezoned from MS (Industrial and Service) to R4PD
12/30/91
Building Permit Application

Pinmore Gardens, San Jose
Branham Lane, opposite Ross Avenue

Developer/Owner:

Pinmore Housing Development Corporation
(associated with Santa Clara County Housing Authority)

File Numbers:

PDCSH93-10-045
PDSH94-07-029
PTSH94-08-054

(Planned Development Rezoning)
(Planned Development Permit)
(Tentative Parcel Map) unable to locate

Project Description
The Pinmore Garden project consists of 51 multi family attached residential units on 2.8 gross acres.
The project density is 18.2 du/acre. The project is intended for low-moderate income households. The
land for the site was originally bought by the Santa Clara County Traffic Authority for freeway .
expansion, but was later deemed to be surplus. The site is located near a freeway interchange and across
from a major shopping center.
The land required rezoning from Agriculture to a PD. Also, the site was determined to be consistent
with the General Plan designation of 8 du/acre under the Discretionary Use Policy 48 which allows
affordable projects to develop at any density compatible with surrounding uses. The total time for the
project approval process, from the date the application was filed to the date of the first building permit
was 16 months.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
The project involved the destruction of 7 single family detached homes, most of which were vacant. The
largest issues with this project are with regard to the actual site. Because the project is located across
from a major shopping center and near a freeway, access issues were of great concern.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
The project was modified to have only one access point, the location of which was also much debated. It
was finally decided that the developer would pay to realign the Safeway entrance and to construct a
median island to mitigate these issues. Also, it was determined that parking intended to be located in the
panhandle section of the parcel should be eliminated. Adjoining neighbors were later deeded this extra
land to extend their back yards as a way to appease their concerns of being located so near the project
and to preserve their privacy. Also, due to the proximity to the freeway, special acoustic windows were
required, and the buildings were clustered around courtyards.
Approval Timeline
9/20/93
Land transferred to City of San Jose from Santa Clara County Traffic Authority
11/1/93
Planned Development Rezoning Application filed
11/19/93
Planned Development Rezoning - First Community Meeting
12/3/93
Letter to Matt Steinle from City Planning regarding site issues.
1/31/94
Letter to City Planning from ZoBell recommending that approval of PD Rezoning
be postponed by 30 days to allow for community meeting
2/8/94
Letter from City Planning to SCCHA requesting revised site plan. Substantial
revisions in progress to eliminate parking in the pan handle section.
5/18/94
Negative Declaration granted
5/19/94
Negative Declaration - Public Notice of Draft
5/27/94
PD Rezoning - Staff Report Recommendation for project approval by Planning
Commission
6/8/94
PD Rezoning - Public Hearing at Planning Commission Meeting
Planning Commission voted 5-0-1 to recommend City Council approve PD rezoning

Pinmore Gardens
Approval Timeline, continued
6/21/94
PD Rezoning adopted by City Council
7/8/94
PD Permit application filed
8/19/94
Tentative Map application filed
8/22/94
Building Permit Plan Check
9/26/94
PD Permit - Public Hearing Notice
Tentative Map - Public Hearing Notice
10/12/94
PD Permit Public Hearing by Director of Planning
Tentative Map Public Hearing by Director of Planning
10/13/94
PD Permit granted subject to conditions regarding sewage and'-site clearance.
11/10/94
Tentative Map approved subject to conditions regarding sewerage, parks, etc.
3/8/95
Building Permit - - 1st Permit issued

Parkside Commons, Sunnyvale
Northwest comer of Wolf Road and Arques Ave.

Developer /Owner:

Trammel Crow Residential
No. 76 Parkside Limited Partnership

File Numbers:

APN20528001
APN20528003

Project Description
The project includes a total of 192 multi family attached residential units on 6.89 acres. The density for
the project is 27.9 du/acre. The project was completed in two stages. Nineteen of the units were below
market.rate. The surrounding uses were light industrial, commercial, office, and firehouse training
facilities: The land required rezoning from industrial to high density residential and a variance for
parking-.-. The total time for the project approval process, from the date of the first meeting of the project
approval committee to the application for the. initial phase building permit was under 5 months. The
final building permit for the final phase was issued 11 months later.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
The largest issue was the presence of a 100 foot PG&E easement through the property which precludes
the building of structures in that area. As a result, the developer proposed open air parking on one side
of the project and covered parking on the other side. Since each unit is entitled to one covered and one
open space this posed a problem. The result is that the developer ended up building underground parking
under two of the buildings.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
None, except as noted above.
Approval Timeline
Project Review Committee
9/18/89
Special Development Permit application.
10/22/89
Variance approved - parking
11/7/89
Public Hearing at City Council
Approved Negative Declaration
Approved Rezone to high density residential from industrial
Approved General Plan Amendment
2/2/90 , .-Building Permit Application (initial phase)
7/20/90
Building Permit Application (new apartment building)
12/28/90
Building Permit -- Final Permit Issued (initial phase)
1/4/91
Building Permit -- Final Permit Issued (new apartment building)

The Villas at California Landing, Milpitas.,
Milmont Drive and Jurgens Drive
Developer:

Kaufman & Broad South Bay, Inc.

Planning Consultant: Frisbee Planning Company

Project Description
At 218 units; this is the last phase of a large PUD, which is now all built and occupied. This phase
required a PUD 51-A (amendment). The final gross density was 17 units/acre; net density was 18
units/acre. Parking spaces were provided for 2.3 spaces/unit overall, or 507 spaces total.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
General Plan designation was high density multi-family residential. Original zoning R3-S, multifamily
residential (the City had already rezoned the land from industrial). Original existing use was vacant.
There was opposition to multifamily units from neighbors who said there would be structural damage
from vibrations from trains that passed through the area. Neighbors also cited concerns regarding traffic.
An EIR Addendum and PUD Amendment were required due to an increase in units, as well as a Vesting
Tentative Map (necessary to effectuate revision to PUD and create parcels necessary to accomodate this
amendment). Time to complete this phase of the project was five months.
Adjustments to Project during the Development Process
As this project was already zoned for high density multifamily and a general plan change was not
required, the project was approved very quickly. The developer amended the proposal to increase the
density (to that reflected in the General Plan and zoning), substituting 204 townhomes and 14 single
family units for 122 single-family detached units, an increase of 96 units, on 13+/- acres. This increase
in units was quite small compared to the overall project size (about 1,000 units). There was not too
much public opposition because most of the neighbors were new residents in the same project.
Approval Timeline
1988
EIR # 504 certified as complete for PUD "California Landing"--912 units.
1989
Supplemental EIR for entire project
1990
PUD and tentative map approved for entire project
1/8/91
Planning and Zoning application filed for this Phase. Includes PUD Amendment to increase
number of units. Vesting TM application filed as well.
1/14/91 Application deemed incomplete.
1/30/91 Planning and Zoning application (re)filed for portion of parcel, R-3, 12.9 acres, residential
development, 204 townhomes and 14 single family detached homes.
3/27/91. Planning Commission meeting to consider request for PUD Amendment. Considerable public
comment at hearing. Staff recommended approval subject to four conditions.
Effects were examined by Environmental Impact Committee in Addendum to EIR #504. No
significant change in impacts. Motion to continue 1) PUD Amendment, 2) EIR 504
Addendum, 3) Vesting TM to give applicant time to do vibration study (effects on stucco from
passing train) to make addendum complete. Public hearing closed.
4/10/91 Planning Commission hearing. Vibration study showed negligible effect from train. EIR
Addendum, PUD Amendment, and Vesting TM accepted subject to staff review and approval
of certain items.
5/7/91
City Council hearing/meeting for PUD51-Amendment. Neighbors wanted single family
detached, not townhomes-concerns of traffic and vibration. Public hearing closed. EIR
Addendum found complete. PUD Amendment approved: consistent with General Plan.
Vesting TM approved.
7/1/91
First building permit

Willow Lakes, formerly Murphy Plaza and Apartments, San Jose
Northeast corner of Old Oakland Road and Murphy Avenue
Developer:

Sobrato Land Co.
Greenbelt Development Co.

File Numbers:

PDC87-12-102 (Planned Development Rezoning)
PD88-06-47 Willow Lakes, 126 attached condos (Planned Development)
PT88-08-080: older "Rincon de Los Esteros Project Redevelopment Plan"
AD89-12-882 (Permit Adjustment Application)
AD90-8-713 (Permit Adjustment Application) to allow phasing of units
AD90-6-517 (Permit Adjustment Application) re. monument
AD92-6-448 (Permit Adjustment Application) re. sign

Project=Description The pr.oject area is 29.9 acres total. Applicant proposed a 131,000 square foot retail shopping center/
"high-quality, non-fast-food" sit-down restaurant and cocktail lounge/commercial on 11.55 acres, and up
to 408 condos/apartments on 18.35 acres. Net density would be 22.23 DU/acre. Project meets GP
Neighborhood/Community Commercial and High Density Residential (12 - 25 DU/Acres) designation.
1,401 parking spaces were required: 632 for commercial, 769 for residential. Commercial building is I
story; residential are 3 stories. Site was zoned 1-industrial. Base zoning was A-agricultural, A(PD)
zoning. Applicant sought to combine multiple existing lots into 3 proposed lots and rezone from A(PD)
to A(PD). Project zoning, TM, and PD permit were approved in fifteen months, but this project is still
undergoing permit adjustments and has not yet received a building permit.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
Few school-aged children were projected for this project. A new traffic signal was required. Other
concerns were parking, transit, traffic, fire safety, lighting, noise, and archaeology.
Adjustments to Project during the Development Process
The approvals process from date of application for PD zoning to approval of TM, the last of three
approvals, took one year and three months. Thereafter, developer applied for permit adjustments: over a
period of three years, for changes such as phasing and minor design or construction details. As of Marct
1996, the project still has not been awarded its first building permit.
Approval Timeline
6/5/84'
Tract number awarded, #122
6/84 to 12/84
Site annexed (3 orchards). Existing use vacant; former greenhouse agricultural
9/23/87
Original Rincon Redevelopment Area Master EIR found complete
12/1/87
City Council adopts findings on impacts: noise, traffic, archaeological, land use conflict
of industrial vs. residential.
12/9/87
Title vested in Sobrato Group, Calif. Limited Partnership.
12/23/87 .
Application for PD zoning filed.
3/11/88
General Development Plan submitted for Murphy Apts. & Plaza
4/27/88
Public Hearing before Planning Commission (PC). Addendum to EIR approved. PC
recommended Conditional Approval pending additional traffic mitigation, and that City
Council approve PD rezoning and prezoning.
4/28/88
Revised General Development Plan submitted.
5/17/88
Ordinance rezoning to A(PD) and prezoning to A(PD) approved by City Council. John
Sobrato said project meets GP amendment of 1987.
5/31/88
Notice of Determination for Draft EIR approval by City Council
6/6/88
Title vested in Wong and Sobrato
6/22/88
PD Permit petition filed for a PD permit for a PD. Development plan dated.

Willow Lakes

Approval Timeline, continued
8/22/88
Revised development plan
8/15/88
Tentative Map submitted
8/31/88
Public hearing for PD permit by Planning Director at City Council
9/9/88
Public hearing at City Council; phased development called "Willow Lakes
Apts/Condos"
9/16/88
TM revised. Redevelopment area designation removed from SW portion of site.
9/29/88
Four sets of Final PD permit plans, Willow Lake Apts., submitted to Ping. Dept.
9/30/88
PD Permit granted with conditions from DPW and for safety, traffic, right of way, etc.
by Director of Planning, to become final 10/11/88.
10/13/88
Acceptance/Agreement/Consent form signed by Sobrato, trustee Wong.
10/20/88
City Council approved EIR addendum, made findings.
3/8/89
Public hearings .
3/22/89
TM approved by Director of Planning
12/21/89
Application AD89-12-882 filed for permit adjustment--minor lot adjustment
6/8/90
Permit adjustment application AD90-06-477, to delete proposed pool, add recreation and
maintenance buildings, chimney; minor changes to roofs, windows.
6/27/90
Permit adjustment application AD90-6-517, monument entry signs
8/27/90
Permit adjustment application AD90-8-713, to allow phasing of units. Phase II is called
Willow Lake (file PD88-06-47), 126 attached condos.
6/2/92
Permit adjustment application AD92-6-448 filed for permit adjustment, sign.
12/20/94
Plan check by Engineering (PC 9404045)
----Building permit not granted as of 3/29/96

Winfield Hills, San Jose
Developers:

Martin Devcon Properties
Bridge Housing Corporation

Owner :

J. Lohr Properties

File Numbers:

PDCSH92-03-027
PD92-09-046
T92-08-055
PT93-01-003
PTA93-01-003

(Planned Development Rezoning)
(Planned Development Permit)
(Tentative Parcel Map)
(Vesting Tentative Map)
(Vesting Tentative Map Amendment)

Project Description
The Winfield Hills project in San Jose consisted of two types of housing development. Martin Devcon
Properties was responsible for developing 94 detached homes while Bridge Housing Corporation
developed 144 apartments on a total of 11.7 acres of land. The project density is 12.3 du/acre. The land
required rezoning to a PD (planned development). From the date Winfield Hills filed its project
application with the City of San Jose Planning Department until the time the first building permit was
issued approximately one year and five months passed. Winfield Park Associates acquired the land three
years prior to filing the project application.
Initial Planning and Development Issues
The project included 144 low income housing units and was therefore eligible for Special Handling
which expedites the approval process. Upon review, the City Planning Department recommended to the
Planning Commission that the scope of the project be reduced by 12 apartment units and 4 single family
homes. The Housing Advisory Council recommended that the project remain as originally proposed and
the City Council backed this decision. Nearby residents opposed the project citing potential problems
with the type of tenants thought to inhabit low income units.
The project had two tentative maps and one tentative map amendment. First the land was subdivided
into two parcels so that Bridge and Martin Devcon could seek separate financing for their respective part
of the project. The single family parcel was then subdivided into individual lots, the number of which
was subsequently changed thus requiring an amendment to the tentative map.
Adjustments to Project During the Development Process
The single family portion of the project originally was subdivided into 84 lots but was later amended to
94 lots.
Approval Timeline
6/5/89
Winfield Park Associates acquired deed from Retirement Inns of America
3/6/92
PD Permit Application filed.
3/25/92
Project filed - Preliminary comments provided (30 day letter)
4/5/92
Project determined eligible for Special Handling status (expedited)
4/21/92
Negative Declaration granted
5/5/92
Negative Declaration adopted by Director of Planning
5/13/92
PD Rezoning - Public Hearing at Planning Commission Meeting Planning Commission
voted 4-1-2 to recommend City Council approve PD rezone.
6/16/92
PD Rezoning approved with conditions in City Council Meeting
9/1/92
PD Permit Application Filed
9/23/92
Tentative Map Permit Public Hearing held by Director
9/24/92
Tentative Map Permit approved by Director of Planning
11/12/92
PD Permit Public Hearing

Winfield Hills
Approval Timeline, continued
12/7/92
PD Permit granted by Director of Planning
1/19/93
Vesting Tentative Map Application filed
3/10/93
Vesting Tentative Map - Public Hearing Notice to subdivide into 85 lots
3/23/93
Vesting Tentative Map revised
3/26/93
Vesting Tentative Map approved by Director of Planning
4/2/93
Vesting Tentative Map Amendment Application (subdivide into 94 not 85 lots)
4/7/93
Building Permit Plan Check
5/12/93
Vesting Tentative Map Amendment - Public Hearing
5/14/93
Vesting Tentative Map Amendment Approved
8/21/93
Building Permit --1 st Permit issued.

Appendix C: Housing and Rental Information for the 40 Largest Metropolitan Areas: 1980, 1990
Metropolitan Area

Anaheim-Santa Ana-Garden Grove
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham, Alabama
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas - Fort Worth
Denver-Boulder
Detroit
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood
Houston
Indianapolis
Los Angeles - Long Beach
Milwaukee
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Nassau-Suffolk, NY
New Orleans

New York
Newark
Oklahoma City
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario
Rochester, NY
Sacramento
Salt Lake - Ogden
San Antonio .
San Diego
San Francisco-Oakland
San Jose
Seattle
St Louis
Tampa
\zro.•1.:..nf n., Tl (`

Households
1980
- 1990
827,066
686,267
719,799 1,056,427
880,145
756,980
345,328
303,699
990,660 1,080,721
461,803
445,475
2,486,724 2,908,063
548,385
498,688
712,362
694,401
524,535
397,034
1,076,297 1,449,872
737,806
609,360
1,509,030 1,618,950
528,442
417,517
1,027,069 1,186,375
480,010
418,485
2,730,469 2,989,552
537,722
500,684
935,516
762,376
856,234
809,120
455,178
418,406
3,198,253 3,252,399
652,035
677,464 .
367,775
312,132
1,639,330 1,777,365
807,560
544,759
819,984
828,504
487,091
477,513
866,804
551,580
374,475
342,195
556,448
383,841
347,531
297,345
451,021
349,330
887,403
670,094
1,280,506 1,422,310
520,180
458,519
787,505
617,962

Housin g Units
1990
1980
875,072
721,514
1,174,007
770,076
938,979
799,754
376,897
327,160
1,043,715
1,149,998
474,247
492,516
3,105,919
2,640,801
582,376
531,365
758,984
734,110
559,446
426,429
1,627,055
1,172,444
810,771
654,254
1,714,351
1,594,750
628,660
486,138
1,355,821
1,164,622
517,893
451,319
3,163,343
2,855,578
562,031
521,505
988,735
796,508
927,609
865,767
524,056
455,477
3,449,058
3,677,880
693,062
707,831
425,043
341,752
1,907,150
1,759,288
952,041
610,772
879,811
875,136
512,664
506,200
1,026,179
665,198
399,088
365,859
609,904
421,321
370,967
315,205
504,411
328,680
946,240
720,346
1,500,289
1,339,015
540,240
473,817
831,285
656,762

Rental Units
1990
1980
329,999
271,169
398,273
277,758
319,493
302,717
107,052
98,475
476,598
463,504
167,634
161,798
1,061,302 1,203,938
202,354
185,982
246,477
246,319
209,289
157,927
624,895
406,156
284,055
225,673
488,923
433,865
169,101
117,811
535,055
423,605
173,764
145,425
1,407,072 1,548,588
218,315
199,911
292,817
250,228
168,678
166,906
191,175
193,402
2,414,322 2,169,350
266,682
296,380
131,296
101,938
540,319
527,393
296,375
170,684
387,032
257,185
191,427
177,631
174,365
301,648
121,330
115,757
228,144
149,759
113,295
89,217
184,017
125,817
409,980
300,847
618,705
601,186
212,754
184,958
311,852
223,142

1980
$336
208
193
140
225
156
216
171
184
172
238
241
201
268
256
183
245
203
236
306
179
219
229
197
204
254
178
228
226
204
216
200
181
257
269
308
258

Median Rents
1980 in $1990
$551
341
317
230
369
256
354
280
302
282
390
395
•
330
440
420
300
402
333
387
502
294
359
376
323
335
417
292
374
371
335
354
328
297
421
441
505
423

1990
$728
441
399
260
581
290
414
310
329
341
381
383
362
497
337
342
570
375
443
689
301
455
511
284
434
394
288
373
494
400
463
312
314
564
620
715
458

Rental Vacan cy Rate
1990
1980
6.6%
4.6%
14.50
7.70
7.20
5.00
7.70
9.60
6.30
4.80
6.40
6.50
8.20
6.50
7.70
7.60
7.00
8.70
7.00
7.90
13.30
10.40
7.60
11.60
7.40
7.50
11.40
7.30
14.00
14.70
9.30
9.80
5.90
3.90
4.60
4.20
8.10
4.20
5.50
3.80
7.30
13;40
4.10
3.30
6.00
4.20 '
16.30
11.80
8.20
7.40
16.80
11.80
8.00
. .6.80
5.30
. 6.00
9.30
9.40
5.80
5.10
6.00
8.90
8.30
7.20
11.60
8.10
6.20
5.90
5.30
4.00
4.50
3.30
5.90
5.80

837,997
638,816

924,733
869,481

899,332
741,517

1,006,011
1,025,064

266,159
180,626

291,291
266,931

164
197

269
323

318
376

7.40
10.50

10.40
13.80

959 627

1.459.358

903.596

1.556.749

468.343

576,446

304

499

623

4.20

7.50

Appendix C: Multiple Regression Results Comparing Rental Housing Production and Changes in Median Rent

Descriptive Statistics
Variable
CHNG_RENT
CHRHU/CHH
RENT80-ADJ
VACRTE80

Std. Deviation Explanation
1980-90 change in inflation-adjusted median metro area rent
72.63

Mean
67.23
0.40
366.47
7.10

0.25
74.91
2.61

1980-90 change in metro area rental housing units/1980-90 change in metro area households
1980 Median metro area rent (in 1990 dollars)
1980 Metro area rental vacancy rate

Regression Results

Dependent Variable: CHNG_RENT
Independent Variables:
CHRHU/CHH
RENT80-ADJ
VACRTE80
Constant
R-squared
F-statistic
Observations

Coefficient
-83.15
0.3207
-14.19
83.59
0.63
17.87
36

t-statistic
-2.468
2.86
-4.247
1.587

significance
0.019
0.0074
0.0002
0.1224
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CENTRAL ISSUES AND THEMES

3

dcfray the public costs of growth. Insofar as old residents bear these levies,
such financing can be viewed as a form of subsidy for new development.
Advocates of such financing have typically argued, however, that these subsidies are generally short term and are properly viewed as investments with
multiyear payback periods. In the quarter century following World War II,
local governments usually paid for the infrastructure requirements of growth
from general revenues. However, increases in taxes and fees to serve new
development have lost favor with voters in recent years. As a result, today few
politicians are willing to advocate such financing.
.
Fourth, a locality can accept growth without making collateral investments in infrastructure, thereby spreading the public service costs of growth
among old and new residents alike-in the forin of service deterioration instead of fiscal levies. While never announced as policy, this approach in practice is commonplace. Changes in the quality of infrastructure services tend
to occur gradually, so neglect can go unremarked for years. During the 1980s,
however, as the capacity of infrastructure was overwhelmed in many fastgrowth localities, and as the effects of deferred maintenance became apparent
even in communities that were not experiencing growth, strategies of neglect
became inereasingly conspicuous and controversial.
Finally, localities can require that private real estate developers underwrite
public investments. This strategy, of "exacting" public investment commitments from developers, has been ascendant in recent years. And it is the
central concern in these pages.

& hat Are Exactions?

p. 6_^

When governments .mandate dhat real estate developers, as a condition for
receiving permits, expend resources for the provision of public facilities or
services, they are said to have imposed land development exactions, or,
simply, exactions.
Exactions may be in-kind or financial. In-kind exactions require developers to contribute land, to construct public facilities, or to provide public
services. Financial exactions, most commonly known as "impact" or "development" fees, require monetary payments into public coffers. While monetary exactions come in a variety of types and are often called by a variety of
names, for the sake of simplicity we shall refer in this volume to all types of
monetary exactions as impact fees.'
The legal theory underlying development exactions is that governments,

I0
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REGULATION FOR REVENUE

having reasonably determined that certain public needs are "attributable" to
new development, may require that their costs be "internalized" as part of the
development process. From the standpoint of law, then, the costs that developers incur in fulfilling exaction conditions are user fees, not taxes. (The
significance is that fees must be justified in law by a direct relationship between the payer's activities and the expenditure purpose. Taxes need not be.)
The courts consider a public expenditure attributable to new development
when it is for the use of project occupants (for example, road and water system
improvements to provide them with service) or to mitigate adverse project
impacts on the wider community.' Distinguishing between these aims is not
always possible in practice, but neither is it often essential for legal purposes.
A widened road in the vicinity of a new office complex, for example, will
both serve those who work there and protect other travelers from degradation
of service (which would otherwise have occurred as a result of the additional
traffic generated by the complex).
The great majority of exactions are for investment in public capital or for
the mitigation of adverse physical effects (for example, air, noise, and water
The rationale for exaction conditions can easily be extended,
pollution).
however, to include the social byproducts of new land uses. And during the
1980s, a few communities began to impose social exactions-to alleviate
shortages of affordable housing, for example, that many people thought
growth might aggravate.
The most obvious social exactions, those involving direct payments by the
developer, have been levied almost exclusively on commercial developments.
In-kind requirements for affordable housing, however, conventionally labeled
"inclusionary zoning" provisions rather than exactions, have been imposed
mainly on residential developments. How should these be classified? It depends, we believe, on one's analytic purpose. Economically and politically,
inclusionary zoning fits squarely within the social exaction category. Legally,
however, inclusionary zoning requirements rest on quite different foundations from other social exactions.
The complexity of this labeling exercise highlights a more general point:
The distinction between traditional land use regulation and the imposition of
exactions, while relatively clear at the extremes, often is fuzzy at the margin.
Traditional regulation does not require a landowner to do anything; it simply
restricts permissible uses: An exaction, by contrast, specifies that, in return
for permission to develop, a landowner-over and above paying ordinary
taxes-must finance certain public activities. This is clear enough. But since
the 1920s traditional land use regulation has rarely been so simple.

^
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What, for example, is a requirement that calls for an owner, in return for
permission to subdivide, to set aside land for, pave, and donate to.the community local access streets? It is both traditional regulation and an exaction.
Which element strikes local actors as more salient is likely to hinge on historic community practices. Because consumers generally insist on the availability of paved local streets, the relevant question is simply who should pay
for them. If the local norm has been public financing, the imposition of a
new requirement for developer financing probably will be viewed as an exaction. If a longstanding pattern of developer financing exists, the requirement probably will be seen as a mere codification of community norms about
the characteristics of responsible development. So long as exactions are synchronized with consumer expectations, developers will find it relatively easy
to recoup their costs from customers, and little, if any, curtailment of development should occur because of demand elasticity in the face of exactioninduced price run-ups.'
What about an inclusionary zoning requirement that developers reserve
20 percent of new residential units for low- and moderate-income households? The unstated expectation is that developers will subsidize the sale or
rental of these units by raising the prices of market rate units. On the one
hand, this clearly is an exaction. The objective to be served has been defined
by the community, not developers, and requires significant expenditures that
developers never would incur for market reasons. On the other hand, traditional regulation often restricts what landowners can do with their property,
constrained only by the requirements that legitimate public purposes are
being served and that landowners are left with some opportunity for economic
return.'
Legally, moreover, inclusionary zoning rests on a different basis than other
exactions. Mandates for office developers to finance affordable housing have
been justified on the ground that new offices attract new workers, who in turn
place strains on the local housing market. By contrast, while the development
of market rate housing may generate a local need for new highway lanes or
school rooms, it clearly does not create a need for more subsidized housing.
Stated another way, the mandate to develop subsidized housing is neither for
the benefit of those who purchase the market rate units nor to mitigate adverse
ro'ect impacts. 'l-'he community must justify inclusionary zoning, therefore,
in terms of its traditional authority to regulate the mix of uses on lan within
its boundaries and perhaps its responsibility, on equal protection grounds, to
avoid the use of zoning for exclusionary purposes 5
We do consider inclusionary zoning a form, if perhaps a borderline form,
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of exaction. We shall have little more to say about it in this volume, however,
preferring to focus sharply on the vast majority of exactions. that are justified
in law as serving development-generated needs.

Appraising Exactions
How exactions are viewed depends primarily on the vantage point from
which they are approached and on the alternatives that are deemed most
pertinent. The various participants in land use controversies all have specific
orientations and values, and academic analysts bring their disciplinary perspectives to bear. Five categories of perspectives will be examined here: those
rooted in the tangible interests of actors in the development process, in their
value preferences, in their geographic orientations, in their functional priorities, and in their views of the relevant alternatives.
Not surprisingly, one's view of exactions is likely to reflect one's specific
role in the land development process. Some categories of actors, however,
typically perceive their interests more clearly than others. Local officials in a
growing community, for example, view exactions as low-risk sources of revenue with which to address urgent investinent needs. Developers frequently
consider exactions a form of extortion, a backhanded way for communities to
sell zoning permission, or a kind of double taxation (in locales where most
existing public infrastructure was financed by communitywide taxes and fees).
Existing property owners consider exactions an equitable means of ensuring
that newcomers pay their own way. Outsiders hoping to buy in are far less
prone to pay attention, but, if they do, they are likely to view exactions
as a form of tariff or initiation fee. Existing renters likewise tend to be indifferent and to be among those with the most to lose in growth controversies
-especially if exactions or growth controls contribute to real estate price
inflation.
The impact of value, or ideological, preferences is less obvious. Many
people hostile to regulation in general favor exactions in their own communities. Others, . skeptical about growth and favorable to regulation, are
uncomfortable with the prospect dlat exactions may impede the local development of affordable housing. (Most exactions are levied at a flat rate per
bedroom or per dwelling unit, so they add a greater percentage to the cost of
inexpensive than of luxury homes. Few communities offer reductions or
waivers for affordable housing units.) Those who appraise exactions most sys-
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Notes

Chapter 1
1. When monetary payments are viewed as substitutes for on-site, in-kind performance, they
often are termed "in-lieu" fees. Legally, in-lieu fees can be used by local governments only to
fund facilities for which they are authorized to mandate in-kind exactions. When monetary
payments are viewed as user fees for connecting water and sewer systems, they frequently are
known as "connection" fees. Where they are viewed as user fees to compensate public agencies
for the cost of processing applications and inspections, they often are labeled "processing" fees.
See Brian W. Blaesser and Christine M. Kentopp, "Impact Fees: The `Second Generation,'
Journal of Urban an ^ Contemporary Law, vol. 38, no. 25 (1990), pp. 55-113, especially pp. 6769, on the legal dis ^inctions
`
between in-lieu, connection, and impact fees. For a discussion
that distinguishes sev6ral types of processing fees ( for planning, engineering, and building department services) from her fee categories, see Bay Area Council, "Taxing the American Dream:
Development Fees and Housing Affordability in the Bay Area" ( San Francisco, 1988), especially p. 17.
S(.^j :4 I 5 2-^;

These distinctions are fading in importance as more and more states provide broad authorization for monetary exactions. Until recently, however, the laws and judicial precedents of many
states provided local governments with much clearer authority to levy fees in one or more of
these specific categories than to levy impact fees more generally. While impact fees typically can
be used for all of these purposes, they also can be drawn upon to fund a wide variety of off-site
community investments-for example, road, waste treatment, and school improvements. The
key legal test is whether the need for the improvements can be traced, at least in part, to the real
estate projects on which the fees were levied. Where the facility need is traceable only in part to
new development, the fee assessments are legally required to be proportionate.
2. See Donald G. Hagman and Julian Conrad Juergensmeyer,
Urban Planning and Land
Development Control Law (St. Paul: West Publishing, 1986), pp. 284-85; and Vicki Been,
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"`Exit' as a Constraint on Land Use Exactions: Rethinking the Unconstitutional Conditions
Doctrine,"' Columbia Law Review, vol. 91 (1991), pp. 473-545, especially pp. 487-91.
3. The issue becomes far more complicated if the landowner is required to set aside land for
a through-road and perhaps to defer nearby development until the community builds it. See
Daniel R. Mandelker, "Interim Development Controls in Highway Programs: The Taking Issue,"
Journal of Land Use and Environmental Lau; vol. 4 (Winter 1989), pp. 167-213, especially pp.
172-73, 179-81, 186-95, 210-13.

4. See the majority opinion of the U.S. Supreme Court in Lucas v. South Carolina Coastal
Council, 1992 U.S. Lexis 4537 (1992), Section III:
In 70-odd years of . . . regulatory takings jurisprudence we have generally eschewed any
`set formula' for determining how far is too far, preferring to 'engage in ... essentially ad
hoc, factual inquiries.' . . . We have, however, described at least two discrete categories
of regulatory action as compensable without case-specific. inquiry into the public interest
advanced in support of the restraint. The first encompasses regulations that compel the
property owner to suffer a physical `invasion' of his property. In general (at least with
regard to permanent invasions), no matter how minute the intrusion, and no matter how
weighty the public purpose behind it, we have required compensation. ... The second
... is where regulation denies all economically beneficial or productive use of land.
This last point is elaborated upon, in footnote 7, as follows:
Regrettably, the rhetorical force of our `deprivation of all economically feasible use' rule
is greater than its precision, since the rule does not make clear the 'property interest'
against which the loss of value is to be measured. When, for example, a regulation
requires a developer to leave 90% of a rural tract in its natural state, it is unclear whether
we would analyze the situation as one in which the owner has been deprived of all
economically beneficial use of the burdened portion of the tract, or as one in which the
owner has suffered a mere diminution in the value of the tract as a whole. ... The
answer to this difficult question may lie in how the owner's reasonable expectations have
been shaped by the State's law of property.

5^ It may legitimately argue, furthermore, that an affordable housing requirement is no more
expensive than a density restriction. It follows that the cost to developers of an affordable housing
requirement can be offset, at least in part, by increases in allowable - density. For a detailed
description of one such program, including a density bonus provision, see Christie I. Baxter,
Moderately Priced Dwelling Units in Montgomery County, Maryland, case C-16-91-1043.0
(John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, 1991). On inclusionary zoning
more generally, see William A. Fischel, The Economics of Zoning Laws: A Property Rights Approach to American Land Use Controls (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985), pp. 319-23,
327-29; Robert C. Ellickson, "The Irony of 'Inclusionary' Zoning," Southern California Law
Review, vol. 54 (September 1981), pp. 1167-1216; and Donald Hagman, "Taking Care of One's
Own through Inclusionary Zoning: Bootstrapping Low- and Moderate-Income Housing by Local
Government," Urban Law and Po^cy, vol. 5 (June 1982), pp. 169-87.
6. In fiscal year 1990, property taxes accounted for 47 percent of local government ownsource revenue nationwide and for'; 74 percent of local tax revenue. By comparison, property
taxes accounted for only 1. 5 percen't of total state government own-source revenue and for 1.9
percent of state tax revenue. Bureau',of the Census, Government Finances: 1989-1990, Series
\
GF/90-5 ( January 1992), table 29.
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7. See John R. Logan and Harvey L. Molotch, Urban Fortunes: The Political Economy of
Place (University of California Press, 1987), chapters 3-5; Paul E. Peterson, City Limits (University of Chicago Press, 1981), chapters 1-3, 7; John H. Mollenkopf, The Contested City
(Princeton University Press, 1983), chapters 1-3, 7; Steven L. Elkin, City and Regime in the
American Republic (University of Chicago Press, 1987), chapters 1-5; and Paul B. Kantor, The
Dependent City: The Changing Political Economy of Urban America (Glenview, Ill.: Scott,
Foresman, 1988), chapters 1, 2, 9-13. On the state perspective, see Peter K. Eisinger, The Rise
of the Entrepreneurial State: State and Local Economic Development Policy in the United States
(University of Wisconsin Press, 1988), chapters 1-4; and David Osborne, Laboratories of Democracy (Harvard Business School Press, 1988), chapter 8.
8. See Eisinger, The Rise of the Entrepreneurial State, chapters 1, 4, 10; Peterson, City
Limits, chapters 2, 7; Shelly Metzenbaum, "Making the Most of Interstate Bidding VVars for
Business" Ph.D. dissertation, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University,
1992; Ross J. Giitell, Renewing Cities (Princeton University Press, 1992); Robert Guskind, "The
Giveaway Game Continues," Planning, vol. 56, no. 2 (February 1990), pp. 4-8; Alan A. Altshuler and Christopher Howard, "Local Government and Economic Development in the United
States," in Project Liberty, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, Will
Decentralization Succeed?: National, Regional, and Local Development in Multi-Party Democracies (1991), pp. 39-49.
9. See Alan A. "Altshuler, The City Planning Process: A Political Analysis (Cornell University
Press, 1965), chapters 1, 2, 4; and Herbert J. Gans, People and Plans: Essays on Urban Problems
and Solutions (Basic Books, 1968), pp. 57=65, 72-74.
10. See Robert H. Salisbury, "The Analysis of Public Policy: A Search for Theories and
Roles," in Austin Ranney, ed., Political Science and Public Policy (Chicago: Markham Publishing, 1968), pp. 151-75, especially pp. 158, 167-74; Randall B. Ripley and Grace A. Franklin,
Bureaucracy and Policy Implementation (Homewood, Ill.: Dorsey Press, 1982), pp. 72-73, 10931; Douglas D. Anderson, "State Regulation of Electric Utilities," in James Q. Wilson, ed., The
Politics of Regulation (Basic Books, 1980), pp. 3-41; Edward Mansfield, "Federal Maritime
Commission," in Wilson, ed., The Politics of Regulation, pp. 42-74; Bradley Behrman, "Civil
Aeronautics Board," in Wilson, ed., The Politics of Regulation, pp. 75-120; and James Q. Wilson, "The Politics of Regulation," in Wilson, ed., The Politics of Regulation, pp. 357-94, especially pp. 364-72.
11. See Alan Stone, Regulation and Its Alternatives (CQ Press, 1982), chapter 8; Martha
Derthick and Paul J. Quirk, The Politics of Deregulation (Brookings, 1985); and Dorothy Robyn,
Braking the Special Interests: Trucking Deregulation and the Politics of Policy Reform (University
of Chicago Press, 1987).
12. See Michael N. Danielson, The Politics of Exclusion (Columbia University Press, 1976),
especially chapters 3, 4, 7; Robert H. Nelson, Zoning and Property Rights: An Analysis of the
System of American Land Use Regulation (MIT Press, 1977), chapters 1, 2, 4; Michael N.
Danielson and Jameson W. Doig, New York: The Politics of Urban Regional Development (University of California Press, 1982), chapter 3; Sidney Plotkin, Keep Out: The Struggle for Land
Use Control (University of California Press, 1987), chapter 1; and Yale Rabin, "Expulsive Zoning: The Inequitable Legacy of Euclid," in Charles M. Haar and Jerold S. Kayden, eds., Zoning
and the American Dream: Promises Still to Keep (Chicago and New York: Planners Press, 1989),
pp. 101-21.
13. See General Accounting Office, Federal-State-Local Relations: Trends of the Past Decade and Emerging Iseues, Report HRO-90-34 (March 1990), chapter 3; U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Regulatory Federalism: Policy, Process, Impact, and
Reform, Report A-95 (February 1984); Donald F. Kettl, The Regulation of American Federalism
(Johns Hopkins University Press, 1983), chapters 1-3, 8, and epilogue; David R. Beam and
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Timothy J. Conlan, "The Growth of Intergovernmental Mandates in an Era of Deregulation and
Decentralization," in Lawrence J. O'Toole, ed., American Intergovernmental Relations, 2d ed.
(CQ Press, 1993), pp. 322-36; and Joseph F. Zimmerman, Contemporary American Federalism:
The Growth of National Power (Praeger, 1992), chapters 4, 8, 9.
14. See Thomas W Church and Robert T. Nakamura, Cleaning Up the Mess: Implementation Strategies in Superfund (Brookings, 1993), especially chapter 2.
15. Jan Paul Acton and Lloyd S. Dixon, Superfund and Transaction Costs: The Experiences
of Insurers and Very Large Industrial Firms (Santa Monica: RAND, 1992), pp. 2-3.
16. The breakdown was 42 percent for external expenses (mainly legal) in connection with
coverage disputes, 37 percent for external expenses to defend policyholders, 9 percent for internal
administrative costs, and 12 percent for paying claims. Acton and Dixon, Superfund and Transaction Costs, tables 9, 14.
17. Acton and Dixon, Superfund and Transaction Costs, p. 30.
18. Four other states had systems based on the New Jersey model; that is, employing a
formal, uniform surcharge on all hospital bills to finance a state uncompensated care fund. Many
others had similar but more informal systems whereby, in regulating rates, they authorized
hospitals to levy surcharges on paying patients to cover their own costs of uncompensated
care.
The aspect of New Jersey's system ruled invalid was its application to union and company
self-insurance plans. The court found that the federal government has preempted all regulatory
responsibility for job-related benefits paid directly by companies and labor unions, even though
it has not established any federal program to regulate suclr benefits. The provision in question is
part of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), generally billed as protection
for employee benefits. In practice, it also has become a major source of employee insecurity
about health benefits, because federal courts have ruled that self-insurance plans can reduce
benefits at any time, even after employees who thought they were covered become ill. Considerable debate has occurred about whether Congress intended such a broad exemption, but efforts
to amend it have so far failed.
A major consequence of this regulatory exemption has been a major corporate shift from
commercial health insurance to self-insurance in recent years. As of 1992, about 60 percent of
paying hospital patients nationally were covered by self-insurance plans. Each new regulatory
burden placed on the commercial health insurance system increases the cost disparity between
commercial and self-insurance, thereby accelerating this trend.
See Joseph F. Sullivan, "Judge Voids Health Subsidy Covering New Jersey's Poor," New York
Times, May 28, 1992, p. B7; Joseph F. Sullivan, "Judge Stays Rate Ruling for Hospitals," New
York Times, June 5, 1992, p. BI; and Sarah Lyall, "Plan to Broaden Health Insurance: Cuomo
and Legislators Agree on Coverage for the Sick," New York Times, June 8, 1992, p. Al. Also,
editorial, "Free Care in a Free Fall," Boston Globe, June 6, 1992, p. 12.
19. Alan A. Altshuler and others, "The Cost of Clean: Why Washington Won't Pay," Governing, January 1992, pp. 45-51.
20. At the national level, a business countermobilization against environmental, safety, and
other "social" regulatory initiatives generally is thought to have played a significant role in slowing
the pace of social regulatory expansion during the late seventies and in reversing it during the
Reagan years. See Samuel P. Hays in collaboration with Barbara P. Hays, Beauty, Health, and
Permanence: Environmental Politics in the United States, 1955-1985 (Cambridge University
Press, 1987), pp. 311-28, 491-526; and Arthur Applbaum, Michael Pertschuk and the Federal
Trade Commission, case C16-81-387. (John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, 1981).
21. Well-designed user charges are defined here as fees levied in such a fashion as to alert
consumers to the marginal cost implications of their choices each time they consider whether to
demand service (for example, to take an auto trip or water the lawn).
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Preface
The quality and quarttity of housing available to the population
of continuing public concern. Provision of housing for the
economically disadvantaged segments of the population is an especially
important objective. Principal reliance for the provision of housing in the United
States is placed on private enterprise guided by the processes of the market for
housing. It is a matter of established policy that there is public intervention in
ihe market, however, in ways ranging from mortgage insurance to tax incentives
to direct subsidy. Yet the workings of the housing market are too little
understood for effective policy formulation. It is the objective of this study to
contribute to knowledge of the working of the housing market.
are

I

matters

The focus of this project is on the indirect consequences of new
construction. When new housing units are built and occupied for the first time,
the families which move into them usually free their former residences for
occupancy by others. These others, in turn, may free other homes. The
properties of the sequences of moves thus begun are the subject of this report.
The purpose of the study is to answer such questions as the following:
What is the economic level of the people who move into new housing? If rich
people move into new housing, do poor people benefit indirectly by moving into
vacancies farther along in the sequences? Or, 6o the sequences stop before they
reach low income people? If low income whites benefit, do low income Negroes
also benefit by moving into the vacancies? Are sequences which start with
expensive housing longer than those which start with moderate priced housing?
A sample of new dwelling units in metropolitan areas was the starting
point of the-research. The data collection has consisted in interviewing the first
people to live in each new housing unit in this sample and also the people who
now live in the units left vacant by those who moved into the new units, and
so on. As will be described in detail, each sequence of moves has been followed,
if possible, to its logical conclusion, that is, until a dwelling is removed from the
111
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housing supply, or is occupied by people who left no vacancy for someone else
to fill.
i

The selection of new dwelling units for inclusion in this project was made
on the basis of a list of building permit numbers showing permit office and date
issued for each of the areas in the sample. This list was made available to us by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census. We wish to acknowledge gratefully the assistance
of the staff of the Bureau in the selection of the sample.
The sample was designed to take advantage of this assistance, and is not a
strict probability sample of primary sampling units. Roughly speaking, the
universe represented is all standard metropolitan statistical areas in the U.S. with
a population of 200,000 or more in the central city. The sample of new
construction includes new dwellings in 17 geographical areas. Interviews were
taken in other parts of the country where necessary in order to follow chains of
moves involving people who migrated.
Interviews were successfully completed at 1133 newly occupied homes.
Occasionally two vacancies arise when people who have been maintaining
sepaiate homes combine forces and occupy a third home. It has been convenient
in some tabulations to treat these situations as if there were two separate
sequences of moves. On this basis there were 1144 sequences. Including
interviews at subsequent steps in the sequences of moves, a total of 2651
interviews were taken between July 1 and December 31, 1966. A special effort
was made the following summer to learn as much as possible about sequences for
which the information obtained in the fall of 1966 was incomplete. This effort
resulted in an additional 390 interviews in the same sequences in July and
August 1967. The revised total number of interviews in the project is 3039,
allowing for the exclusion from the final count of 2 interviews taken in 1966
which the subsequent investigation showed should not have been taken. This
report is based on these 3039 interviews.

These interviews have not carried to their logical conclusion all of the
1144 sequences. Interviews were completed with 88.5 percent of all eligible
respondents in the new homes. Estimates will be presented of the characteristics
of the sequences of moves as they would appear if there had been no
interviewing failures. These estimates imply that 85.7 percent of all families in
the sequences begun by the 1133 homes were interviewed.
This report stresses the question of whether the housing market operates
in such a way that new construction indirectly benefits the poor in general and
Negroes in particular. It also exploits the material collected in this study to
contribute to understanding of the demand for new housing.
A second report is planned and is being prepared by one of the authors,
Charles Wade Clifton. This report will present a theoretical model of the housing
market as a whole developed in response to the problems posed by the present
approach. It will also consider in some detail the income elasticity of the
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V

demand for housing and the problem, here treated rather arbitrarily, of how to
equate house value and monthly rent.
This project was financed by a grant from the Ford Foundation. We wish
to acknowledge the contributions to the formulation of the project made by
Louis Winnick of the staff of the Foundation. He called to our attention the
pioneering study of chains of moves by Frank S. Kristof.1
This project was planned jointly by the three authors. Supervision of the
data collection and coding, and the development and preparation of tables were
primarily the responsibility of Charles Wade Clifton. The text of this report has
been written primarily by John B. Lansing.
We also wish to acknowledge the contributions of other members of the
staff of the Survey Research Center. The Center is a division of the Institute for
Social Research of The University of Michigan. The Director of the Institute is
Rensis Likert; of the Survey Research Center, Angus Campbell; of the Economic
Behavior Program, George Katona. The responsibility for the selection of the
sample was carried by the Sampling Section of the Survey Research Center
under the direction of Irene Hess. Staff of the Sampling Section specially
assigned to this study included Thomas Tharakan. Appendix A in particular is
based on the work of the Sampling Section. Interviewing was carried out by the
Field Staff of the Survey Research Center under the direction of John Scott.
Jeanette Rusk and Jeanne Keresztesi of the Field Office were especially active
on the study. The coding of the project was under the supervision of Joan
Scheffler. The Data Processing Facility of the Institute is under the direction of
John Sonquist. Gary Hendricks and Janet Keller assisted in the preparation of
the manuscript. We are especially indebted to Shorey Peterson for a critical
reading of drafts of this report. The manuscript was typed by Anita Grob.

1Frank S. Kiisto£, "Housing Policy Goals and the Turnover of Housing," Journal of
the American Institute of Planners, August 1965, pp. 232-245.
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5
Conclusions
THE purpose of this project has been to trace the indirect effects
of the construction of new homes. These indirect consequences are of interest
from an analytic point of view for understanding of the working of the housing
market, and from a policy point of view for assessing the probable effect on the
housing of the poor of measures which affect the total market for housing but
do not directly affect poor families.

Do the poor benefit from new construction? It is proposed here that
they benefit either if they move into new housing or if they occupy any
positions in the sequences of moves begun by new construction. If they move,
they benefit! This view is consistent with the conventional economic argument
that people voluntarily enter into a transaction only if they expect to be better
off as a result. The survey data confirm that most people who. move do like their
new housing better. (See Appendix Table E-22.) Even people who do not like
their new quarters may benefit by being in an improved location, for example,
closer to employment.
How many poor people benefit from new construction in a given period,
then, depends on the volume of new construction, the length of the sequences of
moves begun by by the new construction, and the proportion who are poor at
each position in the sequences. There are well-known statistical series on the
volume of new construction. This project was designed to yield estimates of the
other two magnitudes. There has been some difficulty in estimating the average
length of the sequences of moves owing to the problem of non-response in
interviewing. The longer a sequence, the greater the probability that it will not
be followed to its logical end. Also, some dwellings may be left vacant
indefinitely before they are finally re-occupied or removed from the stock of
housing. As a result of these factors the survey result is subject to some margin
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of uncertainty, but the most reasonable estimate of the average length of
sequences of moves works out to 3.5 positions. That is, on the average for every
1000 new homes about 3500 families are able to move. This estimate cannot be
checked directly against any non-survey estimate of the same magnitude. It is
--reasonable,-however,-in the light of wliat is known about the total number of
families in the population who move in any one year and the total number of
events which initiate sequences of moves, including, in addition to new
construction, deaths and other factors which cause vacancies.

The proportion of families who are poor at each 'position in the
sequences of moves is here estimated at .04 at position one, .06 at position two,
and .14 at positions thiee, four, etc. Combining this information with the
information on the length of sequences, we have an estimate that about 333
people will be poor out of the 3545 people who move as a result of the
construction of 1000 new dwellings. That is, about 9.4 percent of the movers
will be poor. The definition of poverty used here is that a family is poor if its
income is less than $1000 plus $500 per capita for each member of the family.
Another approach to the definition of poverty is to count as poor all
families below $3000 in 1965 income. In the metropolitan areas included in this
study 13 percent of all families had incomes below $3000. At positions three
and above in the sequences of moves about 14 percent or more of the families
had incomes below $3000.
These results indicate that poor people do benefit indirectly from new
construction. We can be even more optimistic when we note that roughly half of
all sequences of moves are initiated by deaths, the subdivision of existing
structures, emigration, and the like. Poor people presumably benefit also from
these sequences. Indeed, since new dwellings are ordinarily expensive one would
expect the poor to occupy a larger proportion of the positions in sequences of
moves otherwise initiated.

We should not conclude from this analysis that the poor are well-provided (or ill-provided) with housing. Nor should we conclude that the price of
housing is or is not reasonable. We can conclude that the poor are indirectly
affected by the construction of new'housing even if they do not occupy the new
dwellings.
This conclusion, however, applies to the poor collectively. It is necessary
to ask a further question: is the housing market segmented? If it is segmented,
then there may be parts of the population who benefit from new construction
less than in proportion to their numbers.
The housing market, one might suggest, may be segmented by age or
stage in the family life cycle. It is certainly true that housing appropriate for a
a very small family is not appropriate for a very large one. But the evidence in
this study is that people of quite different stage in the life cycle often succeed
each other in the same housing unit. In view of that fact, it is hard to see how
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housing could be scarce for one age group and plentiful for another.To put the
same-pointin a-different-way, quarters-which-differ in-number-of-rooms must--be
quite close substitutes.
One might also suggest that the housing market is segmented by social
status. If the education of the head of a family is taken as a proxy for its status,
the evidence is that housing shifts frequently from people of one status level to
people of another.
Segregation by race, however, is another matter. It is well known that the
income of Negroes is less than that of whites. The question at issue is whether
Negroes are disadvantaged in the housing market to a greater extent than is
implied by their lower incomes. The evidence is that they are indeed
disadvantaged.
First, it may be asked, do Negroes move into new homes in the same
proportion that one would expect on the basis of their incomes? The finding is
that they do not. In fact, Negroes comprise about six-tenths of the number of
occupants of new dwellings which one would predict on the basis of their
incomes.
Second, Negroes in the low income group can benefit from new
construction if they are able to move into a home which has been left vacant by
a white family."Trickle-down" can work if property changes from Negro to
white occupancy. Such transitions do occur, but they are infrequent.
The result of these two factors is that Negroes do not benefit from new
construction to the extent that their incomes would lead one to expect. We
estimate that the proportion which Negroes represent of families in the
sequences of moves begun by new construction is about .70 of what would be
predicted on the basis of the incomes of all families in the sequences and the
proportion which Negroes form of each income group in the metropolitan areas
being studied.
We cannot attribute to racial discrimination the difference between .70
and 1.00. Negroes are at an economic disadvantage because of their low assets as
well as their low incomes- The extent of their disadvantage in assets is indicated
by the fact that their average net worth is less than a fifth of that for the
population as a whole. Young Negro families are likely to be unable to obtain
gifts or loans from their parents to finance the down payment on a home as well
as limited in their own resources. We have not attempted to separate this factor
from direct racial discimination in housing.
The findings about Negroes have various implications which may be
suggested although they are not developed here systematically. They have
geographical implications. New homes tend to be built on the edges of urban
areas, so that the oldest part of the housing stock is near the center and the
newer parts are located at increasing distances from the center. One would
expect low income groups to occupy the older part of the housing supply near
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the center and to move outward both as their economic position improves and as
the supply of housing ages. For Negroes this process seems to work imperfectly.
It has implications for the supply of housing available to members of low income
groups who are not subject to the same disadvantages as Negroes in the housing
.niarket._To_the.extent that-Negroes-are kept-out of-the market for-aging housing---------..
the supply of aging houses available to others is larger than it would be
otherwise.
Throughout this report we have stressed the problems of the housing of
the poor. The same data can also be used to consider the importance of
sequences of moves for people in the moderate income group, say, $3,000 to
$6,000. The conclusion that poor people benefit indirectly from new
construction applies even more strongly to those of moderate income. Those in
this group made up about 19 percent of all families in the metropolitan areas
studied in 1965. Although they were only 17 percent of those at position one in
the sequences, they were three out of ten of those at positions two and above.

C

In brief, the results of the study lead to two main conclusions concerning
housing policy. First, as far as low income whites are concerned, any policy
which increases the total supply of housing will be beneficial. The working of
the market for housing is such that the poor will benefit from any actions which
increase the supply in the total market. There is a natural tendency for someone
who is concerned with the provision of housing for the poor to take a direct
approach. To provide housing for people, hand them the key to the door of a
home! The evidence in this research is that the direct approach is not the only
approach which will be effective. The housing market (for whites) operates as a
single market. Any policy which shifts either the demand curve or the supply
curve in the market will affect the price in the total market.
Second, Negroes are in what amounts to a partially separate market.
Measures which influence the housing market as a whole, and in particular,
measures which increase the supply of housing in the market as a whole,
influence the market for housing for Negroes only in an attenuated form. The
provision of housing for Negroes at the level which their present incomes justify
will require either direct provision of more new housing units for Negro
occupancy or measures which facilitate the transition of existing houses from
white to Negro occupancy. It is not possible as matters now stand to rely on the
sequences of moves resulting from new construction for the provision of housing
for the Negro poor.

We have not attempted in this study to review the choices of policy
which have been proposed or tried as methods of improving the supply of
housing to the poor. Such a review has been undertaken recently by
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Rothenberg.' It seems to be recognized increasingly that no single method is
-stiff cicnt-:-a-mix-of-programs-is-r.eeded-lt-may be-helpful;-however,--to-state-hereexplicitly some of the implications of this research for policies now being
develope' ind applied.
One group of policies are intended to influence the supply of housing.
One approach is to offer long term loans at below market rates of interest. While
interest rates are no doubt important, for many low income people, and
especially Negroes, a major obstacle to becoming home owners is the down
payment requirements even when incomes may be adequate to cover monthly
payments.
A second group of policies are intended to influence demand. Two
methods are urged: programs to provide money which is earmarked for housing,
as in rental allowances, and general subsidies to the poor, as in the negative
income tax. This research shows that for Negroes these policies in themselves
will not be adequate. Negroes are at a substantial disadvantage in the housing
market in addition to that which results from low income.

1jerorne Rothenberg, Economic Evaluation of Urban Renewal, Brookings, 1967.

